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FOREWORD

by Professor P. E. Vunon
pRorBSsoB oF BDUCATTONAL PSYCHOLOGY, TNSTITUTB OF EDUCATTON
OF THB UNIVBRSITY OF LONDON

Trus is a book which needed writing; and Dr. Macfarlane Smith,

who has been closely identified with its subject-matter for over
one quarter of a centurl, is clearly the person to write it. At fust
sight it would appear to be e highly technical survey of the

statistical frndings of certain mental tests. But the conclusions

which the author draws from his careful weighing of the evidence

have very important implications for current edtrcational policy.

It is high time, therefore, that educationists should take the trouble
to acquaint themselves with this technical evidence, to ponder
and "it on it. Briefy shted, Dr. Macfarlane Smith's thesis is that

British educatior, particularly that given in grammar schools,

while stressing the development of general or all-round intelli-
gence, has over-valued the verbal rype of abiliry * the exPense

of itt psychological opposite-spatial abiliry. The Crowther Re-

porr, Sir Charles Snow and many other public figures have, of
course, urged the claims of mathematical, technical and scientific

education, together with Britain's need for technologists and

scientists. But few of such advocates possess any scientific know-
ledge of the nature of these abilities they wish to encourage,

what is their common essence, nor how this essence is related to
other abilities or to temperamental traits and Personaliry qualities.

Nor are they, perhaps, sufficiently aware that our current system

of selection foi second ary and trniversiry education actively dis-

criminares against the pupil or student who is most likely to be

talentecl in these directions.
Dr. Macfarlane Smith outlines a large body of work on spadal,

performance, mechanical and other non-verbal tests and shows

th.t there is a major underlyirg factor or rype of abiliry which is
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Foreword

best defined as the capaaty to perceive and hold in mind the
structure and proportions of a form or figure, grasped as a whole.
This view reconciles the somewhat divergenr r.iolts of British
and American workers, since the latter h".r. often used less
aPProPriate multiple-choice tests involving recognition of de-
tails rather than Perception and reproduction of complex wholes.
There is ample evidence of the use{irlness of such tests in selecdon
for technical courses and training, for geome try and art. But in
addition a comprehensive survey of work on mathematical apti-
tude indicates that, apart from general (preferably non-verLal)
intelligence tests, the most predictive tests are also those of the
spatial factor. In contrast, mechanical arithmedc tests give very
little inficadon of future mathematical or scientific abiliry (hencl
Crowther's advoc ecy of 'numeracy' is psychologically mislead-
i"g). [t would seem that the perception of form iJa general char-
acteristic of the absract thinking involved in mathematics and
science, xs distinct from the verbal thi"Li"g involved in most
school subjects.

A good deal of interesting work is surveyed, also, on deGcts

P sPrtial abiliry associated with brain irjory, cerebral palsy and
leucotomy; and a discussion of the relations of this abiliry ro rypes
ofattention (.tthtic vs synthed.) and to EEG brain waves throvns
furthgr light on the neurological and mental processes involved.
Finally the author makes a strong case for ro-. relation berween
the ability and temperamental qualities akin ro inrroversion,
masculinity and initiative. The lack of trndersranding between
the scientiit and the humanist probably arises from th"e factthat
their modes of thinking are intimately bound up with their whole
personaliry organization.

The book covers much controversial ground and nor all
psychologists will endorse all of Dr. Macfarlane Smith's inrer-
pretations. I myself wonder, for example, whether some of the
correladons and factor loadings he quotes are not too smatl to
justify some of his more novel conclusions; and I would see more
virtues in the verbal rype of thinking than he seems to allow.
But it is all to the good that his evidence and argumenrs should be
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presented and marshalled logically, since this will stimulate others
to undertake further badly needed research. I would, then, par-
ticularly commend the book not only to educationat policy
makers, but also to research students in education and psychology
who are searching for fresh ideas to explore.

January, 1963 PHITIP E. VERNON
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PART ONE

Chapter one

Spatial Ability and the Selection Problem

The shortage of scientific manpower

Ir has often been said that, in an age of scientific revolution, a

nation's economic progress and survival depend largely upon the
qualiry of its sciendfic, technological and technical education.
Hence, it is ,id.ly recognizedthat the present acute shortage ofall
grades of scientific and technical personnel is one of the most
critical problems affecting the futtre well-being of Great Britain.
While the shortage appears to be world-wide,* in Britain it
approaches the dimensions of a national crisis. Numerous authori-
ties have estimated that in proportion to the population, both
the United States of America and Soviet Russia are producing
several times the number of scientists and engineers that are being
produced in the United Kingdom. C. P. Snow (rqSg) has esti-
mated that if we compare like with like, putting scientists and
engineers together, Britain is training at a professional level one
Briton to every one and a haH Americans and to every rwo and a
half Russians. He has given the following figures of graduates
rained per yeff (scientists and engineers combin"d) : United
Kingdom r3,ooo; [J.S.A. 6j,ooo; (J.S.S.R. r3o,ooo.

Snow states that the Russian output of engineers is now much
larger than that of the rest of the world put together, approxi-
mately, io per cent larger. 'While only slighdy more pure

* C. F. McCrensky (rgS8) Scientific Manpower in Europe. London, Pergamon
Press.
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Spatial Ability

scientists of all kinds are being trained than in the United Sates,
i, physics and mathematics the balance is heavily in the Russian

favour.
Reliable comparative figures are fficult to obtain, however,

and the writer has fotrnd that estimates vary *id.ly. A British
Labour Party statement of poliry, dated October 196r, asserm

that per head of the populadon, the United States is educating
each yeff two to three times as ma{, and the Soviet Union
five times as many, highly trained technologists as Great Britain.

J. Yaizey (196r), of London Universiry Institute of Education,
has estimated that the number of newly qualified scientists and

technologists per million of the populadon is no larger in Britain
than in Yugoslavia. It is half that of Canada, a third that of Russia

and about a seventh that of the United States. hr spite of these

fiffering estimates, there is general agreement that Britain is lag-
ging behind other countries in the producdon of scientists and
engineers. In technological educatior, Britain lags behind not
only great nations like Russia and the United Shtes, but also be-
hind smaller countries like Switzedand, France and 'Western

Germany.
Statements regarding the long'term demand for scientific

manpower and Britain's capacity to meet this demand have been

even more contradictory. In a report issued by the Stationery
Office in London in 1956, estimates were given both of the short-
term and long-term demands for scientific manpower in Britain.
It was suggested that to maintain an annual rate of growth of
4 per cent in indusffial output, it would be necessary to increase

the number of qualified scientists and engineers from the 1956

level of 13J,ooo to somewhere in the region of zzo,ooo in r96F
an increase of over 68 per cent. A Zo per cent increase in the D.urrt-

ber of engineers would be needed and a io per cent increase in the

number of scientists. To produce this increase, the outPut of
trained scientists and engineers would have to have been doubled
by 196o. A British Labour Party pamphlet, published in 196r,
has suggested, however, that the official target for the output of
scientists and engineers in rg1o is quite inadequate. It proposed

r8



Spatial Ability and the Selection koblem

that Britain should aim to produce a r i per cent increase in the
yearly output, which would mean a doubling in seven years and a

three-fold increase in ten. This aim was considered none too
high to meet the challenge of the seventies.*

In January 1962, the American National Science Foundation
published a report on education in the Soviet Union, which gives
comparative figures for the [f.S.A. and the [I.S.S.R. This 9oo-
page report was compiled by Mr. Nicholas de'W'itt, an associate

of the Russian Research Centre at Harvard. It concludes that the
Soviet Union is now turning out twice as many scientists and

engineers as the United States.

The current American space programme, according to the
report, will absorb the services of all available trained staff, The
present $96z) arulual total of American science and engineering
graduates is 9o,ooo compared with rgo,ooo in the Soviet Llnion.
Before rg7o the Soviet toal will be expanded to 2Jo,ooo-over
rwice the anticipated number in the United Shtes. In r9j9, ST

per cent of all B.A. graduates in the Soviet Union were in engin-
eering, science and applied sciences. The comparable percentage in
the United States was 24.

The report fisposes of the widely held belief that American
and'West Etropean educational standards are higher than those in
the Soviet Union. It maintains that Soviet higher education in
science and engineering transmits about as much knowledge as,

and at dmes more than, American or 'West European higher
institutions. The 'time inputs' required in Soviet educatior, it
states, moreover, are invariably higher than in the United States.

A more optimistic view of the situation in Britain was ex-
pressed in a report published in October, ry6r, by the British
Advisory Cotmcil on Scientific Policy, which suggested that the
country will have a surplus of scientists and technicians by r97o.
According to the Council's calculadons, by ry65 Britain should

have achieved the necess ery annual output of qualified men and

* For an exhaustive analysis of data on Britain's scientific and technological
uumpower, reference should be made to the comprehensive treatise by Payne
(Stanford LJniversiry Press, 196o).
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women and from then onwards, production would exceed

demand. This forecast arose from an earlier estimate made in r9j6
by the Coyryil-s Mqpo-*er- Committee that an annual output of
2o,ooo qualified people should be achieved between 1966 and rg7r.

The 196r report suggested that this figure would be reached by
1965 and that the output of lo,ooo may be achieved by rg7z.
It recognized, however, that several contingencies might falsify
the figures, and that in any case, supply and demand in individual
disciplines were less easy to equate.* There was likely to be, for
example, a continuing shortage of mathematicialls.

In its annual report, published in January 196z, the Council
commented that in some quarters the earlier report of its rnxrr-
power committee has been "seriously misunderstood". Despite

a six-fold increase of new qualificadons likely in the early r97o's
compared with 1938 there will sdll be a dearth of men and women
with scientific education to fill posts in management, administra-
tion and other proGssions generally. A very similar view was

expressed by the Institute of Physics and the Physical Soci.ry in a
memorandum to the committee on higher education (t962).
The memorandum stressed that America and Russia were invest-
irg heavily in physics to ensure a supply of well-trained scientists.

"'We are certain," it stated, "that the supply of such people
in Britain will not be remotely sfficient in r96i or in any period
for which it would be worth making t forecast."

The serious shortage of teachers of mathematics might well be

one of the contingencies which may falsify the forecast of the

* Since this passage was written, the Advisory Council for Scientific Policy in
Britain has reported (October, rg6l) that the figures would in fact be falsified.
Instead of a strplus of qualified scientific rumpower in rg6S, there would prob-
ably be a shortage of some 28,ooo. There would be major shortages of mathe-
maticians, electrical engineers and possibly ofphysicists and mechanical engineers.

The report emphasized that the shortage would be mainly one of technologists.
A statistical summary published in rg6l by the United States National Science

Foundation has shown that in America specialized manpower in science was
growing at the rate of about 4.3 per cent per year. Estimates for rg7o foresaw a

total of 4,ooo,ooo persons working as scientists, engineers, technicians or science

and mathematics teachers. In these four manpower categories, there would be by
tgTo an increase of r,3oo,ooo over the zrToo,ooo estimated for 1963.
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Spatial Ability and the Selection hoblem

Advisory Cotrncil's manpower committee. The Labour Parry
pamphlet from which we have already quoted has described the
situation as "desperate" and has called for "desperate measures

to relieve it".
With almost monotonous regulariry, leading authorities in

Britain have been drawing attention to the seriousness of the
teacher shortege andhave emphasized that the situation is deterior-
ating. Sir John Cockcroft (196r) has expressed his views in the
following passage:

"Part of the reason for our present mathematical deficiencies

is the fact that the country is short of mathematicians. Their
employment has increased by So per cent in the past three years,
due pardy to the development of computers in industrlr, and the
supply is quite inadequate for industry, Government and the

schools. As usual, the schools are taking the brunt ofthe deficiency.
Last year (196o), the direct grant schools were able to fill only 6r
per cent of their mathematics vacancies. The teaching of the
subject is now in a serious state. The supply of mathematicians
coming from the Universities is far too low . . ."

Professor Bryan Thwaites (196r), of Southampton Universiry,
made the following comments: "The truth is that the whole
profession of mathematics is like a very sick man, a man in a

high fever and sdll restlessly active, but suffering even so from a

wasting disease, advancing so fast that one hesitates to speak too
loudly of recovery. . . . If no recovery in fact comes about,
mathematical education as it exists today is likely to fie a natural
death within twenty years. So desperate is the situation. . . ."

Summing up, Professor Thwaites said that 'ufor the Universi-
ties, the present shffing deficiency was at least one year's total out-
put of Ph.D.s and the maintenance of staffs at their present level
required a doubling of the annual output. For the grarnmar-rype
schools, the present deficiency equalled at least three years' total
output of graduate mathematicians, and the maintenance of
stafB required at least a doubling of graduates in departments of
education. These figures took no account of the difficulties of
secondery modern schools. . . ."
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No doubt many factors have contributed to the present
difficult situation in Britain, but it seems probable that a vicious
circle has already begun to operate and that this will create a more
difficult situation in the future. The growing demands of industry
for qualified technical personnel are denuding the schools of the
normal supply of teacheis of mathematics and of science and the
shortage thus created will in turn have an adverse effect on the
future supply of scientists and engineers to industry. While the
shortage of teachers of mathematics and science is particul arly
serious because of its long-term effects, there are acute shortages
in numerous highly essential technological occupations. Draughm-
men, for example, appear to be in short supply, os also are

chemical engineers and technicians (Alexander, J., r9i9). There is

an unsatisfied demand for technicians of all kinds.

The pool of ability

Mclntosh $96z) has stressed the fact that there are consider-
able urrtapped reserves of talent which ought to be developed
and has suggested that there is an urgent need for scientific investi-
gation to discover the factors which prevent this development.
In considering the arguments for increasing facilities for higher
education, it is necessary to take accorillt of the size of the reserves

of talent. But any estimate of the size of the pool ofabiliry musr be
qualified by the reservation that this figure is valid only for con-
ditions existing at any given time. LInder different conditions, rhe
figures might be very different.

Teachers are well aware of the fact that there are limits to rhe
intellectual achievements of their pupils. Some pupils seem to be
incapable of mastering Latin, at least when taught by convenrional
methods, and never reach a level which would enable them to read
and appreciate Latin literature in the original. There is a growing
awareness that mathematics also presents a stumbling block and
many apparently intelligent adults seem to be unable to make
progress in abstract mathematics. It is possible, however, that if
methods of teaching mathematics could be greatly improved,
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even at the primary stage, the size of the pool of mathematical
abiliry might be substantially increased.

In Mclntosh's view, one of the most urgent educational

problems is that of finding out how many people are capable of
doing these things, how many are not doing them and what are
the factors preventing them from realizing their full potendal.
He defines a pool of abiliry as that part of a population which is
capable of success in a clearly defined typ. of higher education.

There is not one pool of abiliry, bot a number of pools and th.y
difGr according to the criteri a by which they are defined. It is a
matter of concern in Britain to discover how much greater is the
pool of mathematical abiliry than the present output of mathe-
maticiarls. Mclntosh rightly emphasizes that in studying either a

populadon sample or an agrgroup, it would be folly to use only
one measure to estimate a pupil's potential abiliry. The size of the
pool of abiliry cannot be estimated from anything as simple as the
I.Q. distribution. The I.Q. is merely one of several measures

which might be used to estimate potendal abiliry, and it is

necessary to make revised esdmates based on a pupil's actual

progress et school. There is clearly a very great need to devise
methods for identifying the difGrent rypes of abiliry which are
necessery for success in subjects such as mathematics and
science.

The criterion by which 'success' is judged must also be colr-
sidered with care. A distinction must be made ber'ween 'being
successful' in a course of education and 'benefitirg' from it.
Some students may benefit from a course in which they may have
very little to show in the way of examination resul*.

The analysis of abilities

Any fiscussion of the 'pool of abilities' and of the problem
of identifi""g talent necessarily requires some tmderstanding of
the structure of human abilities and of the techniques involved
in their measurement. OrIy a very brief reference to the basic

principles ofmental nleasurement can be given here and the reader
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who is not familiar with the field should consult standard works,
such as that by Vernon (rgso).

The most far-reaching "it.*pt to place the psychology of
mental measurement on a soundr i[uartitative fotmdation was that
of Spearman who claimed that mental abilides could be analysed
into factors, a general factor g and numerous specific factors
(s1, s2, .ss . . .). He believed that for any infividual, g was a measure
ofthe mind's abiliry to educe relevant reladons berween ideas or to
educe correlates corresponding to a given reladon.

This two-factor theory of Spearman has provided a logical
basis for constructing tests for measuring g and it has been

found to give sadsfactory results in practice. By analysing the
correlations between tests it is possible to identi$, those tests
which have high saftrations in, or loadirgr oe, the general fac-
torg. Though each test has its own specific factor, when a number
of such tests are combined together to form one test, the various
specffic 6ctors tend to cancel out so that the total score provides
a better measure of g.

More recent 6ctorial studies have brought to light the e*is-
tence of a number of group factors, which enter into some dis-
tinct abilities but not into all abilities, and which correspond frirly
closely to the more important aptitudes. The evidence for the ex-
istence of these group factors is particularly strong in the .case of
the verbal, spatial and numerical aptirudes and the coffesponding
group 6ctors are denoted by u, k and n. There is considerable
doubt as to the existence of a trnique group 6ctor corresponding
to mathematical aptitude.

It is possible to analyse mathematically the inter-correlations
of t set of test-scores by a, process known as factor-analysis.
There are now many different methods of factor-analysis, but
the results obtained 

"rL 
broadly equivalent. They consist.rr.rr.tially

of systematic techniques for removing the efGct of each factor
in succession from the original table of correladons.

Usually, when the inter-correlations of the scores of a set of
mental tests are analysed, the first factor to be extracted corres-
ponds approximately to g. After the removal ofg, th" tests tend
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to fall into two main groups: the verbal-ntrmerical on the one
hand (sometimes referred to as the uzed-factor) ; and the spatial-
mechanical-practical on the other (sometimes referred to as the

k:m-factor). If there are sufficient tests in the battery and the

analysis is carried far enough, the two main groups sub-fivide into
minor groups factors: verbalv and numericaln on the one hand;
and spadal &, mechanical information m andmanual on the other.

Thus, we may think of human abilides as arranged hierarchic-
ally like a fr*ily tree, as shown in the following diagram.

GENERAT FACTOR

MAJOR GROI,'P

FACTORS

MINOR

GROIIP

FACTORS

g
I

u:ed k:m

tnw fl

:i='ffillllllllllllllllll
Hierarchical structure of hurnan abilities

The abilities needed by industry

The technical staff required in modern industry may be con-
veniently classified into four categories as follows:

r. Research scientists (including mathematicians and shdsti-
cians) ;

z. Technologists (both development and production er-
gineerd;
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3. Technicians;

4. Skilled craftsmen.
There is a need to fud ways of idend&i"g potential abilides

for eny of these categories of occupations at a sufficiently early
age to enable the talents to be developed to the full. Skilled crafrs-
men and technicians ere likely to require among other qualities
a high degree of spatial or mechanical abiliry, called by Vernon
kl*. Research scientists, mathematicians and technologists will
certainly require a high degree of general abiliry, usually denoted
by g, but it is possible that th.y may also require some degree
of spatial abiliry k. All four categories will require to have had
at least a basic training in mathematics.

Thus, it is particularly necessary to furd methods of identifying
spadal and mathematical aptitudes at an early age. k has so*.-
times been said that the bottleneck in the present shortage of
technical personnel in Britain is mathematics. There are not
enough people studying mathematics. There are reasons for
believing, however, that talent for mathematics may involve
specialized apdtudes, which may be possessed by popils who are
not gifted in other scholastic subjects. This view has been eX-
pressed by Mchrtosh (rgsg), who made a number of case studies
of such pupils in his follow-up study in Fifeshire. Clearly, the
existence of such special aptitudes must be taken into accotrnt in
the procedures by which pupils are selected both for grammar
schools or technical schools or for grammar school courses or
technical school courses. The rype of secondary school organi za-
tion, whether tripartite, multilateral, bilateral, or comprehensive,
will have to be taken into account in considering selection pro-
cedures, but it will not affect the essential problem. Even in a

comprehensive school, due account must be taken of a pupil's
aptitudes, it he is to derive the maximum benefit from his
education.

At the present time, the majoriry of scientists and technolo-
gists receive their secondary education in grammar schools.
Mrny studies have been made of the efficienry of the selection
procedures by which pupils are admitted to these schools. Bur,
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hitherto Gw of these studies have investigated the problem in the
light of the shortage in the supply of scientific and technical

manPower.
Mclntosh (rqSg) has discussed the problems of guidance and

selection in the light of the need to increase the producdon of
pupils of trniversity calibre, but he seems to have no radical sug-

gestions to offer. The proportion of pupils who achieved a good
Leaving Certificate in his age grouP of some 4,ooo was 6'3 Per
cent and he estimated that with an ideal allocation procedure and

full parental support, the figure might be increased to r r Per cent.

These figures, however, relate to the situation in Fife in which z4

per cent of pupils are offered full second ary education. It cannot

be concluded that a greater percentage might not reach the same

standard with a different rype of secondary school organization.

Sir Geoffrey Crowther has repeatedly expressed the view that it is
among those who fail at the early alge of rr plus that Britain loses

most of her latent and badly needed alents.

Tests used in selecting for secondary courses

The tests which are most commonly used are known to be

highly efficient for predicting all-rotrnd success in grammar-
school courses. Thus Mclntosh found that the combination
of two verbal I.Q.s, semi-objective tests of aftainment and scaled

teachers' estimates in English and arithmedc yielded a correladon

of . B7z with all-rourd marks in the fifth and sixth years of the

senior second aty school. [t is less certain, however, that these

measures would be equally successful in predicting success in
mathematics, physics and technical subjects. Mclntosh fotrnd that

teachers' estimates and the test of abilify in English had greater

valifiry for preficting marks in mathematics and science than had

the test and estimates in arithmedc. This was true in the senior

second ary schools, whereas in the jtrnior second ary schools with
their greater emphasis on practical subjects the relationship was

reversed.

There is some evidence that some of the tests normally used for
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graurmar school selecdon in Britain have negatiue value for
preficung success in science courses at the univeisity. Nisbet and
Bychan (rgsg) follgwed-up a group of eleven-year-old pupils,
who were eventu:rlly admitted to Aberdeen Universiry. They
comPared the shndardued scores obtained in the origirrd selec-
tion tests with the results gained in the Scfiool Leaving Certificate
examinations and in courses at the Universiry (in first, rhird and
final yeer examinations). The selection procedure employed in
Aberdeen City involved the use of mo verbal t."rooirrg rests
(I.Q.t), and attainment tests in English and arithmeric, as well as

teachers' estimates.

Nisbet and Buchan calculated correlations between each of
these scores, and the results obtained in the School Certificare
examinations and in examinations in arts, science and medicine
at Aberdeen tlniversity. They fotmd that for the r9j3 university
entrants who took courses in science, their three criteria of ro.c.it
(first, third and final year) corelated negativ.ty with the r r plus
attainment test-scores in dng[sh; two ofihe criieria (first and third
year) correlated negativ.ty with teachers' estimates and one of the
ctiteria (for third year- cotrses) correlated negativ.ty with one of
the verbal I.Q.s. Undue reliance cannot, however,-be placed on
these figyes, since the number of students in the r9j3 group was
only 34, but a similar negative correlation berween science and the
r r plus English score was found again in the rgs4 group of z7
srudents, though it was nor found in the rgs2 group ofJ r stu-
denm. For the rgs3 and rgs4 entrants, the arithmetiCscore was a
better predictor of success in trniversiry science than any of the
other test-scores. AU the test-scores were found to give positive,
though moderate, correladons with criteria of ru...rs in-univer-
sity courses in arts and medicine.

It would appear from these findings that the r r plus selection
procedure in Aberdeen seerns to operate moderately successfully
from th9 point of view of its long-term valifiry-for selecting
potential arts and mefical sffidenm, but it appears to give pre-
ference to pupils who are likely to be hss ru.i.ssful in universiry
science co*so. Since the English tests tend to correl"r" o"g.i
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ir.h with criteria of success for science courses and positiv.ty for
arts courses, there are grounds for suspecting that pupils who
might succeed in university science are being rejected by the
grammar schools because ,h.y lack the lirgoistic abilities required
for success in the r r plus examination.

Universiry science courses appear to involve abilities which
fifGr from those required for all-round success in the wider
range of subjects taught in the grammar schools. Indeed, there is

now some evidence that even for predicting success in the grammar
school, th. test batteries at pr.t.nt in use iend to over-.*phasize
linguistic abilities

Nisbet and Buchan found that rwo of the r r plos selection

tests gave slighdy negative correladons, both for science and
medical studenm, with the number of passes in the Leaving
Certificate Examination. Yates and Pidgeon (rgSZ) have shown
that the predictive value of the selection battery can be improved
by including a spatial test in the battery. They studied numerous

combinations of tests and esdmates to discover the best combina-
tion of the predictor variables for predicting all-round success in
the grammar school. Their criterion was the scaled esdmates by
the secondary school headmasters of the success of the pupils
after two years in the secondary school. These estimates (based

on the results of internal examinations) were scaled against

scores in a verbal reasoning test given ro all the pupils (AzA in
number).

The best prediction of all-rotrnd success was given by the
combination 4 P.H.A + zE+ Sp.I, where P.H.A. is the Primary
Head Teachers' Assessment, E is the score in e special English

test by A. F. 'Watts, md Sp.I is the score in N.F.E.R. Spatial
Test I (Mac6rlane Smith). This weighted battery gave the highest
correlation with the criterior, namely .93r.

Commenting on this firdirg, Yates and Pidgeon write (p.

Z2 of their Report) : "The appearance of a test of spatial abiliry
in this battery is deserving of comment. Such tests are not usually
considered as useful predictors of success in grammar schools.
It is possible, however, that the abilities that are measured by dris
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kind of test are related to subsequent success in some branches of
mathematics and science. It would seem to be desirable for further
research to be undertaken to investigate this point."

If it should be confirmed that spadal abiliry is important for
success in some branches of mathematics and science, it would
follow that the rr plus examination, as it is now conducted by
most Local Education Authorities, is frilirg to identify an ur-
known percentage of pupils with an aptitude for mathematical
studies. Pupils with high spatial abiliry may fall j*t below the
border-line on the conventional combination of test-scores and
may consequently be directed into secondary modern schools.
There is no doubt that the tendency of current selection proce-
dures (tg6l) is to reject rather than to select pupils of high
spadal abiliry. Spatially gifted pupils are not represented in the
grammar schools to the same extent as pupils of high verbal
abiliry, xs was shown by Dempster (rgsr) in an invesrigation
carried out in Burton-on-Trent. The grammar-technical group
of boys usually had higher verbal than spatial scores, whereas
the modern school boys almost as frequendy had higher spatial
than verbal scores (roughly speaking in the ratio z:r in each case).

Dempster made the following comment on his findings: "This
evidence shows, of course, that the tests or examinations which
had been used for selecting the grammar-technical group of
pupils tended to give more weight to verbal abiliry than to spatial
ability."

A similar result was obtained byJ. C. Gardener, who adminis-
tered verbal and spatial tests to gS pupils in two Northumber-
land grammar schools. The orly reason for testing this sample was
that it could be done conveniently in the two chosen grammar
schools.

Since the two tests (verbal and spadal) had been standardized
with the same mean (roo) and the same standard deviation (rs),
the standardtzed scores could be compared directly. In the sample
of pupils tested, the numbers having standardized scores greater
than or equal to r34, 13 r and n8 on the wvo tests were as shown
in Table f.
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Table I
Comparison of numbers of grammar school pupik obtaining high scores on uerbal enil

sp atial tests (Gardener)

M.H. VERBAT TEST

(eov. r)

Scoring r34 or aboue

Scoring r3r or aboue

Scoring tz8 or aboue

NUMBERS OT PUPES

N.F.E.R. SPATIAL

TEST I

I
4
6

r5
3o
49

While it cannot be claimed that this sample of grarnmar school

pupils ir lik.ly to be representative of ,ll prpils in Northumber-
lanc{ grammar schools the fiscrepancies between the numbers of
pupils obtaining high scores in the two tests is much too large
to be ascribed to sampling error. There is no doubt that in these

two schools at any rrt., pupils with high spadal abiliry are not
represented in numbers approaching those of pupils with high
verbal abiliry. The reason, of course, is that the selecdon examfuta-

tions tend to give an advantage to pupils with high verbal abiliry,
because most of the tests are of a li"goistic nature. A large propor-
tion ofspatially gifted pupils fail to gain admission to the grammar
schools because they are handicapped in performing these tests.

If it is true that such children are likely to include potential eD-

gineers, mathematicians and other sciendfic workers, then there
should be a possibiliry that the supply of such workers may be in-
creased by means of a suitable modification of the selecdon

procedure. It might be supposed that pupils with high spatial

abiliry who have failed to gain admission to a grammar school

would probably be ofGred a place in a technical school. Such

an assumptior, however, would not be jusdfied. In Britain as a

whole, local authorities have been slow to make use of available
tests of spatial abiliry.

\Mhile many authorities, such as Northtmberland, have regu-
larly administered both verbal and nolr-verbal tests of mental
abiliry, true spatial tests have not been used extensively, except
occasionally for the testing of reladvely small groups of pupils
recommended for transGr at 13 plus.
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In r9sr, the Chief Education Officer for Middlesex senr a letter
to the L.E.A.s in ror counties and counry boroughs, enquiring
about their methods of selecdon for second ery tecfinical educa-
tion. These L.E.A.S were chosen because it was known that th.y
were responsible for at least one technical school in the area.
Replies were received from 8o Chief Education Ofrcers. These
showed that in the great majoriry of cases, the usual battery of
verbal reasoning, English and arithmetic tests was administered.
A few authorities relied on tests of English and arithmetic alone,
and a very few on a test of verbal reasoning alone. (In the latter
cases, an interview and Primary Head Teacher's report was
regarded as an essential part of the procedure.)

Otly 18 of the 8o replies mentioned the use of a spatial test.

M.H. Space Test I was mentioned 13 times and the recently
published N.F.E.R. Spatial Test I was menrioned twice. Nine of
the replies stated that some other spatial test had been tried at
some time. Thus, Peel's Group Test of Practical Abiliry was
mentioned six times; N.I.I.P. Form Relations twice; Peel's V.S.
17 once; four replies mentioned apdtude tests but gave no name;
one mentioned a 'drawing interest and observation' test; and
f*rlly Birmingham referred to the very extensive battery of
aptitude tests trsed in their vocational selection studies (Allen,
E.P. and Smith P. r93r, 1934, 1939). Four replies stated that e

spatial or other special aptitude test had been dropped, two ofthese
mentioning that this was because of th3ir high correladon with the
more usual tests. Nine expressed doubt, advised caution or stated
that th.y were using such tests only experimentdly. Two stated
that Peel's Group Test of Practical Abiliry appeared to be very
sadsfactorf, and the Authoriry which trsed its own locally de
vised 'drawing interest and observation test' reported that it was

very successful.

By rg1z, some fifteen Local Authorities had used one or other
of the recently published N.F.E.R. spadal tests. Since then, some
nine Authorities have been regularh *iog N.F.E.R. spatial tests

at the age of r r plus as part of the normal selection procedure,
thoogh many more include a spadal test in the baffery adminis-
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tered to the grouPs of pupils aged 13 who have been recom-
mended for re-examination and transfer from modern schools to
some form of selective second ary education.

In 196o, the National Fotrndation for Educational Research
carried out l sulrey of the difGrent procedures used by Local
Authorities for selection at the age of r r plus. Furt}er enquiries
were made of the nine Authorities who reported that they used
spatial t_ests as Part of their procedure. The replies showed that
three of the nine no longer used spatial tests, two having based
their decision on subjective impresion only and the thirlon the
result of statistical ,oa other inrlys.s though no details of this
*:t-. given. Four Authorities used spadal tests with only part
of their-group. T*o administered them to all children, tho"gh
one of these made use of the results only in borderline cases.

Two follow-up studies had been carried out in Preston, one

ludy-showing that the spatial test was good for predicting success
in technic{ subjegts in the grammar school ,nJ the othir study
beingless favourable. In a pilot study carried out by the National
Foundation for Educational Research (Yates and b"*, 196o) in
a 

-c_ounry 
Borough ('Wallasey) a variery of rypes of test were

added to the standard battery of Mo ruy-House irerbal reasoning,
English and arithmedc tests. The criterion for the follow-up
investigation was the head teachers' assessment based on cumtila-
tive records at the end of four years of the technical course. Of the
tests used (Non-Verbal Tesr 3, Spatial Test 2, 'Wams' Group
Performance Test, Clerical Test rr and the Lambert-Peel *i
Devon Interest Tests), the spatial test gave the best predicdon
('+r), the degree of prediction not bemg significantly i*proved
by any combination of tests.

Dffirential selection for grammar and technical courses

Reese Edwards (196o) has reported the results of an exrensive
survey, carried out ber'ween r9J8 and 196o, of a large number of
secondary technical schools. One chapter on the clasiificadon and
selection of pupils is devoted to a discussion of the evidence for
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and agairut attempts at selection by means of psychological tests.

He concludes from his investigation that opinion in England does

not favotu the use of spatial tests, though he quotes with approval

sratements to the contrary such as that made in a Report (r95o)

to Southampton Education Comnrittee, to the effect that 'uwhere

selection is for technical education alone, whether this is carried

out at r r or at a later tge, spatial rcsB have been shornrn to have

considerable value."
At the end of a detailed discussion of the selection problem,

Edwards states his conclusions in the following words:
'nlt is here contended that the boy with a high level of g

and relatively high verbal abiliry can successfully undertake either
a course in a secon d^ry granrmar school or a course in a secon dary

technicalschool....
"It can be said that:
r. A number of boys of good abiliry can take either a secondary

grarrmar school course or a secondary technical course with a

prospect of ultimate success.

z. Certain boys will be more successful in a purely secondary

technical course than in a purely second try granrmar school

course; and

3. Certain boys will be more successful in a purely secondery
graurmar school course than in a purely secondery technical
school course, but that

4. It is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, in the present

state of our knowledge, to differentiate between boys in catr
gories (z) 

"nd 
(l) at the age of r r or rz.*

"'When an age-group of r r plus children is taken, it is possible,
with a fair degree of accuracy, to separate on the basis of their
past records in the primary school, the teachers' estimates of their

abiliry and aftainment, and of tests ofg into those who are likely
to succeed in a specialized course of secondary education and those

who are not. After there has been a classificadon of pupils into
those who can profit from a speciabzedsecondary education course

* A somewhat similar view has been expressed by Gooch, cf. Gooch (1962)

and the reply by the writer (1963).
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and t}ose who are not likely to succeed in such a course, then the
final decision as to whether the grammar school course or the
technical school course is to be taken should be made by the
parents."

Thus, in Edwards' view, the decision as berween grammar and
technical school education should be made in accordance with
parents' wishes. A consideration of aptitude would play no part
in this most vital decision. FIe suggesm, however, that it would b.
advantageotrs if the years from r r to 13 should form a diagnosric
period, during which all pupils should follow, es far as possible,
dp same type of course. A review could then be made at the age
of 13 before a final decision is made as to which uldmare course,
whether grammar or technical, the pupil should enrer for the
compledon of his secondery education. This recorlmendation
implies a postponement of the frnal decision until the age of 13.
There is no mentior, however, of the use of aptitude tests during
the diagnostic period to facilitate the making of a decision. H;
does stress the fact that general abiliry is just as imporrant for
technical as for academic courses, and this is a point which has
not always been appreciated in the past.

ln a later chapter, he shtes that "Art and technical drawing are,
in a sense, the k.y subjects in the boys' secondary technical school
and craft subjects must be closely integrated with rhese, if the
maximum value is to be derived from the teaching of crafts."

There is now abtrndant evidence that art ard more especially
technical drawing are subjects which require a high degree of
spadal abiliry, xs do most of the crrftsubjects, such as woodwork,
metalwork and building crafts. On the other hand, it has been
repeatedly shown that the majoriry of grammar school subjects,
such as English, modern languages and social srudies, depend in
large measure on verbal abiliry. Thus, there are grounds foi adopt-
ing the view contrary to that maintained by Edwards, thar gram-
mar school and technical school courses depend to a large extent
on different, if not opposing, abiliry factors. It is true that both
groups of subjects also involve the general factorg and the grearer
the contribution of this common factor the more fficult becomes
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the problem of differendal selectiolr. This problem will be dis-
cussed more fully in Chaprcr five.

Our results suggest that pupils who do well in tests of verbal
intelligence (i... pupils whom Edwards describes as "having a

high level of g and relatively high verbal abiliry") do not as a rule
distinguish themselves in technical courses. Such pupils appear to
advantage when success is judged by written answers to exami-
nation questiorrs.'W'hen, however, the criterion depends on ability
to do an actual job, whether involving an actual construction or
its representation by means of a drawing, the possession of high
verbal abiliry confers no advantage.

Edwards quotes statements made by some of the head teachers

he interviewed to the efGct "that a considerable number of pupils
in their schools are found to be incompetent with their hands.

Apparently, practical work is beyond them." The cure, Edwards
thinks, is to be fotrnd by fiverting "the energies of these pupils
. . . into other channels, since it is inadvisable to let them continue

the serious study of these subjects, if they prove to be unfitted to
do so." It may be questioned whether the deficiency shown by
these pupils is something lacking 'in their hands'. [t is more likely
ro be something lacking 'in their heads' since spadal abiliry
is quite as intellectual as verbal or numerical abilides are. It is
very probable that those pupils 'whose energies should bediverted
to other channels' have been committed to these cotuses because

of the inadequacies of current selection or guidance procedures,

in which undue reliance is placed on parents' wishes and little
account is taken of the pupils' aptitudes.

The success of secondary technical schools

In spite of these serious deGcts in methods of recruitment,
technical schools have fully justified their existence by providing
a form of education which has satisfied a real need in the great
majoriry of their pupils. It is interesting to find that Edwards

reports on the work of the technical schools of 196o in very much

the same terms as the Spens Committee wrote in their report of
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r93 8 of the education provided by junior technical schools.
The Spens Committee stated that "we have found in the schools
we visited an atmosphere of vitality, keenness and happiness that
was not only refreshing, but afforded a sure index that the curri-
culum and its methods of treatment so appealed to the pupils that
the process of education was developing smoothly and lrr-
restrainedly."

'\Mriting of the technical school of r 96o, Edwards comments
that, in spite of inadequate selection procedures and the general
inferioriry of accommodation and equipment, "it is everywhere
noted for the success that attends its pupils and for the evident
sadsfaction that so many of its teachers find in their work. . . .

Indeed, it has been fotrnd that with pupils of comparatively low
intelligence, the constructive impulse, ifgiven adequate expression
and oudet, can have a remarkably stimuladng effect upon other
creative faculties, upon the expression of intelligence itself and
upon progress in academic studies." (Edwards, 196o.)

Most heads of technical schools would probably interpret the
success of their schools as being due to the obvious link between
technical subjects and the needs of industry and commerce.
They suppose that the technical bias gives a sense of purpose and
realiry to the work and so engenders a favourable attitude to work
and a sense of responsibiliry.

It is possible, however, that there is an important contributory
factor to the success of these schools which is not generally recog-
nized. Many pupils, whose aptitudes are spadal rather than ver-
bal and who have achieved only moderate success in ordinary
scholasdc subjects will discover on being transferred ro a technical
school that they can achieve much greater success in technical
subjects. It is to be expected that such pupils with hitherto un-
distinguished records will be stinrulated and encouraged and will
commtrnicate their enthusiasm to their teachers.

If this is indeed one of the secrets of the remarkable successes

of these schools, it behoves administrators to ensure that their
selection procedures are as valid as possible. Exclusive reliance
on parents' wishes may well cause frustration among the unfor-
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tunate misfits as well as denying to many technically gifted pupils
an opportuniry to develop their talents ro the fiilI.

There are some zzs secondary technical schools in England and
'W'ales and 63 bilateral or multilateral sclools most of which pro-
vide technical courses. Nearly roo,ooo pupils attend second ary
technical schools and more than 4j,ooo attend bilateral or muld-
lateral schools. [t is likely that the number of pupfu taking techni-
cal courses will increase very considerably as a result of the drive
to increase the output of technically trained personnel.

The valifity of the procedures by which pupils are selected
for these courses is a matter of considerable national importance.
There is a very great need to investigate thoroughly the validiry
of current selection procedures and in particular to assess what
improvement, ifany, can be achieved by maLirg use of any of the
existing tests of spatial abiliry or of practical interests. The work
of the National Fotmdation for Educational Research in provid-
ing an information service and in providing 6cilities for the co-
ordination of the efforts of research workers in this field is very
much to be welcomed.

That there is dissadsfaction with existing methods of selecdon
is illustrated in a letter with the signature H. E. Hopper, which
appeared in The Times Eclucational Supplement for 3rd March,
196o. The letter requested advice and information regarding
procedures for selecting pupils at the age of r r plus for the new
secondary technical schools and for later transGr of misfits. Orly
one reply aPpeared in the subsequent issue. It was a letter from
the author in which he suggested that a properly designed spatial
test should be included among the selection tests. There was no
subsequent published comment on the subject of these two letters.
Mry it be assumed from the absence of comment that no one had
any more promising suggestion to ofGr?

Conclusions

lt is difficult to avoid the concltrsion from the foregoing
discussion tlat most educational systems, irrcluding that in Britoh,
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have been slow to adapt themselves to the rapidly clranging needs

of a society which is being transformed by the application of
scientific discovery. That this conclusion is officially accepted in
Britain can be gleaned from statements made by Government
spokesmen, e.g., on 6th May, 1963, Lord Hailsham expressed the
view that " we need to develop from being a nation of shop-keepers

and colonial administrators to become a nation of technologists."
In the light of such pronouncements it is clear that Local AutL

orities have been slow to make use of spatial tests in their selection
procedures. They have tended to rely almost exclusiv.ty on tests

of linguistic and numerical abilities. 'W'hile no one would deny

that language plays an important part in intellectual develop-
ment, by facilitating the growth of concepts of increasing com-
plexiry, we must beware of supposing that thought can take place
only by means of words.

Certainly there are now grounds for believing that lirgoistic
tests are not the most valid tests for selecting candidates for
technical courses or for the more advanced courses in mathe-
matics or science. It is, therefore, very probable that most of the
existing technical schools are not securing th. maximum number
of pupils who can make adequate use of the ficilities they provide.

It is true, of course, that there is now a tendency to break down
the rigifiry of the tripartite system and to provide courses with a

technical bias in granlmar, modern and comprehensive schools.
This policy is to be welcomed but it does not absolve authorities
from the responsibiliry for identifuing technical talents and for
ensuring that they are developed to the full. The view expressed

as recendy as 196 zby a prominent educationist that tests of spatial

abiliry, however valid, are of little more than academic interest,
scarcely accords with the needs of the times.

It is a matter of some urgency to ensure that the best facilities
for technical education are reafily available to all pupils who
possess the requisite aptitudes. Orly when action is taken to make

accurate diagnoses of the abilities and aptitudes of pupils can it be

claimed that the ideal of education according to abiliry and apti-
tude ir *y nearer to realization than it was in rg44.
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Chapter two

The Spatial Factor and its Subdivisions

Early studies using simpler techniques (rgr7-1%S)

Tnu reluctance of most Local Authorities in Britain to make use

of tests of spatial or mechanical ability in connection with their
selection procedures is a phenomenon which requires some ex-
planatiolr. To a foreign visitor, it must seem surprising that this
attitude should prevail some twenry years after the passing of the
Education Act of ry44, which laid it down that pupils should be

educated in accordance with tge., abilities and aptitudes.

To understand the widespread tendency to regard the verbal
test as a measure of a pupil's 'intelligence' and to treat the shn-
dardized verbal score as an '[.Q.', inficating potentialiry for any
rype of secondary education, we must study the history of the
evolution of the 'intelligence' test, particularly in relation to its
use in educational selection. The original impetus to the develop-
ment of mental tests arose from the need to improve methods of
predicting scholastic success. Thus, the pioneering work of Binet
was directed to the construction of tests which would separate

successful scholars from those who would be unlikely to succeed

in the ordinary school. Since scholastic success depends to a large
extent on readirrg and writing, the tests which were fotrnd to be
most successful for this purpose consisted, not unnaturally, of
verbal material. These tests were called 'intelligence' tests at an

early stage in their development and so it became customary
to assume that intelligence was best measured by tests consisting
of verbal questions. The great majoriry of the so-called intelli-
gence tests constructed prior to the Second W'orld'War were of
this type. tt is true that many psychologists were fully aware of
the fact that these tests tended to give a very great advantage to
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pupils who were gifted in the use of words. But it was not until
r93 r that it was clearly demonstrated by Stephenson that there is

a group factor of verbal ability distinct from general abiliry, ffid
this demonstration gave an impetus to the development of non-
verbal tests, such as 'Progressive Matrices', due to Penrose and

Raven (rgl8).
Throughout this period, i.e. prior to the Second'\Morld'War,

technical abilities were conceived to be mainly practical or mecha-

nical and the earliest procedures for selecting pupils for technical

education were designed to measure aptitudes for manipulating
mechanisms or other concrete materials. Among the many tests

of manual dexterity which were devised were those consisting of
peg-boards and eye-boards, tests of tapping and aiming, tests of
tweezer-dexteriry, of wire-benditrg, tests involving the manipu-
lation of nuts and bolts, and many others.

One of the most successful of the early tests was the Mechanical

Assembly Test devised by Stenquist, in which the task was to fit
together pieces of familiar objects such as bicycle bells and locks.
This test was found to give high validities ('8 to '9) with boys of
second ary school age when assessed against criteria of success in
manual subjects. It was later modified and extended and called

the Minnesota Assembly Test. It yielded correlations of about '55

with marks for qualiry of practical work done in the high school.

During th. First'World'W'ar, it was administered to more than
r4,ooo recruits in the American Army, to provide a measure of
non-verbal intelligence, adfitional to the verbal score of the

Army Alpha test. It is interesting and most significant that the

Army psychologists discontinued using the Assembly Test when
they found that it yielded low correlations with the Army Alpha.

The latter was devised by Otis and was the first group verbal
test to be used on a large scale. In this situation in which both a

verbal and a non-verbal score were available, it was assumed that
the verbal score provided the more valid criterioll. It might have
been argued that since the Assembly Test consisted of a mis-
cellaneous collection of 'real-liG' problems, it was the more
valid test of general abiliry. The fact that it was the Assembly
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Test which was dropped and not the verbd test may be regarded
as evidence of 'bias' on the part of the psychologists. The As-
sembly Test had been shown to be valid when judged by the cri-
terion of qtnliry of work done, but the verbal test was preGrred
presumably because this rype of test was more convenient to
administer and was known to be the better predictor of scholastic
success.

Clearly, th. only valid criterion in this situation was that of
efficienry from the military point of view; while the verbal test
might be more successful in predicdng success in a clerical job,
the Assembly Test would almost certainly be a better prefictor
of efficiency in a purely technical arm.

Though verbal tests were generally described as 'intelligence'
tests throughout the period ber'ween the wars, a fifGrent attitude
prevailed from the beginning of the Second World 'War. It was
not automatically assumed that the verbal rype of test had the
greater validiry. Indeed in the British Army, the test used for
general grading purposes was a non-verbal test-the 'Progressive

Matrices' of Penrose and Raven. [t was presumed, following
Spearman's principles, that this rype of non-verbal test provided a

measure of g, the general intellectual factor uncontaminated by the
verbal 6ctor. But in both the British and American armed forces
a very wide range of test-materials was used.

One of the earliest investigations of 'practical' abiliry was that
by McFarlane in rgzs. She devised e number of wooden con-
structional tests, like the wheel-barrow test, in which the parts
of a wheel-barrow had to be fitted together. She also used the
Cube Construction Test and Healy'sPuzzle Box, which was rather
like the boxes used by Thornfike in his experiments with cats.

McFarlane found some evidence of the presence of a group factor
additional to [p with her sample of boys, tho"gh not with the
girls. She wrote that the performance tests "meastrred an abiliry
whose tmiqueness lies in the fact that those persons possessing it
in high degree analyse andjudge better about concrete spatial situ-
ations than do other individuals who perhaps excel in dealing
with more highly absffact symbols." Her description suggests
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that she was referring to the same aptitude which is now more
usually measured by paper-and-pencil spadal tests. In rgz8,
O'Connor devised the O'ConnorWiggly Block Test and claimed
that it was highly successful in selecdng prospective mechanical
engineers. Since it consisted of a single test-item it could scarcely
be expected to have high.reliabiliry and yet it gave validities of
'62 arnd'42 for shopwork with two groups of boys, figtres which
are remarkably high for a test of low reliabiliry.

In spite of these promising pioneering investigations many
psychologists tended to think of performance tests as providing
only rather unreliable measures of non-verbal intelligerrce. This
was certainly the view adopted by Spearman. In Abilities of Man
(tgrl), h. quotes the results of Macrae as evidence that there is

no common group factor underlying spadal or performance
tests in general. He accounted for McFarlane's f*diog of e large
overlap in her tests with boys, though not with girls, by suppos-
ing that this derived from acquired experience rather than from
innate abiliry:

"Daily observation shows that many boys, unlike almost

all girls, tend already in their second year of liG to play with
mechanical instruments in a very thorough wo), which can
scarcely fail to help them subsequently in all performances of a

kindred nature."
Apart from this element of acquired experience in handling

mechanical objects, Spearman tended to regard most performance
tests as being somewhat trnreliable measures of g. Kohs (rgrl)
adopted a similar view in putting forward his Block Designs Test
as e measure of general intelligence md, as late as 1936, Cattell
wrote of performance tests as if th.y were unrelated to technical

abilities.
Orly very gradually was it rcahzed that some of these tests

measure a very important factor in addition to general intellec-
tual abiliry. One of the early tests which showed special promise
was the elaborate wooden form-board known as the Miruresota

Spatial Relations Test, which was found to give a correlation of
.j3 with marks in shopwork. Earle and Milner (rgrg) fotrnd some
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evidence suggesting the presence of a spatial or practical group
factor in a number of performance and spadal tests (Cube Con-
structior, Dearborn Form Board, Form Relations (N.I.I.P.),
Memory for Designs (N.I.I.P.) and Stenquist Assembly).

Rodger (rglz), working with Borstal boys, found that the
Cube Construction Test gave the best results for predicting suc-
cess in the mechanical trades. It was the investigation by AleXsr-
der (rgl5), however, which seemed to establish the fact that some
performance tests do measure a factor over and above g. This
study originated from his work in developing a performance resr

of nine items which he called the Passalong Test. He included this
and other performance tests in a large battery which he adminis-
tered to several groups of subjects. One group consisted of prim-
ary school pupils, another of second ary and technical school
pupils and a third of adult women in a delinquent institurion.
It appears that Alexander was the first to apply Thurstone's
recently devised Cenffoid Method to an investigation involving
factor-analysis of abilities. Using this technigue, he showed that
some of the performance tests involved a factor additional to {,
which he designated the F-factor. Later he developed a pei-
formance scale consisting of Passalong, Cube Construction, 

-and

Kohs' Blocks for measuring what he called 'concrete' or practical
intelligence as distinct from abstract intelligence.

It can now be seen that the terms 'concrete' and 'absffact' to
distinguish between spatial and verbal abilities were ill-choserl.
This terminology, which had been used by McFarlane in her rg2;
study, tended to suggest that pupils with exceptional spadal
abiliry were less likely to be capable of absffacr thought than
verbally gifted children. Such an assumption, which appears ro
be quite unfounded , nay have been responsible for much of the
tardiness with which spatial tests have been considered for use in
selection procedures by Local Education Authorides.

While on the subject of performance tests, mention must be
made of the cognate tests, designed to measure mechanical abiliry.
Early forms of these, devised by Cox (1928), were very elaboraie
and were both expensive and time-consuming. Th"y consisted
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of mechanical models, the mechanism of which was concealed

behind a, screen, th. subject being required to answer questions
about the nature of the mechanism. Similar tests which were more
easily administered were later devised by Vincent for the N.I.I.P.
Brush fotmd that Cox's Mechanical Models were the most useful
of the mechanical tests he gave to students for predicting success

on engineering courses. A simpler form of this test, originally
devised by Stenquist $9zz), consisted of pictures of systems of
gears or pulleys, the task being to indicate what would happen
when 

^ny 
of the wheels were made to revolve. Cox developed

the idea in three tests, Mechanical Designs, Mechanical Ex-
planations and Mechanical Compledorl. These were much more
convenient to administer and Brush found that they were also

successful in predictirg success in engineering courses.
Paper-and-pencil tests of the rype which we should now call

spadal tests have been in use since about r9r 7. They seem to have
originated as paper-and-pencil versions of wooden form-board
tests rather like jig-saw pwzles. They were intended to be tests of
general intelligence and were considered suitable for testing the
intelligence of persons who had had very little education or who
were thought to be poor in expressing themselves verbally.
These spatial tests were used in investigations into methods of
awarding scholarships to trade schools and technical institutes.
A question which naturally arose from these investigations was
whether the tests involved a special apdtude (i.e., a group factor
over and above g), jort as verbal tests have been found to involve
a large verbal group factor addidonal to g. Much time and
energy has been expended in an attempt to answer this question,
and difGrent investigators came to opposite conclusions at differ-
ent times. The existence of such a factor was long denied by
Spearman, who claimed (rqSo) that the spatial fype of test was
originrlly devised by him for the very purpose of measuring g.
However, it seems to be generally conceded that the factor does

exist and numerous American psychologists claim to have found
several distinct spatial factors.

The history of research on the spatial factor (or factors) is
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closely botmd up with work on the mechanical factor ttt and the
practical factor F. In his study of mechanical apdtude, Cox (1928)
found the mechanical 6ctor present in mechanical models and
explanations, it prper-folding and jig-saw tests, in practicd trade
tests and technical tasks. He identified the m factor with the mental
activity involved in the comprehension of mechanical relations
rather than in manipuladve activities. The thinldng has to be of
the nature of correlate eductiorr.

At about the same time as Cox's study, Truman Kelley (rg28)
tested children in the agrrange ro to 16 and identified a spadal
6ctor in the following tesrs:

r. speed in reading;
2. power in arithmetic;
3. memory for meaningful symbols;

4. memory for meaningless symbols;

i. manipulation of geometric forms.

In another experiment, he obtained evidence that the spatial
factor could be separated into two parts which he designated:

e-ill abiliry involving the sensing and retention of geometric
forms;

0-a faciliry in the mental manipulation of spatid relationshipr.

He admitted, however, that the existence of the factor was doubt-
ful in four of his five groups.

Earle, Milner et al. (rgrg), and Earle and Macrae (rgrg),
published trnro relevant studies in the same year. The conclusion
expressed by Earle and his colleagues was that "the special abilities
entering into the performance tests under consideration appeared
to be unrelated except in the case of those in which spatial ele-
ments enter. . . . These are related by r rather small group factor
for spadal perception, as well as by the general 6cto r g."

There followed a number of studies all tending to cast doubt
on the existence of a spatial factor. Thus, Line (rgS r) concluded
from his study of the growth of visual perception in children
"that throughout the spatial tests there seemed to be no evidence
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of a group factor". Similatly, Fortes (rglo) concluded from his

analysis that "the teffad difference criterion (nnro factors) proved

that these tests meastred only g and specific factors".

Stephenson (rgl r) concluded from a very extensive investi-

garion involving r,o31 girls "that the evidence was against any

gro,rp factor in the non-verbal sub-tests." Lr a later study, how-
.rr"r, in collaboration with'W'. Brown (rgl3) h" rePorted "some

slight signs of a group factor on the border of significance".

In the r.*. ytrrr, Milton Smith (rgll) reported having found a

small group factor between a form-board test and Kelley's
spatial test.

Later studies ustng tnore complex techniques (rg3 5-1945)

The nexr important contribution was that of Alexander (rglS)
in the related field of performance tests, several of which were
fotrnd by him to involve afactor F in addition tog. He called this

a factor of practical abiliry.
In the same year an outstanding conribution was made by

El Koussy (rglS), in a research carried out under the guidance

of Stephenson. In this very comprehensive investigatior, z8 tests

cov.rin g a wide range of abilities were administered to 16z boys

aged rr to 13, attending a central school in SidcuP.
-The 

battery included the following spatial or mechanical tests:

Area Discrimination (El Koussy)

Memory for Designs (N.I.I.P.)
Form Relations (N.[.I.P.)
Fitti"g Shapes (Stephenson)

Form Equations A (El Koussy)

Form Equations B (El Koussy)

Form Equations C (El Koussy)

Overlapping Shapes (i) (Stephenson)

Overlapping Shapes (ii) (*ith directions, Abelson)

Pattern Perception (St.phenson)

Spatial Analogies (St phenson's test modifi.d)
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Classification (Areas, directions and lines, Spearman)
Band Completion (El Koussy, afrcr Spearman)
Comelate Educdon A (El Koussy)
Correlate Educdon B (El Kouss/, after Spearman)
Mechanical Explanations (Cox)
Mechanical Completion (Cox)

The following reGrence resrs for g were used:

InGrences (Verbal)
Alphabet Series (O" and A B C D E F G H)
Visual Perception (Spearman)
Comparison of Greys (Power, Spearman)
Comparison of Greys (Speed, Spearmr")
Greys Analogy (El Koussy)
Letter Cancellation
Pitch Discrimination (Seashore)
Loudness Discrimination (Seashore)

To investigate a possible relationship between spadal tests
and Practical abilides, marks in school examinations in woodwork
and drawing were also included.

El Koussy used a modificadon of Spearman's Tetrad-difference
Technique, partialling out the infuence of g from the table of
correlations by means of the scores in the reGrence tests for g.
He concluded that there was evidence for the existence of a factor
in eight of the spatial tests but not in the others. He stated his
main conclusion in the following words:

"There is no evidence for a group factor running through the
whole field of spatial perception. . . . Spatial tests ,r. primarily
tests ofg. But some spadal tests involve a group factor orr.r and
above their g-content. This group factoq cafled the k-factor,
receives a ready psychological explanation in terms of visual
imagery."

He mentions that the letter & was suggested by the first lefter
of the word 'kurtosis', though Burt (rg49) has stated that it was
originrlly applied to the spadal factor because kinaesthetic imagery
was formerly believed to be essential for success in such tests.
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The contrasting results for the two kinds of spatial test are

shown in the following table.

Table 2

Factor loadings of spatial tests with and without significant k-loadings (El Koussy)

TESTS HAVING SIGNIFICANT

k-roaprNGs
TESTS NOT HAVING SIGNIFICANT

&-roeprNcs

Memory for Designs
Form Relations
Fitting Shapes

Form Equations A
Pattern Perception

Spatial Analogies
Band Completion
Correlate Eduction A

C I as s ifi c ati o n (S p e ar man)
Area Discrimination
Forru Equations B
Form Equations C
Ouerlapping Shdper (0
Ov erlapping Shape s (ii)
C I as s ifi cati o n (S p ati al)
Correlate Eduction B
Mechanical Explanations
Mechanical Corupletion
Woodwork
Drawing

loadings

slk
'76 | 'zz
'ii I 'oo
's4 I 'tT
'6r I 'rS
'67 I 'oo
'64 | 'oo
'49 I':,6
'65 | 'o,
'73 I 'o9
'5i I'26.jr 

I 
.ro

'40 I 'r9

loadings

slk
.66 | '58
'43 l'+g
-62 I .6t
'67 I '4o
.76 | .6r

'63 I 'jo
'65 |'+6

'"I'

El Koussy obtained reports of introspections from many of
his subjects concerning the mental processes which occurred
during the working of the tests. These subjects reported that in
the tests with high k-loadings visual imagery was employed in
reaching the solutions whereas in tests not involving the k fector,
success depended on e process of gen enltzation and abstraction
without the use of imagery. Thus, when performing the Pattern
Perception Test one subject reported:

"I simply look at this shape on the left and when I look on the

right I see it straightaway."
El Koussy concluded from these reports that "the explanation

of the k-factor consists in the abiliry to obtain and the faciliry
to udlize visual, spadal imagen7."

At a much later date Emmett (rg+q) refactonzed El Koussy's

table of correladons using Thurstone's Centroid Method. Three
6ctors were fourrd to be significant, by applfng McNemar's
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rough test of significance to the second residual correladons.
Axes were then rotated orthogonally to eliminate negative load-
itgt and the second factor was identified as the spatial factor.
This factor showed loadings of '4 or over, not only in the eight
tests listed by El Koussy, but also in the following tests:

Table 3

Tests hauing spatial loailings of .4 or rnore (Emmett's analysis
of El Koussy's data, dtu rotation)

TESTS 2ND FACTOR LOADTNGS

V i sual P er cep tion (Sp e drman)

Form Equations C (El Koussy)
Greys Analogy (El Koussy)
Alphabet Series
Me chankal Explanations (Cor)
C I as s ifi c ati on (S p ati al)
Me chanical C ompletion (C o x)
Woodwork Marks
Form Equations B (El Koussy)

Emmett's orthogonal roadon to eliminate negative loadings
has resulted in some tests having high spadal loadings though on
psychological grounds they might not be expected to have any
spatial content at all. Thus, after rotation, the second factor load-
ing of greys analogy is .'6o6 and of alphabet series '6oi.

'W'e might aftempt to account for the k-loadings of these tests

by supposing that k-factor is involved not only in the perception
ofrelations betureen shapes but also in the perception ofcon{igura-
tions or patterns of a more general kind (analogies in shades of
grelt patterns in sequences of letters). Altenutir.h, we might
invoke the explanation of imagery proposed by El Koussy. An
abiliryto retainan impression of a shadeof greymight conceivably
assist in performing the greys analogy tests, while a similar abiliry
to retain an image of a group of letters might be of value in
doing the alphabet series test (since some of the items require the
subject to continue a series of recurring lemers).

'663
'612
.6o6

'6oj
'576
'5J6
'484
'4ro
'4o,7
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If we consider the second 6ctor loadings obtained by Emmett
before roadon, we find that this bipolar factor contrasts the

rypical spatial tests (which in this case have high positive loadings)

*ittm so*ewhat miscellarreous group of tests having high nega-

tive loadings. Arranging these loadings in order of magnitude
and taking accotmt of sign, th.y are:

Table 4

Spatial loadings of spatial and other tests

(Emmett's analys* of nl Koussy's data, before rotation)

TESTS 2ND FACTOR LOADINGS

'333
'3r7
'z8T
'233
'224
.t88
'r29

Conelate fuluction A (Spearman)

Spatial Analogies

htemory for Designs (N.L/.P.)
Cl as s ifi cati on (S p at i al)
Form Relations (N.L/.P.)
Greys Analogy
Alphabet Series

Inferences (Verbal)
Pitch Dku imination (S e ahore)
Area Discrimindtion
Loudness Discrimination
Letter Cancellation
Comparison of .Greys (Speed, Spearman)

-'24o.
- '256

-'338
- '397

- '4t3

- 'M4

'When the second factor loadings are thus arranged in order,
we note that the rypical spatial tests, such as Correlate Eduction
A (Upside-down Drawing), Spatial Analogies, and Memory
for Desigru (N.I.[.P), are differentiated in the sign of their loadings

from a verbal test such as Inferences and a grouP of tests involrriog

discrimination bennreen pitches, loudness of sounds, or shades of
greys. The fact that the second group includes a number of rlorr-
verbal tests suggests that the bipolar factor involves a broader
difGrentiation than that berween spadal and verbal abilides.

A possible alternative hypothesis is t}at it represents a differentia-

tion between an abiliry to perceive and retain 
uin mind' spatial
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patterns (rt in Memory for Designs) and an abiliry to switch
attention from one item to another when perceived in temporal
succession. In Comparison of Greys, which has the highest nega-
tive loading, the subject is presented with a series of circular areas

of differing shades of grey. He has to compare each shade in turn
with the previous one, crossing it out if it is darker. It is not dim-
cult to make the required discrimination in any particular case,

but since the test is speeded, subjecm who can make many jrdg-
ments in quick succession are likely to be most successful. Letter
cancellation, which has the second highest negative loading, is
rather similar. The fficulry does not lie in deciding which letters
to cancel but in making as many cancelladons as possible in the
time allowed. In these fwo tests, high negative loadirgr are asso-
ciated with rapid switching of aftention. The pitch and loudness
discrimination tests require the subject to compare or discrimin-
ate bemreen sensations presented successively in time. Thus, a

tentative interpretation of the bipolar factor may be attempted on
the grounds that it differentiates between a group of tests in-
volving the perception and retention of spatial patterns and a some-
what miscellaneous group requiring attention to stimuli perceived
in temporal succession.

In the year following the publication of El Koussy's mono-
graph, Clarke (rg16) submitted a Ph.D. thesis to London [Jniver-
siry, reporting a very similar investigation carried out entirely
with girls. The main experiment involved the administration of
zg tests to some zoo girls in the age-range rz to r J. Of these
tests, T were verbal and rZ spadal, two of them b.irg the same as

El Koussy's. Five were devised by Clarke expressly to test El
Koussy's hypothesis that visual imagery was the explanation of
the k-factor.

Two analyses were carried out, one using the Thurstone Cen-
troid method and the other using a Spearman analysis in the light
of information obtained from the Thurstone treatment. Her
conclusion was that there was no extensive group factor in spatial
tests, such as the k-factor found by El Koussy. She did find e

group factor of small extent among the visual imagery tests, but
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this did not overlap into the spadal tests. She made the interesting

observation that according to the analysis by the Thurstone method

and perhaps also by the Spearman method, the verbal factor
and the image ry factor were inversely related to one another.

One of her imagery tests (Desigtt) seems to have been sirnilar

in principle to the N.I.I.P. Memory for Designs Test, while
another (Reversals and Inversions) was very like El Koussy's

Correlate Eduction A (ot Inverse Drawing). Both Memory
for Designs and Correlate Eduction A had been found to have

high k-loadirgr (.6, and .J8) so that it appears probable that

Clarke's imagery tests were actually k-tests.

The following tests had exffeme (positive or negative) second-

factor loadings:

Table 5

Spatial loadings of tests used by Clarke

TESTS 2ND FACTOR LOADINGS

'444
'378
'3 50
'205
'r95

-'r38
- 'r54

- '23r

- ,248

-'3ro
-'332
- '5t7
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Imagery Tests
Noughts and Crosses

Designs

Clockface

Reuersals and Inuersions

Ball

Spatial Tests
Line Pattern
F orru Relations (N.LLP.)
Dot Seies
Incomplete Drawings (Street Gestalt Completion)
Fiuing Shapes

Non-uerbal Selection

Verbal Tests
Verb al Analogie s (S ele ctiu e)

Selection

Verb al Analogie s (Inu entiu e)

Verbal F ours (Inu entiu e)

Best Answers
Inferences

Disarranged Sentences

'377
'272
'2o5
'r98
'T96
'T70
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[f Chrke's imagery tests were actually &-tests, her results
did in fact suppoft El Koussyns conclusions, although she claimed
that they did not. Since her sample of pupils consisted endrely of
girls, the factor would not be expected to show itseH so promi-
nendy as in a sample of boys. Her conclusion that the verbal
factor and the imagery factor were inversely related implies
that the t)t- and k-factors are invers.ty related. This observ.tion
has been repeatedly confirmed. It does not mean that verbal and
spatial tests necess"rily correlate negatively. But it does mean
that the correladon will be lower than one might expecr to result
from the presence of the common general factor- The verbal
and spatial 6ctors \ rill tend to oppose rather than reinforce one
another but the correlation will sdll be positive because of the
general factor.

Tho"gh Clarke's results offered some supporr ro El Koussy's
fmdings, the general efGct ofher work in rg16 was to shed doubt
on the existence of the k-factor.In 1937, the present writer sub-
mitted a thesis on the same topic to the Universiry of Glasgow
in part-fulfilment of the requirements of the Ed.B. degree, the
title being "The Form-Perception Factor". 'When the writer
embarked on this investigation in 1933, he knew norhing of the
work of El Koussy. He had become interested in the possibiliry
that a group factor might exist in tests of spadal abiliry. At that
time the only technique that was generally k"own was the some-
what laborious method of tetrad-difference analysis originated
by Spearman, though the first paper by Hotelling on the method
of Principal Components was published in rg33. The writer
investigated the factor problem by carrying out e terad-differ-
ence analysis and by 

"pplf"g Hotelling's method. But the main
purpose of the investigation was to construct a spatial test of some
hundred items and to make a preliminary study of its valifity.

Having read an ardcle by Stephenson (rgl ,) describing an
investigation into the existence of a group factor in non-verbal
tests, he wrote requesting the loan of samples of test-material.
Stephenson very kindly replied, enclosing a number of resrs,

some of which had been used by El Kouss|, who was then a Ph.D.
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student working under Stephenson's supervision. The writer
proceeded to construct a, spatial test consisti"g largely of items

6ased on materials which had been obtained from this and other

sources. He was also indebted to C. A. Oakley, of the Scottish

Branch of the N.I.I.P., who supplied e N.[.I.P. sPadal test.

One sub-test of the new test (Form Recognition) was based on
designs from an article by Gottschaldt $926). (M*y subsequent

test-constructors, including Thtrrstone and witkin, have based

tests on these designs.) Another sub-test was modelled on the

non-verbal items of Cattell's Test [IlA.
At an early stage in the investigation, th" writer had noted

that subjects showed very great individual fifferences in the

abiliry to make rec ogruzable drawings of simple objects. He had

been particolrrh impressed by the fact that some pupils made

drawings of objects s-uch as Bunsen burners which were grolly
'out ofproporiion'. Thus, some pupils drew e btrrner with e

base which *m twice as wide as the height. It seemed painfully
obvious that an inverse ratio of the dimensions would have been

more nearly correct. Yet pupils who produced drawings like

this seemed to see nothirtg amiss \Mith them.

Thus, from the outset of the investigation, th. writer had the

theory that the special aptitude which he sought to measure,

if it existed at all, would be manifested in an abiliry to perceive

and reproduce shapes correctly, i.e. with their dimensions and

their r.lrdons in due proportion. To test this theory, h. included

in the battery of tests a drawing test which required the pupils
ro make drawings of eight familiar objects of standard shape, such

as Btrnsen burners or milk bottles. These drawings were marked
for the correct representation of proportions.

The sub-tests of the spadal test ProPer were constructed largely

on this principle, i.e. that the items should depend uitically for
success on the perception of the correct proportions of a figure or
pamern. This has been the writer's guiding princlPle in his sub-

sequent researches. He has been puzzled by the fact that other

research workers in this field seem to be unaware of it, or at least

do not refer to it. It was not mentioned in the symPosium on
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hypotheses concerning the nature of the spatial 6ctors, held at
the A.P.A. Congress in'Washington in rg;z.

Altogether, nine spatial tests were constructed and these were
duplicated and administered to first and second year pupils in a

Scottish _grammar school in Jtme, rg34. The ages of the pupils
ranged from rz* to r4*, the average age being about 13. The
experiment was carried out, the correladons calculated, a teffad-
analysis completed and the thesis written, before the publication
of El Koussy's thesis. 'When El Kotrssy's monograph became
available late in r93 j, it was clear that the findings were substan-
tially the same.

The following tests were used in the investigation:

r. Area Discrimination Three series of forms, having the same
shape, but differing in size (circles, squares, triangles), the pupil
being required to number the items in order of magnitude.

This test was a development of part of a similar N.I.f.P.
test consisting of a series of circles. It is not the same as the
test of that name used by El Koussy.

z. Completion. Two pages of the N.[.[.P. Form Relations
Test, each page having 

^ 
series of squares, containing gaps

which differed in shape.

The subject had to select from a number of given shapes,

the correct ones to fiIl the gaps.

3. Fitting Shapes (A and B). Similar in principl. ro tests used by
Stephenson and El Koussy. Groups of shapes are shown
which, when properly orientated and fitted rogerher, form
a larger shape. Lines have to be drawn on the larger shape to
indicate how the parts are fitted together.

4. Form Equations. Similar to El Koussy's Form Equations B.
Each item consists of an 'equation' with spadal terms, the
signs being omitted. The pupils were required to insert the
signs (+) or (-) required to make the 'equation' rrue.

i. Classification. 'Odd man out'. The pupil is required to
indicate which of the five does not belong to the same group
as the others.
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The items were sinrilar in principl. to the non-verbal
items in Cattell's Test IIIA, but they were designed to in-
volve an ability to discriminate betrnreen more complex
gestalt-qualities, such as symmetrf, roundness, etc.

6. Spatial Analogies. Two shapes are shown in reladon to one
another. The pupil is required to select from a group of
figures the one which bears the same relation to another
given figure.

T. Form Recognition. The pupil is required to identi$, a given
figure in a set of more comprehensive diagrams, containing
the given figure as part of each of them. The test was based
on the well-known Gottschaldt figures.

8. Pattern Perception. Sinrilar in principl. to Stephenson's
Cross-Pattern Testo The pupil is required to draw a line
round those crosses in a complex pattern, which correspond
to crosses in a simpler given pattern.

g. Drawing. A drawing test was included, in an attempt to
measure memory for visual or spadal form. Drawings of
eight familiar objects of sandard shape were marked for the
correct rePresentation of shape ('correct proportions') by t
trained afi teacher.

ro. Otis Test (Forrn B). A well-known intelligence test, corl-
taining both verbal and non-verbal items.

r r. School Test. An objective test consisting of two parts,
one emphasizing logical reasoning and the other general
information. It was unspeeded md, being intended for
administration to all pupils in the school, was somewhat
exacting for first and second year pupils.

An analysis of the resulting table of correlations by Spear-
man's method of tetrad-analysis provided clear evidence of the
presence of a group factor in some but not all of the spatial tests.

Subsequently, Hotelling's Method of Principal Components,
Burt's Method of Group Factor Analysis and Holzinger's Bi-
factor Technique were applied.

The factor loadings obtained are shown in the accompanyrng

Able, together with the corresponding loadings for somewhat
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similar resrs as obtained by El Koussy. The results, seen in Table

6, show a substantial measure of agreement.

Table 6

Comparison of factor loadings in two studies (Macfarlane Smith and El Koussy)

TESTS

MACFARLANE

SMITH

IOO PUPIS
AGED rz}-lra!,

EL KOUSSY

16z puplrs

AGED r r-r 3

kk

-'o2
'03
'43
'65
'JO
.26

'25
'25
'or

-'or

g
'76
'73
.66

'4('J^

.48

'55
.52
.48
.6r

'47

g
Otis Test (Form B)
School Test

Fitting Shapes

Pattern Perception

Completion (Form Relations)
Analogies (Spatial)
Form Equations B
F orm Ri cognition (C ottschaldt F igure s)

Classification

,*ea Disuimination (Macfarlane Smith)

Area Discrimination (El Koussy)

'When the writer was preparing his thesis for submission, the

Centroid Method of Thurstone, which was first published in
August, rg3;, was not yet available, and the conclusions of his

sruJy were mainly based on the resulm of the Spearman teffad-

fifference analysis.

The thesis was summ aized as follows:

r. A variety of rypes of form-perception test were constructed

and administered to first and second year pupils in a secon-

drry school.

2. There is evidence for the presence of a grouP factor in some

of these resrs. This confirms the result fotmd by El Koussy.

3. The group factor is present in tests which requite an abiliry
to form and retain an exact impression of shape or Pattern.

4. The battery of form-perception tests shows a significant

sex-fifl'erence (boys doing better than girls).
j. The specific correlations between the battery of tests and

marks in certain school subjects were calculated. The
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'6r
'6r
'49
.50

'17

.oo

'62
'76
'43
.63

'54
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specific correlations with art, practical geometry and en-

gineering drawing were significant; that with handwork was

not significant.
6. The specific correlations indicate that the abiliry measured

by the test might be useful in certain occupations and that
an improved form of the test might be used as a diagnostic

test of ability for these occupations and for such school

subjects as art, engineering drawing and geometry.

The following yean Thurstone (rgt8) published the results of
a large-scale investigation in which the correlations of a varied
battery of 6o tests were analysed by means of his recently inven-
ted centroid method. The zr8 subjepts were studenm in the age-

range 16 to zS. Tetrachoric correlations were calculated and rz
factors extracted and axes rotated to achieve 'simple structure'.
Thirteen of the test-variables were found to have loadings in a

factor which he identified as the 'visual-spadal' factor.
Instead of following Thurstone's procedue, we shall consider

the loadings of the second factor before rotation. Listing these in
order of magnitude and considering particularly the extreme
positive and negative values, we find that the spatial tests have
high negative loadirrgt and the verbal tests high positive loadirgt
(see Table 7).

The first thirteen of the tests in the above list are those given
by Thurstone as having loadings in the visual-spadal 6ctor ,S.

The relatively poor loading of Form-Board is surprising, since

this is similar to Stephenson's Fitting-Shapes which usually has a

high k-loading. The lower loading in Thurstone's study may be

due to the factthathis sample consisted ofadult students, for whom
this test may have been relatively easy. It is rather surprising that
the tests of Syllogisms, Verbal Classification and Sotrnd Grouping
had substandal loadings in the visual-spatial factor (viz., '43o,
.4tr, .4r2 aftet rotation). Thurstone explained this by supposing

that these tests must be solved by the use of spatial imagery.

Possibly Sound Grouping may involve the perception of sotrnd

patterns or configurations.
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Table 7

Spatial loadings of te*s used by Thurstone (signs reuerseif)

2ND FACTOR TOADINGS

TESTS @tk)

Fkgs
Block Counting
Pursuit
Hands
Cubes
Lozenges B
Figure Classification

Surface Deuelopment
Lozenges A
Form-board
Syllogisms
Verbal Classification

Soundarouping

Completion
Reading I
Reading II
Inuentiue Opposites
C ontr olle d r4s s o ci ati on

Inuentiue Synonyms

Vocabulary

- '53

- '44

- '42

- '42

- '4O

-.38
- '29

- '29

- '27

- '23

-.r8.II
'r3

'36
'37
'39
'43
'44
.46

'Jr

Spearman and 'W'ynn 
Jones (rqso) have expressed doubt as

to the plausibility of Thurstone's explanation and have quoted this
anomaly as an example of the kind of absurdity which has re-
sulted from Thurstone's introducdon of the principle of maxi-
mrztng the number of zerc 6ctor loadings in order to achieve
'simple sffucture'; for "hereby, the theory of two factors is not
indeed disproved, but only arbitrarily denied". Other writers,
such as Reyburn and Raath (rg+g), have called in question the
advantages which have been claimed for the principle of rotating
to 'simple structure'. The present instance provides support for
the writer's contention that when the battery contains a varied set
of tests, the unrotated second factor loadings can be meaning-
fully interpreted without resort to rotation. The signs of the
loadings differentiate reasonably well between the spadal and
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verbal tests. Further factors may be interpreted in terms of Burt's
hierarchical theory of abfides.

In r94o, Slater rePorted an investigarion in which he adminis-
tered a battery 9f spatial and verbrl tests to 8q apprenrices. He
had two main objectives, first to attempr ro ,""tys. the sparial
factor into comPonents, and second to dJtermine the relatio"rt ip
between spatial ability Td mechanical abiliry. According r. Ef
Koussy, the critical 

,psychological^process involved in rntrking
spatial-tests is the identificadon of a shape seen in one position
with the same shape seen in another. ilrt., believed th.t this
Process involved two more ftrndamental processes, viz. recogni-
tion and mental manipulation.

To test:hit hypothesis, he included four new rests in the bafter/,
tvvo invol.ving tec-oqnition and ftyo involving mental manipo[-
tion. He described the contrast between these two rypes ot'test-
material in the following-way: "In the recognition probl.-, all
four alternatives are in the correct positiorf but ""ty one'has
the correct shape. In the imaginative problem, all four alter-
natives have the corrc'ct shape, but only one has the correct
position."

In addition to the tests of rp-rdal recognition and imaginal
T.nipulation, the battery included the verbal Group Test 33
(N-I.I.P.), Cox's Mechanical Models, Form Relations'(N.I.Lp:i
Squares (after Rybakov), Figure Construcrion Tesr, Recognition
of Designs, Parallel Lines *d Divided Lines. An interesdd inno-
vation was the Recognition of Designs Test, which coriprised
zo desigtt, aispllYed four at a time for 30 seconds. Immedirt.Iy
afterwards, the four designs had to be identified from a ser of
16 similar ones. This test differed from the older Memory for
Designs Test in that the older form required the subject aciually
to draw th.e deslgns, whereas the new one involv.d orly recogni-
tion and identification. Clearly, the new version is *.r.h si-!I.,
and quicker to mark.

3 Spe-arman-Holznger bifactor analysis of the resulting table
of correlations was carried out, and the following tests \ryere
found to have high spatial loadings (Table s) , "
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Table B

Spatial loadings of tes* used by Slater

Space Tests (Nos. r and 4, inuoluing only

2ND FACTOR TOADINGS

(e)

'5 89

'57o

'466
'455
'4r3

'4ro
'337
'252

TESTS

Vincent' s Mechanical Models

Cox's Mechankal Modek

Space Perception

recognition)

Tests (Nos. z and 3, inuoluing

Figure Construction

Ricognition of Designs (Slatu)

The fact that the separare space perception tests of rnanipula-

tion and recognition h"d rooghly similar sPadal loadings ('+oo

ria .4ro) *rJtrken as an indication that tp.d+ j.udg*ent does

no t necessarily involve either imagi native maniPulation or reco gd:
tion; but both imaginative manipulation and recogniriol appeared

to involve spadaliidgmenr. Slater concluded that spatialj"igTent
depends "r *.rri"l [ro..rr., which are simgle: firrr- either im-

,g^in.tive manipulation or recognition and which are involved in

both.
Probably, the recognition tFpe of test offers greater s-coP. It

consrructing tests witf, high k-lotdings, for i" Ihll qP9 the prob-

lem of ,..o-gnition may b-e made incieasingly diffi."ll uy n*hg
the shapes ior.ly simii"r. In the maniputatio-n ry!",-in which all

the rhrp.r are identical, the maximum angullr displacement is a

rotation of r8oo about anyaxis. Thus, one might expect the recog-

nirion rype to be more useful for detecting high. spatial tPttf
than th. rype involving only manipulatrgn. American psycholo-

gists claim L h"r. shoion that tests involving only maniPulation

[r*h as Thursrone's cards, Figures -or 
Lozenge$ measure e

diff.r.rr, factor, Spatial Orientation, from those tests involving

recognirion which measure the factor, SPldal Visualization,

corresponding to the k-factor. V.ry often both Processes are

involved in the same test.
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Another outcome of Slarcr's investigation was the lack of any

evidence to support the theory that there is a special 'mechanical

abiliry' which can be difGrentiated from general intelligence and

spatial judgment. This conclusion followed from the fact that
the residual correlation bewveen Vincent's Models and Cox's
Models after g and k were pardalled out was only '076. Thus,

Mechanical Abiliry, as measured by these tests, appeared to de-
pend almost entirely on general intelligence and spadal judgment
(i.". g and k). h, passing, it is worth nodng that Slater's Recog-
nition of Designs Test has the lowest loading of all the spadal

tests used in the investigation. This seems suqprising at first sight,

in view of the fect that the N.I.I.P. Memory for Designs Test

has trsually shown a high spatial loading (..g. '58 by El Koussy).
It would appear that the attempt to make the Memory for

Designs Test amenable to objective marking has resulted in a

very considerable reduction in its spadal loading. [t would almost

seem that the baby had been thrown out with the bath water !

A study of the rwo tests, however, suggests that an exPlanation
is to be fotrnd in the different psychological processes involved in
performing the tests. hr marking the Memory for Designs Test
according to the marking key, considerable credit is given for the

correct reproducdon of the proportions of the designs. In the

Recognition of Designs Test, however, appreciation of propor-
tions may be relatively trnimportant, while an abiliry to note and

remember significant details may be much more important. Four
designs are shown simultaneously, and then these have to be

chosen from sixteen, there being three variants of each original.

Clearly, xtr abiliry to switch attention rapidly, noting details on
the wx1r, would be of service in this test. Thus, the difGrence in
the spadal loadings of the two tests which are superficially similar
may refect the fact that somewhat difGrent psychological pro-
cesses are involved.

In r94r, Slater turned his attention to the problem of selecting

children differentially for technical and grammar schools. After
a preliminary experiment with a group of 8z children, he tmder-
took a larger experiment in whidr he administered spatial, ver-
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bal and non-verbal tests to two large groups of children,2rr aged
rr plus and 16r aged 13 plus.

The following tests were used:

Group Test 7o (non-verbal, four sections)

Progressive Matrices (Raven, non-verbal, given to 13 plus
group orly)
Squares (N.I.I.P.)
Recognition of Designs (N.I.I.P.)
Shapes Test (N.[.I.P.)
Spatial Test (fo* sections)

Verbal Test (six sections)

'When the correlations for both age-groups were analysed by
the Centroid Method, the quite unexpected result was obtained
by Slater that there was no trace of the spatial factor, either for the
rr plus or the 13 plus group of children.

Referring to the results of the analysis before rotation, we find
that for both groups the second factor which was bipolar had
negative loadings in all the verbal tests (averaging -.4) and

smaller positive loadirgt in the non-verbal and spadal tests. Thus,
in the case of the r 3 plus group, the second factor loading was

-'432 for the verbal test (section 3), + .036 for the non-verbal
Progressive Matrices, *'zi8 for the spatial test (section 4) and

+'33i for the spatial test (sectionz). The spadal tests seem to be
fifferentiated quite clearly from the non-verbal and verbal tests.

Yet, Slater rotated the axes to eliminate negative loadirgr and
drew the conclusion that the second factor was a verbal one,
since the verbal tests had now the highest loadings. But, it would
seem that it was the rotation which caused the spatial factor to
fisappear. Before rotation, the positive loadings of the bipolar
factor represented the spatial component and the negative load-
irgt the verbal component and the loading of the non-verbal
Progressive Matrices was intermediate, as is to be expected of a

non-verbal test which is neither verbal nor truly spatial. Inci-
dentally, Slater's Recognition ofDesigns Test has again turned out
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to have a much smaller spadal loading (+ 'sz4) than would have
been obtained with the older Memory for Designs Test.

More recently, Emmeft (r9 49) has re-analysed Slater's table of
correlations for the r r plus group, using Lawley's method. He
esablished a third significant 6ctor, not found by Slater, signi-
ficant at the P - 'o5 level of probabiliry, one spatial test having
a higtrly significant positive loading (P<'oor), and a non-verbal
test having a highly significant negative loading. The present

writer, however, disagrees with Emmett regarding this identi-
fication, as the other tests in the battery show irregular loadings
in this factor, bearing no relation to their verbal or spatial content.
Emmett's solution was to rotate axes orthogonally trntil all
negative loadings had been eliminated (except one of -'oot).
The rotated orthogonal factors were then identified as {, u

end k. This solution does not seem sadsfactory, since the Verbal
Test (parts i and 6) now has a loading of '288 on the third factor
(which Emmett calls k) and one of the non-verbal tests appears

to have the second-highest k-loading of the battery (lzg). These

loadings are much at variance with previous findings, suggesting

that the third factor has been incorrectly identified with k.

A more sads6ctory solution is to regard the second bipolar
6ctor as the true spatial-verbal factor. If we arrange the loadings,
as obtained by Emmett using Lawley's method, in order of magni-
rude, we obtain the familiar pattern (see Table 9).

Table 9
Spatial loadings of tests used by Slater (Emmett's analysis without rotation)

2ND FACTOR LOADINGS

TESTS (klr)

Spatial Test (Parts 2, 3 and 4)
Spatial Test (Squares and Designs)

Non-uerbal Test (Part r)
Non-uerbal Test (Part 4)
Spatial Test (Part t and Shapes)

Non-uerbal Test (Parts z and 3)
Verbal Test (Parts r and z)

Verbal Test (Parts 3 and a)
Verbal Test (Parts 5 and 0)

'42r
'390
'3 r3
'296
.266

'24r
'314
'322
'372
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(It should be noted that to reduce the labour of computation
Emmett has grouped some of the tests together, as if forming
one test.)

Thus, there is e clear differentiation between verbal tests at
one pole and spadal and non-verbal tests at the other, two of the
spadal tests having the highest positive loadings. It is certainly
incorrect to claim as Slater fid that the spadal factor has dis-
appeared, though it is true that the spatial tests are not so clearly
difGrentiated from the non-verbal tests as in other investigations.

This may be pardy because, as Emmett has pointed out, the
tests as a whole seem to have been tmsuited to the children tested,

since the intercorrelations at rr plus averaged only .345 and those
at 13 plus averuged'479, which are very much lower values than
those usually obtained. It is very ,*lik.ly that the abilides tested
were more specifi c at the earlier a1e, so the r r plus correlations
should not have been lower if the tests had been suitable for the
r r plus children.

Slater's explanation of the disappearance of the spadal factor
at r r and r 3 years of age was that at these ages the factor is still
uimmature'. This explanation can scarcely be reconciled with the
positive results obtained by El Koussy, by the present writer and
by numerous other investigators from Cox and Alexander on-
wards. Spearman and \MynnJones have suggested an alternative
partial explanation of the "parrdox of Slater" (m they described
Slater's claim for the disappearance of the spatial factor). They
wrote:

"Herewith we come upon what constitutes perhaps the most
serious disturbance in factor-analysis. This is the factthat one and
the same cognitive task can often be done in fwo or more difGrent
ways. . . . Subjects are inclined to drop the concrete procedure
and take refuge in abstractions when th.y get into dfficukies."

'While not accepting the implied fichotomy between concrete
and absffact procedures in this context, the writer would agree
that many pupils who lack spadal abiliry may find ways of doing
some spadal tests by verbal methods. And some constructors of
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tests have um,\rittirgly 'conspired' with the pupils to make this

possible because they have found that many people dislike mark-
ing spadal tests when the process involves some element of spadal
judgment. The endeavour to make the marking completely ob-
jective (f"r the sake of those who would otherwise find it diffi-
."1t) has often had the efGct of makirg it easier for the pupils
to find the correct answers without using spadal abiliry at all.

An illustration of this is to be found in the lower spadal loading of
the objectively marked Recognition of Designs Test compared
with that of the Memory for Designs Test, in which the marking
is partly subjective.

A more probable explanation of the 
*paradox of Slater" would

seem to lie in the strong tendency of factorists to preGr to rotate
axes to eliminate negative loadings rather than to accept the pos-
sibiliry that the second and subsequent factors may be genuinely
bipolar, that for example the verbal and spadal factors are in-
versely related, when considered apafi from g.

The reluctance to accept this interpretation arises from the

belief that the negative characteristic is inappropriate for factors of
abiliry, which are thought to be essendally positive. Burt (rg+o),
however, has championed bipolar factors, as in the passage where
he describes factors "which can vary i, opposite or antagonistic
directions". While admitting that these occur mostly in such

conative cases as "brave-cowardly", he thinks that th.y may be

extended to cognition also, as in the antithesis bennreen tests which
are verbal and non-verbal respectively. Holzinger has also made

extensive use of the concept of bipolar factors, regarding them as

'onot essentirlly difGrent from any other but . . . as meastrring

the negative aspect of the usual fFpe of factor."
Morrisby has pointed out that "abilities can, in reladon to some

criteria, be truly negative." He mentions, for example, that "the
intelligence tests of the Differential Test Battery commonly
show marked negative relationships with universiry and grammar
school (G.C.E.) exams. and other criteria."

In 1944, Thurstone published a monograph gi"ing an accoult
of a very comprehensive investigation of perceptual abilides.
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Forry-three sensory and perceptual tests were administered to r1o
students, and ten factors extracted by the Centroid Method.
Two of these, factors A and E, are of interest in corrnection with
the present investigation. The tests which had highest loadings in
Factor A were Shape Constancy (.s+), P.M.A. Space Test (.jr),
Gottschaldt Figures A ('sr), Block Designs (.so) and Gottschaldr
Figures B ('++). 'With the possible exception of the firsr, these are
all well-known spatial tests, known to have high k-loadirgr.

Thurstone interprets this factor tentatively, as representing
the sffength of a configuration as perceived by the subject and
this interpretation accords reasonably well with our own con-
ception of the nature of the k-factor. In the Shape Constancy
Test, which has the highest loading, the subject is required ro
look at a square piece of cardboard placed on a table across the
room and to note the shape of the figure as it would look in a

photograph. He is asked to retain this shape 'in mind' and then
to look at alarge card from which he chooses the one figure which
is like the apparent shape of the card.

The more strongly the configuration is held in mind the ber-
ter should be the subject's choice of figure to represent ir. Thus,
the high loading of this test in factor i support, th. hypoth.ris
that the factor represents t}e strength of the configuration as per-
ceived by the subject. In some of the tests with lower loadings on
factor A, the task is to discover a tmified gestalt or configuration
in an unorganrzed perceptual field. Thurstone has tentariv.ty
named the factor as 'Faciliry and Firmness of Percepffial Closure'.

Among the tests with high loadings in Facor E were Two-
Hand Co-ordination ('sq), Hidden Pictures (.+z), P.M.A. Rea-
soning ('+r), Gottschaldt A ('+o) and the following rests with
lower but still considerable loadings: Gottschaldt B (.1+), Block
Designs ('ll), P.M.A. Space (p) and Shape consrancy (.rr).
Thurstone thought that this factor was concerned with the mani-
pulation of two configurations simultaneously or in succession.
He suggested the terms 'fexibiliry' or 'freedom from gestalt-
bindtrng' 

"s 
being appropriate for designating the factor.

He remarked that these two factors, 'fac/rtty and firmness of
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closur, (A)' and 'fexibiliqf (E)', seem to be psychologicallY 
-the

mosr interesting of his factors. He thought it not trnlikely thlt
these two factors will be found to represent Parameters which

transcend in significance the immediate PercePtual content in
rerms of which they were tentatively identified. Thus, the fact

that several non-geometric tests had loadings in factor A indi-
cates that it transCends the abilities represented best by tests with

various geometric outlines. It follows that these factors have great-

er psychological interest. As we have already mentioned, the

clos*. factor A is the same as our spatial factor k. It is possible

that the two closure factors correspond resPectively to the spatial

sub-facrors first described by Kelley (1928) : perception and reten-

tion of geometric forms; and mental manipulation of spadal

relationships (.f p. 46).
The nexr research to be considered is that carried out by Drew

(rg++), who administered a battery of PaPer-and-pencil and

performance tests to four grouPs of subjects:

Group A r8r boys, aged rr Plus
Group B r7z boys, aged rz plus

Group C rr8 boys, aged 13 Plus
Group D 88 boys, aged 16 Plus

There were nine tests, viz.:

Three Verbal Intelligence Tests (Moray House, Cattell,

Simplex)
Spearman's GVK trll (Non-verbal, Verbal, Spatial-the
unpublished Chesterfield Tests)

Alixander's Performance Scale (Passalolrg, Kohs' Blocks,

Cube Construction)

Drew also included among the variables teachers' verbal

ratings and teachers' practical ratings.

The resulting four tables of correladons, each for eleven

variables, were analysed by the Centroid Method. In grouPs A
and B, three factors were identified, yLZ. {t v and F; while in

Groups C and D five factors were designarcd, g, u, F, X and k,
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F being Alexander's practical 6ctor, X an achievement factor
and & the spadal factor.

From these results, Drew deduced the following conclusions:
r. There is some evidence to show that the psychological

factors which are significant for technical aptitude aK f,,t F and
k. Technical aptitude appears to be a slighth *ider concept than
practical abiliry, which is held not to include the abstrac appre-
hension in the imaginative sphere of spatial relations. This spicial
aptitude does not emerge undl about the age of 13 plus.

2. Technical aptitude is capable of being measured at the age of
13 and later by a performance scale comprising the Passalotrg,

Block Design and Cube Construction Tests.

3. The group test of spatial reladons used in the research mea-
sures the k-factor at 16.'Whether it measures this factor at rr,
13, 14 or r5 was not determined. Before the age of T4, the
spadal test appears to measure chiefy general intelligence.

4. The performance scale, which has been shown to measure
g and F at rr, correlates substantially with success in theJtmior
Technical School Diploma Examination and when administered
at 16 reveals loadings of the two group factors which are im-
Portant for technical work. It would not appear to measure
k earher than 13.

The analysis on which these conclusions are based has been
severely criticized by Slater (tg+z), by Spearman and 'Wynn

Jones (.qSo), md others. Drew suggested that while F-factor
involves mental exercise of a concrete order, k-facrcr appears to
be associated with spadal relations of an absffact order.

Emmett (rg+g) has carried out an independent analysis of
Drew's correlations for the r r plus group using the Centroid
Method followed by Lawley's method of maximum likelihood.
He extracted three factors and after a suitable orthogonal rotation
of axes to eliminate negative loadings, identified these as f,,,
u and k. There was no evidence that a fourth factor such as

Alexander's F was required to explain the correlations.
Lrstead of adopting Emmett's interpretation, however, we

shall consider the factor loadings before rotation, treating the
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second as a bipolar spatial-verbal factor difGrentiating k frorn u.

Following thir interpretation, the order ofmagnitude ofthe spadal

loadings yielded by Lawley's method is as follows (see Table ro).

Table 10

Spatial loadings of tests used by Drew (Emmett's analysis witlrout rotation)

2ND FACTOR LOADINGS

Kohs' Blocks )
Cube Construction I Alexander Performance Scale

Passalong )
Spatial Test (K of Spearman CVK)
Teachers' Practical Rating
Perceptual Test (C ,f Spearman GVK)
Teachers' Verbal Rating

Verbdl Test (M.H. Intell. Test)
Verbal Test (V of Spearman GVK)

TESTS (klr)

'400
'243
'rg8

- '016

- 'T46

-'2M
- '345

- '455

-'545

Thus, the bipolar factor differentiates bewveen the three Per-
formance tests and the spadal test at one pole and teachers' ver-

bal radng and the fwo verbal tests at the other. The teachets'

practical and verbal ratings are in the correct relative positions.
Spearman's spadal test has made a relati".ly poor showing com-
pared with the two performance tests, Kohs' Blocks and Cube

Construction. This may be pardy explained by the fact that a
large part of the spadal test consists of items similar to those in
the Squares Test, which, though convenient to mark, was fotrnd
to have a very moderate spadal loading in investigations caried
out in the Services. For this group of pupils in Drew's investi-
gation, there is no doubt that the two performance tests provide

better measures of spatial abiliry than the Spearman paper-and-

pencil spadal test.

The publication of Drew's findings in January, rg41, aroused

a great deal of interest in educational circles because a solution to
the problem of identifying aptitudes for technical education had

become a matter of some urgency since the passing of the Edu-

cation Act of rg44. This Act had placed on Local Education
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Authorities the responsibiliry for ensuring that, so far as possible,
all children should receive the rype of education best suited to
their abilities and apdtudes. The Norwood Report, published in
the year prior to the Act, had recommended a three-fold difGren-
tiation of curriculum in the post-primary stage. This classifi ca-
tion of secondary education into three rypes had already become
established in general educational practice, but the Norwood
Committee believed that it corresponded to genuine groupirgt
of abilities and interests.

The three qFpes of education were believed to correspond
roughly to the following three-fold classificadon:

r. A group, suited to grammar-school education, who had
a high degree of general abiliry together with facility for reason-
ing and verbal aptitude. Such pupils were said to be interested
in learnitg for its own sake, were able to follow a piece of con-
nected reasoning and were capable of expressing themselves
clearly in words.

2. A group, suited to technical-school educatior, who had a
high degree of technical ability, which implied insight into
mechanisms and capacity to control material things. Such pupils
were believed to have interests and abilities, which lry in the
fields of applied science or applied aft; but they might find diffi-
culty in coping with the subtleties of language construction.

3. A third group, suited to modern school courses, who had
practical abiliry of the concrete order. Such pupils dealt more
easily with concrete things than with ideas, and abstractions
meant little to them.

The Norwood Report posed a problem to psychologists. Did
this proposed classificadon, said to have become established in
educational practice, have any real basis in psychological realiry?
Are human abilities actually dif[brentiated in this w0], so that
the three rypes described in the Nonnrood Report are genuinely
recognizable or at least identifiable? [n particular was it possible
to identiry by means of psychological tests those pupils who had
the kind of aptitudes required for technical education? There was
a generally accepted belief among psychologists at this time that
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the spadal factor did not emerge to a measureable extent undl
about the age of 14 or over. This belief had gained currency

largely through the publication of an article by Slater and Ben-

nert in rg43, in which the "disappearance of the spadal 6ctor at

r r plus and r 3 plus" was reported.
Early in rg41, the article on Drew's findings appeared in

Occupational Psychology, giving wide publiciry to the view that

spadal tests measured only general intelligence until the age of
14, though they did measure the k-factor at the age of 16.

Drew also claimed that technical aptitude could be measured

at the age of r 3 and later by means of a performance scale com-
prising the Passalotrg, Block Design and Cube Construction Tests,

as advocated by Alexander. At this time, when the need for valid

and reliable instruments for the measurement of aptitudes was

so apparent, the publication of Drew's paper (and the subsequent

criticism by Slater) created a most unfavourable impression.
Drew's proposal that performance tests of relatively low relia-
biliry should be used for the purpose of selecdng children for
technical education seemed to be likely to result in serious errors

in the placement of pupils.

Post-war inuestigations (rg+S onwards)

In a paper read at the Annual Conference of the Bridsh Pty-
chological Socieqy at Dartford in April, 1947, the present writer
challenged the widespread belief that the spatial factor could not
be measured at the age of tt. tn his view, there was no founda-
tion for this belief at all and he quoted evidence from his own
experiment in rgl4 and from El Koussy's very thorough investi-
gation in r %3. It was some time, however, before the scepticism

engendered by the negative results of Slater and Bennett, Drew
and others was shaken. InJ*., t947, L. F. Mills submitted a thesis

to the Universiry of Edinburgh, in part fulfilment of the require-

ments of the B.Ed. degree, in which he presented the results of
an analysis of the correlations of the scores for a battery of nine
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tests including both sections of Moruy House Space Test I. Mills
had carried out a centroid analysis and fotrnd only two significant
factors which he idendfied as g and t). No significant spatial
factor had emerged, and he concluded that neither section of
Moray House Space Test I measured the spatial factor at the age

of r r. Thus, his results reinforced the negative findings ofprevious
investigators, who had failed to find evidence for a spatial factor
at the age of r r.

However, his table of correlations was subsequently re-
analysed by ProGssor Godfrey Thomson, using D. H. Lawley's
Method of Maximum Likelihood. Thomson's work was carried
further by Z. Swanson and completed by 'W'. G. Emmett.
Emmett fotrnd four significant factors, three being evaluated by the
Lawley method and the fourth by centroid analysis of the re-
suldng residual correlations. The first three factors were ten-
tadvely identified asg, u andk.

However, Emmett's reversal of Mills' conclusion was not
published until March, rg4g. Meantime, the present writer had
trndertaken a second large-scale investigation of the problem,
involviog the administration of seven tests and two question-
naires to some 2oo pupils irrJ*e andJ*ly, rg47. At that time all
the recent evidence, such as the findings of Slater and Bennett,

Drew and Mills, pointed to the conclusion that the spadal factor
did not exist to a measurable degree at the age of r r plus.

At the Twelfth lnternational Congress of Psychology held at
the Universiry of Edinburgh in July, rg4g, El Koussy himself
stated that from the researches carried out in Egypt by Kabbain,

Salama, Hana and himsel{, the existence of the k-factor in pupils
of from rz years and upwards had been repeatedly corroborated.

In October, 1948, Adcock published a re-analysis of Slater's
spatial judgment research with r 3-year-old children. IJsing three
difGrent methods of analysis he argued that the seeming absence

of the k-factor depends upon the assumption that g must always
appear in addition to the group factors, and suggested that the
resolution of the Spearman-Thurstone controversy by second-
order factors seemed to solve the problem. He concluded that
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there seemed to be no doubt t}at Slater's data indicated the Pre-
sence of kin the spadal tests. Lr his reply, Slater (rq+q) pointed out
that the fact that three-factor solutions could be fotrnd to fit his

date in no way diminished the significance of the fi"ditg that

t two-factor solution was adequate. Moreover, he argued that

Adcock's solutions were psychologically irrational, since all

the analyses gave k-loadings to one or more of the rrolr-verbal
g tests and indeed one analysis gave ak-loading of '3o to one of
the verbal tests.

The present writer is inclined to agree that Adcock's resolution

of the "pxadox of Slater" has been achieved only by introducing
an inteqpretation of k which would scarcely be acceptable to the

great majoriry of psychologists. He would also agree with Slater

that the fact that a rwo-factor solution fits his data is of very
great significance. Lr a sense, there are only two factors. But he

would differ from Slater by insisting that the spadal tests are

clearly differentiated both from the verbal and non-verbal tests

in the bipolar factor and it is this differentiation which entitles us

to speak of a spatial factor.
Swineford (rg+g) has carried out a number of factorial investi-

gations, using the Spearman-Holznger method of bifactor

analysis. Her monograph presents very detailed analyses of the

results obtained in nine tests by nea Ay a thousand pupils in grades

V to X. She constructed three tests to measure general abiliry,
three to measure verbal ability and three to measure spatial

abiliry.
On the average, about 40 per cent of the total variance was

accounted for by the general factor which gave positive coffela-
tions with school achievement. It increased steadily with chrono-
logical age and showed no significant sex-differences.

The verbal factor correlated most higlrly with the verbal school

subjects (reading, English, spelling, civics and history), md least

highly with arithmetic, algebra, science, art, handwriting and

mechanical drawing. There was some growth in this factor from
Grade V to Grade X.

The spadal factor showed a marked sex-difference, the boys
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exceeding the girls at all grade levels, and there being no dis-
tinction between the normal and the retarded group. The small
amount of growth revealed for the period covered by the data
suggests that whatever development had taken place must have
occurred at a relatively early age. The mean regression coeffi-
cients of arithmetic, science and verbal subjects on the spatial
factor was -'oj, whereas the mean coefficient for art was +
'r8. The highest regression coefficient for the spadal factor was
with mechanical drawing in Grade X (.3oo1.

These coefficients, though in the expected directior, are sur-
prisingly low compared with the results obtained by the present
writer. To account for her firrdi"g that the group bifactors ap-
peared to be *i*portant as predictors of success in the majoriry
of school subjects, Swineford suggests that the evaluations of
success were imperGct measures, which failed to include verbal
and spatial abilities.

Thus, as in so many other investigations, the factors appeared
to be *i*portant predictors, not because the abilities they rep-
resent are unnecessary for success in the subjects, but because the
criteria themselves were inadequate. An alternative possibiliry,
which Swineford herself does not mentior, is that the verbal
and spadal tests had relatively low saturations in the respective
factors.

In a very comprehensive study by Renshaw (rqSo), six spadal

tests (two-di*.rrrional and threedimensional) rs well rs othei t.rt,
were administered to a sample of eleven-year-old children from
fourteen difGrent schools in Edinburgh. The correlations were
analysed by Thurstone's Centroid Method, and the factor load-
ings were rotated to 'simple sffucture' by the method of ex-
tended vectors, and second-order analyses were carried out.

Renshaw concluded that the spadal factor was involved in
both the two- and three-dimensional tests, but there was some
indication, based on averaging the loadings, that the two-dimen-
sional tests are more closely linked with the spadal factor than
the three-dimensional tests. The tests with the highest loadings

were those in which the subject has to visualize the form of an
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object when it is moved to an alternative position, irrespective

of whether the object is fwo- or three-dimensional in character.
El Ghareib (rqsq) administered a large baftery of rcsts to

rio Egyptian pupils of 16 to r T fears of age. The sample consisted
of four groups, separate factor-analyses being carried out for each

group. Five factors were extracted, but in view of the smallness

of the groups, it is unlikely that all of these were significant.
El Ghareib concluded that practical abiliry is complex, consisting
of general intelligence and factors F, k, and 4 i.e., practical, spatial
and percepffial speed factors respectively. He also obtained tea-
chers' ratings in certain temperament and personaliry ffaits and

found a tendency for the practical, spatial andgJoadirgr to corre-
late highly with ratings for desirable personality qualides.

This tendenry was particularly noticeable with one group of
pupils, for whom the personaliqF rating showed fairly high corre-
lations with the performance tests, Carl's Hollow Square, Cube
Construction and Passalong. Since these tests are now known to
have high k-loadhgr, El Ghareib's findings suggest that there is an
association between spatial ability and certain personaliry traits,
though there is an alternative possibility that the association might
be due to the manipulative element common to the performance
tests.

Spatial and performance tests

The evidence as to the separate identiry of the F- and &-factors,
as claimed for example by El Ghareib, is somewhat conficdrg.

'Watts and Slater (tqso) analysed a battery consistirg of non-
verbal tests, paper-and-pencil spatial tests and the three perfor-
mance tests which make up the Alexander performance scale. A
factor-analysis, using Hotelling's method, showed several factors
additional to g, the first two of which were identified as F and k
respectively. The identificadon of these two factors, however, was
by no means certain, since the loadings of similar tests appeared to
be somewhat irregular.
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'W'illiams (rg+8) fotrnd distinctive spadal and mechanical
group factors in an investigation with Tz- to r4-year-olds, but
he seems to be the only one to have fotrnd *y such difGrentiation.
Slater (rq+o) fotmd no such distinction. It is interesting also that
'Williams fotrnd no distinction bennreen performance and spadal

tests, the Alexander tests hrr.irg loadings in the same 6ctors as

the k-tests. Price (rg+o), in an analysis of a varied set of tests given
to 85 Universiry students, fotrnd only one significant group factor,
apafi from g, common to both performance and spadal tests.

Leff (rg+g) found similar results for boys of tz. Dempster (rg+8)

fotrnd a common factor underlying Alexander's performance
scale and paper-and-pencil spadal tests. 'W'atts (rqsl) adminis-
tered a battery to a sample ofeleven-year-old pupils and found a
large group factor additional to g present in Alexander's perfor-
mance scale, the Watts group performance test, and fvvo N.F.E.R.

paper-and-pencil spatial tests (Spatial Tests r and z) and having
negative loadings in several verbal tests. This is clearly the familiar
spatial-verbal bipolar factor. It is interesting to find that the spatial

loadings of the paper-and-pencil spadal tests were not very
different from those of the performance tests. There was a third
factor, which was difiicult to interpret, but in the upper half of the

table it apparently subdivided the spatial factor into one associated

with performance tests and one associated with paper-and-Pencil

tests.

Burt (rg+g) and Vernon (rg+9) have both suggested a possible

explanation of the fivergent results obtained by different in-
vestigators regarding the factors trnderlyrrg performance and

spatial tests. They suppose that there may be a main practical
factor which, under suitable conditions, may be subdivided.

This would explain why some experiments show a factor com-
mon to both rypes of tests, while others show difGrent factors

associated with each rype. The majoriry of the findings tend to
favour the view that F and k ere essenti"lly the same. In a stlrn-
mary of the available evidence in rgio, Vernon endorses the view
that F is identical with k and that Cox's m is largely composed of
k also.
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The problem of alternatiue interpretations offactors

A serious source of confusion in many of the researches
carried out on spatial abiliry has been rh; fact that different
workers have tended to interpret factor-loadings in different
ways. As an illustration of the different interpr.t*tionr which
can be given to these loadings, we may considir the alternative
views which were taken of the factors obtained in the experi-
ment carried out by the writer in tg41.

In a 6ctor-an lytis of the correlation matrix of nine variables
(oY" verbal, two non-verbal and five spatial) he had obtained

-ody 
tvvo significant factors. tIsing Thumtor"" centroid method,

he had exffacted three factors, plt the resulting communalides
back into the correlation -*tri*, and analys.d-, second time.
He had tested the residuals remaining after the extraction of the
first two factors, using McNemar's criterion and fotrnd the third
factor to be of doubtful significarrce. He then analysed the corre-
lations I Llyley's method of maximum likelihlod, usrng the
centroid loadings in the first fwo factors as first approxim.iorr.
After two iterations, it was fotrnd that the loadingr *.r. approxi-
T"t.ly constant. The residuals resulting from th. .*t 

".ti,on 
of

these two factors were then tested foriig"incance by Lawley's
Test and were found to be non-significant at the 5 per cent l.rel.
Thus, the third factor was not significant, and rhe in rit.r was led
to conclude, like Slater, that a two-factor solution was adequate
to fit the daa. It was_ apparent, however, that the spatial t Jt, of
the battery, esPecially th9 writer's experimental Spatial Tesr
and the N.f.I.P. Memory for Designs Test, were cleariy differen-
tiated from the non-verbal tests in the bipolar factor (fr.tor II).
[t was a matter of some surprise to the writer however to n"a
t-hrt exPerts in factor-analpis differed as to the interpretation of
these factor-loadings. In the course of a visit, in coruicrion with
some other matters, to the department of Education of the [Jni-
versiry of Edinburgh, he left a copy of the matrix of correlations
with Mr.'W'. G. Emmett. Unknown to the writer, Mr. Emmett
arranged for an independent analpis of the correlations ro be
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carried out by members of the staff of the Education Dep-ar|

ment. Factor-loadings were obtained using Lawley's method

which were almost ilentical with those previously fotmd by the

writer, difftrences occurring only in the fourth decimal pl1ce.

But the writer was most strprisedto learn from Mr. Emmett that

there was "no trace of the spadal factor". Apparently it had

'disappeared' again !

Tlr; two ,rrltyres were in agreement in that there werg only

two significant i".torr, but the Moray House experts had then

,otrt.ithe axes, and given a fifferent interpretation to the rotated

loadings.
The"figures kindly supplied by Mr. A. E. G. Pilliner (rgso)

of the Dlp"rtmenr of Elucation, LJniversiry of Edinburgh, are

shown in Table tt.

Table 1I

Factor lodilings obtained by Lawley's method dter two iterations (y,tir:S 
:h: ,

centroid loadinls in the firti t*o faclors as first approximations. Smith's data)

TESTS

UNROTATED

LOADINGS

ROTATED

LOADINGS

[,

Verbal (i) (M.H.T. ls)
Verbal (ii) (M.H,T. 3s)
Non-verbal (Jenkins)
Non-u erbal'(Rau en' s Manices)

Exptl. Spatial Test I
M.H. Space Test I (r)
M.H. Space Test I (rr)
Memory for Designs

Exptl. Drawing Test

'9o87
'9o86
.88oo

'783 8
'884i
'928o
'8363
'70.42
'482t

't\zz
'25OO

'o98r

- 'or97

'636j
'5973
'66t7
'65t2
'89t7
'76c,4
'6733
'8628
'5534

'2937
'oo49
'or63

- '4984

- '2768

'6737
'7290
's88 j
'4367
.2712

'532r
'4964
.oooo
.o526

r. Interpretation in terms of bipolar factors

Since the battery seemed to be reasonably well-balanced

containing verbal, ,rorr-rrerbal and spadal tests, the first lrrr-

rotated fi.to, may be regarded as approximltirrg to g and the

second as a bipolar factor contrasting verbal loadings, which in

IIo I1Io
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this case are positive, with spadal loadings which are negative.
The variable with the highest g-loading would be the first section
of M.H. Space Test [, and that with the lowest loading would be

the drawing test. Raven's Matrices, which is usually regarded as

a standard measure of g, being relativ.ly free from verbal or
spadal components, has a near zero loading in the second factor,
thtrs tending to confirm the view that rotation of axes is url-
necessary. The test with the highest spatial loading is Memory
for Designs, the value being very nearly 'i.

This interpretation may be regarded as corresponding most
closely to orthodox British ideas, based on the hierarchical theory
of abilities as advocated by Burt and Vernon. On this view, the
spatial and verbal factors together constitute a bipolar factor, the
spatial and verbal components being invers.ly related, apart from
g.

If g is defined with reGrence to a non-verbal test such as

Raven's Matrices, two pupils having the same level of general
abiliry (i... scoring the same on the reference g-test) may show
contrasting scores on verbal and spatial tests. One may be rela-
tir.h good at spatial tests and poor at verbal tests while the other
may show the opposite characteristics.

z. Interpretation aftu orthogonal rotation of axes

to make all loadings positiue

This procedure, illustrated in the foregoing table, seeks to eli-
minate all negative loadings by , suitable rotation of axes. fn the
example shown, the first axis was located along the vector for the
Memory for Designs Test, giving it a zero loading in the second
factor. The first factor was now identified asg and the second as v.
The third factor had been shown to be non-significant by Lawley's
Test, so there were no grounds for postulating the presence of a

spatial factor in order to account for the correlations. The test
which now had the highest g-loading was the experimental draft
of the writer's spatial test, which had a loadirg of .8gr1.

The next highest g-loading ('Soza) was that of Memory for

8rs.e.-6
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Designs, while the g-loadings of the verbal intelligence tests

were in the
considerable

reglon
loadings

of .6. The fwo non-verbal tests had now
on the verbal factor. Thus, Raven's Matrices

though hitherto regarded as a g-test, now appeared to have a

verbal loading of '4367. 
'W'e might account for this by supposing

that many of the items of Maffices, which are solved by explicit
analysis, may actually involve verbal processes, though the content
is purely fiagrammatic. The Memory for Designs Test, on the
other hand, would now be regarded as e relativ.ty pure g-test,
with the very highg-loading of '8628.

Thus, if we adopt this second interpretation many tests com-
monly regarded as spadal would really be g-tests with consider-

ably higher g-loadings than the ordinary verbal or non-verbal
intelligence tests. Tests such as Meccano Assembly and 'W'ire-

bending, which were found in the Services to have high k-
loadings (as high as '76), would be regarded as high g-tests. This
view, though decidedly tmorthodox, has the advantage that it
obviates thb need to regard abiliry factors as inversely ielated.

3. Interpretation in terms of obliqte factors

In both of the previous interpretations the factor axes were
orthogonal. American factorists (following Thurstone) would
probably employ oblique axes, passing them through central
points in the spadal and verbal clusters. The two factors rep-
resented by these oblique axes would probably be identified as

Vz (spatial visualization) and V (Verbal comprehension). The
procedure of rotating axes to 'oblique simple sffucture' auto-
matically excludes the possibility of a general factor among the

primary factors, but since these are no longer uncorrelated, a

second-order general factor may be extracted from the matrix
of correladons of the primary factors.

Of these three interpretations, the first is the orthodox British
view and the third has many adherents, particulaily in the
United States. The second interpretation is unorthodox and is at
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variance with commonly accepted valuations of spadal as com-
pared with other rypes of test.

There is some evidence, however, to be discussed at greater

length in later chapters, which tends to favour the second view.
It is well known that almost any form of severe brain *jory it
usually associated with gross spadal disabilides, as is reported in
srudies of cerebral palsy in children. The most rypical test-Pattern

found in brain-injured children shows low spatial achievement

and high language achievement, the discrepancy sometimes being

very marked. Such children may show great difficulry in think-
irg conceptually, in spite of having high verbal I.Q.s. (For
typical case histories, reGrenc.e rrray be made to Strauss and K.P-
hart, rgjj.)

Vernon (rgSo) has noted that spadal abiliry tends to link up

with mathematical abilities at advanced levels, a finding which
suggests that spatial abiliry rather than verbal ability is associated

with highJevel abstract thinking. The results of a factorial study

of creative thinking by Sultan (tg6z), one of Vernon's research

students, gives further support to this view. Sultan administered

a varied battery ofsome 40 tests to r3-r4-year-old grammarschool
pupils and analysed the correlations by various methods. Of the

r.rr.r factors extracted by the Varimax Method, the largest single

factor was clearly a composite of g and k, with highest loadings in
the spadal and fexibiliry of closure tests, md substantial loadings

in non-verbal classification g, Shipley abstraction, concePt for-
mation and in the mathematics tests and grades. Thus, Sultan's

research also suggests that spadal abiliry rather than verbal abiliry
is associated with abstract, concepffial or mathematical thinking.

As a final argument in favour of the second interpretation of
factor loadings, reference may be made to the fact that during
the Second'World'W'ar, army psychologists noted that superior

performance in spatial or mechanical tests, such as Squares, Ben-
,r.tt or Assembly, seemed to be associated as much with a kind of
general, practical intelligence as with a specifically mechanical

aptitude.
If we adopt the second point of view, which the Present writer
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is himself inclined to favour, it would be necess ary to modify
somewhat our generally accepted notions as to the ways in which
high general ,bitiry k) **lif.rt, itself in everydry iif.. Such a

view would imply that high general abiliry would be shown not
only in a certain versatility but more especially in exceptional
capaciry fot solving problems of a spadal or practical kind. Per-
sons so endowed may not necessarily be distinguished in tradi-
tional scholastic sub.jects, for theymay be lacking in verbal facility,
but we should not expect them normally to experience difficulry
in mathematics.

Leonardo da Vinci is perhaps a good example of a person who
exhibited to a superladve degree the kind of high general abiliry
implied in this view. For not only was he remarkable for his
versatiliry, but his achievements were prodigious in many fields
requiring a high degree of spatial abiliry, such as mechanics,
engineering, architecture, painting and sculpture.

Galton (r 892) has observed that the "foremost engineers are

possessed of singular powers of physical endurance and of bol&
ness, combined with clear views of what can and cannot be
efGcted". A high endowment of spatial abiliry certainly implies
an aptitude for dealing with spatial or mechanical problems but it
appears to have a greater significance. If this view is correct, high
spadal abiliry provides a surer index or touchstone of high
general abiliry than does an endowment of high verbal abiliry.

Sub-diuisions of the Spatial Factor

Reference has already been made to an early investigation in
which Kelley (1928) found evidence for the existence of two
sub-factors of spatial abiliry, which appeared both with samples
of kindergarten children and with nine-year-olds. The first
sub-factor involved the perception and retention of geometric
forms and the second a faciliry for the mental manipulation of
shapes. Similar sub-factors have been reported by subsequent
investigators who have tested samples of older pupils or of adults,
e.g. T"ylor (196o).
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Several spadal factors were isolated in the factorial studies

carried out by Guilford and Lacey (rg+Z) as part of the American

aviation psychology programme in the Second World 'War.

It was claimed that there were three spadal relations factors

(Sr,, S, and Sr), a visualizationfactor (Vr), alengthestimation factor,
and a perceptual speed factorP. The first spatial factor S, was fotrnd
in psycho-motor tests of reaction time and complex co-ordina-

rion, in irutrument and dial-reading and in certain paper-and-

pencil spatial tests. The second spadal factor S, was involved in
Thurstone's Hands and Flags Tests. The Visuali zation factor V"

appeared in mechanical comprehension tests, in a PaPer folding
test, in a test of sudace development and in a test involving the

description of painted blocks of cubes.

In later articles, Guilford (r 948a, r9a8b) identifies the Visualiza'

tion factor with El Koussy's k and relates his first spadal factor
51 to the appreciation of spatial directions from the body, i..e.

an abiliry to "make discriminations as to the direction of rnotion
such as up and down, left and right and in and out".

Thurstone (rgSo) listed seven factors, three of these having to

do with visual orientation in space, which he labelled Sr, Sz

and Sr. Sr. was interpreted as "the abiliry to reco gruze the identity
of an object when it is seen from difGrent angles", or as 'othe

ability to vizaahze a rigid configuration when it is moved into

different positiors", as in the Flags test. 52 was interpreted as

representing "the ability to imagine the movement or internal

displacement among the parts of a configuration". This second

factor 52 was involved in tests of mechanical movement and sur-

face development. The third spatial factor S, was said to rePresent

"the abiliry to think about those spadal relations in which the

body orientation of the observer is an essential part of the prob-
lem". Thurstone surmised that kinaesthetic imagery might some-

how be involved in his third spadal factor.
In a later study of Mechanical Abiliry, Thurstone (tqsr) re-

ported ten factors extracted from the correladons of 3z spatial,

mechanical and other group tests given to 3 5o boys in a technical

high school. He identified nine of these factors as follows:
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Induction; first, second and third Spatial (S, Sr, SJ; second
and third Memory; Kinaesthetic; and first and second Closure.

The first spatial factor (Sr) entered into tests in which the sub-
ject had to decide whether or not a figure could be made to
coincide with a given figure by rotation in the plane of the paper.
The second spatial factor (Sr) had moderate loadings in tesrs

involving paper puzzles and surface development, while the third
spatial factor (Sr) entered into only two tests and Thurstone did
not attempt an interpretation. The second spadal factor (Sr) was
fotrnd to be most discriminating between two criterion groups
of +S boys, one consisting of boys with high mechanical abiliry
and interest and the other of boys with low mechanicalabiliry and
interest, though the first spatial factor 51, ard the second closure
factor were also found to be discriminating. The kinaesthetic
factor entered into the Hands test and the Bolts test. In the second
of these, the direction in which the bolt should be turned to be

dghtened had to be visuali zed. It is the second spatial factor (Sr)

of Thurstone's investigation which corresponds most closely
to the British k-factor, though it seems probable that all three
factors which discriminated between the two criterion groups of
boys would flrrn out to be sub-factors of the main spatial factor.

In a, summary of the findings of a large number of factorial
investigations carried out prior to r9jr, French (rgSr) discussed

the nature of three spadal factors which had been reported. He
called these space, spadal orientation and spatial visuali zation
respectively. He thought the space factor represented "the ability
to perceive spadal patterns accurately and to compare them with
each other". It appeared to enter into the perception of three-
dimensional as well as two-dimensional space. He considered that
the interpretation of the spadal orientation factor had not been
clarified, but that it seemed "to involve a person's abiliry to
remain unconfused by the varying orientations in which a spatial

pattern may be presented". He interpreted the spatial visuali zation
6ctor as "the abiliry to comprehend imaginery movement in
three-dimensional space, or the abiliry to manipulate objects in
imagination".
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It is clear from these descripdons that French had not succeeded

in making clear-cut disdnctions between the different factors.

The next development was the convening of a very interesting

symposium on spatial abilities at the Conference of the American
Psychological Association held inWashington D.C. in September
rg1z. The contributions were subsequently published in Educa-

tional and Psychological Measurement (rgS+).

The first paper was by Fruchter, who outlined the history and

background of the problems involved in the measurement of
,prtir'l abilides. He pointed out that while litera\ hundreds of
tests of these abilides had been devised, the question as to whether
spatial abiliry is unit ary or whether there are several fundamental

rypes of spatial abilities had not yet been answered to the complete

satisfaction of all research workers in this field. The purpose of the

symposium was to give some idea of the present status of the

problem and to make some suggestions as to what needs to be

done to clari$r the issues in the future. The problem had seemed

much simpler in r94o when'Wolfe (rg+o) had summaized the

results of factorial studies, prior to that year. 
'Wolfe had then

stated that the space factor was the second most frequently identi-
fied factor, second only to the verbal factor:

"It appeared prominently in tests requiring the subject to react

to spatial relations, to read plans or blue-prints, or to tell quickly
whether two drawings represent the same or opposite sides of
such asymmetrical figures as fags. The same factor seemed to be

involved in dealing with both rvyo and three dimensional space."

In the second contribution to the symposium Zirnlr,rrerman

outlined some hypotheses concerning the nature of the spadal

factors. Apprrently, the trouble had really started with the series

of factor-analyses of Army Air Force Tests (rg+Z) carried out
trnder the direct supervision of Dr. L. G. H*phries, where it
was demonstrated repeatedly that there were at least two and
possibly three or more factors into which the variance of tests

formerly appearing on a single factor could be split. The most

persistent cleavage appeared to set apafi one cluster of tests in-
volving a manipuladve visual-imagery process, which was quite
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sads6ctorily described by the label 'Visuahzation'. There was no
appropriate terminology, however, to describe the remaining
factor, and the aviation psychologists advanced e number of
hypotheses to define the nature of this other factor which was
separate from Visuali zation.

One of these hypotheses was that it involved directional dis-
crimination, but when several tests were devised to measure this
abiliry, none of them were found to measure the original space-
factor as it was first recognized when it split away from Visualiza.-
tion. A second hypothesis was that the Space and Visuali zation
factors were difGrentiated by th.ir relative amounts ofcomplexiry
or difiiculry. It was supposed that merely by varying item-
fifficulry and complexiry, a single kind of test could be made to
emphasize each of four factors in succession from Perceptual
Speed, through Space and Visualization to Reasoning.

Zimmerman (rgS+) described how this hypothesis was tested

experimentally by administering three different forms of a single

test, Visuali zationof Manoeuvres, in successive months to a group
of aviation students. The test required the subject to select from
five alternatives the picture which correctly portrayed the posi-
tion of an aeroplane, after it had completed a given manoeuvre.
In the simplest form of the test, a single manoeuvre, such as e

turn or a banlq was described and had to be visualized. The mod-
erately difficult form contained two, and the most fficult form,
three manoeuvres, which had to be visualized successively.

The students to whom the three tests were administered also

took a large battery of classification tests, and this made it possible

to identify the factors entering into the three forms of the Visua-
lization of Manoeuvres test. The results were found to support
the hypothesis being tested.

It was found that the simplest form of the test had by far the
highest loading in the factor of Percepttral Speed. The moder-
ately fifficult form was the best measure of the Space factor and

the most difficult form proved to be the best measure of the
Vistrali zation factor. None of the tests, however, was loaded
significantly on the Reasoning factor. Thus, either the Reasoning
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6ctor did not belong to the continuum of the spadal 6ctors, or
else none of the three forms of the Manoeuvres test was difficult
enough to involve it. The three factors Perceptual Speed, Space

and Visualization seemed to enter into the same kind of test-
material at different levels of fifficulry and complexiry. The
Visualizetionend of the continuum seemed to be more intellectual
as opposed to the non-intellectualized, more automatic, response

at the Perceptual Speed end.

Zimmerman made the suggestion that Thurstone's distinction
between his space factors S, and 52 may be interpreted in terms
of the continuum hypothesis. Thurstone believed that his factor
S, entered into tests involvirg the manipulation of total configura-
tions whereas the factor 52 seemed to be related to the occurrence

of movements of the parts within the configuration. Zimmer-
man advanced the alternative hypothesis that the distinction
could be regarded as dependirg simply on the degree of diffi-
culry and complexity involved.

The third contribudon to the 'IVashington symposium was

made by Michael (rgs+), who suggested a possible research

programme towards the identificadon of the psychological pro-
cesses associated with spatial-visualiza tion factors. This programme
would involve the formuladon of hypotheses regardit g the psy-
chological processes by studying introspective reports given by
examinees. Special test items were to be devised to sample the
various processes and a research design was proposed, combining
both experimental and correladonal methods, to test the validiry
of various hypotheses.

The consensus of opinion expressed at the 'Washington sym-
posium on spatial abilities seemed to be that spadal ability is

complex and still not well-trnderstood.
Undoubtedly, the field had become much more complex

during the previous decade because of the development of new
rypes of test-material and also because of the more exhaustive
factorizations made possible by the use of modern computing
devices. The very great variery of rypes of test-materials which
could now be classed under the heading of spatial abiliry was
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demonstrated in the same year, when Anderson, Fruchter,
Manuel and 'W'orchel (rgsr) published a sunrey, with a biblio-
gfaphy of rSZ reGrences and a list of r39 difGrenr spatial tests.
They described four difGrent factors which they considered to
be spatial and four other factors which they felt were nor quite
in the same category. There was clearly a need for furthei ,.-
search, however, to elucidate the naftrre of these factors.

In rgST, Michael, Guilford, Fruchter and Zimmerman egatn
tackled the problem and in a joint paper attempted ro ryrnthesize
the findingt 9f research in this field prior to r9j T. By comparing
the results of several factorial investigations, they sought to des-
cribe the similarities and differences in the psychological processes
underlying those factors which appeared to have been frirly well
established. They formed three groupirgr of factors which seemed
to correspond to the lism by the Army Air Force Psychologists, by
J. F. French in Psychometric Monograph No. j (rgsr), and by
Thurstone in his series of well-known stufies (rgl8, rgjo and
rgir). They then described three rypes of factors, corresponding
to these groups, and identified them as:

r. SR-O Spatial relations and orientation;
z. Vz Visualization;

3. K Kinaesthetic imagery.

(The third tyPe of factor must not, of cotrrse, be confused with
El Koussy'i k-factor, though the letter k adopted by El Koussy
to designate his factor is said by Burt to have been suggested
originally by the word kinaesthedc.)

Micha el et al. saggested that their SR-O-factor was "more or
less e composite of Thurstone's 51 and Sr-factors", that their
Vz-factor was essentially the same as Thurstone's Sr-factor, and
that their K-factor might be considered idendcal with Thursrone's
tentativ.ty identifi ed K-factor.

They also thought that their SR-O-factor could be regarded
as a composite of French's factors of Space (S) *d Spatial Orien-
tation (SO). To clanfy the nature of their three factors they
supplied detailed descriptions, sunrmanzedin the following notes.
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t. Spatial relations and orientation (SR-O)

This factor was thought to enter into thc ability to comprehend

the nature of the affangement of elements within a visual stimu-
lus pattern, primarily with respect to the examinee's body as the

frame of reGrence. In a typical test of this factor, xs the entire

configuration, or a principal component of it, is moved into a

difGrent position, the objects within the pattern hold essentially

the same relationships to one another.

2. Visualization (Vr)

Tests of this factor were believed to require mental manipula-

tion ofvisual objects involving a specified sequence ofmovements.
The objects appear within a more or less complex stimulus pattern.

The individtral finds it necessary mentally to rotate, turn, twist
or invert one or more objects, or Parts of a configuration, accord-

ing to relatively explicit directions as to what the nature and order

of the manipulations should be. The examinee is required to
recognize the new position, location, or changed appearance of
objects that have been moved or modified, within a more or less

complex configuration. In some irutances he is required to present

a record of his solution by drawing appropriate responses (as in
the tests of Punched Holes and Form-Board).

3. Kinaesthetic imagery (K)

This highly tentative factor was thought to represent merely a

left-right discrimination with respect to the location of the

human body. For example, in Thurstone's Bolts test, the exami-
nee has to determine in which of t'wo directions the bolt has to be

turned if it is to be screwed into a block of wood.

Having described the factors in this wal, the authors admit
that though it is convenient to consider them as being conceptually
independent, it is likely that a certain amount of correlation exists

among them.
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That such correladon does exist had already been reported
by Thurstone and by Guilford and Ztmmerman. The latter
reported that their tests of Spatial Visualization and Spatial
Orientation gave a correlation of 'i among college studenm.
Roff (rgSr) obtained a correladon as high as .75 ber'ween Spatial
Vistraluzatiotr and Spatial Orientation. Since .TS is not far short
of the reliabiliry coefficient for some of these tests (.gq-in the
case of the Guilford-Zimmerman Spatial Orientation Test),
there would seem to be a strong case for considering SR-O and
V, to be sub-factors of a single, broad, spatial factor rather than
separate factors.

Michael et al. (rgsz) list the following tests as representative
of the three types of spadal abiliry.

r. Tests of the SR-O-Fa ctor

The following were believed to contain substantial amounts
of variance in the SR-O-factor:

Instrument Comprehension II (A.A.F.)
Complex Co-ordination (A.A.F.)
Aerial Orientation (A.A.F.)
Dial and Table Reading (A.A.F.)
Discrimination Reaction Time (A.A.F.)
Directional Orientation (A.A.F.)
Two-Hand Co-ordination (A.A.F.)
Sdck and Rudder Orientation (A.A.F.)
Cubes (Thurstone)
Flags, Figures and Cards (Thurstone)
Lozenges (Thurstone)
Pap er-P uzzles (Thurston e)

Spatial Orientation (Guilford-Zimmerman, involving pairs
of pictures showing changes in the position of a boat with
respect to certain landmarks)
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2. Tests of the Visualization (V4 Factor

The following tests were believed to be primarily measures of
the Vz-factor, though they might have ,rrod.rrt. amotrnts of
variance in other factors.

Directional plotdng (A.A.F.)
Spatial visu ahzation (A.A. F. prper-foldirg)
Mechanical Principles (A.A.F. An adaptarion of Benne6 and

Fry" Mechanical Aptitude Test)
Mechanical Movements (A.A.F. Aft.r Thurstone)
Pattern Comprehension (A.A.F., Thurstone's Surface Deve-

lopmenr Tesr, modifi.d)
Punched Holes (Thurstone)
Form-Board (]hurstone. A test offitting or dissecting shapes)
Spatial Visualization (Guilfod-Zimmerman. pictuies 

"f ,clock in various posirions)

3. Tests of the Kinaesthetic Imagery Factor (K)

9dy two tests have shown this factor, rentatively identified
as the Kinaesthetic Imagery Factor.

Hands (Thurstone)
Bolts (Thurstone)

In r9J8, Yy.tt reported an investigation trndertaken on the
lines of a study by Birreff (rgsr) to fin? what informarion could
!: gained from more extensive and extended inrerviewing.
The aim was to investigate the nature of spatial abilities and to
sludy the uses of interviewing 

"s 
an additiorial technique towards

this end. The study consisteJ of a series of individr*i interviews
in which five college students solved items from spatial relations
tests and told howlh.y did the work and what rhly thought oi
the tests- These introspections were broad rathei than ?..p.
Th.y d9 1ot appear to hrre been very ny*i"ating, though th.y
showed that there were differer.., i, the various indiiiduali
approaches to these problems.
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In an appendix to rhe report, Mye-rs llcluded a brief discussion

of his views as to the lrtori of spatial abilities.'W'e quote this Pas-

sage in full, because it shows very clea{ :}tt in 1958, American

prlr.hologists had nor succeeded in clarifying $e ^distinctions
f.*..rr."h. factors which have been isolated in this field.

Accordirrg to Myers , ".. . the domain of spari4 ability has

not yet b.."" .l.rrly defined. It verges on the srudies of visual

d.pth perceprion. For this reason the gu-11ions of orientation to

the envirorr-.rr, and of objects to the ielf have been included.

"It may have some .orir..ctions with Thurstone's studies of
closure and colour-form dominance, with 'w. Grey 'Walter's

studies of 'brain-waves' or with Witkin's studies of 'field in-

dependence'.
no..rsionally, tests of non-verbal reasoning, -{.ti,gne{ 

to be

measures of Sperr*an's g-hctor, have been classed in this domain.

The relationship betwe* rprtial ability a1d visual image -r:.""1
well undersroui. h spit. oi the fectthat the terms 'spatial abiliry'

and 'visuali zatron abfiry' are occasionally used, sometimes al-

mosr interchangeably, ., fairly general terms for this abiliry, ,\"
tests that have been ievised r.* to be mostly concerned with

form or shape rather than with intervening sPace and few tests

call explicitiy for the formation of visual !mag1. The tests

we have or.i in this study include some that have been used as

references for 'Yintalization' and others that seem to be measures

of a 'Space' factor.'W'e are not yet preparld to say what this means.

Many different hypotheses hav. 6..r, advanced as definitions of

spatial factors.
^ ,,It does seem Airry clear that 'Yizualization' test items are

usually more compli."t.d and difficult than 'Space' test items and

there is some indicarion that they are lik.ly to be more valid for

predicting success in such criteria as grades in engineering drawing

courses.
"Thursrone (rqSr) reported that the distinction between the

rwo mosr imporranr frcLrs was ,thT 
'!Pr..' tests dealt with lgia

figures, such ,, those in Identical Blo.k tests, whereas 'Visvalize,-

rion' tests dealt with non-rjgid figures, such as those in Sudace
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DeyeloPment tests. Unforffinately the distinction does not seem
to b.9 quite lo simple, since diflerent populations and different
conditions of test-administration can prid,r.. d.if6rent 6*or-
loadings-in the same spatial tests. In thd respec, we use the rerm
'spatial abiliry 

. 
r" represent a complex fr*ily of abilities with ,r-

known interrelationships. 'We do not yet know of a r

that permits of more precise and .ffi.i.nt language.,terminology
A study 9f-fr" descriptions of these tesr-rnat.ril, and of the

accounts of the psychological processes involved ,ho*, q;;.
definitely that the Vr-factor of nnichael et al. and the sr-ail,
of Thurstone are the same as the k-factor familiar to British
Ity:hologists. ThePresence of P1pe1 Form+oa1d, paper roldiog,
Surface DgveloPment and Punclied Holes in the list of rests of
factor v" pl?c9l thil issue beyond dispute.

A remarkable Gature of the American research on spatial,liliry is the difficulry the American psychologirt, ,r. fi"d.ilg;
clarifting the distinctions beRnreen r# diff.r;;t sparial factors
and especialll betrnreen sR-o and Vr.In spite of tir. numerous
studies carried out with large sampl.rtf testees and the many dis-
cussions, seminars and symposia conducted on the problem since
the eally investigations by Kelley and Thursrone, it cannot be said
that clear-cut fistincdons have been established. Michael et al.
have considered in great detail psychological ,rp..u such ascompl.*iy gf ,ttirrrulus, amount of *rnipilrtion involrr.d, ,h.
examinee's. !"dily orientation, the *o.lr.Lenr of parts of the
stimulus objegt versus the movemenr of the .ntiJ. object, 

",well as the relative importance of sp.gd and po*.r. Th#.tri*
that there are differen..t b.r*reen th. three factors in each of these
resPects, but none of the differences seems to be really *rt.r-
tight' For examPle, it is.suggested that tesrs involving V" usaally
involve relatively gomplex-s-rimulus patterns. yet some tests withhgh &-loadings (and 

-so 
presumrbiy involvi,g i;i consisr of

I*!i"ely simple configurations as i" the Blocf nulAnl r.ri
(of N'F.E.R-.-sPlaal TLt z) in which the examinee has to srare

l':* T*y blocks are contained in a given cube. This tesr has a
&-loading of about .6.
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V" is also said ro differ from SR-O in that it requires mental

manipulation (rotating, turning, twisting or inverti"g)-*irh a

,p.ciied sequence of mor.*.rrts, or that it involves displace-

rients of prits within the configuration. Neither of these confi-
tions apply ro many rests known to have high kJoadin_gs, such

as Memory for Disigns or Pattern Perception (Cross Pattern),

in both of which the Pattern is static.

None of the ptyihological aspects considered by. Michael

et al. seems to be ri"lly ro.r.rsful in distinguishing all the tests

involving V, from all the tests involving SR-g. Or9 asPect

not cotrt.r.a Uy Micha el et al. is the view Put forwald !y the

wrirer that the k-loading (and therefore the V)oadi"g) of a test

depends on the degree to which it involves 
-the PercePtion, re-

tention, and recognition (or reproduction) of a figure or Pattern
in its correct p*porrions. Success in the item must {.p.."d
critically on an abiliry to retain and recognize (ot leproduce).1
configurrtion as an organi zed whole. Thit- hlpothesis would

".ro,irrt 
for the fact that Form-board has a loadirg it V, wlile

Flags, Figures and Cards involve only SR-O. In both kinds of
tesr, menral manipulation of figures is involved, but in the latter

rype of test, rhe configurations about which a decision has to be

*.d. are identical though i" a different position, so success in the

item does nor depen d critically on an ability to -distinguish 
e

particular cortrq.rr"rion fro* others which differ in shapg or form.

h the Flags Lrt, for example, which involves SR-O, a[ the

subject has ro do is to decide whether two pictures rePresent

the same or opposite 6ces of the same fl^g.
The high cirreladon between SR-O- and Vr-tests is due to

the fact Ir", both rypes of test involve operations with spatial

material and so both tepend on the same broad factor. V"-tests,

however, which are the true k-tests, fiffer from SR-O-tests in

that success or failure in an item also depen ds critically on gesalt- or

form-perception. SR-O-tests may require only- an abiliry 
- 
to

manipulrt.^the same shape and not ,n 
"biliry 

to fiscriminate be-

tween this and other different shapes.

In rhe light of this hypothesis, the suggestion made by Michael
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et al. that rcsts involving V, usually include highly complex
patterns can be seen to be only partially true. Recognition of a

pattern may be achieved in various ways, for example, by ob-
serving certain characteristic details or by noting certain proper-
ties explicitly (such as the ntlmber or equaliry of the sides of a

regular polygon), or by recognizng a shape as a whole, 2S in
the case of an irregular polygon.

Tests which depend on the noting of details usually involve
the factor of perceptual speed P, and not the V"- or k-factor.
A good example is Thurstone's test of Identical Forms. fn this
test, the first figure in each line is exactly the same as one of five
numbered figures following. The subject has to identi$, the
figure which is the same. Lr this case all the figures from which a

choice has to be made have approximately the same form or ges-
talt as the given figure. The figures difGr, however, in certain
details. For example, in one item the figures represented the head

of a dog and the variants differed in respect of detail, e.g. in one
figure the eye was missing, in another the mouth, etc. Such tests

involve perceprual speed P rather than k.
Some items may involve highly complex patterns without

involving k or Vr. If the items require explicit analysis (m in
Progressive Matrice$ they tend to measure g (or R) rather than &
or V". It is only when the complexity is of a kind which compels the
subject to rely on the perception of a configuration as a whole that the

test involues le.

It is a relatively simple problem to identi$, a given square in a

series of squares differing both in size and orientation. All one
need do is to find one with a side of the required length. Since
success in such an item does not depen d critically on the perception
of a shape, & is not involved.

It is a more difficult task to identify a given quadrilateral in a

series of quadrilaterals all differing in shape and where the sides

and angles i, *y figure are not related in any simple way. Such
an item does involv e k.

'W'e could set about this problem by measuring the sides and
angles of each figure, but it would be some time before we could
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identify the identical quadrilateral by this procedure. I[, however,

we can form a mental im age of the quadrilateral and suPerPose

it in imagination on each member of the series in turn, the task

becom.r qoit. simple. fn the writer's view, this is the essential

process involved in performing tests of the visualization- ryP"
(i.". resrs of k or V); and persons who have high spatid abiliry
can carry out such processes with ease.

These rests ,..J not be complex in the sense which implies

that they contain much detail, but th.y may be complex in an-

other sense, in the respect that the relations between the Patts
of a configuration cannot easily be grasped explicitly. Tt "- 

re-

lations ro,rit be grasped implicitly, and that is what is implied bI
the statement thrt such tests involve an abiliry to Perceive and

retain in mind a figtue as an organized whole-

To complete this outline ofprevious research on sPatial abiliry,

it is perhaps appropriate to quote from the cornmunication made

by Et Koussy (igSi) to the International Collo-quium of the Cen-

tre Nationai de la Recherche Scientifique held in Paris in J,rly,
r9j5. The theme of the colloquium was 'Factorial Analysis and its

Applications' and El Koussyts paper was entitled 'Directions of
Risearch in the Domain of Spadal Aptitudes'.

The following are some of the main points made in the address.

From the point of view of content, spadal aptitude may

be subdividel into rwo-dimensional and three-dimensional,

and static and dpamic aspects. From the ftrnctional point of
view, it may be subdivided into visualization and maniPulation

sub-factors.
Research has shown that there are differences in spadal apti-

tude from the kindergarten onwards and that boys shory a

superioriry over girls. fhir superioriry is not due to the efGcts

of 
"pprenticeship, 

since it exists even when the same education

is g..-- i" to both sexes. It is more marked in three-dimensional

tasks than in nvo-dimensional hsks.

Invesrigarions in schools and colleges have led to the following

conclusions:
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r. tn technical school courses generally, spatial tests and dex-
teriry tests are very important.

2. For shop work, dexteriry is more important but for in-
dustrial design and practical geome try spatial aptitude k is the
more important.

3. Among- engineering students at the universiry, spatial and
mechanical factors are more marked in advanced itoJ.nm than
in the others (Salam).

4. The best &-tests for measuring aptitude for engineering
are three-dimensional tests and among fwo dimensional tests,
the best are those which depend most on visuali zation.

Analysis of aPdtude for mathematics has shown that it consists
of a heterogeneous group of capacities involving the general,
numerical, verbal, memory and spatial factors. Th. numerical

-""d- 
spatial factors have a tendency to b. weaker in pupils who are

backward at mathematics, though normal in Lth.r subjects
(H^yrr).* The cognitive aspect of geometrical aptitude has 6..n
analysed into two distinct factors, two-dimensitnal and rhree-
dimensional (El Sayed).t

It seems that the 6ctors trnderlying the mental processes neces-
sary for success with spatial material-considered as a global
aPtitude to obtain, manipulate and utilize spatial visual imagery-
may be differentiated into a visu ahzadon factor and , rrr*ipula-
tion factor (Salam). The factor of manipulation seems to o*rlrp
the spatial domain and merits further investigation. Salam devir.h
thirteen tests involving visu alization and manipulation separately
or simultaneoutly. By means of Thurstone's Centroid i{ethod
wlth oblique-rotation of axes, he was able to separate the two
factors, visualization Vz and mental manipulation Mo.

Thg possibiliry of a mental manipuladon factor hrJ been sug-
gested in the factorial analyses of Mitchell , Harrrza, Baraka-t,
Ormiston and several others, but this was the first time that it
appeared clearly and that it was interpreted psychologically.
Salam also showed that it is not limited to spatial *rt.rial ii three

* Cf. Hemza, Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Leeds, rgjr.
t cf. El Sayed, Ph.D. Thesis, tJniv. of Reading, rpJr.
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dimensions, but that it has a wider extension. He fotrnd it in
numerical and verbal material.

El Koussy concluded his paper by remarking- that he had

arrempted ro show that the spatial factor was a subdivision of a

broadlr factor and that in thi course of time this had been sub-

divided in turn into 51, 52, Ss, V" and Mo. This was an illustra-

tion of Burr's theory Lf hi.mrchical structure, a point of view

which was reassuring, for it allows each to live and others to live

as well.
'!Ue conclude the chapter with t passage from Myers' study

(rgS8), which expresses a point of view with which the present

writer is in full rgr..-ent, namely that spadal abiliry has a wider

significance than Ir 
" 

mere aptitude for courses in art and technical

subjects.
Iily.r, writes, "W. believe that the person with this ability,

or ttrese abilities, will characteristicrlly reason in a difGrent man-

ner from people who have little of these abilides. Their interests

are likely i" &f.r. They are lik"ly to be more successful in solv-

ing ceririn problems. We believe that these abilities can be

de"veloped, that they are partially dependent 
"p-ol 

innate charac-

teristics, bur that they often remain undeveloped becausg !h.y T.
nor appreciared. \Me believe that these abilities are much broader

in r.op. than the limited criteria for which jh.y have thus far

been rho* to be valid. They may even infuence the ways in

which one studies philosophy or aPPreciates literature. . . .

3(t - - a judgm.nt, spadal abiliry is an important and PervasiveIn our
trait, ,ff.ai"g our plr..ption of our environment and our

sryle of thinki"g ,bout it. When better tests are built and a better

tlr.ory provid.I for their use, we believe it possible that we \ rill

find sprti.l abiliry ro be similar in importance to such traits as

verbal or soeial intelligence,"
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Chapter three

Mathematical Abiliry and its Relationship

to Spatial Ability

Outline of earlier research (rgrc-ry45)

MucH effort has been expended in an attempt to elucidate the
nature ofmathematical abiliry. Since most ofthe early studies were
carried out before the advances made possible by methods of
factor-analysis, it is inevitable that the pioneer investigations have
less importance than more recent enquiries. Nevertheless, it is of
some interest to consider the conclusions reached by the early
workers and to attempt to relate these to the findingr of studies
using factorial techniques.

There seems to have been general agreement that there is a

ftmdamental fifference between the abilities required for school
mathematics and those required for higher mathematics. Thus,
Betz (r9r r) maintained that school mathematics has little to do
with real mathematical thinking.'William Brown (rgr3) conclud-
ed that "there is good reason for thinking that school mathematics
and higher mathematics relate to different forms of ability and

should be clearly distinguished from one another". Mobius
(r9oo) went so far as to suggest that "abiliry in mathematics
is a special ftrndamental capacity independent of other capa-
cities".

Brown (r9ro) had concluded from one investigation using
the method of partial correlation "that geometrical ability was

related to algebraical abiliry only through the mefiation of arith-
metical abiliry", but in a later study (rgr3) h. adopted a somewhat
different point of view. "The balance of evidence seems to lie
in favour of the existence of a special cap acity or facutry trnder-
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lpg mathematical abiliry, distinct from and with no essentially

close connection with other forms ofintellectual capacity."
One of the early experimental investigations of mathematical

abiliry was that reported by Rogers in r9r8. Though carried out
before the development of modern methods of factor-analysis,
her work broke fresh grotrnd and deserves considerable crefit
as a pioneer investigation.

She constructed a comprehensive battery of tests, of which
thirteen were mathematical, including Algebraic Computation,
Geometr|, Geometrical Definitions and Interpolation (number
series). In addidon there were several spatial tests, such as Super-

position and Symmetry (similar to Thurstone's Lozenges Test)

and Matching Solids and Surfaces. She also included four verbal
tests (analogies, opposites, sentence compledon and the Thorn-
dike Reading Test).

Using the technique of partial correlation, she fotrnd that the

three groups of abilities algebr aic, geometrical and verbal,
measured by her tests were equally important in mathematical

abiliry. She concluded that mathematical abilities were a complex
resultant of a number of loosely connected capacities. She wrote,
"Our results thus confirm those obtained by Brown that algebra

and geometry demand activities of difGrent kinds, although
algebraic and geometrical abilities are positively related as is
usual in the case of desirable ffaits. They lend no support to the

view that there is a special capaciry or faculry underlying mathe-

madcal abiliry, distinct from and with no essentially close coll-
nections with other forms of mental capacity."

Spearman (r95o) carried out a factor analysis of Rogers' table
of correlations using the method of tetrad differences and corro-
borated her conclusions. He could find no evidence for the exis-

tence of a group factor additional to f,, entering into arithmedc
and geometry.

More recently 'W'erdelin (rgS8) has also carried out a factor-
analysis of Rogers' data, using Thurstone's centroid method with
rotation to oblique simple structtrre. He too obtained results con-

firming Spearman's and Rogers' conclusion, so that there can
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now be no reasonable doubt that there is no group factor in
Rogers' data corresponding to 'mathematical ability'.

Collar (r9zo) investigated the existence of a trnitary abiliry
underlying the different aspects of arithmedc, namely mech-
anical (computation), knowledge (rules) and intelligence (prob-
lems). FIe concluded that there was evidence for the existence of
a single facto r g, operating in all kinds of arithmetical work, but
that there was no support for the view that there were fiMo main

sub-divisions of arithmetical abiliry additional tof,, a lower one for
computation and a higher one for rules and problems. The only
factor genuinely characteristic of arithmedc appeared to lie in its
comPutational aspect.

Fouracre $926) obtained results leading to the same conclusion.

After eliminating the contribution of the general factor, he found

insignificant residual correladons both between arithmedc and

geometry and between algebra and geometry. His geometry
tests appear to have been of a kind which we should now call

spadal, e.g. Thurstone's spatial relations test, Thurstone's hand

resr (requiring the subject to differentiate between diagrams of
the right and left hand$, a symmetry test and a figure-dissection

test. He also included several memory tests of the nonsense

syllable type. In his conclusion, he wrote of the spatial tests,

"This group of tests was the most successful in classifting the

pupils regarding their mathematical abiliry". Of the memory
tests, he reported, "The memory tests showed no significant

correladon with mathematical achievement, except in the case of
trigonometryr".

The belief that spadal tests were indicative of mathematical

abiliry seems to have been current at this dme, for Rogers (r9r8),
Cameron (rgrS) and Fouracre $9z6) all used them extensi".h
in their studies of mathematical abiliry. Ballard expressed the

opinion in rgz2 that tests of spadal orientation were useful for
indicatirg mathematical abiliry, for this was the reason he gave

for including a test of spatial orientation in his Chelsea Tests.

He wrote, "Mr. Hugh Gordon, in a valuable series of experi-

ments, has shown that the power to distinguish rapidly the right
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hand from the left, in any person and in any position, is connected

closely with general intelligence and more closely still with mathe-
matical ability. Hence the inclusion of dextraliry questions among

both the Chelsea Tests and the Picture Tests."
'Wilson (rql l) carried out two factor-analyses of school-

cerdficate marks to discover which subjects of the school curri-
culum are related by involving common grouP factors. He in-
vestigated marks of a sample of 37r pupils in English, history,
geography, French, arithmedc, algebra and geomeffy. His
analysis showed that the correlations could not be accounted for
by means of a single, general 6ctor and that there were specific

correladons between subjects in various groups, one of these

being the group of three mathematical subjects.

He also analysed marks in English, algebra, geometry, bohny,
art, needlework and French for a sample of r ro pupils and again

fotrnd t group factor with high loadings in the mathematical

subjects. He concluded that there is a mathematical group factor,

having loadings of about the same magnitude as those ofg.
This conclusion means, in effect, that pupils who are good at

one branch of mathematics should tend to be good at others and

that the special aptitude involved is distinct from the general

factor g.It does not follow, however, that the broad grouP factor

is necessarily the expression of an hereditary or innate superioriry.

lt may well be the result of teaching through the building up of
interconnections (i, the pupils' minds) between the separate

branches of mathematics. Thus, alr. effect of teachi"g the principle
of proportionaliry might be improved marks in algebra and geo-

metry as well as in arithmetic.
Hamley (rglJ), *ho was both a mathematician and a psycho-

logist, has recorded his views on the nature of mathematical

abiliry in a chapter of a book on intelligence testing published in
r93 j. He wrote, "Mathematical abiliry is probably a compound
of general intelligence, visual imagery, abiliry to perceive number

and space configurations and to retain such configurations as

mental patterns. Each of these could be subdivided into simpler
comPonents."
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This definition emphasizes the importance of both visual

imagery and abiliry to perceive spadal configurations. It would
lead to the expectation that the two factors, k and g, might con-
stitute a large part, if not indeed the essence, of what is generally
trnderstood by mathematical abiliry. Hamley's ideas are of
some importance, since a number of investigations on the nature

of mathematical ability and on related topics were carried out by
his students under his inspiration.

One of these students was Mitchell (r93 8) who carried out an

investigation based upon Hamley's idea that the mathematical

concept of functionality has four main components-class, order,

variable and correspondence. Mitchell assembled e battery of
tests to measure seven processes, which he thought might emerge
as factors, viz.,

r. classification, 2. eduction or abstraction, 3. abiliry to under-
stand and use symbols and words, 4. ordering, i. eduction of
the correspondence between elements of classes, 6. operations in
imagery, and 7. deduction or inference.

He applied Thurstone's centroid method to the resuldng table
of correlations and rotated the axes graphically to positions be-

lieved to have psychological significance. The first factor extrac-

ted was common to all the tests and was identified as Spearman's

g. The second factor was found to involve the abiliry to manip*-
late spatial materials. It was most clearly present in certain spadal

tests requiring "the manipulation, transposition, atlhzttion and

recognition of geometrical figures".
Mitchell thought that this factor might be the same as the k-

factor, but it seemed to enter into certain verbal and reasonirg

tests and to involve operations with imagery, so he preGrred to
call it the O-factor. A third 6ctor was found to be common
ro the verbal tests and was identified as the verbal 6ctor, and e
fourth factor was only tentatively identified.

Mitchell concluded that mathematical ability is complex,

includirrg a number of group and specific factors. The analysis

showed that Spearman's g was an important component. The

second factor, called by Mitchell the O-factor, was most probably
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the k-factor and it is worthy of note that this 6ctor was fotrnd to
be important for success in mathematics. That the identification
with & is probably coffect is suggested by the fact that there was

also a separ ate, distinct verbal factor. Also subsequent research has

6iled to confirm clearly the existence of a separate O-factor enter-
ing into spadal tests aswell as into certain verbal and reasoning tests.*

Oldham (rg16) tmdertook a somewhat similar investigation,
involving the administration of a baffery of tests to large groups
of boys and girls'in the age-range 9 to 15. The battery included
tests of arithmetic, algebra, geometry and intelligence and in
addidon a spadal test was given to some of the pupils. After par-
tialling out intelligence and other variables from her correlation
matrix, she fotrnd the residual correlations were always positive,
some of them being moderately high. In spite of this evidence of
the existence of a common factor additional to g she concluded

that there was no group factor entering into the fifferent bran-
ches ofmathematics and thus no psychological reason for combin-
irg arithmetic, algebra and geometry as a common school subject.

Oldham's conclusions have been criticized by many writers.
Vernon, for example, has shown that her results have a common
factor which covers some ST pff cent of the variance, very litde
of this being attributable tog. Hepointed out that Oldham's figures
demonstrated the great amount of variation in correladons in
difGrent school classes due to the different ways in which the

subjects were taught. The fact that differences in teaching may

affect correlations so markedly makes it more reasonable that a

mathematical group factor might appear as a result of stress

being laid by the teacher on the interrelations of the different
branches of the subject.

Blackwell (rglg, r94o) carried out tvvo factor-analyses of the

correladons of batteries of tests including three tests of mathe-
matical abilides, a number series test, a spatial test and five verbal
tests. Apply""g Thurstone's centroid method to the resuldng
tables of correladons, she extracted four factors in the case of the

* Salam has claimed that the spatial manipulation sub-factor M6 identified by
him is the same as Mitchell's Gfactor.
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girls and three in that of the boys. The first factor, after rotation
of axes, had positive loadings in all the tests, but highest in the

mathematics and number series tests. The second factor had its

highest loading in the spatial test and was probably the k-facnr,
though Blackwell interpreted it as similar to the corresponding
factor in Mitchell's study, i.e. as involving operations in ima gery

and entering into the manipulation of verbal as well as spadal

marerial. The third factor was a verb al factor and this was found

only in the sample of boys. No overlap was found between the

spadal test and geometry apart fromg. Vernon (r95o) has pointed
our that while the rotation of axes has produced 6ctors in which
all rypes of meastrre are represented, a study of the trnrotated fac-

tors suggests that the mathematics marks, the spatial tests and the

verbal rcs$ fall into relatively distinct clusters.

Parslow (tg+r) tested pupils of different ages in the hope of
discovering a law of development in the factors entering into
mathematical affainment. He found, however, as had previous

investigators, that the factor-patterns differed for difGrent age-

groups and showed little continuiry. Using examination marks in
arithmetic, algebra and geometry, he found a large grouP factor
running through all of these, being associated in the case of the

boys with verbal tests and number tests, but in the case of the girls
with the number tests only. He also found a factor (presumably k)

associating geomeffy with the spadal tests in the case of the boys,

though the same 6ctor did not appear in the girls' resulm.

Oahlgren (tg+4, rg41) analysed correlation tables for several

batteries including mathematical and other tests and school

marks. Since he did not include tests of spatial abiliry, his analysis

could not be expected to provide evidence of a spatiil, hctor or

of its relation to mathematical abilities. He fid find, however,

the usual general, verbal and numerical 6ctors.

Post-war investigations Ug+S onwards)

Holzinger and Swineford (rg+6) smdied the predicdve value

of the sparial and general factors in forecasting the achievement of
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high+chool pupils in plane geometry. From the results of a bi-
factor analysis, they found that a test of spatial ability correlated
with teachers' grades in geometry to the extent of .23, while the
correladon with shopwork was .46 and with drawing.69. They
also fotrnd that the test of the general factor gave a higher corre-
lation with geometry grades ('s8+) than did the test of the spadal
factor ('4). This finding suggests that the spadal factor has little
importance in geometry, but the evidence cannot be regarded
as in any way conclusive, since there may be considerable differ-
ences of opinion as to the validity of the criterion (geometry
grades). [t is possible too that the spatial test used in the study may
not have had a very high k-loading.

The importance of having a valid criterion of geometrical
achiev.*.rrt has been demonstrated by Murray (rg+g) who
investigated the nature of geometrical ability by studying the
performance of first yeff pupils in geometry in three high schools
in New York Ciry. Two criteria of geometrical abiliry were
available, firstly a, score in an objective achievement test and
secondly the terminal grade at the end of the first semester. Other
abilities were measured by means of well-known tests-for ex-
ample, the Reasoning Test of the Chicago Primary Mental
Abilities Battery, and the Minnesota Paper Form-Board Spatial
Test.

'When the terminal grades were used as the criterion of success
in geometry, the contributions of the spatial, reasonirg and verbal
factors were found to be closely similar, but the numerical factor
showed a relatively higher contribudon. On the other hand, when
the achievement test in geome try was used as the criterion of
success in geomeW, the verbal factor had the highest contributing
value. Thus, the respective contributions of the variables fifGred
accorditg to the criteriorl. The terminal grades were based on the
results of examinations which were probably higlily loaded with
problems of a numerical nature. The geomeffy achievement
test was composed of questions couched in verbal form and this
was refected in the fact that it had a higher correlation with the
verbal test than with any of the other tests. Thus, there was e
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marked contrast between the geometry achievement test and the

terminal grades in geometry, the former being highly loaded in
the verbal factor and the latter in the numerical factor.

Murray's findings drew attention to the complexiry of the

problem of findirrg an adequate criterion of geometric achieve-

ment. They also emphasized the importance of fiffering methods

of work which may not be apparent from a casual observation of
the task. Problems which appear on the suface to involve spadal

and reasonirg abilides may actually be solved by means of verbal

and numerical techniques.

It seems likely that Murray's specially constructed test of geo-
metric achievement was not well suited to the measurement of
geometrical abiliry, being probably overweighted with questions

of a verbal nature and requiring answers to be formulated in
verbal terms. Attainment tests in geometry are available which
consist entirely of geometrical riders in diagraurmatic form, md
the writer has shown that such a test correlates more highly
with a spadal test than with a verbal test. (Cf data for
'Walton's (rg+Z) Geometry Attainment Test reported by Smith

(re6o).)
The correlation between geometry attainment and e spadal

test will also depend on the spatial loading of the spadal test, and it
is possible that the Paper Form-Board used by Muffay may not
have been entirely sadsfactory in this respect. (The Revised

Minnesota Paper Form-Board consists entirely of selective re-

sponse items which are probably less loaded with the spadal factor

than inventive response items.)
'Webb (rg+q) investigated the nature of geometrical abiliry

by studying its relationship to certain factors of imagery and

immefiate memory. He administered a battery of memory

tests, imagery tests and reference g-tests and correlated the scores

with marks in geometry. He extracted three factors from the

matrix of correlations and after rotation identified them aS f,,
m (memory) and k (spatial). FIe concluded that geometrical abiliry
is highly dependent on the general intellectual factor and that it also

involves an abiliry rc apprehend and manipulate spadal relations
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and to udlize visual, spatial imagery. He identified the latter
abiliry with the factor isolated by El Koussy (k-factor).

Barakat (r95o and rgir) carried out a large-scale investigation
with samples of boys and girls in grammar schools. Since this
study represents a very considerable advance on previous investi-
gations, we shall discuss his results in some detail. He applied an
extensive battery of tests, including a non-verbal test, a test of
verbal reasoning, a letter series test, several memory tests (fot
nonsense syllables and numbers), some numerical tests, two spatial
tests (N.I.I.P. Memory for Designs and Group Test 8r) *d four
tests ofmathematical attainment (algebra, geometry and mechani-
cal and problem arithmetic). He employed Burt's (rgSo) merhod
of group factor analysis with numerical, orthogonal rohtion of
axes, comparing the results with those obtained from a graphical
rotation.

He concluded from his analysis that 'oAfter eliminating the
effect of the general factor of inielligence, there was a sigruh.rrrt
tendency for the mathematical, symbolic and numerical tests to
cluster together and further that the three mathematical achieve-
ment tests formed a possible subdivision of their o'wn".

He also noted that it . results showed that verbal ficiliry is not
necess.rily neeCed in mathematical thinking, and in fact, may
have an adverse effect. "The appearance of the negative signs in
the verbal factor, in the case of the numerical and mathematical
tests, indicates that mathematical thinking may be hindered when
accompanied by language and verbalisation" (Barakat, r9io,
pp. ri7-8). FIe also found that the geometry test had an ap-
preciable loading on the spatial factor. He suggested that the
mathematical factor could be subdivided into two components,
mechanical arithmedc (associated with memory), and mathe-
matical thinking (closely related to the manipulation of schemes
and relations). He also suggested that there is a cross-division
disdnguishing geometry (which had a high loading on the spadal
factor, probably because of the role of visual imagery in spadal

thinking) from problem arithmetic and algebra (which seemed

to depend on faciliry for dealing with 'formal' variables).
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Barakat carried out separate analyses for boys and girls, the

results being broadly similar with some minor differences. The

factor-lo.dirrgs of his centroid factors for the sample of gitlt are

shown in fable 12, which lists the tests in a slighdy different

order from that given by Barakat.

Table 12

Factor loadings obtained by Barakat

TEST I'NROTATED CENTROTD FACTORS

rh

Geometry
Probleru Arithmetic
Algebra

Memory (Numbus)
Mechanical Arithmetic
Numuical Aildition

Analogies (Verbal)
Reasoning (Verbal)
Ixtter Sequences

Memory (Nonsense Syllabks)

Non-uubal

'373
'637
'4r9

trt

'269
'217
'o3 3

'o88
'r44
'287

.o86

'173
'243

'og8
'T49
'461

'7o.4
'69t
'669

'196
.260

'408

'478
'432
'576
'35J

'6zt
'6zs
'537

Spatial (Memory for Designs, N.LLP.)
Spatial (Group-Test 8r, N.LLP.)

Barakat carried out group factor analyses into non-overlapPing

and rotated factors, but a simple interpretation may be given to

the unrotated centroid factori, when the tests are grouped as

shown in the table. Since the battery contains a very varied

selection of tests, verbal, non-verbal and spadal, it may be re-

garded as fairly evenly balanced and the first centroid factor may

6. .orrridered as apProximating to the general factor-g-

The second f^cii, (or fust bipolar) differentiates the tests into

rwo groups, separating those which are essentially-tesB of attain-

ment-fro* th&e whiih are tests of abiliry. The third factor (ot

- '056

- 
.06r

-'o92
- 'r37

- '063

- 'r37

- .IJs

-'202

III

r16
r56
285
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second bipolar) provides a further differentiation, separaring
tests involving verbal abilities from those involving spadal abili-
ties. Thus, among the tests of abilities, the non-verbal and spadal
tests have positive loadings in the third factor, while the verbal
tests have negative loadings. This same factor fifftrentiates the
attainment tests into two corresponding groups, the mathematical
tests having positive loadirgr and the purely numerical tesrs hav-
ing negative loadings. Thus, for the girls spadal ability is associated
with attainment in mathematics, particularly in geometry but also
in problem arithmetic, while verbal ability seems to be associated
with athinment in mechanical arithmedc.

The results of the analysis of the matrix of correlations for boys
are not quite so clear-cut. Again, however, the first bipolar factor
differentiates roughly between the tests of abiliry and those of
attainment. The second bipolar factor also differentiates the
abiliry tests into a verbal group and a spatial group, but in this
case the verbal tests are associated with algebra and problem
arithmedc and the spadal tests with letter sequences and memory
for nonsense syllables.

The results of Barakat's own rotated group-factor analysis
are in agreement with this interpretation, suggesting that for girls
spadal abiliry is important for success in both geomerry and al-
gebra, while for boys it is important mainly in geomerry. This
interpretation accords well with the experience of test-construc-
tors, who have repeatedly found that tests which have no spatial
loading when administered to boys sometimes have considerable
spadal loadings when administered to girls.

Barakat makes some interesting observations regarding the
nature of the broad factor common to the mathematical subjects.
He agrees with Burt (rgll) that the difference between this broad
factor and the spadal and verbal factors is essentially a difference
in the mental content, not in the mental operations or activiry
required.

"'W'hat, then, is the specific nature of this content?.
"To the psychologist it scarcely seems sufiicient for factorists

to declare that the content of the number factor is 'numbers' and
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that of the verbal factor is 'words'. A 'number' is not an ele-

mentary or simple mental unit any more than a 'word' is.'Words

certairily are related to the distinctive human Power of speech;

but we cannot suppose that biological evolution has equiPped us

with a further power for using and understanding numbers."
Barakat (rgjr) argues "that the distinctive peculiariry of numbers

(as of certain other concepts used in mathematics) consists in the

fact that they are formal variables; and this must constitute a

psychological as well as a logical distinction. A mathematical

'.*pr.ssion' is an abstract scheme; it is not the 'expression' of

"rrything 
concrete. It is a grin, without a cat, and arguing about

schemes, formulas, or expressions that are entirely schematic, is

altogether different from arguing about verbal expressions or about

concrete objects (Btut, 1939). 
'What 

makes mathematical think-
irrg different from other modes of thought, therefore, is a differ-
ence, not so much in the relations to be analysed out or re-applied,

but rather in the Gestalt-qualitlten that have to be apprehended

and compared. But although from a logical standpoit ! these

Gestalt-qualitdten (like their constituent relations) are 'formal'

characteiistics, we must not make the mistake of suPPosing that

they are 'formal' processes from a psychological standpoint; they
imply special mental contents, not special mental Processes."

thrrs, according to Barakat, the distinctive characteristic of
mathemarical thinking lies in the Gestalt-qualitdten that have to be

apprehended and compared. And this point of view seems to

involve the acceptance of something like the Gestalt school's

doctrine of forms or configurations. It would seem to follow
that the apprehension of configurations is an essential charac-

teristic of mathematical thinkin g, lf not indeed the essence of it.
Lee (rgSS) claimed to have shown that the specifically mathe-

marical abilities form a sub-group in the total field of non-verbal

abilides, but it is not clear fronr the published accotrnt of her
research to what extent this subgroup difGrs from the general

factor g or from established group factors. It is unfortunate that

she excluded spatial tests from her study, in view of the consider-

able body of evidence now available which suggests that spatial
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abiliry is involved in mathematical, as disdnct from numerical or
computational, abilities.

Wrigley (rq58) has carried out an investigation on the structure
ofmathematical abiliry in pupils affiending grammar and technical
schools. He extracted-fiv. aitors, idenri-trg four of these with
the usual general, numerical, spatial and verbal factors, but he also

fotrnd a ffih factor entering into the tests of mathematical attain-
ment, though its variance was considerably less than that of the
other 6ctors. In his centroid analysis, the first bipolar (factor II)
separated the numerical tests from the rest, thus providing evidence
for a numerical group factor. The second bipolar (factor III) sep-

arated the verbal and numerical tests from the spatial and mathe-

matical, the loadings of the spatial and mathematical tests being
closely similar. The third bipolar (6ctor tV) separated the mathe-
matics tests from the spatial tests, providing the evidence on which
\Mrigley based his claim to have established a mathematical group
factor. It is clear, of course, as Wrigley himself points out, that

this faaor might well be the result of teaching, the three branches

of mathematics being taught in such a way that there is e, certain
overlap in the basic knowledge acquired. Since the four numerical
tests (additior, subtraction, multiplication and division) had load-
irgr in this factor which were almost as high as those of the three

tests of attainment in mathematics, it seems probable that it is

essentially a,6ctor of arithmetical aftainment. The test with the

highest loading in this factor was in fact mechanical arithmetic,
and arithmetical skill may well have entered into the mathematics

attainment tests.

\Mrigley points out that the verbal tests (vocabolrry and read-

ing comprehension) had negative loadings on the mathematical
group factor and draws the conclusion that verbal abiliry, 2S

represented by the v-factot, has little connection with mathe-
madcal abiliry as represented either by the mathematics attain-

ment tests or by the mathematical grouP factor. He states that

special care rfiras taken to allow the mathematics tests used in the

experiment to have a higher verbal content than usual. In spite

of this, all three tests had negative loadings in the verbal-spatial
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factor (the second bipolar), a result which is very similar to that
obtained by Barakat.

A negative verbal loading on this factor is, of course, equivalent

ro a positive spatial loading and this is perhaps the most striking

ourcome of Wrigtey's research. There is a remarkable similariry
between the loadings of the three spatial tests and of the four
mathematical tests on this verbal-spadal factor (the second bipolar).

The geometry and mechanical arithmetic tests had spadal loadings

almoit equal to that of the Moray House Space Test and the load-

ing of the algebra test was not very difGrent from that of the

N.I.I.P. Spatial Group Test 8r.
The third bipolar certainly separates the spatial from the

mathematical tests, presumably because of the attainment element

in the latter, but the overlapping grouP factor analysis suggests

that Wrigley's mathematical group factor is largely a factor of
attainment in arithmetic, rather than a true factor of mathematical

abiliry. Mathematical abiliry, 3s distinct from arithmetical skill,
appears to be more clos.ty related to sPatial abiliry.

'Werdelin (rgS8) has carried out an extensive investigation into

the nature of mathematical abiliry as shown in school marks.

He prepared a battery of 36 tests, some of them mathematical,

and administered them to large samples of pupils in the age range

14 to r j years. He extracted five factors by the centroid method
and after rotation to simple structure, interpreted them as

follows:
r. The numeri cal factor, N, was found in the numerical tests,

in a test of equations and in several tests not involving comPuta-

tions. He interpreted it as the abiliry to automaaze reasoning, a

view similar to that of Coombs (rg+r).
z. The verbal factor, V, similar to that fotrnd in numerous

previous studies.

3. The spadal factor, S, found in tests requiring the manipdr:
tion of spatlal materials. Though the spatial tests were very varied

in cont.rrt,'Werdelin found only one spatial factor. In this respect,

his results differed markedly from those obtained by American

factorists.
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4. The deducdve factor, D, fotrnd in tests, such as qwmtitative
reasonit g ('syllogisms'), number series and numb.r *rlogies.

i. A general mathematical reasoning factor, R, which en-
tered into the mathematical tests, including equations and numeri-
cal judgment and also into two of the spatial tests (Form-Boards I
and Plane Geometry).'W'erdelin states that it is not a pure mathe-
matical factor.

He also extracted a second-order general factor {, which had
highest loadings in the mathematical tests, the verbal tests, the
number series tests and the form series tests. He attempted to
define the abiliry trnderlying each of the factors, e.g. the abiliry
underlying the spadal factor was described as 'ovisual plasticiry,
i.e. the ability to effect purposeful changes in the properries of
visuali zed, imagined but concrete objects and sffuctures".

He put together a battery of tests for measuring the different
factors, taking three tests for each of them, and correladons be-
tween the estimated factor scores and school marks in mathe-
matics were calculated. The results showed that the general mathe-
madcal reasoning factor R and the second order general factor
g were closely related to mathematical abiliry as measured by
school marks.

The factors D, S and N were also important in some classes.

Factor V had the lowest correladons of all.
Hemza (rqst and rgsz) assembled a comprehensive test

battery and applied it to two equal groups of q6 boys (rg. range
n-r4), one group being retarded only in mathematics and the
other group being normal. This investigation has been fis-
cussed by El Koussy (rgjj)

Factor analyses of test-scores were carried out for both samples,
general, numerical and spati al factors being identified. In agree-
ment with many other researches, this study sffesses the impor-
tance of the general intelligence factor in mathematical ability.
The importance of the spatial or 'visual imagery' factor in mathe-
matics and the fact that it was deficient in the sample of pupils
retarded in mathematics emphasizes the great need for the use of
ovisual 

aids' in teaching the subject. The spatial 6ctor was clearly
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present in the analysis for the sample of normal boys, but it was

absent in the group of retarded boys. Also the numeri cal factor

was less marked in the retarded group than in the normal group.
Harnza claims that his resul* show that both the spadal and
numerical factors are important for success in mathematics since

pupils retarded in mathematics appear to be deficient in these

abilities.
Myers (rgSt and r9j8) has made a factorial study of eight

variables, one of these being grades in mathematics, another
grades in engineering drawing and the remaining six being

scores in a varied set of spadal tests. He carried out a factor-analy-

sis of scores for 254 subjects, using Thurstone's centroid method

and roating orthogonally to eliminate negative loadings.

The factor loadings are shown in Table 13.

Table 13

Factor loadings of spatial, mathematical and engineering drawing scores (Myers)

VARIABTES

Identical Blocks

Surface Deuelopment

Hidden Blocks

Paper Folding
Similar Rotations
Intersections
Mathematical Grades
Engineering Drawing Grade s

CENTROID TOADINGS ROTATED LOADINGS

II m II1 III1

-'386

'712
'729
'566
'748
'579
'78r
'5c.4
'844

'234
'160
.I I9
'r 53

'32r

- 'o78

-'522

'll2
.I J6
'062
. r68
'o27
'34r
'7o,o
'694

'r 55
'269
'439
'284
'006
'468
'ro2
'3r2

'728
'626
'450
.686
.688

'557
'2T3
'528

'096
'or3
'259
'o2r
'196
'r 84
'146
'o42

Since all eight variables are likely to involve some degree of
spadal abiliry and since there are no verbal or other non-spatial

tesrs in the battery, it is scarcely to be expected that the obtained
factors will permit of a clear separation of the spadal factor (ot
factors) from other famili x factors. Thus, it is not surprising that

the interpretation of the loadings is difficult, and Myers himself
does not appear to have offered a possible solution.

It is to be expected that the first centroid factor would involve
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f, 2s well as a certain amount of &, since all variables are likely to
contain at least some of both. However, Myers may have suc-
ceeded in separatit g k from g by means of his rotation to new
orthogonal axes, making all loadings positive. Among the test-
variables, lntersections and Hidden Blocks would probably have
the highest k-loadings, with Paper-Folding and Surface Develop-
ment next in succession. Similar Rotations, however, appears to
involve little or no k at all. It is rather like Thurstone's Flags,
Figures and Cards, which are tests in which a given shape has

to be identified in a new position, and thus might be expected
to involve Spatial Orientation (or Space I). The figures may
require to be oriented in any position in three dimensions, but
it is not necessary to distinguish between one shape and other
difGtent shapes. Thus successful performance in the test does not
depen d critically on the perception or apprehension of form and
so in the light of the writer's hypothesis may only involve le to
a very small extent. Thus, the writer would tend to favour the
interpretation (which mtrst necessarily be tentative) that the frst
of the rotated factors is g, the second is a factor of attainment
(like Alexander's X) and that the third is k.

Whichever interpretation of the factors we adopt, we must
conclude that both mathematics and engineering drawing,
especi"lly the latter, involve some degree of spatial abiliry, fot
they have loadings on all three factors.

Hills (rgSZ) has reported a, validiry study on the relationship
between a number of aptitude tests and success in college mathe-
matics. He administered a varied battery of nine tests to r48
students in three college-level institutions. One hundred of the
subjects weiejunior and senior engineering students. Others were
jurrior, senior or graduate students of mathematics or physics.

Three rypes of criteria were used. For the engineering and
physics studenB, grades in calculus courses constituted one cri-
terion; for the undergraduate mathematics students, grades in all
mathematics courses provided the criterion; for the graduate
mathematics studenm, ratings of proficiency or promise in mathe-
matics constituted the criterion; while for one group of engineer-
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ing students, scores were obtained in an objective test of profi-
ciency in mathematics.

The nine tests had been devised by Guilford et al. rn connection

with several factor-analytic studies. Each test was intended to

measure a single factor. The titles of the tests with the names of
the appropriate factors were as follows:

r. Circle Reasoning (to measure Eduction of Patterns, EP). The

subject has to find a principle and apply it.
2. Plot Titles (to measure Originaliry, O). The subject has to

invent and write as many titles as he can for each plot.

3. Numerical Operations (to measure Numerical Faciliry, N). The

subject has to carry out operations requiring numerical facility.

4. Voiabulary (to measure Verbal Comprehension, V). The sub-

ject has to find synonyms for words given in a brief context.

J. 
-Match 

Problems (to measure Adaptive Flexibiliry, ,4X). The

subject has to remove lines from line drawings so as to leave

a drawing with a certain number of squares or triangles.

6. Ship Deitination (to measure General Reasoning, GR). The
subject has to solve simple problems including addition and

subtraction.

T. Syllogisms / (to measure Logical Evaluation, LE). The subject

has to answer true-false questions based on syllogisms.

8. SpatialVisualization Test (FormB) of the Guilford-Zrmmerman
Aptitude Survey (to measure Spatial Vistralization Vr). The

rub3..t has to examine a series of items showing pictures of
clocks. fnstructions are given pictorially as to the rotations

required, the subject's task being to decide which of five given

altirnative positions depicts the way the clock would look
after the rotations. Since this test is intended to measure the

Visuali zetion factor V* it is presumably a k-test, a PresumP-
tion which is borne out by its reported validiry coefficients

(..g. a validiry of .4r has been reported for predicting grades in
engineering drawing and descriptive geometry).

g. Spatial Orientation (Form A) of the Guilford-Zimrnerman
Aptitude Sunrey (to measure Spatial Orientation, SO). Each
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item shows pictures across e boat's prow, as seen from the
cockpit. The pictures are paired, md the subject is required to
locate in the second picture, the 'aiming point' towards which
the prow was pointed in the first picture.

Hills calculated correlation coefficients between each of the
nine test-scores and criteria of success for some 4 dlfferent groups
of engineering, physics and mathematics students fiunior, senior
and graduate). The correladons varied very much from one group
to another, but the trends may be studied by comparing the
average correlations with each test for nineteen of the groups, for
which comparable figures were available.

Though not all the groups were mutually exclusive so that it is
not strictly correct to average the correladons, this procedure
is perhaps sufficiently accurate to give an approximate estimate of
the order of the validities of the nine tests. Arranged in order of
magnitude, the mean correladons for 19 groups of studenm were
as follows:

Table 14

Validities of nine tests for predicting mathematical grades (based on Hills' data)

TESTS

MEAN CORRETATION

WITH CRITERIA

Match Problems (Adaptiue Flexibility, AX)
Numerical Operations (Numerical Facrlrrl, N)
Spatial Visualization (Y r)
Spatial Orientarior (SO)
Syllogisms I (Logical Eualuation, LE)
Circle Reasoning (Eduction of Panerns, EP)
Vocabulary (Verbal Comprehension, Y)
Ship Destination (General Reasonirg, GR)
Plot Titles (Originality, O)

The table shows that the spadal tests have relatively high
validities compared with the vocabrlrry, reasoning and origin-
aliry tests. Match ProblemS, the description of which indicates

clearly that it is a type of spatial test, shows the highest mean

*'zT
*'23
*'23
*'zz
* 'rJ
*'o6
*'o6
* 'or

- 'o8
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correladon, while Spatial Visuali zation and Spatial Orientation
take third and fourth place respectively.

Spatial Orientation gave rise to alarger number of high validiry
coefficients than any of the other tests, the correlations with several

mathematics courses for engineers being consistently ir the region
of .55, though with physics and mathematics students it had very
much lower validities. The Spatial Visuahzation Test had higher
validities than Spatial Orientation for the physics students, while
the order was reversed for the engineering students.

The Spatial Visualization Test showed fairly uniform correla-
tions of about .3o with calculus grades in the majoriry of the
groups, but showed lower correlations with the objective test of
proficiency in mathematics, probably because the latter placed

greater emphasis on technical skills. The Numerical Operations

Test showed somewhat similar correlations with the calculus

grades and lower correladons with the objective test of pro-
ficiency in mathematics. Its validities were higher for engineering
students than for physics studenm, probably because of the greater
importance of numerical calculations in engineering courses.

The nine factors believed to be measured by the tests had

been judged to be of importance in mathematics by a number of
mathematicians with the Ph.D. degree. Although the mathe-
matics proGssors were in fair agreement as to the relative impor-
tance of the factors studied, the results of the investigation led

Hills to conclude that "there is no particular abi[ry or set of
abilities or traits which is trniversally associated with success in
mathematics. . . .

"Those who believe that there is an entiry such as mathematical
aptitude should be surprised at the significant difGrences in corre-
lations for the same test with difGrent groups. Although their

number is not impressive considering the possible number,
certain of the significant differences are quite striking." (Sevenry-
one pairs of correlations were significantly difGrent out of z,rr3
difGrences between pairs involving the same factor measure.)

The test measuring the factor of originaliry O was found to
give more negative than positive coffelations, but it gave a statis-
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tically significant correlation only in the one school where it had

been considered to be of importance by the professors. It had not
been considered important in the f,wo other schools. Similarly, a

significant correlation for the factor of adaptive fexibiliry occur-
red in only one institution, and this circumstance led Hills to
suggest the hypothesis ". . . that there is some aspect of teaching

method, some approach to the subject matter of mathematics

or emphasis in examining at this institution that makes this sort
of fexibility an asset."

Hills (tgss) drew two conclusions from his studyt
"First, for selection and guidance purposes validiry data must

be collected for the particular curriculum-criterion-institution
context trnder consideration.

"Second, there may be many more potendal scientists and
technicians, as far as the mathematical requirements are con-
cerned, than would be the case if there were a trnique mathetnati-

cal aptitude."
On considering the reladvely high validities of the spadal

tests in Hills' study, it might be supposed that the figures merely
refect the facts that spatial abiliry is involved in geometrical
thinking and that geometry must constitute a substantial part of
the college course in Mathematics.

M*y workers, including the present writer (rg+9, r9i4),
have obtained evidence that spadal tests have higher correlations
with examinations in geometry than with marks in arithmetic
and algebra. Siegvald (rgaa) found strong evidence that there is

a connection befween abiliry to visuahze and geometrical ability.
Glstrin (rq+o) found that high school girls are inGrior to boys

in solving problems in solid geometry and he attributed this to
the well-known fact that girls are inferior to boys in visuilrzng
abiliry. Similar observations have been reported by many others.

But it is perhaps significant that this male superioriry is not
confined to geometry, though it is most sffiking in this branch of
mathematics. [t also occurs in arithmedc and algebra.

Saad and Storer (196o) investigated the question of sex-differ-
ences in mathematics in their study of the errors made by fourth
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and fifth year grammar school pupils in arithmetic, algebra and
geometry. They were particularly concerned with the pupils'
tunderstanding, and two aspects were stufied, the understanding

of concepts and of principles.
The results showed a significant sex-difference in mean score

in favour of boys most marked in geomefflt but also present in
arithmetic and in algebra. This difference, which was apparent
in nearly all the questions, occurred in mixed classes in the same

school, so that it seemed to depend on differences in cognitive,
rather than in p*.ty cultural, factors. It is possible that this differ-
ence in the abiliry to trnderstand concepts and principles may
be another manifeshtion of the sex-difference in spatial abiliryl
refecting a greater cap acity on the part of the boys to perceive,

recognize and assimilate patterns within the concepffial sffucture

of mathematics.
There has been some difference of opinion in the past as to the

relative importance of the verbal factor in mathematical abiliry,
but this has been clarified by the findings of recent researches.

Kelly (1928) had held that arithmetical abiliry involves a consider-

able amount of the verbal factor it p,rpils of the third grade but
not of the seventh grade. Vernon (rgio) drew a somewhat simi-
lar conclusion from a sildy of the mathematical abilities of col-
lege students and army cadets. FIe wrote, "Among children and

dull or average adults, k- and r-tests are strongly opposed aPart

from g. But at high-grade levels an interesting alteration occurs

(rr Brigham seems to have realised in rg3z). Both k- and nolr-
verbal g-tests tend to link up with mathematical ability, and n

becomes detached from the V: ed cluster."
He gives the following examples of the relationship found at

high-grade levels.

"Among training college students, Stephenson's non-verbal
g-test correlated more highly with arithmedc and science subjects,

and a verbal g-test with educatior, geography and history. Simi-
l"rly, among Army engineering cadets, th" correladons of ad-

vanced mathematics and physics were greater with Matrices,

while the more elementany arithmetic and algebra correlated
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more highly with the verbal Group Test 33. Also, among candi-
dates for the higher Civil Service, the bipolar factor contrasted
verbal tests and academic examinations with spadal tests and
arithmetic."

Vernon has attempted to accoturt for the linking up of spatial
and non-verbal abilities with arithmetic and mathematics by
supposing that ffaining in science improves both spatial and mathe-
matical abilides. This explanation, however, is scarcely adeqtrate
since it is not at all obvious why training in ordinary science
courses should improve performance on spatial tests.

lt is less difficult to trnderstand how a training in engineering
drawing might affect a person's score on a spadal test, yet it is

very doubtful if any such effect occurs.
Most of the available evidence suggests that scores on spadal

tests are not sigfficantly affected by training in engineering
drawing. One such study by Faubian et al. (rg+r) found apparendy
no change after a six weeks course. A second study by Churchill
et al. (rg+r) found only a slight gain on a Surface Development
Test after a nine-week ffaining course in engineering drawing.
On the other hand, a third study by Blade and 'W'amon (rgSs)
reported marked gains on a Spatial Visu alizrtion Test during an
engineering course. In a well-controlled study by Myers (rgs8),
however, negative results were again obtained. Myers included a

spadal relations test in a battery of tests given to two groups of
425 tf.S. Naval Academy canfidates, one of which had had pre-
vious training in mechanical drawing and the other of which
had had no such training. Myers found no significant difference
in the mean performance of the two groups. This finding could
not be explained by inequalities in the two groups prior to train-
ing since the two groups were well matched in the other parts of
the aptitude test.*

Thus the general conclusion to be drawn from these studies of

* It is true that McFie (1961) found clear gains on Block Designs and Memory
for Desigru after two years' technical training for various occupations, but his
subjects were African youths whose upbringing had lacked the toys and construc-
tional games which are usual in European crrltures.
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the effects of training is that the gains in performance on a spatial
test are likely to be small, if in fact they are measurable at a[,
after limited amounts of training. Hence, it is necessary to find
some explanation other than the effect of training in mathematics
or science to account for the increasing importance of spatial
abiliry for success on courses in mathematics and science as these
courses become more advanced.

An alternative explanation may perhaps be found in the increas-
ing importance in advanced work of an understanding of the con-
ceptual structure of these subjects. Spatial abilities may be in-
volved in the perception and assimilation of patterns, either in the
structure of geometrical figures or in the more general structure
of mathematical symbolism. Conceptual thinking may involve
abstraction and generali zatton in terms of configurations or ges-

hlt-qualitlten rather than in terms of words. Hills' (rgSl) results

provide strong evidence that spadal abilities (both spadal visuali-
zation and spatial orientation) are important in college courses in
mathematics and that verbal reasoning Gyllogisms) and vocabu-
lary (verbal comprehension) are relativ.ly *i*portant.

Discussion and conclusions

Nearly all investigators have fotrnd that the general intellectual
factor is important for success in tests or examinations in mathe-
matics. 'Whenever a method of analysis has been used which
permits the extraction of a general factor, highg-loaditgt have been

demonstrated, e.g. by Spearman in his analyses of Rogers' and
Collar's findings and in investigations by 'W'ilson, Alexander,
Mitchell, Blackwell, Sutherland, Barakat,'Wrigley and'Werdelin.
In Rimoldi's study (rgSr) a test of mathematical reasoning had the

highest loading in the general factor.
Other 6ctors which have been reported from time to time are

the numerical, spatial, reasoning, deducdve and verbal, and some
investigators claim to have demonstrated a mathematical group
factor in addition to the other well-established group factors.

The numerical factor has usually been identified in tests of
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addition, subtraction, multiplication and fivision. Spearman

claimed that this was the only factor common to arithmetic
over and above g. Kelley fotrnd it important both in tests of
computation and in problems.

Numerous workers, such as Thorndike (rgrr), Schneck (rgrg),
Schiller (rgl+), and Holzinger and Harman (rgl8), fotrrrd that

there was a numerical factor common to numerical tests and tests

of arithmetical abilities. Barakat (rgSr) foturd a mechanical factor
in tests of addition and mechanical arithmetic. For boys it had
negative loadirgr in problem arithmedc, algebra and geometry,
while for girls it had a slight positive loading in algebra and near-

zero loadings in problem arithmedc and geometryr. Wrigley's
(rqS8) numerical factor had a positive loading in mechanical and

problem arithmetic, near zero loading in algebra and a negative
loading in geometry. 'W'erdelin (rgS8) found that his factor score

for the numeri caJ, factor had very variable correlations with school

marks in mathematics in some classes being near zero ('o8 and
.o9) though in rwo classes it was quite high ('6o and 'i9). Hills'
Numerical Operations Test was one of the best tests for preficting
success in college mathematics courses.

It is clear, however, from the trend of the results in the majority
of the studies mentioned that the numerical factor has little in
common with what is normally understood by 'mathematical

abiliry'.
The spatial 6ctor appears to have a greater claim for consider-

tion as an essendal basis for aptitude for mathematics. Spatial
tests have been included among the tests studied in the earliest

researches on mathematical abiliry, such as that by Rogers (r918).

It is not correct to suggest, however, as'Wrigley has done, that
all of Rogers' geometry tests were spadal tests of the kind which
would now be used to measure the k-factor. It is true that she

included spatial tests in her battery, but she had also a test of
deductive geometry and one of geometrical definitions.

Rogers stated her conclusion regarding the nature of mathe-
matical abiliry in the following sentence : ".. . the experimental
evidence we have obtained suggests that a marked degree of the
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power to analyse a complex and abstract situation and to seize

upon its implications is the most indispensable element in mathe-
matical proficiency." Among the six tests which she selected for
diagnosing mathematical abiliry were a geometry test and a super-
position test (Thurstone's spadal relations test modifi.d). M*y
subsequent investigators claimed to find evidence that spadal

abiliry was important in mathematics. Thus, Mitchell and later
Blackwell found a visual factor (called by them O) present in
spatial tests and having small loadings in the mathematical tests.

Since this factor apparently also entered into the verbal tests

there is some doubt as to its identification with the k-factor.
Holzinger and Swineford (rq+6) found a correladon of '23

bewyeen their composite test of spatial abiliqF and school marks for
plane geometryr. Since the comPosite test of the general factor
gave a correlation of 'i84 with geometry, the spadal factor seemed

to have little importance in geometry. There may be some doubt,
however, as Hc;izinger and Swineford themselves point out, as

to the validiry of the criterion and as to the adequacy of the spadal
content of the composite test of spatial abiliry.

Barakat (r95r) found a spatiel factor which had positive load-
irgr in geometry, to a less extent in algebra, a near-zero loading
in problem arithmetic and negative loadings in mechanical
arithmetic and numerical addition. This pattern was essentially
the same for both boys and girls.'Wrigley (r9i8) found closely
similar results with his sanrple of boys. There was a spatial factor
which had a positive loading in geometry, a smaller positive
loading in algebra and negative loadings in mechanical arithmetic
and in the four numerical tests.'Werdelin (rqS8) extracted a spatial

factor which had positive loadirgr in plane geometry and number
series and negative loadings in arithmetic and numerical tests.

Thus, there are several studies which indicate consistently that
spatial abiliry is important in tests which are genuin.ty mathe-

madcal as disdnct from those which involve purely
mechanical or computational processes. 

'W'erdelin's results are

particul arlyinteresting since they suggest that spa dal abiliry enters,

not only into tests involving the perception of spadal patterns,
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but also to some extent into tests not usually considered spatial

at a[, such as number series (presumably because th.y involve
the perception of numerical configurations or patterns). The fac-

tor seems to be negatively related, however, to tasks involving
reasoning processes which have become auto matized (as in mech-
anical computation or the solution of simple equations).

As to the question whether or not the abilities which together

constitute mathematical abiliry form a grouP factor over and

aboveg, there is some confict ofvie'ws. Most ofthe earlier workers
found no evidence for the existence of such a group factor. Brown
Rogers, Spearman, Cameron, Fouracre, Mitchell, Blackwell and

Oldham all came to a negative conclusion. American opinion also

tends to favour this view. Hills, for example, considered that his

results did not support the theory that a r:nique mathematical
aptitude exists. On the other hand,'Wilson, Hamza,Barakat, Lee,
'Wrigley and'Werdelin fotrnd evidence to support the positive
view.

'W'ilson's findings cannot be regarded as conclusive, since they
were based on an analysis of school cerdficate marks in arithmedc,
algebra and geometry. In the usual examinations in algebra and

geometry there is frequendy an admixture of arithmetical calcu-
lation and in geometry algebraic methods and symbols are some-
times used, so that a group factor might easily arise from the pre-
sence of common elements in the three papers.

Hamza tested nvo groups of ry6 boys, one retarded in mathe-
matics and the other normal and fotmd evidence from a study
of the retarded group that there is a unitary factor of mathematical
ability. Retardation usually occurred in all three branches of the
subject, especi.lly if taught by the same teacher. Clearly, th"
factor might be an artefact of the teaching rather than a true group
factor of mathematical aptitude. The fact that the spadal factor
did not appear in the factor analysis of the intercorrelations for the
retarded group may indi cate that some degree of spadal abiliry
is necessary for sadsfactory progress in mathematics.

Barakat found a factor which he identified as mathematical

in addidon to the usual general, numerical, spatial and verbal
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6ctors. This supposed mathematical 6ctor had its highest loadings
for the boys in mechanical and problem arithmedc and for the

girls in problem arithmedc. Its variance was very small in relation

to that of the general factors and it may well be a factor of arith-
metical skill.

'W'erdelin (rqS8) carried out several factor analyses using the
Thurstone and Lawley methods and extracted a number of fac-
tors, including a general mathematical reasoning factor (R) as well
as the familiar spadal, numerical, verbal and other factors. He

recogni zed, however, that the mathematical reasoning factor

was closely connected with the general factorg defined by Spear-

man and he showed that it had a very high correlation with a

second-order general factor g extracted from the intercorrela-
tions of the factors. He notes that the tests which are high in
R have characterisdcs usually associated with the general factor.

Thus, he writes: "The mathematical tests are rypical examples of
tests which involve a combination of noegenesis and abstracfiness.

The visual or spatial tests which are loaded on R involve noe-
genesis, and the process of breaking down a structure into simpler

elements, which occurs with these, has been characterized as

involving'abstract attitude' and conceptual thinking (.f Rapaport

rgJO, P. 2n):'
Thus, 'Werdelin's general mathematical reasoning factor R

seems to be closely related to Spearman's general factor g. [t is
interesting to find, moreover, that the battery of four tests which
he selected to provide the best measure of R included Form-
Board I and Plane Geometr/, both of which tests had been shown
in his own analysis to have high k-loadings. (This conclusiou bears

a strong similanty to that of Rogers, who in r9r8 selected a bat-
tery of six tests for diagnosing mathematical ability, one of these

being a spadal relations test and another a test of geometry.)

Since 
'Werdelin's battery for measuring his mathematical rea-

soning 6ctor R includes two spatial tests, there are grounds for
suspecting that R is a composite of k and g. Also, 'Werdelin's

description of the nature of the abilities involved in the mathe-

matical tests (for his factor R), yLz. a combination of noegenesis
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and abstractness, is very similar to the writer's view of the nature
of spatial abiliry, which is discussed in a later chaprer.

The results of Wrigley's factor-analysis requires a somewhat
different interpretation. The mathematical group factor which he
identified can scarcely b. regarded as a true group factor of mathe-
matical aptitude and is more likely to be an artefact of the effects
of teaching, i.e. it is an attainment factor. It seems to be largely a

refection of acquired arithmetical skills, for the test which had
by far the highest loading on this factor was Mechanical Arith-
metic and the loadings of the mathematical tests were closely
comparable to those of the numerical tests. As one would expect,
the four mathematical tests had highest loadirgr on the general
factor f,, but it is interesting to find that their loadings on the
spadal factor (spatial-verbal bipolar) were almost identical with
the loadings of the three spatial tests (in the centroid analysis).

hr the first bipolar factor (Factor II of the centroid analysis) the
spadal and numerical tests were very strongly opposed. \X/rigley
has offered as a possible explanation of this the fact thar his
numerical tests were highly speeded whereas the spatial tests were
generously timed.

This explanation implies that the first bipolar factor is essen-
tially r rp.id factor, ,rrd should perhaps be dlr.o*red. However,
it should be mentioned that a similar opposition bet.ween numeri-
cal and spatial abilities was foturd to occur in several independent
studiet by'Werdelin. It has also been reported by Botzum (r95r)
and it showed up in Barakar's factor-analysis.

A possible explanation of these findings might be sought in
W'erdelin's theory of the nature of numerical abiliry. He has
shown that the numeri cal factor is not restricted merely to com-

Putations, but also appears in tests requiring the manipulation of
letters according to simple rules. He suggests that from the ftrnc-
tional point of view, numerical abiliry may be characterizedas an
abiliry to automatize reasoning. Such an interpretation would lead
us to expect that it might be extensively involved in tests or
examinations in mathematics which emphasize acquired technical
skills. The spadal factor might have quite a different role, perhaps
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entering particularly into processes involving the PercePtion of
patterns, configurations and gestalt-qualitlten. It is tmderstand-

able that tests involving such very difGrent abilities might
give rise to a bipolar factor in an analysis by the centroid method

and would show loadings of oPPosite sign.

Most of the investigations with which we have been concerned

so far have been carried out with pupils at the secondary school

stage. To a large extent, these pupils have been acquiring the ele-

mentary technical skills, which are necess ary before advanced

study becomes possible. The foregoing discussion would lead to

the expectation that spatial ability might become increasingly

important (and numerical abiliry decreasingly important) in
mathematical studies at more advanced levels. Vernon has pointed
out that such a change does in fact take place at high grade levels,

spadal abiliry tending to link up with mathematical abiliry, where

previously it was opposed to the more elementary arithmetical

abiliry (apart of course from g).
The ti"t i"g up between spatial ability and mathematics at

college level is illustrated in the validiry study by Hills (rgSz).

Hills found that two spadal tests, Spatial Visuahzation(V" or k)

and Spatial Orientation (SO), showed correlations of the order

of .3 with criteria of success in several mathematics courses for
students of engineering, physics and mathematics some coefii-
cients being as high as .i5. The highest validities were given by the

Match Problems Test, which is probably also a spatial test. The

Numerical Operations Test gave validities of the same order as

Spatial Visuali zatron and Spatial Orientation. The continuing

importance of numerical abiliry may indicate that calculadon

and computation are still important even in examinations in
advanced mathematics. This view is given some supPort by the

fact that the Numerical Operations Test had much higher vali-

dities for the engineering students than for the physics students.

A striking finding of Hills' study was the poor showing of the

Vocabulary, Reasoning and Originalify Tests, all of which had

negligible validities.
Hill" results suggest that spatial tests may be more valuable for
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predicting success in advanced courses of mathematics (such as

calculus) than they have hitherto been fourrd to beinthegrammar
school. They also tend to confirm at an advanced level the find-
irg of Barakat, Xfrigley and others at a less advanced stage that
aPart from the infuence of general abitiryo marhematical and ver-
bal ability are independent.

Such a conclusion is scarcely surprising when one considers the
nature of the psychological processes involved in 'doing'
mathematics. Mathematics can be regarded as a language only i"
a highly spe ciahzed sense. It is certainly not a spoken language.
'We communicate mathematical ideas in writing, either on paper
or on a blackboard or by means of models or diagrams. Formulae
and equations have to be read; only the most elemen tary expres-
sions can be commtrnicated orally. fn order to follow an exposi-
tion in algebra, we must be able to compare one expression with
another, or to relate one pefi of a formula to another. Thus, a
mathematical discussion is usually conducted with the help of a

blackboard, often with frequent reGrence to fiagrams. Furrher-
more, many aPParendy purely algebraic analyses presuppose a

background ofgeometrical thinking very often in terms ofigraph
or diagram or of a three-dimensional model. ReGrence to any
standard text-book of college mathematics will show that the
contents 

-(calculus, 
co-ordinate geome try, complex variable, etc.)

are largely concerned with ideas that are basically geomerrical.
lt is sometimes said that the most able mathemaricians can rhink

endrely in abstractions and have no need of diagrammaric props.
But, this may be because these gifted individuals have their own
internal 'blackboards' and can visualize complicated sffuctures
without being aware rhat they are doing so.

Certainly many mental calculators, such as Buxton, Colborn
and the Bidders, reported that their calculations always proceeded
in a visible form in their minds. Some of these calculating prodi-
gies later became distinguished mathematicians, such ,J Wdlir,
Amplre, Euler, Gauss and Ramanujan. George p. Bidder, a

notable calculating boy, gained first prrze in mathematics in the
Universiry of Edinburgh in tSzz and subsequendy became e
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distinguished professional engineer. It has been said of Professor

A. C. Aittce&* who is a well-known mental calculator as well as

an accomplished mathematician, that "he does not need muld-
plication tables, but sees them with his mind's eye" (Mtx Born).

M*y mathematicians, including no less an authoriry than Einstein,

in a lefter to Hadamard (rg+S), have borne witness to the fact that

they relied largely on visual imagery in their thinlcing. ProGssor

M. H. A. Newman (rqSg), " well-known mathematician, has

reGrred to this in an article entitled ''What is Mathematics?'.
"How can mathematicians work and make discoveries if they

are to abstain from any geometrical intuition? Of course, th.y
don'r abstain. The double life of mathematicians is a familix fact

to all who have been exposed to e analysis. They know that dia-

grams and graphs are the life-line by which we survive amid

ih. rough seas of hard inequalides. . . . One of our PurPoses is to

use some of our geometrical notions . . . as a guide, as we groPe

our way towards-the proof of a new theorem. 
'When it is found,

we shall carefully remove all ffaces of geometry or mechanics

from our strictly axiomatic proof; and the man who reads it will
probably put them in again as he grapples with the arglments.".- 

It woulLpp.ar that mathematics is a special kind of 'langu1ge-,

in which we communicate by means of written signs or symbols

ideas which are essentially geometrical or spatial. It is perhaPs help-

ful to think of it as a 'visual' rather than a 'verbal' language.

Bronowski (rg+Z) has defined it as the language for describing

those aspects of the world which can be stated in terms of 'con-

figuration', and this definition is perhaps more sadsfactory than

tt .t given in the Oxford dictionary , viz. "the abstract science of
space or number". According to either definition, however, it
should follow that this is a subject in which spatial concePts are

of fturdamental imPortance.

Much of the difficulry in teaching mathematics may arise from

the need to commtmicate abstractions relating to configurations

ro many pupils (particularly girls), who do not think readily in
terms of mintal or visual imagery. Even in quite elementery

* Professor Aitken's talent has been fully disctrssed by Htrnter (196z).
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mathematics, many such spadal concepts have to be assimilated,

-..g. 
lengt!, squareness, area, angle, directior, congruence, paral-

lelism, volume, similariry, grafient, vector, sIflmetry, di-.n-
sions; and --Ty other abstract concepts may be conveyed most
conveniently b-y means o f geo metrical illustrationS, e. g. continuity,
maximum and minimum, limit, functionaliry, ,^i^tion.

It is scarcely accidental that the growing volume of criticism
ofcurrent methods of teaching mathematicihas been contempor-
aneous with an increasing interest in visual aids for teaching mathe-
matics. An Association for Teaching Aids in Mathematics* was
fotmded in rgsz and its membershrp has been growing rapidly.
In recent years, many teachers and psychologists and in oni .ri.
a proGssional engineer have devised special r.tr of appararus such
as coloured rods for assisting pupils to make mathematical
absffactions. Numerous articles on these aids have appeared in
j o urn als s uch as E du c at i o n al Re s e ar ch and M ath e m at i c s T e a ihing .There
has been a growin gawareness of thevalue of mathematicafmodels
and certain firms have speciali zed in the producrion of beautiful
and elaborate models in perspex. A11 these developmenrs, which
have occulred mainly within the past ten years, suggest that there
is a- growing awareness that mathematics is primrrily concerned
with spatial, geometrical or configurational .orr..ptr. in this chap-
ter, an attemPt has been made to assemble evidence from many
sources in suPPortof the hypothesis that spatial abiliry is imporrant
for success in mathematics, especially at;dvanced levels. l,. deci-
sion on this issue will affect not merely methods of selecting pupils
and students for courses on mathematics but will also f,ri.^ *
infuence on rnethods of teaching. At least one worker (rJamza,
r95r, rg52) 

-hrl concluded from a factorial investigarion'that the
evidence calls for a greater use of visual aids in teaching mathe-
matics.

* Now called The Association of Teachers of Mathematics.
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Chapter four

The Validiry of Spatial Tests for Predicting
Success in Technical Occupations and Courses

Ir.r this chapter, a brief account will be given of the evidence

available from various sources as to the value of spatial, perfor-
mance or mechanical tests for selection and guidance for technical
occupations or courses. As the main interest of the present study
is in the prognostic value of spatial tests, we shall not deal in full
detail with the evidence for the usefulness or otherwise of the
many rypes of mechanical, performance and dexterify tests which
have been devised for similar purposes.

However, it is clearly desirable that an evaluation should be

made of these fypes of test material when used for selection or
guidance in connection with technical courses. As excellent

published accounts of the work done in the field of mechanical,
performance and dexterify tests are readily available, e.g. Vernon
and Parry Fg+g), Vernon (rgso), Super (tg+g), Anastasi (rqs+),
only an oudine will be given in this chapter.

The pioneering work on mechanical abiliry was done byJ.'W.
Cox (1928, r%4), who reported correlations of '4o and 'ir
between his mechanical tests and marks obtained by ffained
R.A.F. Mechanics in a passing out technical examination and in
a test of trade knowledge and practical skill. The corresponding

correladons with a verbal intelligence test were only'zr and '42.

With a group of elementary school-boys, estimates of ingenuity'
in woodwork and technical drawing gave an average correlation
of .4zwith Cox's mechanical tests but only'o8 with school marks.
. Stenquist's $9zz) Mechanical Assembly Test was originally
devised for boys of r r to r i years of age. This test gave excellent

validity coefficients against criteria of success in manual training
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as assessed by school instructors, the correladons sometimes being
as high as'8 or'9. It was modified and incorporated in the Minne-
sota Mechanical Abiliry Tests, which yieldeJ.ooelations of about
.5J with qualiry of work done in the junior high school.

Assembly tests based on Meccano were extensively used in the
services during the second 

'World'W'ar and were fourrd to give
very promising validiry coefficients with training course marks
for certain classes of technical personnel, such as Driver Mechanics.

h:l Rodger's (rglz) research on 4oo inmates of the Feltham
Borstal Institution, the Cube Construction Performance Test gave
the best results of any in the mechanical ffades. But two paper
and pencil spadal tests (N.[.[.P. Form Relations and Memory
for Designs) constructed by Earle and Macrae in rgzs were found
to be among the best tests for vocational guidance and selection
in this experiment. These tests were found to show larger
difGrences in mean score berween satisfactory and unsatisfactory
groups of fitters, plumbers and woodworkers than differences

found for similar groups of farmers, labourers, cooks and bakers.
Allen and Smith (r93 r, rg34, 1939) carried out several investi-

gations on selection of skilled apprentices for the engineering
trades. These researches, which were carried out on behalf of the
Birmingham Education Committee, included studies of the valid-
iry of a large number of selection tests. In the first of these studies,

the most sadsfactory tests were found to be Nuts and Bolts,
Cox's Mechanical Models and Memory for Designs (N.I.[.P.).
hr the second study, the same series of tests were validated against
performance in Mathematics, Machine Drawing, Applied Mech-
anics,'Woodwork andMetalwork. In this case, the most sadsfactory
tests as shown by the percentage agreement with the criterion
were the following: Cox's Test D (Diagrams) T4 per cent,
Verbal Intelligence Test T4 per cenr, Cox's Test M (Model$ Zz
per cent, Form Relations Test Tr per cent, Cox's Test E (Explana-
tions) 68 per cent, Cube Construction 68 per cent, Memory for
Designs 6l per cent, Variable Adjustment 65 per cent. [n a it ird
study, Allen and Smith showed that their test battery gave higher
correlations with success in engineering school subjects than does
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the ordinary academic entrance examination. The test battery
consisted of the following tests: N.I.[.P. Tracing and Variable
Adjustment, Cox's Mechanical Models and Explanarions, Verbal
Group Tesr 33 (N.I.[.P.), Form Relations and Memory for De-
signs and Cox's Mechanical Diagrams. A possible criticism of the
proposed procedure is that, while the test battery has greater
validiry than the conventional procedure, it is somewhat elabor-
ate and cumbrous for use in routine practice.

Holliday (rg+o) adminisrered a battery of eight N.[.[.P.
sPatial and mechanical tests to groups of trade apprentices, en-
gineer apprentices and shop boys. The battery of speciahzed tests
gave a correlation of '659 with technical drawing whereas the
corresponding correlation of the verbal test (Group Test 33) was
only '067. On the other hand, the test battery gave a correlation
of '258 with mathematics while the verbal test gave a correspond-
ing correlation of . j j3.

In a later investigation, Hollid"y (tg+l) administered a number
of spatial and mechanical tests as well as Group Test 33 to six
groups of apprentices (numbering from 30 to 9o). There were rwo
grouPs ofengineerirrg apprentices, two groups oftrade apprentices
(toolmakers) and two groups of trade apprentices (mixed).
He found that while the verbal Group Test 33 was useful for pre-
dicdng mathematical and theory work, spatial and mechanical
tests gave better correlations with mechanical drawing and with
Practical assessments of skills made by a foreman a year or two
later. His mean correladons for the six groups of apprentices are
shown in Table rJ.

Table 15

Validity of spatial and other tests for engineering
ap p r e nti c e s (Ho lli day)

TESTS CORRETATIONS

Vincent Models (N././.P.)
F igure C onstruction (N././.P.)
Form Relations (N.L.[.P.)
Space Per ception (N.I.I.P.)
Group Test y (Verbal, N.I.LP.)

'42t
'M5
'379
'3 58
'4r5
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Thus, the verbal Group Test 3 3 correlated just as well as the

spadal and mechanical tests with instructors' assessments among
engineering apprentices. It correlated less well, however, among
trade apprentices. Holliday made the significant comment
that boys who do better on verbal intelligence tests impress their
assessors as being 'bright', but do not make as good craftsmen.

Thus, it appears that verbal abiliry tends to create a favourable
'halo' effect. This phenomenon may have some importance, and

selection and follow-up procedures should be devised to counter-
act or eliminate it. There are two possible explanations. The abiliry
to express thoughts reafily in words may i-pt.ss instructors as

being a maniGstation of general intelligence and may lead to the

unconscious assumption that pupils so gifted are likely to perform
better in crafts. Alternatively, high verbal abiliry may be linked
with certain personaliry ffaits (..g. sociabiliry) which are consi-
dered socially desirable and may create a favourable impression,

so disposing the instructors to make more generous assessments

of the boys' performance.
Shuttleworth (rg+r) fotrnd that spatial tests had higher validi-

ties than other tests for predicting marks obtained by r 3-year-old
boys attending a junior technical school. The validiry coeffi-
cients are shown in Table 16.

Table 16

Vatidity of spatial anil other tests for predicting marks of
pupils in a junior technical school (shttleworth)

TESTS

VALIDITY
COEFFICIENT

Entrance Examination (6 hour)
Simplex Intelligence Test (Verbal)
Manual Dexterity Test
Cox Mechanical Models
Vincent Mechanical Modek
Cox Mechanical Explanations
Space Perception Test (N.LLP.)
Iv[emory for Designs Test (N.LLP.)
Form Relations Test (N.L/.P.)
S quares Te st (N..[.LP.)

'4(u^

'20^

'ro
'4(J.

'36
'29
'46
'45
'44
'28
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It will be noted that three of the spatial resrs show higher vali-
dities than the six hours' entrance examination. The | ^r, also
superior to the much more elaborate mechanical *od.lr tests
as well as the mechanical explanations and dexterity tests. The
o{yspatial test which has ,oi turned our well is the Sqorr.s Test
which was fotrnd to have relatively poor validiry in many invesri-
gations in the Services.

. BtYsh (rgar) obtained scores for groups of universiry students
in a large number of mechanical, 

-spatial 
and other tests. The

numbers ranged ftom 77 to t6o, bui it is nor clear how far the
qrouPs are comParable. AIso no information is given as to whether
the criterion is based on an assessment of theJr.ti.d or practical
ability.

Table 17

validity of spatial and other tests giue_r to groups of
uniuersity students (Brush)

TEST

CORRETATIONS

GROI'P A GROIIP B

Minnesota , sse*bly (Short Srd
Minnesota Spatial Relations
O'Conno, firiggly Block
MacQuarrie' s Mechanical Aptitude
Minnesota Interest Analysis
Minnesota Paper Form-board
Cox Mechaniial Models
Cox Mechanical Explanations
Cox Mechanical Cinpletion
Thorndike Intelligrnrr' Test
C olumbia AchieuTment Tests (Atgebra)

(Physics)

The table shows that the Minnesota Paper Formboard, which
is a &-test, has been particul arJy succesrf*l with Group A. The
Minnesota lnterest Analysis and ifr. manipulative tests show rather
Iow correladons, and the O'Connor'WigglyBlock Tesr, forwhich
somewhat exaggerated claims had b.* r*de by its author, also

'214
'4e,6

'35r
'434
.J I3
'JOO

'274
'056
'273
'2r9
'192
'426
'394
'336
'323
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shows relativ.ly poor validity. For Group B, the Thornfike

verbal intellig.rr.J test and the achievement tests in algebra^and

physics give 
-th. 

highest correlations. The high validities of the

,.hi.r.-.rrt tests strongly suggest that the criterion was based

on a theoretical rather than a Practical assessment.

Harrell (rq+o) administered lz tests to 9r cotton-mill mechanics-

Though all the tesrs showed insignificant correlations with assess-

menr;f mechanical skill, the spatial tests gave higher correlations

than the others and the highest single coefficient (+ 'tZ) walgivgn
by the Thursrone's Spatial-Relations Test A. The means for the

different grouPs of tests were:

Table 1B

Mean correlations t grwsrt{;f*fiuen to cotton-mill

MEAN

GROUPS OF TESTS CORRETATION

GENERAL

APPRENTICESHIP ABITITY

Six Spatial Tests

Four Verbal and Educational Tests

Three ,*sembly and Form-board Tests

Sixteen Manual DexteritY Tests

Slater (rg+o) has correlated the scores on a number of tests with

two criteria:
r. An estimate of abiliry in engineering drawing, and

z. An estimate of general aPPrenticeship abiliry.

He employed ,.r.-, spadal- t.rm, a test of discrimination of
lines *rd i tlst of verbal intelligence. Comparable correlations

are shown in Table 19.

Table 19

Validity of spatial and other tests given to engineering apprentices (Slater)

*'o8
- 'o3

*'or
*'or

TEST

ENGINEERING

DRAWING

Seuen Spatial Tests (Mean Correlation)

Discrimination of Lines
Verbal Intelligence

.4r

'27
'26

.27

'28
'35
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Thus, the spatial tests showed a much higher correlation with
engineering drawing than did the verbal test. On the orher hand,
the verbal test showed a higher correlation with general appren-
ticeship 4bili{ than did the spatial tesrs.

Kright Gg+g) has reported a follow-up investigation begun in
Middlesex in rg43, to obtain data on the effectiveness of tests of
the spatial rype for selecting pupils for junior technical schools.
Of the r,zoo candidates who took the original selection resrs,

some 306 were included in the final follow-up.
The selection procedure took place in three stages. Candidates

were first rated by their head teacher for their supposed abiliry
to profit from a course of further instruction. A battery of spatial
tests was administered to exceptional candidates, with a view to
picking out those best fitted for technical education. This bar-
tery consisted of the N.I.I.P. Form Relations, Memory for De-
signs and Space Perception Tests. Evidence of performance in
the school course was collected at the end of the first and second
years and this was compared with the selecdon test results and
the head teachers' ratings. Correlations were calculated between
these two sets of data at the end of the first year and of the second
year respectively of the technical school course.

At the end of the first yeer, the correlations were:

Headmasters' rating and school performance .z3BZ

Selection test scores and school performance .2426

At the end of the second year, a common test of attainment
was set to all pupils remaining in the six technical schools. This
time, the correladons were markedly different:

Headmasters' rating and follow-up test performance .t67o
Selection test scores and follow-up test performance ,469o

Thus, in the second instance, the superioriry of the selection
tests over the headmasters' ratings for selecting pupils for the
technical course is marked. 'While the course remained general,
there was little to choose befween ratings and selection tests, but
as the course became more specifically technical, the prognosric
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value of the technical tests became considerably enhanced, while
that of the headmasters' ratings decreased. Since an ordinary
intelligence test was not included in the testing programme,
however, it is not possible to deduce whether the spatial tests

would have had greater validiry for selecdng for technical courses

than other fypes of test (..g. verbal or non-verbal).
There is extensive evidence of the value of spatial tests for

selecting industrial workers in many branches of industry.* As
an example, we may quote the findings of Oxlade (rqsr) who
obtained some data on the validiry of spadal tests for selecting
power sewing-machine operators.

The valifiry of the tests, on criteria of proficiency and quality
of work, is shown by biserial correlation coefficients in Table zo.

Table 20

Validity of spatial and other tests for selecting power sewing-machine operators
(oxlade)

QUATTTY OF RATING FOR COMBINED

WORK PROFICTENCY CRITERIONTEST

Minnesota Paper Form-board
Paper Folding Test (Australian

N.r./.P.)
Otis Test (mainly Verbal, partly

non-Verbal)

'55

.3r

'43

53

'3r

,23

'77

.4r

'41

The second and third columns show the correladons with
qualiqf of work and proficienry respectively, and the fourth
column shows the correladons with the combined criterion. It is
clear that the spadal Minnesota Paper Form-Board Test has a
marked superiority over the other two tests, and the spadal
Paper-Folding Test gives a better index of proficiency than does
the Otis intelligence test.

Spadal tests were used extensively in the British Services dur-
ing the Second World \Mar and a large amount of information

* For data on the valifity of fotrrteen N.I.I.P. tests for selecting engineering
apprentices, see the validity study by Frisby, Vincent and Lancashire (1959).
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on validiry for the difGrent branches of the three arms is now
available. It needs to be pointed out, however, that some of the
better tests were not used extensively because of the exigencies of
war time conditions. Thus, the N.I.I.P. Form Relations Test was
seldom employed because of its heary paper consumption. Also,
a creative response version of the paper-formborrd (which is
preGrable to the selecdve response versions) was discarded in the
Nrry because of the subjectiviry of scoring "in spite of the ad-
vantage that this can be 'got across' to dull recruirs more readily
than other rypes of spatial test." '

The fact that some of the better spadal tests were not ex-
tensively used in the British Services may partly accounr for
the conclusion reached by Vernon and Parry (rq+g), "rhar while
there is ample evidence of the vocational value of spadal tests
among adolescents with little mechanical experience, very rarely
were they found to assist in the selection of adult mechanics in
the Services."

They mention that such tests did not show any marked corre-
lation with radar operating or other jobs involving prominenr
visual components. In answer to this, it might be pointed out
that a high correladon berween radar operating and spadal tesrs

is perhaps not to be expected, since the principal task of the rudar
operator is the comparatively routine one of rotating a handle in
such a way as to keep a 'blob', seen on the screen of a cathoderay
tube, continuously behind the cross-wire.

It is tmfortunate that the spatial test most widely used in the
Naly, Army and A.T.S. was the Squares Test. Many investi-
gations, such as Shuttleworth's, have shown that this test has
relatively poor validity compared with other spatial tests. No
doubt it had great appeal in the Services because of the ease and
speed with which it may be marked. Yet, in spite of the fact
that its kJoading is comparatively low (compared for example
with the R.A.F. spadal test K6 or with Memory for Designs
(S.P. gT) which was often given in the Nrry), Squares was not
without its occasional successes.

Thus, Vernon and Parry write of the Squares Test: "Not only
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did it show better when compared with operational, as distinct

from training, criteria among Royal Marine signallers and Coastal

Forces ratings, but also higher rates in the regular (continuous

service) N.ry did unusually well and advancement correlated

with educational abiliry chiefy among conscripts (hostilities only
recruits). In the A.T.S., Squares was outstanding among draughts-

women and certain anti-aircraft personnel. There was fafu agree-

ment with practical efficiency tests in the infantty."
It is remarkable also that in a large group of men reGrred by

personnel selection officers to army psychiatrists, Squares Pro-
,rid.d better difGrentiation between men given low psychiaffic
indices and those passed with high indices than did any of the

other tests. Thus, "Recruits picked out as lacking in combatancy or

quesrionable in emotional stabiliry did particularly badly in the

test (Squar.t)."
There would appear to be some correladon berween spatial

abiliry and emotional stability or otoughness', 
and some confirma-

tion of this connection is also provided by the same authors.
"fn Coastal Forces, r 8 j motor launch and motor-gtrnboat

ratings were assessed on several qualities by their ofiicers (by the

conference method). . . .'With 'dependability', the coefficients for
Abstraction, Mathematics and Squares were '25, 'r7 and '3o

respectively. Thus, in this instance, the spatial test did show up

better than u: ed-tests."

Squares also showed higher operational than training validities

for A.T.S. personnel engaged in anti-aircraft duties. Thus, the

correlation with assessments of efficiency after serving two or
more years is given as '25, whereas the correlation during the

training stage was .rr. Most of the other tests showed higher

validities in the training stage, but dropped considerably i, vali-
dity at the operational stage. (The other rcst which increased its

validiry was Spelling. Perhaps spelling involves a component of
visuo-spatial abiliry !).

It is interesting to compare these findings with similar ones for
anorher rype of spatial test, nr Assembly Test of the Stenquist rype
which was used extensively in the Services. While this test was
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fourd to be of little value for selecting instrument or radio mech-
anics or electricians it gave moderately high correlations in several

infantry, gunnery and saPPer units.
"Particularly spectacular were the Assault Course marks of gg

men in the j4rh R.A.C., with which Assembly correlated .572,

Agiliry .33o and Squares '2rT, and no other test higher than

o.r. Conceivably, therefore, Assembly, like Bennett and Squares,

is associated as much with a kind of general practical intelligence
as with specifically mechanical apdtude." The remarkably high
correlation berween Assembly and Assault Course marks sug-
gests that spatial abiliry may also be associated with a personaliry
Ii*rrsion if 'toughness' oi-to use a milit ary expression-'guts;.

In the educational field, some interesting results have been

obtained on difGrences between various types of mental test for
predictirrg success in different college faculties. Vernon (.glg)
for example, has reported that verbal tests correlate about equally
with science and with arts subjects, while non-verbal tests agree

distinctly better with the science subjects than with arts. With
students at the London School of Economics, Himmelweit
(rgSo) found that verbal tests were most useful for predicting
academic performance, while non-verbal and spatial tests gave

correladons which were b"r.h significant. On the other hand,

Petrie (rg+8) fotrnd that for medical students, the correlations

with success of the non-verbal and spatial tests were of the same

order as those of the verbal tests. Thus, non-verbal mental abiliry
and spadal abiliry seem to be of greater importance in a medical
course than in the type ofcurriculum studied at the London School
of Economics.

Sanders (rq+8) has reported that in Australian universities,

verbal tests are better than non-verbal for selecting both arm and
science students, but that an academic examination is also neces-

sary for science students. The mean [.Q. for frilirg students in
arts and law was r rof , wMe in science and applied science it
was rzof . The fifference was found in both verbal and nolt-
verbal sections of the intelligence test, but the superiority of the
failing science studenm was greater in the latter.
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Garside Ggsz) has published correladons bennreen the examina-
tion marks of ro8 universiry engineering studenm and various
predictors such as G.C.E. Ordinary and Advanced Level, Higher
National Certificate (AJ results, md verbal and non-verbal
test-scores. The results showed that G.C.E. Advanced Level or
A, results gave the best prediction of the engineering marks. The
cognitive tests gave lower correlations, in the neighbourhood of
'3, with first-year examinations and near zero values with second-
yeff and final examinations.

Garside accounted for the vanishing second-year and final
examination validities by supposing that owing to the elimination
of weaker students the second yeff and frnal examinations are
reached orily by those studenm who are intellectually more cap-
able. Theverbal test showedslighdyhigher correlations than amixed
verbal and non-verbal test, while Peel's non-verbal rcst (VS zl)
showed low correlations both with first yeff and final examination
marks. The predictive values of all the cognitive tests were low
compared with G.C.E. Advanced Level and A, resulm.

Hohne (rgSr) has reported that the Revised Minnesota Paper
Formboard Test correlated negativ.ty with student success in
arts, and gave somewhat similar results in other faculdes, includ-
ing even engineering. 

'When a srudent's formboard score was
high in relation to his verbal test score, a 'fai, pattern' was pro-
duced, and vice versa. Probably this result indicates that the cri-
terion of success was based mainly on marks in essay-rype exami-
nations. Since it is known that spatial abiliry is a desirable, and in
some cases essendal, qualiry for certain technical and scientific
occupations, Hohne's fi"dirg raises the question of the valifiry
of essay-rFpe examinations when used as the sole qualifying cri-
teria for entry into these occupations.

Some interesting follow-up results for engineering apprentices

have been reported by McMahon and his colleagues (196r) of the
Applied Psychology Unit, Universiry of Edinburgh. Each year
since rg14, Ferranti student and craft apprentices have passed

through a selection procedure at this LJnit. The boys had been
accepted by Ferranti before they were tested, so none was rejec-
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ted as a result of the procedrlre. Tests applied were non-verbal
intelligence (Raven's Matrices), Mill Hill Vocabulary, Arithmetic-
Mathematics (Vernon), Mechanical Comprehension (Gupta),

Form Relations (N.I.LP.) English Essay, Instructions Test, and

an Abstractions Test (Applied Psychology Unit).
Each boy was given a halGhour interview, repofts were written,

and predictions made in the form of an order-of-merit. There
were both theoretical and practical criteria of success, including
Technical Theory Qualifrcadons, Scaled Supervisors' Ratings
and Assessments of Practical Skill (see Table zr).

Table 21

Validity of tests giuen to engineering apprentices (McMahon)

TECIIMCAT

TIIEORY

QUATTFTCATTON

.8oo

'669
'6s4
'63o
'j8o
'576
'63s
'55r

SCATED

SIIPERVISORS,

RATTNG (N - 8z)

'6sZ
'523
'504
'53 3

'488
'3 83

'42r
'444

FACTORY

PRACTICAL

RATING(N: az)

Ar i th.- M dth s . (V e rn o n)

Abstractions (A.P.U.)
Instructions Test

Mechanical Comprn. (Cupta)
Matrices (Rauen)
F or m-Relati on s (N.L L P. )
Essay

Vocabulary (Mill Hill)

'or
'09
'05
'12
'rJtt
. rgt

* Significant at P: 'o5 level t Significant at P: 'or level

For 8z apprentices, followed up after five years, correladons
with Technical Theory Qualifications and Supenrisors' Ratings
were very encouraging. The multiple correlations were so high
that predicdon of individual performance seemed possible. The
best weighted combination of three tests gave a multiple corre-
ladon of '8ss with Technical Theory Qualificadons, the three tests

being Arithmetic-Mathematics (Vernon), Abstractions (A.P.t .)
and Form-Relations (N.I.I.P.). The first two tests alone yielded
a multiplecorrelation of .8ll so that the inclusion of the N.f.f.P.
spatial test resulted in an improved prefiction.
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The attempt to predict practical skill, however, gave much less

encouraging results. More than 2oo boys were tested between
rg14 and rgST and factory ratings of practical skill were obtained
in r g6o.Thus, thepredictorvariables were the boys' test-scores and
the ratings by interviewers of their practical hobbies and inreresrs.
The correladons of the tests with the criterion were far from en-
couraging. It is interesting to note, however, that the highest
correlation ('rq) was that given by the spatial test, Form Relations
(N.I.I.P), this being the only correlation significant at the P -'ot level.

The hobby and interest rating was quite valueless. Its correla-
tion with the factory practical rating was -.oo3 for the whole
grouP. [t also gave a negative correlation with the
Technical Theory Qualification (-.o3), 

"r 
well as with the Scaled

Supervisors' Rating (-'o4). These near-zero results strongly
suggest that little reliance should be placed on assessmenrs of
interest in hobbies for the long-germ prediction of success in
theory or practical skill in engineering.

The fact that the correlations of the tests with ratings of practi-
cal skill were so low may perhaps be accounted for by the well-
known 'halo-effec(, which tends to contaminate subjective rat-
irgt. Since the boys were well-known to the rop.r,risors who
assessed their practical skills, it is highly probable that the ratings
would be infuenced by their likes and dislikes.

According to Vernon and Parry, "American senrice psycholo-
gists have presented evidence from several navaljobs to show that
mechanical and other specialised tests are more valid than verbal-
educational tests when the criteria consist of objective measures

of proficiency, but less valid when they consist of instructors'
gradingt." This may be because the gradings may be infuenced
by the instructors' impressions of the testees' brighuress rather
than being based exclusively on the objective evidence provided
by the work actually done.

Since there is a tendency for high spadal abiliry to be associated
with low verbal abiliry and vice versa (the aptitudes being bipolar
when considered separately from g), if two boys have the same
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level of general abiliry, the one who is more gifted spatially may
be less gifted verbally. Such a boy may have a poorer scholastic

record and may be considered to be less bright in general. Also,
as already mentioned, there are grotrnds for believing that
spatial abiliry may be linked with certain temperamental traits
(such as shyness and unsociabiliry) which may infuence the
instructor's judgment trnfavourably;x kind of negative 'halo'

effect.

It is possible, therefore, that if the Edinburgh psychologists had
based their ratings of practical skill on evaluations of specimens
of work done without the assessors knowing the names of the
boys concerned, the correlations might have been higher. LInder
such conditions the prefictive value ofspatial tests would probably
be enhanced.

It would be a seriotrs omission to make no reGrence to the vast
amount of work which has been carried out in America on the
validadon of spatial and mechanical tests. The impact of factor-
analysis on the American testing movement has resulted in
recent years in the development and widespread use of muldple-
aptitude batteries. lnstead of yieldi"g a single score, these test-
batteries provide a profile of scores in a number of tests, each
corresponding to a trut identified by factor-analysis. All of these

test-batteries provide scores in one or more spatial factors as

well as in other familiar factors such as the verbal, numerical,
reasoning, perceptual speed, etc.

One of the multiple-aptitude batteries which has been parti-
cularly well validated is the D.A.T. (Differendal Aptitude Tests),
constructed by Bennett, Seashore and'Wesman for the Psycho-
logical Corporation.

The Space Reladons Test of this battery represents a combina-
tion of two approaches to the measurement of spatial ability.
One of these is the abiliry to visuahze an object constructed from a

given pattern or net. The other is the abiliry to imagine how the
ob.!..t would appear ,lfrohted in various ways. Th;items in this

spadal test are all of the same rype, and combine the functions of
the two approaches.
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They all require the mental manipulation of objects in three-
dimensional space. The stated purpose of the test is to evaluate
the ability to manipulate things mentally and to create a structure
in the mind from a plan. These abilities are said to be needed in
such fields as draughtsmanship, dress-designing, architecture, art,
die-making, and decorating, or wherever there is need to visua-
bze objects in three dimensions.

Validiry coefficients for this spatial test for large numbers of
groups of pupils in difGrent American schools are listed in the
D.A.T. Manual. A representative selection of these coefficients,
together with the comesponding figures for the Ntrmerical and
Absffact Reasoning Tests are shown in Table zz (which has
been extracted from Essentials of Psychological Testing by Cror-
bach, 196o).

Table 22

Validity of P.4.7, Space Relations and other tests for predicting success in
high school courses (Bennett, Seashore aid Wesman)-

INTERVAL
BET'IVEEN

TEST AND

MARKS

NUMBER
CORRELATION OF MARKS WITH

OF SPACE

RETATIONS

ABSTRACT

REASONINGPUPItS

I year
,,
,,
,,

t semester

I year
t semester

I year
,,

t semester
I year
3 months
t semester

Considered as a whole, these figtrres do not favour the space-
relations test. In all cases quoted, except one, the validiry coeffi-

COIIRSE

Plane
Ceometry

Solid
Geometry

Art

Mechanical
Drawing

f
I

.24

.19

'56
'4r
'25
'16
'27
'43
'28
2ZJ

'T4
'41
'JO

'47
'34
'57
'33
'6r
'23
'4r.
.17

'49
'27
.28

'06
'28

.32

'20
'53
'r3
.r8

'20
'34
'02
'57
.26
.r8
'07
'33

+8
7o
77
47
42

47r
44
+6
44

t42
47r
42
8r

IO
IO
IO
T2

T.2

8

9
IO
IO

9
8

IO
8

Shop
Work
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cient for the space relations test is exceeded either by one or other
or by both of the coefficients for the other two tests. Cornmenting
on these results, Cronbach writes: "Though geometry undeni-
ably requires reasoning about forms, tested spatial abiliry accotmts

for little of thevariationin geometrf marks. . . . Considered alone,

spatial abiliry has modest valifiry. Considered alongside other
predictors, we find that the predictive value of the test is due to
its general factor content. . . . The remaining coefficients tell
the same story. . . . These data, md data on other tests, point to
the conclusion that spatial abiliry does not, per se, predict success

on high school courses."

The findings of the present writer, obtained in this and in
previous studies, are distinctly *ore favourable. An explanation
of the difference may be sought partly in the fact that the D.A.T.
Space Relations Test consists entirely of items of one type.

Spatial Test I (N.F.E.R.), which is composed of six quite different
sub-tests, must sample an individual's spadal abilities much more
*id.ly and hence might be expected to have greater predictive
value. Secondly, the D.A.T. Test has been designed on the mul-
tiple choice principle for ease of marking and so the items are

necessarily of the selective response type. Accurate perception and

retention of shape or form is not so crucial for success in such
items as in those of the creative response type. Finally the items
probably measure the spadal orientation factor at least as much as

the true visuali zatron or k-factor.
An account has already been given of Hills' (rqsz) study of

college mathematics grades, in which fivo spadal tests, Spatial
Orientation and Spatial Visualtzation, were fotmd to give fairly
consistent correlations with criteria of success in several mathe-
matics courses for students of physics and engineering. A com-
parison benveen the validities of Hills' spatial tests and those of the

D.A.T. Space Relations Test suggests that spadal tests are more
valuable for predicting success in mathematics courses in college
than in high school.

Turning now to the American validity studies of spatial tests

when used for vocational as disdnct from educational selectior,
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we find that the evidence is much more fivourable. Ghiselli
(rqSS) has summaized published evidence which shows that
spadal tests have average preficdve validities greater than .3o

for training or job proficiency in the following occupations:
protective personnel, service personnel, mechanical repairmen,
electrical workers, structural workers, processing workers, opera-
tors of complex machines and gross manual workers.* As an

illustration, we may quote data given in the D.A.T. Manual
for r r r studenm who took a watch repair course at the American
lnstitute of Speciahzed 

'Watch Repair. The correladon between
scores on the D.A.T. Space Relations Test and the fural course

grades was the very satisfacbry figure of '69. Since the teachers

did not see the test-scores which were obtained at the begiruring
of the course, the criterion data are not contaminated.

A vast amount of similar data on the predictive validiry of
spatial tests for numerous occupations has been accumulated by
the United States Employment Service. This organizatton has

developed a multiple aptitude test battery known as the General
Aptitude Test Battery (G.A.T.B.), which is used throughout the
United States for vocational guidance. The battery has been
constructed as a result of many years of research on the prediction
of vocational success and in the light of factorial studies such as

those of Thurstone. The tests are given only through the state

employment senrice, and the results are made available both to
high school cotrnsellors and to the employment service.

The G.A.T.B. comprises eight paper-and-pencil tests and four
performance tests to measure nine distinct factors, viz.:

G-General reasoning abiliry (a composite of Vocabulary,
Space Reladons and Arithmetic Reasoning)

V-Verbal aptitude (Vocabulary)
N-Numerical aptirude (Computation, Arithmedc Reasoning)
S-spadal apdtude (Three-dimensional Space)

* For a review of the literature of predicting success in trade and vocational
school coruses, see Patterson (1956).
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P-Form perception (Tool Matching, Form Matching)

Q-Clerical perception (Name Comparison)

K-Motor co-ordination (Assemble, Disassemble)

F-Finger dexteriry (M*ipulation of small objects)

M-Manual dexterity
E-Eye-hand-foo t co-ordination
C-Colour fiscrimination (Not measured by G.A.T.B.)

It is interesting to note that the United States Employment
Service recognizes the existence, long disputed, of a General [n-
tellectual Factor (tntelligence or G), and that it uses the Space

Relations Test as one of three tests to measure it.
The (I.S.E.S. has published an exhaustive list (r9 ST) ofthe esti-

mated ffaits required by workers in 4,ooo jobs as defined in the

American Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The trait requirements
are listed under various headings, aptitudes, temperaments, in-
terests, physical capacities, etc. For each aptitude these are usually

given at one of five levels, indicating the proportion of the work-
irrg population possessing the aptitude to a degree necess ary for
sads6ctory job performance.

The scale is, in effect:

r. The highest ro per cent of the working PoPuladon.
z. The upper third, exclusive of the highest ro Per cent.

3. The middle third of the working population.

4. The lower third, exclusive of the lowest ro Per cent.

i. The lowest ro per cent of the working PoPulation.

Of the 4,ooo jobs, 8+ are listed as requiring e minimum of
spatial abiliry at level r, i.e. within the top ro per cent of the work-
ing population. M*y ofthese 84jobs are closely related, however,
e.g. there are z6 different categories of engineer and r+ different
categories of draughmman.

The 84 jobs requiring top level spatial abiliry are listed in
alphabetical order in Table 23.
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Table 23
Occupations requiring top-leuel spatial ability, according to estimates of

trait requirements prepareil by lJ.S. Employtnen;t Seruice

r. Air-plane Designer
z. Architect, Marine

3, Botanist

4. Cartoonist

Engineer, Saluage
Sanitary
Sheet-metal

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
5O.

5r.
52.
J3.

54.

57.

58.

J9.
60.
6r.
62.
63.
64.
65.

66.
67.
69.
69.

70.
71.
72.

73.

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
8o.

8r.
82.
83.
84.

Mining
Petroleum

,,
,,
,)

,,
,,
,,
,t

,,
,,
,t

),
,,
,,

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Cartoonist, Motion Picture
Chemist, Metallurgkal
Chemist, Physical

Systems

Time-study
Trffic
Utilization

Detailer
Die Checker

ro. Die Designu
rr, DraughtsmAn, Aeronautkal Internal C ombustion Engine

Designer
Machinery and Tool Designer
Manager, Trade Mark and

Copyright
Mdthematician
Memorial Designer
Modeller
Neurologist
Obstetrician
Oailist
Oral Surgeon
Orthodontist
Orthopedic Surgeon

Osteopath

Painter
Pattem Checker
Pattem Lay+ut Man
Pediatrician
Physicist
Produaion Planner
Psychiatrist
P sy chologi st, Industrial
Public Health Offcer
Sailptor
Stage-scenery Designer
Surgeon
Tool Designer

Urologi*
Veterinarian
Ve ter inary B acter i ologi st

,, Pathologist

,, Surgeon

12.
13.
14.
r5.
r6.
17.
r8.
r9.
20..

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

3O.

3r.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.

38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Apprentice Marine
Architectural
Construction
Hull
Marine
Mechanical
Mine
Patent
Refrigeration
Ship Detail
Ship Engineering
Structural
Tool Design

55.
56.

Engine er, Agr icultur al
Air<onditioning
Automotiue
Ceramic
Chernical Research

Combustion
Electrical Research

Gas Distribution
Hydraulk
Methods

Plant
Steam-power

Production

Plant

Radio
Railroad
Refrigeration
St ty
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It is ofinterest to note that the list includes a high proportion of
scientific and technical occupations. As is to be expected, all
classes of engineering and draughtsmanship are represented. Also,
the following categories of scientists require high spatial abiliry,
(i... within the top ro per cent).

Botanist
Chemist, Metallurgical
Chemist, Physical
Geophysicist
Mathematician
Physicist
Psychologist, lndustrial
Veterin ary B acteriologist -

Veterinary Pathologist

Many mefical and dental categories are also represented, wzi

Neurologist
Obstetrician
Oculist
Oral Surgeon
Orthodontist
Orthopedic Surgeon
Osteopath
Pediatrician
Psychiatrist

Public Health Officer
Surgeon
tlrologist
Veterinarian
Veterinery Surgeon

Though the publication does not refer to empirical evidence,
it is clear that the IJ.S. Employment Service regards high spatial
ability as a prerequisite for success in the majority of technologi-
cal and sciendfic occupations.
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Chapter fiue

Follow-up and Factorial Studies of the

Validiry of Spatial Tests for Predicting
Success on Secondary Courses

IN this chapter an account will be given of some investigations
carried out by the writer to assess the validiry of certain resm of
spatial abilicy against criteria of success on courses in second ary
grammar and technical schools.

The tests to be fiscussed are:

r. Spatial Test I (N.F.E.R.)
z. Moray House Space Test r
3. Spatial Test z (N.F.E.R.)

Information regarding these spatial tests has been published
elsewhere (Emmett, rg4g; Smith, rgs4), but it may be of some
interest to give a brief account of the circumstances of their
construction.

Spatial Test I (N.F.E.R.) was based on an early draft construc-
ted by the writer in rg3 4. It was printed on behalf of N.F.E.R in
r950.

Spatial Test 2 (N.F.E.R.) was constructed in rgjr by A. F.
'W'atts with the assistance ofD. A. Pidgeon and M. K. B. Richards.
Spatial Test z difGrs from Spatial Test r, in that three of its
five item types make use of drawings of three-dimensional ob-
jects though, so far as the writer is aware, no research has shown
that the fivo tests difGr significandy in factor content. Reviews
of these tests by various authors have been published in the Fourth
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and Fifth Mental Measurements Year Books (.d. Buros r9J3,
rg5g.).

M. I{. Space Test r was developed in the Department of Edu-
cation, IJniversity of Edinburgh, and was one of the series of
tests formerly known as Moray House Tests. 'W'ork on it was
initiated by ProGssor Godfrey Thomson in r9M, with the assis-

tance ofJ. H. Gray and J. Y. Erskine. The project was continued
by W. G. Emmett, in conjtrnction withJ. T. Bain and L. F. Mills.
The test was then printed and administered with a baftery ofother
tests to a sample of r r-year-old pupils. A factor-analysis of the
matrix of correlations of the resulting scores was begun by Pro-
Gssor Godfrey Thomson, continued by Z.Swanson and completed
by \M. G. Emmett, who used D. N. Lawley's Method of Maxi-
mum Likelihood. Emmett extracted four factors which were
found to be significant, and he tentatively idendfied the first
three of these as JI, u and k.

Meantime, the writer had included M. H. Space Test r in the
battery of tests which he administered to some zoo r r-year-old
boys ir J*e and Jrly, rg47. Like Emmett, he first applied Thur-
stone's Centroid Method to the correlations and then D. N. Law-
Iey's Method of Maximum Liklihood. Using Lawley's test of
significance he found orly two significant factors. As already
mentioned in Chapter Two, he interpreted the second factor as bi-
polar, the positive values corresponding to verbal loadings and the
negative values of spatial loadings. It followed from this interpre-
tation that the draft of Spatial Test r had a very substantial spatial
Ioading, while both sections of M. H. Space Test r had relatively
low spadal loadings. This interpretation rather than Emmett's ap-

Pears to be confirmed by the results of a factor-analysis reported
by\Miseman (rqSi). If this alternativeinterpretation is givento the
second factor extracted from the Moray House correladon matfix
in Emmett's analysis, using Lawley's Method, the same conclusion
regarding M. H. Space Test r would seem to follow, i.e. both
sections appear to have reladvely low spadal loadings. If, how-
ever, following Emmett, the third 6ctor is interpreted as the
spatial factor, both sections of the test and particul arly the three-
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dimensional section would appear to have very substantial spadal
loadings.

Some information regarding the validiry of M. H. Space

Test r is contained in the manual. It states that assessments for
seventy-onegrammar school pupils in geometry, science and artat
the end of the first year were found to have higher correladons with
the scores in M. H. Space Test r than with the verbal intelli-
gence, English and arithmedc scores in the admission examination.
Also, in a secondary modern school, the correlations of M. H.
Space Test r with assessments of forry-four boys after one year's
work in science, technical drawing, woodwork and metalwork
were found to be very satisfactory. These conclusions are presum-
ably based on the results of calculations carried out by Z. Swanson

and made available in duplicated form as shown in Tables z4 and
25.

A striking Gature of these results is the much higher predicdve
validiry of the two-dimensional compared with the three-dimen-
sional section of the test. All seven regression coefficients of the
former are positive, fwo being significant, whereas four of the

Correldtions of M. H. Space

school

Table 24

Test t and other tests with marks in uarious

subjects (Swanson)

.J I3
'437
'196
'552

'3 80
'226

SUBJECT N

7t
7r
7r
44

44
44
44

Geometry

Science

Art
Science

Technical
Drawing

Woodwork
Metalwork

r58

578
27r
232

M.H.
SPACE

TEST I
(z-orrur)

'53 5

'508
'3 80
'486

M.H.
I SPACE

TEST I
(3-olrrr)

'352
'266
'390
'3 08

-'o94

M.IT.

VERBAL

REASON-

ING TEST

M.H.
ENGLISH

TEST

M.H.
ARITH-
METIC

TEST

'3 r9
'352

-'oor
'43o

'649
'o22
'37o.

MULTIPLB

CORRELA.

TION

'7I\
'463
'485

'6tZ
'r 56
'r24

'6i3
'624
'469
'600

'T46
'r 14

'(u^34

'296

'457

-.I 
IO

'o77

(The corresponding regressio,n coeficients are shown in Table zS.)
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Table 25

M.IT. SPACE M.IT. SPACE

TEST I TEST I
srrBJEcT

7r
7r
7t
44

M
44
M

N (z-oru) (3-orrur)

Regressioncoefi cients'{,Y;f;,i:i::,T:;;,:,;$;'#;:f uf*predicttng

M.IT.
VERBAL

REASONING

TEST

.228

'333

-'t48

ENGLISH

M.H

TEST

'o92

-'r43

'422

-'t52'4Jr*

M.ff.

TEST

Geometry

Science

Art
Science

Technical
Drawing

Woodwork
Metalwork

'422*
'352*
'106
'56t*

'455*
'4gg*
,225

'2o.4

-'13 5

-'24r
'279

-'o29
'og3
'cl26

-'266

-'o99
-. roo

-'t 44

-'284

-'074
-'4g4*
-'r82

'164

.lo2

'r55
'3 89

'328

* Regression coeffcients marked with an astuisk are significant.

seven regression coefficients of the lafter are negative. These re-
sults lend support to the writer's interpretation of the loadings

obtained in the factor-analyses which have just been mentioned.

Since the three-dimensional section had a considerably higher
loading on the third factor than the r'nro-dimensional section,
Emmett's identification of the third factor with & would lead to
the expectation that the threefimensional section would be the
better predictor. This expectation has not been fulfilled in the
Moray House validiry study, so that there are grounds for doubt-
ing the correctness of the identificadon of the third factor with &.

It is remarkable that all seven regression coefficients of the English
test are negative, one of them being statistic"lly significant
(-.+g4). Thus, when scores in a spatial and a verbal test are avail-
able, a measure of aftainment in English adds nothing to the value
of these tests for predicting success in the subjects in questior, and
is in fact an inverse indication. The regression coefficient of the
verbal test for metalwork is also negative.

In view of the conficting interpretations which have been

given to the loadings obtained in severalfactor-analyses involving
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the N.F.E.R. and Moray House spadal tests, it seemed desirable

to the writer to attempt to compare their predictive validities
when employed ir rpproximately the same condidons. An oppor-
tunity to carry out such a follow-up study arose through the kind-
ness of T. FI. C. 'Walker, Headmaster of Tynemouth Technical
School, who provided the necessary raw data for pupils ad-
mitted to the Technical School in Middlesbrough in the years

rg4g, rgjo and r9jr.
Before considering the results of this follow-up study, some

indication must be given of the statistical procedures irl-
volved. Detailed accounts of appropriate methods have been

given by McClelland (rg+r), Emmett (rg+r), Burt (rg+l) and

others.

McClelland's very thorough study involved the assessment and
follow-up of more than 3,ooo pupils in Dtrndee. Emmett's
enquiry concerned the validiry of the tests used in selecting some

T65 children for secondary education in the'West Ridirg ofYork-
shire. Burt's article gives full details of the statistical methods used

in the selecdon procedures carried out on behalf of the London
Counry Council. All of these investigations involved the use of
several test-scores or assessments, but in no case were spatial tests

used.

Btrt's work is of most interest in connection with the subject

of spadal abiliry, since it was concerned with the selection of
pupils for L.C.C. ffade schools and technical institutions with a

view to placing them subsequently with engineering firms.
Prior to Burt's investigation, the usual procedure had been to set

a written examination in English and arithmedc and to supple-

ment this with more practical devices for assessing the pupils'
abiliry in various kinds of umechanical' work. However, there had
been continual disputes about the relative value of the fifferent
parts of these examinations. In order to shed some light on this
issue, researches were carried out in which stan dar&zed tests were
given every year to boys being considered for admission to cer-
tain trade schools. The results were compared with subsequent
progress in the trade schools and with reports obtained later
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after each boy had been employed for some time with an engineer-
ing firm.

The following tests were usually employed:

r. Intelligence (verbal and non-verbal) ;

z. English;

3. Arithmedc;

4. Handwork (individual).

To determine the best weight of each of the tests for achieving
the best possible assessment of subsequent efficiency, Burt used
the method of weighting by partial regression coefficienrs. For-
mulae for calculating these coefficients and the corresponding
value of the multiple correlations are given in the arricle (Burt,
rg43).

Of course, th" results obtained by this procedure relate only
to a selected and therefore relativ.ty homogeneous sample of
the school populadon, namely those pupils selected for technical
schools or trade schools. The correladons between the selection
tests and the later performance of the pupils are lowered by this
selectior, and we can only estimate what these correlations would
have been if the whole yeer-group had been followed up. It is
necessary to adopt a well-known technique for 'correcting' the
weights found in the narrower sample and so to deduce appro-
priate weights for the population as a whole.

Burt applied this method to data obtained for e sample of
pupils who had been admitted to L.C.C. trade schools and for
whom a criterion of success was available. Regression coeffi-
cients obtained for the sample are shown in the first row offigures
and the estimated values for the general population in the second
row.

Selected Sample (Actual Values)

Regression

Coeficients

MULTIPTE
INTELTIGENCE ENGTISH ARITHMETIC HANDWORK CORRETATION

'428

S.A._II

.r39 
-.c,46 

.tM
379
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General Population (Estimated Valu.es)

MULTIPLE

INTETLIGENCE ENGTISH ARITHMETIC HANDWORK CORRELATION

Regression

Coeficients 'r 3 j -'oJo '16 j '4rZ ' 536

The fact that the English test has a negative regression coefii-
cient indicates that the pupil who is specifically good at English
is likely to be less successful in the subjects taught in the trade
schools.

A follow-up study of pupils selected for technical

education in Middlesbrough

The object of this study was to assess the valifity of tests of
spatial abiliry and other selection tests against criteria of success

in technical cotrses in a secondary technical school. Scores on the
usual selection tests as well as on a test of spatial abiliry were
cortelated with marks obtained in internal and external examina-
tions in a number of technical subjects taken (a) three years and

(A) fi"e years after the original selection examination.

Data were collected for pupils admitted to the technical
school in Middlesbrough in the years 1949, rgjo and r9jr.

The following samples of pupils were studied;
r. Sixteen groups of r3-year-old pupils who had been tested

for re-allocation at 13 in rg4g and r9jo, and who had taken M. H.
Space Test I together with other selection tests.

2. Six groups of r3-year-old pupils who had been tested for re-
allocation at 13 in rgjr and who had taken N.F.E.R. Spatial
Test r as well as other tests.

3. Six groups of rr-year-old pupils who had been admitted
to the technical school in rgir after taking M. H. Space Test r
and other tests.

In t949, the English and arithmetic tests rsed were compiled
by the head of the technical school and officers of the Local
Education Authoriry. The tests used in r9jo, however, were all
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Moray House tests. All four tests were used in the selection pro-
cedure in each case. The selection was not based on the ,Jor.,
made in the three conventional tests only, the sparial tests being
given after selecdon or after admission to the t..hrrical school.

Lr r95r, two batteries of tests were used, one for testing pupils
recommended for reallocation at the age of 13, and the oili.r f"t
administration to the whole of the , r pfus age-group. The second
battery, together with teachers' esti-rt.r *e rJhoof recommend-
ation lists, had formed the basis of the selection procedure for all
the selective schools in Middlesbrough. Pupilt hrd been selected
in the first place-either for the Technical School or for the Hugh
Bell Selective School on the basis of scores on the verbal, Engliih
and arithmedc tests, together with teachers esrimates and scf,ool
recommendation lisB. In allocating these selected popils between
the Hugh Bell and the Techni.JSchool, use was made of the
sPatial test score and it was at this srage that e boy would be
allocated to the Technical School almoJ endrely or'the basis of
a high score on the spatial test.

Difll'erences between the spatial test-score and the verbal test-
score, considered in conjunction with the aftainment test-scores,
were regarded as g1i"g an indication of the suitabiliry of a pupil
for one or other of these two schools. It was consid.r.d'th at ai"ia
spatial test-score associated with a good arithmetic score was fi.ay
to indicate 

-a greater measure of suitabiliry for the Technical
School while, on the other hand, a reladviy good verbal tesr-
score with ? goo{ English test-score was tho"ght to indicate
greater suitabiliry for the Hugh Bell school.

The results of the follow-up study in Middlesbrough are shown
in Tables 49 to i4 in Appendix ro. These tables givJ correlations
between scores in individual tests and criteria of ,i...rs in various
technical examinations taken three or five years later. Tables
showing the correspo."&g regression .o"ffi.ienrs and muldple
correlations are also given.

For nearly all technical subjects, the sparial resrs yielded corl-
sistently higher correladons ihrn the oth.r tests. Correladons
tended to be highest for engineering drawing, nexr highest for
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metalwork and lowest for woodwork. Building geometry yielded

one high correlation (.OlS) and handicraft one almost as high
(.OzA). There was a tendency for the internal examinations in
any subject ro yield higher correlations with the spadal test than

the external examinations. The explanation probably lies in the

fict that not all pupils who took the internal examinations were

entered for the 
-external 

examinations, as can be seen from a

comparison of the numbers. Since it is the least promising pupils
who are not allowed to take the external examinations, the range

of marks in the latter tends to be smaller than the range in the

corresponding internal examinations. Such e reduction in the

range of the marks would account for the lower correladon.

lnspection of the tables of regression coefiicients shows that

the spadal tests have much higher predictive validities t!", 
^ny

of the other tests. Thus, of the sixteen grouPs of pupils who took
M. H. Space Test r at the age of r 3, ten showed significant re-

gression ioefficients for M. H. Space Test r. (These are indicated

i" the tables by means of asterisks.) Only one of these grouPs

showed a negative regression coefiicient and this was not signi-
ficant.

The results for the verbal test were in marked contrast, since

r r of the 16 groups yielded negative regression coefficients,

though only one of them was significant.* The English and arith-

metic tests each yielded seven negative regression coefiicients,

though none of these was significant.
In the case of the groups of pupils tested at the age of r r plus

(Tables jr and Sz),M. H. Space Test r yielded only one negative

regression coefftcient, while the verbal, English and arithmetic

t.rtr yielde d 4,3 and r negative values resPectively. The corres-

* Some of the significant positive regression coefficients may be spurious, e.g.

that berween English and building drawing (internal examinations, rg52).This
English test was constructed by the head of the school and officers of the L.E.A.

Being a 'home made' test, it may well have produced an abnormal distribution of
scores, thus yielding inflated correlation and regression coeflicients. The corres-

ponding abnormally high multiple correlation (.g1il is almost certainly spurious

So*. multiple correlations are certainly spurious since the calculated values were
greater than trnity, probably because of skew score distributions.
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ponding figures for the groups who took N.F.E.R. Spatial Test

r at the age of r 3 are even more striking. The regression co-
efficients for the spatial test were all positive (three of them
significant) while those for the verbal, English and arithmedc
tests were negative in 3, r and 2 cases respectively.

The essential findings of the Middlesbrough study are given in
Table 26. The regression coefficients for each sample were first
ucorrected' to compensate for the effect of selecdon. \Meighted
averages of the corrected regression coefficients were then calcu-
lated for three independent groups of samples, as well as for all
z8 samples. To facilitate comparisons between groups, the weights
have been reduced to fractions of uniuy.

Table 26

weighte',{f,,f,;,:{,::#:::(!;:,mrx:;;;tr;tr;{;{;;"'tingsuccess

SPATIAL

.6165 -'2222

VERBAT ENGTISH ARITHMETIC

TESTTESTTESTTEST

16 samples

(at 13 plus)
6 samples

(at n plus)

6 samples

(at 13 plus)

z8 samples $r plus
and t3 plus)

'o6t4

-'2924

't377

'r485

'o884

'c,969

-'o234 r3 8r

The bottom row gives average weights for all z8 samples. The
results for the three independent sets of samples (rows r,2 and 3)
show that the spadal test should be given the greatest weight, that
the arithrnetic test should be given a relativ.ly small weight and
that the verbal test should be given a negative weight. For one of
the three sets, the results show that the English test should be given
a negative weight and for the other two a positive weight. If all z8

samples are taken together, it appears that a suitable procedure
would be to weight the spatial and arithmedc test in the ratio 4:r.

r65
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'3746

'4097

-'ro88

-'2443

-'3562
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The predicdon might be improved still further by including the
verbal test as a suppressor variable and weighting it neg"ri.r.ly.
A variable which has a zero or negative correlation with a crit-
erion, though correladng positively with the valid predicor
variables, is known as a suppressor. It may be used to sub tract
unwanted variance from a predictor and this is a recogni zed
technigue, for which formulae have been given in a paper by
Lubin (rgsz).

Such a procedure might be adopted if pupils are being con-
sidered for admission to a technical school only, though care
would have to be taken to ensure that the pupils did nor ger
to know that it would be advanrageous to p.ifoim badly in ihe
verbal test. If pupils are being selected simultaneously for gram-
mar school courses and technical school courses, the verbal test
could be given a positive weight in preparing the order of merit
list for the grammar school and a negative weight in preparing
the corresponding list for the technical school. Since the English
test has negative or zero value for predicting success on technical
courses, it should be used only for ensuring a minimum standard
of aftainment for entry to such courses.

'When 
either of the two spadal tests was used in selecdon for the

technical school at 13 plus, the mean multiple correlation was
hig'her than when M. Ff. Space Test r was used et r r plus. It
would not be saG, however, to conclude from this evidence alone
that selection for technical courses is more efGctive when carried
out at the age of 13 plus than ar rr plus.

'Whether it is desirable to select for secondary courses with a

specializedbias at rr plus or 13 plus (ifindeed at all) is a quesrion
which involves educational and philosophicd considerations our-
side the scope of this study. Hudn $96z) has obtained some evid-
ence which suggests that there is lik.ly to be a greater loss of
talent when selection takes place at rr plus than at 13 plus and
that there are advantages to be gained from retaining the com-
mon system at least trndl 13.

The evidence of the Middlesbrough follow-up study shows
that, when pupils are being selected for a course which is ptuely
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or mainly technical, the best single predictor of success is a test

of spatial abiliry and that the other tests commonly trsed in selec-

tion procedures add little to its predictive value.

A follow-up study of pupik selected for graffimar-school
and technical-school courses in Oldharn

The object of this study was to assess the valifiry of a test of
spadal abiliry (N.F.E.R. Spatial Test r) and other selection tests

against criteria of success in a variery of courses both in grammar
schools and technical schools. Scores in six selection tests, includ-
irg the spatial test and an essal, were available for pupils at the age

of r r plus and these were correlated with marks in G.C.E. exami-

nations taken five years later. Data were collected for pupils
admitted to secondary courses in rg14.

The selecdon procedure operated in Oldham was somewhat
elabor ate, because special efforts were made to cotrnteract the
differendal effecm of practice and coaching. Thus the verbal test

was preceded by tlree full-scale practice r.ibrl tests each ofwhich
was followed by one hour of 'coaching'. The testing sequence is

shown in the following scheme.

ThreeM. Ff.Practice Verbal Tests (a5 mins., 4J mins., 35 mins.).
r. M. H. Verbal Reasoning Test (35 mins.).

z. Spatial Test r (0o mins.).

3. Essay (+o mins.).

4. Mechanical Arithmetic (25 mins.).

i. Problem Arithmedc (oo mins.).
6. English Test (Comprehension, Vocabulary, etc., 5o mins.).

The Verbal Reasoning Test was taken by the whole of the age-

group. Pupils who scored above average took the spadal and
attainment tests. The tests in mechanical and problem arithmetic
were home-made, being prepared by the Oldham Educational
Guidance Panel. The essay was assessed independenth by three

members of the panel and scored on a seven-point scale. The
level required for transfu to selective second ary education was
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roughly one-third of a shndard deviation above the average. In
the case of children near the border-line, account was taken of
other evidence, viz. the cumulative school record card and the
junior school head teacher's recommendadon.

The results of the investigation are shown in Tables 55 and 56
i, Appendix ro. An .*aroirrrtion of the first of these tables shows
that the majoriry of the correlations between the test-scores and
G.C.E. results are positive, 3o of them being significant at the 5
per cent level of confidence.

The significant positive correlations for each test are given in
order of magnitude in the following lism.

Spatial Test t
Mechanical Science (boyr) .4gz

Metalwork (b"yr) .48j
Art (girls and boy$ .4o4

Mathematics (girlr) .246

Mathematics (boyr) .zz3

Verbal Test
English Language (b"yr)
English Literature (boyr)
English Language (girls)

Mathematics (girlr)
French (girlt)

English Test

English Language
English Literature
English Languege
French (girlr)
Biology (girls)
Mathematics (girls)

Essay

English Language (girlr)
English Language (boy$
English Literature (b"yt)
French (girls)

'42r
'365
'3 56
'336
'325

'473

'397
'3 68
'326

'6tT
'468
,4T4

'3 8r
'273
'269
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Mechanical Arithmetic

Chemistry (gitl{
Biology (girl$
English Literature (girls)
Mathematics (girls)
Mathematics (boyr)

Problem Arithmetic
Mathematics (girls)
Biology (girls)
English Language (boyt)
Mathematics (boyt)

The spatial test is clearly the most valuable for predicting success

in the technical subjects (mechanical science and metalwork) and
in art, but it has also substantial correlations with mathematics,

both for boys and girls.

The verbal and English tests and the essay are all valuable for
predicting success in li"g"istic subjects, such as English languge,
English literature and modern languages. All three gave signifi-
cant positive correlations with French.

Mechanical and problem arithmetic are best for preficting
success in mathematics, particularly with girls. The correlations

of problem arithmedc with technical subjects are all substantial

and positive, while the corresponding correladons of mechan-
ical arithmetic are nearly zero.

There are relatively few negative coeffi.cients and only one of
these is significant (between the spatial test and chemistry).

Negative correladons which reach or approach significance are

shown in the following lism.

Spatial Test r
English Literature (b"yr)
Chemistry (boy$
Biology (boy$
English Language (girls)
German (girls)

.zT4 (sig.)

'44r
'366
'3 r6
'309
'226

299

'247
'236
'23r

'53 9
'3 52
'273

'222
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Essay

Metalwork (boy$ .3or

Mechanical Science (boy{ - ' fiT
Biology (boyr) 'tBT
Mathematics (boyt) 'r3T

These negative correlations suggest that the spatial test has

negative value for predicting success in lirgoistic subjects like
English language, English literature and German. The negative
indications for chemistry and biology may refect the manner in
which these subjects are examined, presumably by essay-rype

examinations. Spatial abiliry seems to be invers.ly related to
success in subjects which depend on the acquisition of factual
information.

The essay shows negative correladons with metalwork and
mechanical science and negative or zero correladons with most of
the sciences, including mathematics. These are in marked contrast
to the strongly positive correladons with lirrgoistic subjecm, like
French, German and English language and literatrlre. Thus, there
appears to be an inverse relation bennreen the predictive values of
the spadal test and the essay, the one correladng positiv.ly with
subjects with which the other correlates negatively and vice
versa.

The regression coefficients (Table J6) show many more ir-
regularities than the correladon coefficients. Some are so infated
that the coffesponding multiple correladons are obviously
spuriously high, in some cases being greater than uniry. As already
suggested, an explanation of these anomalotrs values is probably
to be sought in the deviations from normaliry of the raw-score
distributions. The tests of English and arithmetic used in Oldham
were 'home-made' and there is some evidence that the disribu-
tions of raw-scores on these tests were somewhat abnormal. Most
of the anomalous regression coefficients are associated either with
the fwo ohome-madi' arithmetic tests or with the verbal test. A
study of the values of the maximum and minimum scores in rela-
tion to the means shows that there is a marked bunching towards
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the top end of the fistributions in the arithmedc tests and more
especially in the test of mechanical arithmedc. The scores on the
verbal test show a similar tendency, presumably because of the
three sessions of practice and coaching (though an attempt had

been made to coturteract the br:nching efGct by reducing the

time allowed for the test propet by ten minutes).

If we consider especially the regression coefficients which are

statistically significant (discounting those which appear to be in-
fated for the reasons gir.r), the following deductions would
appear to be justified.

A spadal test should be given a positive weight in a test-

battery intended to seled pupils for courses involving metalwork,
mechanical science, woodwork, aft and mathematics. [t should
be given e negative weight, however, for courses which are

predominately literary (..g. English language and literature). A
negative rather than a positive weight is also indicated for science

courses such as chemistry, biology and physict (in which the ex-
aminations are usually tests of factual information).

A verbal test should be weighted positively for li"goistic
subjects and also for science subjects like physics and chemistry.
It seems to have little value for predicting success in technical

subjects.

An English test should be girren a strongly positive weightirg
for courses in English literature and should be weighted positiv.ty
for all the sciences, except mathematics. It tends to have a negative
value for predicdng success in technical subjects.

The essay should have a moderate positive weight for English

language and literature, French and German. It should be

weighted negatively for most of the sciences and probably also

for technical subjects.

Mechanical arithmetic should be weighted positiv"ty for
mathematics and most of the sciences and negatively for art and

technical subjects. Problem arithmetic should be weighted posi-

tively not only for mathematics but also for art and technical

subjects.

The general trend of the evidence suggests that spatial abiliry
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contributes to success in G.C.E. and other examinations in mathe-
matics, art, mechanical science urd in most technical subjects,
such as engineering drawing and metalwork. Thus, by including
a spatial test in the battery used for selecting pupils for technical
courses, the number of such pupils likely to succeed could be sub-
standally increased. It would also seem to follow that tf a spadal
test were included in the battery ued for selecting pupils for
grammar school courses, the number of pupils likely to succeed
in mathematics could probably be increased.

A factorial study of tests and assessments wsed in the n plus
allocation procedure in Carlisle

In this study the results are reported of a factoranalysis of the
intercorrelations of eleven variables in respect of 489 Carlisle
boys who were tested in the year ry56 when they were in the age-
range lo:2-rr: r years.

It had been customary in Carlisle to administer as part of the
second ary school allocation procedure, seven standardized tests,
viz.z

Two verbal tests (N.F.E.R. and M.H.)
Two English tests ,,
Two arithmedc tests ,,
One spadal test

,,

,,
or

,,

,,

,,

Four of these (the N.F.E.R. seri.$ were given in November and
the remaining three, the Moray House series, in Febru ary. To
minimise the differential effects of practice or coaching a practice
verbal test was administered about one week before the first
series of tests proper. The test-scores were entered on a record
card, which also contained a record of independent assessments

(made by the primary head teacher) of the pupils' sandards in
English, arithmetic, practical work and drawing. There was
also a rating on a five-point scale of two person ahry qua[ties,
emotional stabiliry W and sociability S.

To help the head teachers to rate the personaliry qualities, the
following guide had been provided:
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r. W stands for Will and Character. The lz pupil is emotion-
ally stable, calm, dependable, steadyr persistent, persevering.
The -z pupil is emotionally unstable, excitable, unreliable,

changeable and lacking in persistence and perseverance.

2. S stands for Sociabiliry. The {z pupil is sociable, warm-
hearted, easy-going, expressive, frank, co-operative, humorous,
a good mixer and talkadve. The -z pupil is unsociable, cold,
suspicious, reseryed, secretive, aloo{, serious, shy and quiet.

These guides were intended to assist the teachers to make reli-
able assessments of two well-established personaliry variables,

viz. emotional stabiliry and sociabiliry or extraversion. The first
variable was intended to correspond to 'W'ebb's character factor
W, later idendfied by Eysenck (rqsl) and others with emotional
stabiliry. The qualities mentioned in the guide for assessing W
are similar to those given by Cattell for the source trait C +
(Ego-strength) , viz. emotionally stable, steadfast, calm, persever-
ing, loyal, dependable. The second variable S is similar to
Eysenck's fimension extraversion, which has been analysed by
Cattell into three primary factors H + (adventtrous cyclo-
thymir), F+ (surgency) and A+ (cyclothymia).

A factor-analysis was carried out of the intercorrelations of the
eleven variables (seven abiliry and attairunent test-scores and the
ratings for emotional stabiliry, sociabiliry, practical work and

drawing).
The matrix of correladons, given in Tabl" SZ (Appendix ro),

was analysed by Thurstone's Centroid Method, and the factor-
loadings obtained after two iterations are shown in Table 27.

r. Since the first 6ctor accounts for about To per cent of the
variance, there is a large common element in all the test-scores

and assessments. The eleven variables include a varied set of
cognitive tests, so the first factor probably rpproximates to Spear-

-irr', g. The high loadings in this frctoi ol th. ratings for .*o-
donal stabiliry and sociability may be due to the presence of a

strong 'halo' efGct in the personaliry ratings, showing that the
teacher's estimate has been infuenced by his knowledge of the
pupil's scholasdc abiliry. The higher gJoading of emotional sab-
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Table 27

Carlisle study. Factor loadings of selection test-scores and teachus' Assessments oJ

persondlity traits and practical and drawing abilities (Smith)

TEST
h Ih

alP
trt
ulk

h2

g

English z5 (M.H.)
English 4 (N.F.ER.)
Verbal 54 (M.H.)
Verbal4 (IV.F.E R.)
Arithmetic z5 (M.H.)
Arithmetic 4(N.F.ER.)
Spatial z (N.F.E R.)
Sociability

Emotional Stability
Practical
Drawing

Percentage uariance

Unrotated Factor

'93 r8
'9284
'9240
'8988
'8srt
'9T71
'520.7

'6r48
'73 88

'8o52
'6425

70'25 6.68 2'93 79'86

Loadings .fro* Correlation Matrix for 48g boys (og, ro: 2-r r : r)
(by Centroid Method, two iterations\

al p : academiclpractical; u fk - uerball $atial

iliry than of sociabiliry may be due to the fact that high g is
conducive to character integration and emotional stabiliry.

2. The second factor represents about T per cent of the vari-
ance. The loadings show a sharp difGrentiation berween the
scores on the tests and the assessments made by the teachers,
particularly for practical work and drawing.

The loadings of the tests show a steady decline from high load-
irgt for English to almost zero for the spadal test, while the
loadings for- the ratings show a corresporrJirrg decline from the
negative value for sociabiliry to the most extreme negative load-
ing for drawing. Thus, English bears roughly the same reladon
to spatial abiliry among the test-variables as does sociabiliry to
drawing abiliry among the assessments.

'We interpret this factor as one of attainment or interest in
scholasdc or bookish subjects as contrasted with skill or interest
in practical subjects. It has some similariry to Alexander's well-

.865 8

.8678

'93 53
'9298
'9042
'9285
'6728
'7384
.82to

'8r39
'6863

'3323
'3o28
'2039
.t67t
'r43 5
'1464
'o37 5

-'2277
-.2468
-'3 744

-'409r

.268o

'z8gz

-'o87o
-'c,798
-'t374
-'r 83 3

-.25 8o

'r336
'062r
.o5o8

'o953
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known X fector and may refect some temperamental character-

istic, such as aruriety or drive.
The considerable negative loadings of the ratings for emotional

stabiliry and sociabiliry may corespond to the finding reported
by Furneaux (1962) that among trniversiry sffidents neurotic

introverts tend to do best at academic or bookish subjects.

3. The third factor represents about 3 Per cent of the vari-
ance. It sub-classifies the second, difGrentiating the cognitive
tests into two categories, the li"g"irtic on the one hand and the
spatial and numerical on the other. Loadings vary from the most

positive value for the English test to the most negative value for
the spatial test, the other loadings being fistributed over this
range.

This appears to be the familiar verbal/spatial factor. That the
third, rather than the second, is the true verbal/spatial factor is

shown by the factthat the difference berween the English and the

spadal loadings is much greater in the third factor than in the

second. Also this factor fifGrentiates more clearly between the

verbal and the arithmetic tests.

There is less differentiation among the teachers' ratings, but
it is noteworthy that the third factor loading of sociability is

somewhat higher than that of emotional stability. \Mhile the

difGrence beRnreen these loadings is scarcely significant, the pattern
would be consistent with the interpretation that the sociable

pupil tends to have greater verbal faciliry and so does better at

English while the less sociable but more stable pupil tends to per-
form better at practical subjects.

It appears that the inclusion of the teachers' ratings in the

analysis has made possible the separation of an academiclpractical
factor from the more familiar verba{spatial one. If the ratings

had not been included in the analysis, the rwo factors would
probably have coalesced into olre. These are probably the com-
ponents which make up the factor repeatedly found among adult

subjects and designated by Vernon u: edlk: m. An alternative

nomenclature, verb il.: academic/spatial : practical, would perhaps

be more appropriate, since it does not imply that the srudy of
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practical or technical subjects is not educational. It should be noted
that the spatial test is fifferentiated from the other cognitive tests

on both factors, representing some ro per cent of the total vari-
ance. It appears to follow from the analysis, however, that
teachers' ratings for practical work or drawing do not provide a

measure of spatial abiliry, but only of practical as opposed to
academic interests.

In this connection it should perhaps be mentioned that the
evidence available so far tends to suggest that measures ofpractical
interest have less value than spadal tests for preficdng success on
technical courses (*g. Yates and Barr, 196o).

The finfing that there are distinct spadal and practical interest
factors may pardy account for the conficting interpretations
which have been given to numerous tables of factor loadings in
the past, and it may also explain why some investigators have
claimed to find separate F- and k-factors, while others have
found only one factor.

It is perhaps desirable to tmderline the sigfficance of the find-
ing, deduced from the foregoing analysis, that the spadal test
revealed the presence of spatial abiliry while teachers' ratings for
practical work and drawing were relativ.ly inefGctive for this
purpose. It would seem to follow that pupils may possess an
aptitude necess ery for success in science, technology and the
visual arts and yet their teachers may be quite unaware of its
existence since they usually have no accurate means of fiagnosis.
There would appear to be a strong case for employing spadal
tests for the early identificadon of talent, irrespective of the sys-
tem of secondary school organization in use.

Conclusions

The evidence as a whole indicates that the best single prefictor
of success on technical courses is a test of spatial ability, and that
the other tests used in the investigations add little to its predicdve
value.

A comparison of the results for different individual subjects
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suggests that these would be consistent with the interpretation
that:

r. Pupils who perform well in verbal and English tests and in
essays (relative to spadal tests) tend to do well in subjects for which
the usual criterion ofsuccess is a written or essay-type examination;
and

z. Pupils who perform well in spatial tests (relative to verbal and
English tests) tend to do well in subjects for which the criterion
of success depends on the execution of an actual job of work,
whether in technical drawing, metalwork, woodwork, mechan-
ical science, mathematics or art.
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PART T\MO

Chapter six

Spatial Abiliry and Conceptual or
Abstract Thinking

Spatial tests designed to ffieasure 'concrete' thinking

As has been mentioned in Chapter Two, technical abilides were
originally believed to be mainly mechanical or practical and the
earliest procedures for selecting pupils for technical courses were
designed to assess abilides to manipulate elaborate mechanisms or
concrete structures such as form-boards. Studies of these tests led
to the isolation of the mechanicil,factor mby Cox and the pract-
ical factor F by Alexander. On the other hand, some of the early
performance tests, such as Kohs' Blocks, were considered to
provide measures of general intelligence. Spatial tests were
originally paper-and-pencil versions of these performance tests,

and it was not until the early thirties that it was shown that some

of these paper-and-pencil spatial tests involved a spatial factor k
over and above g. It has now become apparent that Cox's
mechani cal factor rn and Alexander's practic al factor F are largely
the same as the spatial factor k. During the decade r%G4o, most

psychologists believed that the three types of test measured differ-
ent aspects of abiliry thoughit was suspected that theywere related.

At that time, spatial tests were believed to measure an abiliry
to think 'concretely', and this was certainly the view expressed by
Spearman and 

'Wyrrn 
Jones in their book, Human Ability (tgSo).

Authorities such as Burt (rg+g) and Peel (rg+q) tended to refer

to spadal tests as tests of practical abiliry, and most educational

psychologists contrasted them withverbal intelligence tests, which
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were assumed to provide measures of higher abilities such as those

involved in symbolical and abstract thinking. Thus spadal tests

were supposed to provide evidence of a pupil's practical 'bias',

while .'rr.*rt tests gave a better indication of academic 'bias', and

we have seen that there is some evidence to supPort this view.
This attitude to spadal tests was also encouraged by some of the

early sftrdies which showed that they had validiry for predictirg
success in woodwork, metalwork and other subjects involvirg
work with the hands.

The diagnosis of brain iniury

In recent years, increasing interest has been taken in the problem
of diagnosing the presence of injuries to the brain or of organic

deterioration of the brain. Since it is generally believed that such

damage or deterioration is associated with impaired ability to
form general concepts or to think abstracdy, efforts have been

made to construct tests of concePt formation, such as the Kasanin-

Hanfmann (rglZ), or of abstract thinking, such as the Goldstein-

Scheerer tests of abstract and concrete thinki"g (tg+r). [t has been

claimed that these tests can be used both quantitatively and quali-

radvely for measuring or assessing the impairment of the ftrnction
of the brain in brain-injured patients. It appears, however, that
psychologists are tending to rely increasingly on various kinds of
ipatial test for measuring such impairment instead of using tests

specifically designed to measure conceptual thinking. If thil
application of spatial tests is found to be justified, these tests will
have an enhanced importance.

It has long been k ro* that many abilities have a measure of
cortical locali zaion and that an impairment of these abilities may

result from injuries in certain areas of the brain. The simple mani-

pulative skills involved in the handling of common objects, such

as scissors, may be disturbed as a result of lesions in the parietal

lobe of the dominant hemisphere. Deficits in spatial and mechan-

ical abiliry may result from lesions of the parietal lobe in the region

o-f the angular gyrus. A centre for articulate speech is situated in
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the third frontal convolution of the left cerebral hemisphere for
some 90 Per cent of the populadon. One eminent neurologist
(Ritchie Russell, 1948) has suggested that the brain mechanisms
nnderlying thought and speech ere practically identical and that
the seat of these mechanisms is situated in the parieto-temporal
region of the dominant hemisphere. Irjory to the occipital lobes
may result in an impairment in the functions of visual perception.
Injuries involving only a small area of these lobes will cause blind-
ness in a limited area of the field ofvision. This is because there is
a point-to-point correspondence berween the surface of the retina
and this area of the cortex. On the other hand, it is known that
many functions of visual perception depend on regions outside
the visual areas in the occipital lobes. Spatial perception may be
disorgaruzed by injuries in the posterior parts of the parietal
lobes, as well as in the lateral parts of the occipital lobes. Spalding
and Zangwll (rgso) have described a patient who had well-
developed visual pafferns for numbers, lefters and dates (usually
called number-forms), and for whom these patterns were com-
pletely disrupted as t result of a wound in the parieto-occipital
region. Local injury to the brain in the parieto-occipital region
may also abolish visual imagery (Russell Brain, rgJo) and may
cause a complete cessation of dreaming (Humphr.y and Zangwfll,
rgS r).*

Ritchie Russell (1959) has quoted these observations as strong
evidence that visual imagery, hallucinations and dreaming depend
on normal or uncontrolled activiry of the parieto-occipital region
of the brain. There is evidence, however, that one of the effects of
prefrontal leucotomy in psychotic patients is a reducdon of
dreaming (Partridge, r9j9). Ritchie Russell (rgsg) has suggested
that in these cases, the operation results in e loss of inhibitions
which allows the formerly inhibited thoughts to range freely so

that there is less tendenry for them to appear in dreams. It is

* Chowdhury (rgS6) studied imagery but obtained very inconsistent results.
Neither visualization nor kinaesthesis correlated with scores on spatial tests,

though visualization showed a significant positive correlation with mechanical
and scientific interests and information.
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possible, however, that the main factor in the change is the reduc-
tion in the sffength of visual imagery which has been reported to

take place (Costello, r9J6).

Costello also found that after leucotolnl, the scores ofhis sample

of patients on a test of spatial abiliry were more centralized (i...
less spread out) and this efGct may be linked with the change in
the qualiry ofvisual imagery. He reported that subjects with weak
controlled imagery did better in spatial tests, xs well as in control
of fuctuation with the Necker Cube, than subjects with vivid
autonomous imagery. Thus, accordirrg to Costello, the abiliry to
control visual imagery is more important for success in spatial

tests than mere vividnss, where this occurs in a type of imagery
which tends to follow its own course, independently of other
mental functions. Costello's results would lead to the expectation

that high spatial abiliry would not necessarily be associated with a

tendency to experience vivid and frequent dreams. That there is

such an association, however, is suggested by the fact that some at

least of the authors who have written extensively on dreams appear

to have possessed high spatial ability.J. \X/. Dunne $927) (author

of An Experiment with Time and other works on the theory of
serialism, based on experiments on dreams) testified to the fact
that he was a very good dreamer. From internal evidence con-
tained in his semi-autobiographical work Intrusions, published
posthumously, it seems probable that he possessed high spadal

abiliry (h. was an engineer, a designer and inventor of aeroplanes,

and he claimed to have an aptitude for chess and geometry).
Alison Uttley (rgSl) is another writer who systematically re-
corded her dreams (published in The Stufl; of Dreams) and who
clearly had exceptional powers of visualizing. Like Beatrice

Potter and Enid Blyton,* she made extensive use of her imagery

in the large number of imaginative books she has written for
the delight of young children. Since she took an honours degree

in physics (an unusual course for a woman in the years before the
war) she probably had high spadal abiliry.

* For an account of the development and psychological characteristics of these

imaginative writers, see Lane, M. (rg+6) and McKellar, P. (rgSZ).
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Thus, there are grounds for suspecting that high spadal abiliry
may be associated with a rype of visuahzadon which manifests
itself in an exceptional capaciry for dreaming (or at least for
remembering and recording dreams). This capaciry or tendency
may be seriously impaired by brain ,U*y.

The significant observation was made by Gelb and Goldstein
tn rg2o that some brain-injured padents were able to perceive the
elemen tary parts and details of an object or structure but were
unable to p"tceive simple configurations or gestalten. The brain
injury seemed to have desroyed or impaired the abiliry to per-
ceive a configuration as a whole. For example, they fotrnd that a

patient suffering from a superficial wound in the occipital area

was unable to perceive whether a line was bent or not, and yet
his visual acuiry was quite up to the average shndard.

Much research has now been carried out on diagnosing brain
damage, and evidence has accumulated that among tests which
are most sensitive to the efGcts of such injury are certain kinds of
spadal test such as Porteus Mazes, Kohs' Blocks, Cube Construc-
tion and various forms of Memory for Designs Tests like those
devised by Bender and Graham and Kendall. The Bender Visual
Gestalt Test (rgl8) has now been extensi".h validated. It has been
reviewed in the Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook (efited
by Buros, r9i3), and the two independent reviewers (Benton,
A. L. and White, H. R.) stated that it possesses distinctive clinical
merits for the evaluation of cerebral irjrry and disease.* The
Memory for Designs Test (devised by Graham and Kendall) has
also been extensively used and evidence is now available that it
has value for differentiating patients suffering from organic
menhl disease from those with purely functional syndromes.

Spatial disability in cerebral paky

It has frequently been noted that cerebral palsied children, who
suffer from various kinds of brain damage, often exhibit a per-

* A more recent investigation, however, has yielded less favourable results.

The conflicting evidence may perhaps be related to different marking procedures.
Cf, 'Weinstein, S. andJohnson,L. (1964).
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ceprual disability which is distinct from those handicaPs direcdy

affecting the control of the muscles. Dunsdon (rgsr) has referred

to this disabiliry as a lack of that 'spatial sense' which is needed to
appreciate spadal patterns.
- 
Mrs. E. M. Caldwell (rqS6), Headmistress of a school for

spastic children, has published a study of cases of spatial disabiliry

in cerebral palsied children. This pamphlet lists the test scores of
some thirty-three children who were attending the school in
r9j5. The data,include both verbal and performance f.Q.s on the
'Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children as well as non-verbal

I.Q.s on Raven's Progressive Matrices. It is remarkable that orly
six of the thirty-three children had performance I.Q.s higher than

their verbal I.Q., and in two of these six cases, the non-verbal
I.Q. on Raven's Matrices was lower than the verbal I.Q. The
mean verbal [.Q. was 8z.rz compared with a mean performance

I.Q. of OA.o9, the difference in favour of the verbal I.Q. being

r4.o3. fn many cases, the fiscrepancy bennreen the two I.Q.s was

very marked, one child having a verbal I.Q. of 87 and e Per-
formance I.Q. of 4o. Apart from the evidence of the test scores

there was in the great majoriry of the children other evidence of
gross spatial disabiliry, such as difficulry in drawing shapes, in
tracing or coppng or in performing tasks such as simple jig-saw

puzzles. Frequently the children found difficulry in dressing, in
knowing for example which arm to put in the arm of a jumper.
Many of them had a poor sense of firection and an inabiliry to
draw in the proper proportions. Often there were extreme diffi-
culties in learning to write, with a tendency to reverse letter

forms or the order of the lemers in words. Some ofthe very young
children showed a total inabfiry to identi$, the simplest geome-

trical shapes, such as triangles, squares or circles (even when given
a specimen to mat.h). Yet these same children seemed to have no
difficulry in identifying pictures of much more complex objects,

such as umbrellas, pen-knives or stoves. The inabiliry to recognize

a simple geometrical form seemed to be a factor in their slow-
ness in learning to read or write. The reading books in use at the

school for spastics were illustrated withpictures ofcommon objects
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which suggested the shapes of letters of the alphabet. This was
helpful in teachirrg the children to recognize the lefters.

Thus, a child who could not remember the form of the letter
'o' could idenafy it, because it was shaped like an apple cut down
one side, and the letter had been learned in association with a

picture of a cut apple. By relating the form of the leffer by means
of some detail to a familiar concrete object, the difflculry of learn-
ing could be overcome. The success of this teaching device
suggests that the disabiliry involved an incapaciry to recognize
and remember form in the abstract. It is significant that there was
no difficulry in recognizing a concrete object (apple) whose shape
suggested the absffact form (letter 'o').

Further evidence that the disabiliry was basically associated
with the perception of configuration or form, 'was provided by 

"study of the children's drawings,* mrry of which showed gross
errors in proportion, in some cases amounting to complete dis-
organization One child drew a house in which the doors, win-
dows and chimneys were scattered over the sheet of paper and
not located in the picture of the building at all. Other children
drew a figure of a man whose legs were four or five dmes as long
as the body. [n other cases, the head was several times larger than
the body. Eyes, nose and mouth would be drawn in absurd
places on the face, and sometimes outside the face altogether.
The general impression gained from studying these children was
that there is an intimate association between cerebral palsy and
severe spadal disabiliry, and that almost any kind of brain damage
is liable to result in a deficit in spatial ability.

Much evidence is now available from controlled investigations
that there is in fact such an association. As it would be tedious to
report all these sttrdies in detail, it will perhaps be sufficient to
quote from reviews of the literature, as reported in recent publi-
cations.t In most of the investigations, groups of brain-damaged

* Drawings of the human figure may be used for the diagnosis of mental defect
(Borsada, r9i9).

t For detailed references and abstracts, the reader is referred to Abercombie
(rg6l).
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and non-brain-damaged menhlly retarded children have been
equated for mental 

"Ee, 
intelligence quotient and chronological

age and compared for performance on various fypes of spatial

test.

One group of children consisted of what are known as 'exo-
genous' cases, i.e. where the case history indicated a pren atal, natal
or post-natal disease or injury which appeared to have damaged
the brain. The other group of uendogenous' 

cases consisted of
children whose case history provided no evidence of disease or
*jory resulting in damage to the brain, but for whom there rnras

evidence of mental retardation in the ft-ily group.
In their review of a number of such controlled investigations,

Cruickshanks et al. (tgSz) have concluded that the evidence points
to an association between brain-injury and impaired performance

in various kinds of perceptual hsks, in both the visual and tactual

areas.

One of these tasks was the Bender Visual Gestalt Test. The
evidence is quite clear that brain-injured adulm and children per-
form in an inferior manner on this test. Also, two stufies, one

with adulm and the other with children, have indicated impaired

performance on the Ellis designs as well as on the Bender Visual
Gestalt Test. Two further studies have shown that brain-injured
adults have greater difficutry in locating hidden figures in tests of
the Gottschaldt type. Again, impaired performance on form-
board tests of the Seguin rype has been shown in two studies, one

with a, group of cerebral-palsied children and the other with a

mixed group of children and young adults. Several studies have
shown impaired performance on the tests of Strauss and'W'erner,
which emphasize figure-ground perception, but these studies are

not conclusive o*ing to qo.stionable diagnosis of brain irrjory.
In the field of tacffial perception, there are some indications

that impairment is not specific to the locus of damage, although
there is evidence of greater impairment of desig, recognition
when damage is to the parietal area and greater impairment in
ability to discriminate objects when damage is the temporal

4rea. Almost all qlqdies have f-oqnd considerable overlap in the
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distributions of the scores of brain-injured and controls. The most
clear-cut differences are fourrd with the simpler phenomena such
as 'apparent motion' and design reproduction.

Cruickshank et al. fotrnd that the cerebral palsy groups of
children performed consistently worse than ,trr-h*a.rpped
children on the Syracuse Visual Figure-Background Test, the
Marble Board Test, and the Tactual Motor and Maze Tests.

Their findings were consistent with those of many previous
studies in showing impaired performance among the brain-
injured. The principal disagreement with previous studies was
the low correladons between the test-results and in this respect

their results differed from those of Teuber and Bender who found
generahzed impairment to be the rule.*

Gallagher (196o) has also provided a detailed summery of
studies comparing the performance of exogenous and endoge-
nous mentally retarded children in a variery of tests. 'W'e 

shall
mention the main investigations reviewed by Gallagher where
these are relevant to the topic of spadal disabiliry.

'W'erner 
and Thuma $9az) stufied the relation between brain

injury and abiliry to perceive apparent motion. None of the
brain-injured children studied saw apparent motion, while all
but one of the non-brain-injured were able to perceive such

motion.
McMurray (rqS+) projected moving Lissajou's figures on a

screen and asked the subjects to point in the direction in which the
figure was moving and to indicate quickly when a change in
direction occurred. The exogenous group of children perceived
a significantly fewer number of reversals than the endogenous

grouP.
'W'erner and Sffauss (rg+r) investigated the patholog)r of the

perception of figure-backgrotrnd reladonships. They found
that the brain-injured children responded much more frequently
to the backgroturd material than to the objects in the foregrotmd.
'Werner (rq+s) studied performance on the Rorschach Ink Blot

* Teuber (rqSq) has reported that in brain-injured adults, figure-ground
discrimination may be impaired, whatever the site of the lesion.
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Test and fotrnd that the whole responses of the brain-injured
group were generally poorly integrated, showing evidence of a

fragmentary and chaotic approach to the blots. They lacked
abiliry to integrate elements into a comprehensive configuration,
gave more bizarce and idiosyncratic responses and tended to
perseverate.

Halpin and Patterson (rqs+), and Halpin (rgss) studied the
performance of brain-injured children on the Goldstein-Scheerer
Tests and on the Bender Visual Gestalt Test. They reported that
these tests elicited a greater number of break-downs in Gestalt

in the brain-injured children than in the non-brain-injured chil-
dren. They considered that inabiliry to integrate patterns was a
more decisive characteristic of the brain-injured children than the
tendency to rotation and reversal of figures.

Bensberg (rgjo, rg12) used the Marble Board Test developed
by Strauss and'Werner as well as the Bender Visual Gestalt Test.

He found that the brain-injured children were inferior in the

accurate reproducdon of the designs, and produced a signifi-
cantly greater number of reversals. Cassell (rg+q) used tests of
motor speed, form perception and reproduction of designs

and found that the brain-injured children were inGrior in all
three rypes oftest.

'We may also mention a number of experiments in which
comparisons were made using tests of conceptual development.
In one of these, carried out by Sffauss and 'W'erner (rg+r),
groups were asked to place objects in meaningful conjtrnction
with fiyo pictures, one of a boy drowning and the other of a

building on fire. The brain-injured grouP used many more
human figures and twice as many objects as the endogenous

group. Also, th.y seemed to base the selection of many objects

upon tmusual or apparently insignificant details.

Bijou and 'Werner (rg+S) studied language development by
presenting a list of nouns under conditions similar to those used

in the administration of the Binet vocabulary test. This experi-
ment is of particular interest in that the brain-injured group
obtained a higher score than the non-brain-injured group. They
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identified more words correctly and the authors concluded that
they had a higher range of vocab*Irry. On the other hand, they
tended to make less use of function in their definitions and were
more inclined simply to describe the properties of the objects
being defined. The general ffend of the results of these invesri-
gations suggests that brain-injured children tend to have dim-
culry in concept formation.

'Wedell 
(rgsq) has reported a study of visuo-spatial percep-

tion in different types of cerebrrl-palsied children. Four matchid
Bloops were compared with each other and with a conrrol group
of non-brain-injured children. The four groups of brain-injor.d
children were:

r. One of spasrics with bilateral motor deGct.
z. one of spastics with left trnilateral motor defect.

3. one of spastics with right trnilateral motor deGc.
4. One of athetoids.

The fourth group (athetoid$ were characterized by recurrent,
irregular, involtrntary movernents which are believed to result
from extrapyramidal fiact damage in the basal ganglia.

The I.Q.s of the children ranged from 6o to r2o and C.A.s
from 6 to ro. Rando mrzed and representative sampling was
achieved by including in each group the first appropriate rubject
found from hospital or clinic records.

- The groups were compared for performance on a test-bafteryr
designed to include a variety of tests from pattern recognition
to free construction. The results suggested that while there was a
large amount of overlap in the performance levels of all groups,
perceptual impairment was associated with spasriciry rather than
with athetosis, and with bilateral and left-sided spasricity rather
than with right-sided. Presumably, it follows that grearer per-
cePtual impairment resulted when damage occurred in the right
hemisphere than in left. It is interesting to nore that 'Wedell

found no significant relationship between visual or motor handi-
cap and mental test performance.
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The ,frat of prrfrontal leucotomy on spatial test performance

The findings of the very extensive researches which have been
done on the effects of the form of brain i"jory known as pre-
frontal leucotomy (or lobotomy) are of great interest in con-
nection with our theme.

Halstead (r95 r) has used a rype of spatial test in order to assess

the efGct of damage to the frontallobes on the abiliry to abstract.
For many years, he had been working on the problem ofconstruc-
ting tests for measuring fifGrent brain functions. He has des-
cribed in this article a test which he considers to be one of the
few which are sensitive to the effects of the removal or impair-
ment of the frontal lobes.

It consists of a form-board with ten cut-out wooden shapes

which must be fitted into the appropriate recesses in the board.
The subject is blindfolded and is never permitted to see the
material. He is given an inidal trial with the dominant hand and
then a second trial with the other hand. After this a third trial is

given in which both hands may be used.

lt was found that by the end of the third trial, the brain-
damaged as well as the normal subjects can clearly identify the
shape of each block. Yet, they have no clear notion or schema of
the board at this stage. Some learning has usually taken place with
normal subjects, however, since they take less time for the second
trial in spite of the shift of the task to the non-dominant hand.
There is usually a further reducdon in the time required in the
third trial. Ifasked to draw an outline of the board as he imagines it
to be, following the third trial, the normal individual shows that
he has developed a good mental map or scheme of the sdmulus.
But, this is not true ofindividuals in whom the prefrontal lobes of
the brain have been removed.

This was clearly shown in the drawing of a Gmale subject who
had had a bilateral prefrontal lobectom/, in comparison with
another subject who was a normal control. These infividuals
had the same formal psychometric [.Q. Though the first subject
had required 2so per cent more time in contact with the tesr
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materials than the second, her drawing indicated that by com-
parison, the resulting scheme was fragmentary and non-iso-
morphic. The contrast ber'ween the two drawings was very strik-
irg. It is interesting to note also that the differences did not arise

from an inabilirf of either subject to draw a square, cross or tri-
angle, since they had already shown that they could do this in a

previous test. Each of the three shapes was involved in the actual
form-board situation. Yet the patient with the prefrontal lobec-
tomy seemed to be trnable to reproduce these forms in the test

situatioll.
Halstead's form-board test seems to be a combination of the

Seguin-Goddard Form-Board and a test of Memory for Designs,

both rypes being well-known spatial tests. Thus, one might ex-
pect the score in the test to provide a good measure of spadal
abiliry. The remarkable difGrence between the'two performances
reported by Halstead, suggests that the removal of the frontal
lobes results in a marked deficit in spatial abiliry, though the ordi-
rLffy I.Q. may be unaffected.

Hebb (rg+r) has demonstrated that the I.Q. may or may not
be afGcted and may in fact be maximum for the scale (approx.
16o) when the greater part of both frontal lobes has been removed
(about 30 per cent of the cerebr"-). [t does not follow from this

evidence that the removal of these lobes involves no loss of abfiry,
but only that the ordinary tests of intelligence are not sensitive to
the loss. Halstead, himsel{, believes that the cortex of the frontal
lobes is an important seat of the ftrnction of conceptual thinking,
though this is a general property of the cerebral cortex. He thinks
it probable that the general factar {, which Spearman f*rlly
irrterpreted as an absffaction 6ctor is the same as his (Halstead's)

A factor which he conceived to be an aspect of biological intelli-
gence concerned with the capacity for abstracting general prin-
ciples or for integrating experience.

It is remarkable that one of the earliest and simplest types of
spadal test, the Maze Test devised by Porteus, has been found to
provide a measure of the abilities characteristic of the frontal lobes.
It has long been known that the Maze Test involves a person^liry
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shbility factor in addition to intelligence and it has been used for
assessing qualities such as planfulness, md freedom from impul-
siveness or irresolution (.f Cattell, R. B., 1948).

But Porteus (rg+Z) has claimed that his Maze Test is very sig-
nificantly sensitive to changes in intelligence resuldng from pre-
frontal leucotomy. He maintains that there is a close correspondence

between clinical assessments and maze test performance of leuco-
tomized patients. As the patient recovers from the operatior,
increased planfulness is refected in improved scores obtained in
successive administrations of the maze test.

This finding has been confirmed by numerous workers. Petrie

(rg+g) observed r'unenry padents before and after leucotomy and

reported that the changes resulting from the operation are in the
direction of a decrease in intelligence, a decrease in neuroticism
and a movement away from extreme introversion towards the
extravert end of the scale. The change from an anxious, depressed

introvert to a cheerful exffavert may be quite startling.
Among the changes noted were:

r. A reducdon in motor perseveration scores.

2. A decrease in the rate of fuctuation of an ambiguous figure
(Wheatstone cube).

3. An increase in fuency (though not reaching the level of
significance).

All these changes noted by Petrie suggest e movement from
introversion to extraversion. (Though it might be maintained
with equal j*dfication that the movement is from schizothy*i"
ro cyclothymia. Accordi"g to Eysenck, the dimension of Kret-
schmer's rypology is not to be identified with that ofJtrng.)

Crown (rgsr) has published a summary of the results obtained
by numerous investigators on the changes observed following
pre-frontal leucotomy. There is general agreement with Peffie's

fi"di"g that the Porteus Maze Test and certain types of verbal

test show the greatest deficits. Of other performance tests, scores

on Kohs' Blocks and Alexander's Passalong Test tend to show a

slight, but non-significant rise afrcr leucotomy. hr one report, the
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Goodenough Drawing-a-Man Test showed a statisticdly signi-
ficant increase. Vidor (rgS r) has suggested that one of the main
reasons for the improvement in the Kohs' Blocks score, which
was significant in her investigation, is certainly the greater speed

with which the patient works after the operation. This test is
limited for time and scoring is graded according to the amount of
time required.

Though quantitative changes have been fotrnd to be small for
the majoriry of cognitive tests studied, most observers agree that
there are very considerable qualitative changes in the patients'
abilities. For examples, Freeman and 

'Watts (rg+r) have reported
that "lack of foresight seems to be one of the most characteristic
maniGstations of deficiency in frontal lobe characteristics". They
state that Rorschach personaliry profile studies show qualitative
changes in the direction of loss of initiative, planning abiliry,
creativeness, self criticism and the like. Recovery of planfirlness,
so important in self firectior, proceeds rather slowly even in
improved cases, and usually ends at a mediocre rather than a high
level.

In view of these statements that post-operative leucotomy
patients are deficient in higher abilities, the peculiar sensitiveness

of the Porteus Maze Test is very remarkable. Porteus claimed that
whereas a control group showed an average gain in Maze Test
scores of almost two years, on a second application of the Meze,
the lobotomy cases had a two-year loss. Petrie has confirmed that
a marked loss in abiliry to perform the Maze Test occurs after
leucotomy, followed by an improvement. (The critical rado
for the decrease after three months was 3.r4and after nine months
y6T.)

Porteus (rg+s) also administered the test to groups of mental
defecdves and found high correladons with social competenry.
The correladon between his measure of social competenry and
the Stanford Binet [.Q. was '62, whereas with the Maze Test, it
was '87. Thus, the Maze Test provided a more valid index of
social competency, and it was fotrnd that the greater the level of
mental deGct, th; beffer was the indication. behnquents, how-
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ever, tended to score relatively highly in relation to their social

ratings.
The evidence that there is an association between Maze Test

score and social competency and qualities of personality and the
suggestion that it may provide an indication of higher abilities,
such as foresight and planning abiliry, are of great interest in
connection with the subject of this study. The Mrze Test is

undoubtedly a rype of spatial test and the question arises whether
the special qualides of this test are to be found in other spadal
tests though perhaps not to the same extent.

There are good grounds for supposing that the Maae Test mea-

sures the k-factor, though not all investigators have classified it
as a k-test in the past. The fact that boys perform better than girls
on mazes suggests that it has something in common with typical
spatial tests. Also, Alexander (rql s) fotrnd with his group of
adults, that the Porteus Maze Test had approximately the same

F-loadirg as the three tests of his performance scale, suggesting

that the F- (or k-) loading of the Maze Test is substantial. Burt
has published the results of a factor-analysis which shows the
k-loadirg of Mazes to be ' 38z.It is possible that other spadal tests

possess similar properties to those of the Maze Test, but these may
be less conspicuous because of a relatively higher gJoading or
because the *or. is more criticrlly depend.rrt o" th. ti*e-dl-o*-
ance (as in Kohs' Blocks).

There is little agreement among investigators as to whether or
not abstraction is affected by prefrontal leucotomy. Eysenck (1952)

states that qualitative observation of responses leaves little doubt
that there is considerable deterioration in the abiliry to gen erahze.

Kisker (rq+l) andJones (rq+g) thought that there are no important
changes, whereas Greenblatt et al. (rg+Z) Yacorzynski et al.

(rg+g) and Malmo (rg+8) considered that there is a loss on tests

of abstract thinking.
Yacorzynski et al. (rg+8) found that there were marked differ-

ences after leucotomy in the scores on tests of the rype of Vigot-
sky and Kohs' Blocks. The results suggested that after the opera-
tion, reasoning and concept formation are markedly affected
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when the subject has to deal with factors removed from his

immediate environment, i.e. abstract concepts. Yet, he is capable

ofhandli"g his immediate environment as well as pre-operativ.ly.
Malmo (rq+8) attempted to measure changes after leucotomy

and gyrectomy in certain special psychological fturctions, in-
cluding that of absfiact thinking. On tests of vocabulary, there
were post-operative changes in the direction of greater concrete-
ness of definition. Small groups ofpadents showed a loss of ability
to think abstractly on the Halstead Sorting Test and on Kohs'
Blocks. In t discussion about some of the tests commonly used

to measure abiliry to think abstractly, such as the Vigotsky and

Halstead's Grouping Behaviour Test, Crown (rqSo) makes the
comment that further research is needed to decide whether the

absffaction group factor supposed to be measured by these tests

differs from group factors already *idely recognized.
Goldstein (rg+r) was the first to emphasize that the task of

breaking down a pattern into its constituent parts involves an
'absffact attitude'-the same firnction which he believed to under-
lie performance in any kind of sorting behaviour, whether in the

Weigl Colour-Form Test, the Sorting Test or the HanfmaruI-
Kasinin Test. These tests which Goldstein considered to be tesm of
'absract attitude' are also believed by many psychologists to be
tests of abiliry to form concepts, but none of the factorial studies

which have been carried out with these tests have clearly demon-
sftated the presence of hctors other than the well-established g-
t)t- and k-factors. Semeonoff and Trist (rgs8) have published a

number of such analyses but only in the case of one test, a Group-
ing Test based on the principl. of object sorting without the
concrete material, was e factor fotrnd which seemed capable of
interpretation as a 'conceptual thinkin g' factor. This interpretation

could scarcely be accepted, however, without much further coll-
firmation.

On the other hand, the highly &-loaded Block Design Test
(Kohs') has been considered by many psychologists, such as Rapa-
port (rgSo) to require the analydc and synthedc processes in-
volved in concepffial thinking. This is just one of many obser-
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vations which:oggest that, among the already established group
6ctors, the k-factor of the pr.r.rrt study seems to have as strong
a claim as any to be considired as a f"cior of importance in trsk-s
involving conceptual or absffacr thinking.

Thurstone' s Closure Factors

Thurstone (rg+g) has made the suggestion that the two closure
factors C, and C2 which have b..n-ilentified by him in several
stufies may.be involved in tasks requiring higher cognitive
functions. The suggestion is contained i" thJAUJwi"g passage:

'oThe first closure factor C, (rpeed of closure) ,..rrrr- tt ficli-
tate the making of a closure in an unorganized field; the second
closure factor Cz (fexibiliry of cloror.) seems ro facilitate the
retention of a configurarion in a distracting field.

'nIf this . . . interpretation of the two fr.Lrs has any generaliry
beyond {e PercePtual domain, then one could imaginJ that f^i-
tor CI determines the ease with which the subjecl.* tmify a
complex situation whereas the second factor C, determines it.
ease with which he can kegp in mind the essenriri Grtures against
distraction. . . . The first clorrre factor mig'ht be associated with
inductive ffik--S: 

-*hereas the second dlror. 6ctor might be
more associated with deducdve thinkin g."

Pemberton (rgsr) has made a study of these closure factors in
an attemPt to establish a relationship with higher cognirive
Processes, such as that suggested by Tliursrone. H; adrrriristered
z5 cognitive tests to adult students and extracted eight factors from
the resulting intercorrelations. Two of these were identified as
speed of closure l, and fexibiliry of closure Cz. The second of
these factors Cz had highest loadings on a resr of Concealed

.Figy.s ('sl) and on a test of Copyr"t (.+r) as well as substantial

fo_adilSs on Figure Classification (Tr, 'False 
Premises (.lg),

Number Seriy (zz) and Designs (.26) . '

The first of these tests is , ,r.rrion of the well-known Gott-
s9hal.dt Figures Test, requiring the identification of a relatively
simple figure embedded in a -or. complex one, and the ,..ond
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is based on the MacQuarrie Test, requiring the subject to coPy

figures in the dotted spaces provided. Both of these are farniliar

spatial rests of the k-typr. Pemberton rotated his factor loadings

to oblique simple structure so that his primary 6ctors are corre-

lated, and hir C, factor had e correlation of '54 with another

factor which he identified with the Space factor 51. It seems

very probable that these tryo correlated factors corresPond to the

Visuali zation (Vr) and Space (S) factors respectively, which have

been reported by numerous American factorists, and which are

usually ionsidered by British psychologists to be sub-factors of k.

If Cz is in fact the Visualization factor (corresponding more

closellthan S to the British k), Pemberton's interpretation of it
as an abstraction factor is highly relevant to our discussion of the

relation between spatial abiliry and absffact thinking. Pemberton

writes: "'What seems to be required in all these tests (involving
Cr) is freedom from 'Gestaltbindung'. . . . In Concealed Figtrres,

or. must break the gestalt formed by the large figure in order to

find the small figure. . . . The Cgfictor seems to rePresent the

abiliry to abstract. According to Goldstein and Scheerer, acharac-

teristic of absffact behaviour is to 'grasp the essential of a given

whole; to break up a given whole into parts, to isolate and tyr-
rhesize them'. This seems a very good description of what one

must do in the. Copying Test."
Mosr of the tests found by Pemberton to have loadings in

C, arc spadal tests, though one of them is a Number Series Test

having a loading of. zT.This does not invalidate our interpretation
of it as the k-factor, since other workers such as'W'erdelin (rgS8)

have obtained moderate spadal loadings of this order in tests of
Number Series. If we are correct in our identification of C2with

k, Pemberton's suggestion is equivalent to the statement that k-
factor represents the abiliry to abstract.

M. D. Vernon (rg+Z) has reported an investigation of
Thurstone's closure factors, in which the test materials were Pre-
sented in a tachistoscope. From a study of the intercorrelations of
her tests, she concluded that they fell into two main grouPs.

The first type seemed to involve rapid discrimination of fine
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details of shape, while the second depended on the assimilation of
shapes and the comprehension of their meaning. She suggested

that these two types of material involved Thurstone's Speed of
Closur. (Q 1nd Flexibiliry of Closure (Cr) factors respectively.

The first of these also seems to correspond to the well-known fac-
tor of Perceptual Speed (P). The second rype of test material
gave moderate correlations with a spati aI k-test and with Part z

of Heim's Test A H 4, which involves both g and k. (Heim, 1947.)

This finding provides confirmation of our suggestion that

Thurstone's factor Cz called by him "Flexibiliry of Closure" is

in fact the same as the k-factor.* More recently, Sultan (tg6z)
has obtained evidence that, for ry-r4year old boys, Flexibility of
Closure is identical with k and Speed of Closure is the same as the

Percepffial Speed factor (P).

Lovell (rgSS) has carried out an investigation in which he

artempted to identify a factor of conceprual thinking in a varigtY

of so talled concept formation tests. These tests were modified
so rhat they could be administered to a group simultaneously and

were included in a battery ofvaried cognitive tests, including some

tests of motor perseveration or disposition rigidity.
A factor-analysis of the restilting table of correlations yielded

several significant factors. Three of these were identified satis-

factorily with the usual g-, u- and k-factors, but the same certainry

could not be claimed for the identification given to two further

factors. One of these was present mainly i, the concePt formation
tesrs and the other had loadings in some of the rigidiry tests and

Lovell identified them as concept formation and rigidity factors

resPectively.
ioadings in the former were somewhat trniform and were not

large .ro.n in the concept formation tests. The other factor had

robrtrntial loadings in only two of the ten rigidity tests (Creative

effort ZEKand Creative effort 49).

* It should perhaps be pointed out, however, that in Thurstone's earlier study

(rg++) ir was the first factor extracted (Factor A) which most closely corresPonded

to k and Thurstone tentatively named it "strength of Perceptual Closure" while

another factor was identified as "Flexibiliry of Clostlre".
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The Memory for Designs Test, which comprised fourteen
of the Bender Visual Gestalt and Ellis Designs, h;d a loading of
'62 on the spatial facnr but a non-sigfficanr loading on Lovell's
suPPosed catego rrzation factor. Gottschaldt Figurei and Kohs'
Blocks had substantial loadings of '60 an d .62 on the sparial fac-
tor, but only'19 and'r9 respectively on the categoirzar,ron factor.
Th9 Shipley Abstraction Test, which presumably measures the
abiliry to abs tract, had a non-significant loading on the categori-
zationfactor.

It is worth noting that the tests which have been found mosr
useful in practice for diagnosing brain damage (usually associated
with l1prited abiliry to think abstractly) had high loafings on the
spadal 6ctor, but near zeroloadings in Lovell's iateg onzition fac-
tor, e.g. Memory for Designs (Bender and Ellis), Kohs' Blocks
and Goftschaldt Figures. Thus, there seems to be some doubt as

to the correctness of the identification of Lovell's fourth factor
as abiliry to catego rize, an abiliry which is believed to be absenr
in varying degrees in brain lesion cases and in organic psychodcs.*

Effeas of seuere brain injury

There is now a large body of evidence that in severe cases of
brain -jory, conceptual thinking is more seriously affected than
by simple leucotomy operations. There is also exrensive evidence
that such padents usually experience great difficulry in perform-
irg spadal tests. In view of the possibfiry that these t*o *aniGs-
tations of severe brain irjory nray not be trnconnected, it will be
worth studying the relevant evidence in some detail.

* It is true that Lovell showed that his factor had a substantial correlation (.So1
with an external criterion of stimulation (he calculated the point biserial correla-
tion for educationally stimulated versus depressed groups). Also, Butt's work
(tgSil suggests that the factor is strongly linked with secondary school achieve-
ment.

The writer agrees with Lovell's suggestion that there is a definite element of
flexibility linked with the factor. But in some ways it behaves as an inverse of k,
which had a correlation of - o.z4 with stimulation. It is perhaps premattrre to
regard it as a concep tuahzation factor until it has been shown to have diaguostic
value with brain-ir{ured or orgarric patients.
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Hebb (rgl9) has reported a case of a patient who had a serious

brain operation, fo[owing an accident at the age of zo. The

operad;n was e right temporal lobectomy: I.n lpite of the fact

th"t he showed -*k.d cognitive and social deficiencies, such as

inabiliry ro comprehend a situation rapidly or to follow the inter-

plry of conversation, hir performance was above average on

,.rbrl, Stanford-Binet and other lirrgoistic tests, including Printed
verbal analogies. However, he made very low scores on spadal

tests such ,r Maze, Cube-Construction and Form Board.

Hebb srares that the defect, xS determined psychometrically, was

one of form-perception, visual and non-visual. This case provides

an instance in which there is a clear association between certain

cognitive and social deficiencies and a pronounced lack of spatial

nbiliry, rhough performance on ordinary verbal intelligence tests

was relatively trnafGcted.

Jarvie (196o) has reported a study of intellectual chanq.t .*
sevenry-one ex-service men with brain wounds due 

-to^ 
high-

velociiy missiles. Seven of these men showed marked deficits in
a. rr*L., of tests of the problem-solving ryPe such as Raven's

Progressive Matrices (1938), the Hartford Retreat Test and Domi-

,ro.i but orher kinds of intellectual activiry, in particular the

abiliry to understand and organi ze verbal material, wele largely

unaffected. Spadal tests which showed substantial deficits were
'\X/'.A.I.S. Picture Completion, and the Porteus Maze Test, the

latter showing a very great loss. Yet, in the case of one patient,

who showed; marked spatial deficit, verbal abiliry was well-

preserved, a score of l+ oit of 4o being gained on a Vocabulary

Test. This patient was a prolific reader'

Costa -"d Vaughan (196o) reported a well-controlled study of
the verbal and p.i..ptual perfor*rnc. of patients with lateralized

cerebral lesioni. There were r 8 patients with left temporal

lesions, r 8 with right remporal lesions and r 8 normal controls,

the three groups 6eing carefully matched for age and educa-

rion. The corrtrols performed significantly better (Pa'oi)
than the lesion cases in the followirrg non-verbal and spatial

tests:
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r. Raven's Progressive Matrices (modified: items were made
into form-boards to allow physical manipulation) ;

2. Knox Cubes;

3.'W.A.f.S. Block Design (both with normal and extended
time limits).

Thus there is definite evidence that patients with right or left
temporal lesions show substantial deficits in their scores on non-
verbal and spadal tests. On the Mill Hill Vocabulary Scale, how-
ever, the patients with rig'ht temporal lesions actually obtained a
higher mean score than the conffols, though the left lesion cases

performed significantly less well than the other rwo groups.
(P<'oJ).

The spatial tests showed the greatest deficits, more especially
the highly &-loaded'W.A.I.S. Block Design. The weaknesses in
this test were even more apparent when it was administered with
three times the normal time-limit (the critical ratio F being
T'36). The right-lesion cases did significantly worse (P<.oS) than
the left-lesion cases on Block Design, both with normal and eX-
tended dme-limits. An analysis was made ofthe numbers ofpadents
who improved their score on this test when extra time was
allowed, with resulm as follows:

IMPROVED

r3
II

J

NOT IMPROVED

J

7
r3

Control group
Lert bsion group
Right lesion group

These difGrences were statistically significanr (P<.oj).
Thus, spatial disability results from lesions in both temporal

lobes, but the ,ff ttt are particularly serious when the lesion itt rt
in the right temporal lobe. These findings iccord with a sraremenr
by Zangwril, (rgsl) that he had been much impressed by the
frequency with which visual-spatial disturbances have been as-
sociated with lesions of the non-dominant cerebral hemisphere-
the right in right-handed persons. These cases may show extreme
defects in the abiliry to understand spatial relationships and to
perform fine manipulations under visual control. Zangwill
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includes illustrations showing severe disorg anization in drawings
and in the assembly of the manikin figure by patients with lesions

of the right cerebral hemisphere.

The inverse phenomenon seems to occur in the case of lesions

associated with language disturbances. These are most severe

when they occur in the left hemisphere, and this is true of left-
handed as well as right-handed persons. Out of ten left-handed
cases selected for study by Humphrey (rgJr), five had had asphasia

following a left+ided and five aphasia following a right-sided
head irjory. In general, the five patients with left-sided injuries
sustained the more severe and lasting language disabilities. It was
interesting to note, however, that the latter were relatively more
impaired on spelling whereas the cases with right-hemisphere
lesions were relatively more impaired on calculation.

The writer has not been able to find any experimental data
relating to the possibiliry of an association between relatively high
spatial ability and left-handedness. Lombroso (r 89r) has listed a

number of artists, presumably men of high spatial abiliry, who
were left-handed-Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael de

Montelupo and Sebastian del Piombo. No doubt other names

could be added to the list, e.g. Ronald Searle and Peter Scott.
Burt (rgSo) has mentioned that many distinguished surgeons have
been either left-handed or ambidexterous. There is the interesting
and unexplained fact that left-handedness, like superior spadal

ability, is commoner among males than females. Burt found that
just under 6 per cent of boys and just under 4 per cent of girls
are left-handed. Clark (tgsz) found somewhat higher percen-
tages, 8 per cent and 5'9 per cent respectively, the difference being
statistically significant. In the absence of direct evidence relating
high spadal abiliry to left-handedness, however, it is perhaps ur-
wise to pursue this speculadon further.

The spatial factor and form perception

At this point, it is appropriate to refer to a hypothesis advanced

by Cruickshanks e/ al. (rg57) regarding the nature of the perceptual
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impairment which is characteristic of spastic as distinct from athe-

toid children. The tests which they used in their investigation
were originally developed to measure the figure-grotrnd aspect

of perception, but their findings led them to question the extent
to which it was the deleterious effect of backgrotrnd which is

responsible for the poorer performance.

The alternative hypothesis which they offered was suggested

by 
" 

comparison between the tactual motor results of their own
study and those obtained in a srudy by Dolphin (tqsr). The
designs used in Dolphin's study had been simpler, and yet the
cerebral palsied children tested in his investigation showed much

poorer performance than those employed in their own. In seeking

for an explanation for this rather sffiking diff.rence, it was noted
that whereas they had used rubber head nails which were adja-
cerit to one another to form the design, in Dolphin's study the
nails were separated. This observation led them to enquire whether
impairment of the abiliry to 'organrze' infividual stimuli into a

whole is not of grearer importance than the efGct of background
in impairing the performance of cerebral palsied children. On this
hypothesis, the more isolated the individual stimuli, the greater
would be the difficulry one might expect. A similar explanation

would also apply to the results obtained on the Marble Board

Test. The fact that the highest correlation was obtained between

the Tactual Motor Test and the Marble Board Test for the spastic

group of children lends itself to this fFpe of explanation. The
Syracuse Visual Figure-Backgrotrnd Test did not appear to in-
volve this abiliry, since in this test the task is to discover a figure
which is to some extent obscured by the background pattern.

The writer has long maintained the hypothesis that the rype
of spatial abiliry which involves the k-facrcr is an abiliry to per-
ceive or recognize the sructure or form of a figure as a whole

as opposed to the abiliry to perceive details. This hypothesis,

which was suggested by a consideration of the properties of
spadal tests having high &-loadings, has been advanced in theses

and published ardcles (rgl T, 1952, rg14). A relevant passage in the

Ed.B. thesis submitted in r93 7 rcads as followt (prge zo) :
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"The question then arises as to why the group factor does not
show itself so strongly in Recognition A (Gottschaldt Figures)

as in Recognition B (Cross-Pattern Test). It seems lik.ty that the

fact that the tetrads for Recognition A are lower (though one of
them is more than four times the P.E.) may be due to the more
effective 'camoufaging' of the figtrres in Recognition A than in
Recognition B. In the former, an abfiry to form a clear impres-
sion of a figure as a whole will not serve so well as an abiliry to
note significant details, which reveal its presence in a more com-
plex figure. This may also explain its higher saturation with
9....

'nThese considerations suggest that the essential abiliry intolved
in working these tests having a common group factor is that
required to form and retain a clear impression of a shape or pattern

as a whole.. . . Apprrently, the group factor with which we are

concerned enters into abilities involving critically the perception
of gestalten of shape, but not those involving simple gestalten

of magnitude (e.g. discrimination of sizes of circles, squares, etc.)

or the more complex gestalten of symmetr[, roundness, etc.

Using the word 'form' in the sense used by Granit, we may des-

cribe the factor as a erception factor'."
It was of some interest to the writer to find that Spearman

expressed a somewhat similar point of view in the following
pritrge from the book Human nitity, published in r9io.

n'The 
senior writer happened to notice that such tests can

readily be performed in two distinct manners. One may be called
analytic in the sense that attention wanders from one element of
the figures to another. The other mode of operation is comp aita,-

tively synthetic in that the figures (or their constituents) are melr-
tally grasped in much larger units (sometimes called 'wholes').

The former procedure, not the lafter, tends to load noegenetic
processes with g."

The passage suggests that Spearman might have given his sup-
port to the hypothesis that the k-loading of a test may refect the
extent to which it involves the perception and retention of org-
aruzed configurations or gestalten. The use of the phrase i,
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parentheses, "sometimes called 'wholes' ", however, may sug-
gest a reluctance to accept such a view. This may be not uncon-
nected with the fact that in r %Z when Spearman read the writer's
thesis, not only was he reluctant to admit the existence of a

spadal factor as deffacting frorn the simpliciry of his Two-Factor
Theory, but he was also strongly critical of the theories of the
gestalt psychologists. It was in r%7 that he published his two
volume history Psychology down the Ages which contained a chap-
ter strongly aftacking the views of the gestalt school.

This chapter, entitled 'The Confusion that is Gestalt Psycho-
logy', ended with the followirg passage:

'0.. . They have been led far from genuine science. [n place

of this, they have only been able to subsdtute some dynamic
theorems which, besides being hypothetical in extreme degree
are so vague that . . . like the prophecies of an asffologer . . .
anything can be read into them, nothing read out of them. Al-
together, if Associationism may be regarded as Psychological
Enemy No. r, cannot Gestaltism put in a claim to be at any rate
No. z?"

ln view of this virulent denunciation of Gestalt Psychology by
Spearman, the gestalt explanation of k factor must obviously
be considered with some caution. 'We might test the hypothesis

by applilng J. S. Mill's Method of Agreement and Difference,
i.e. by searching for some characteristic which is present in spatial
tests having high &-loaditgr and absent in other types of spadal
test known to have low k-loadings.

In the former class, we might list Pattern Perception, Paper

Formboard (or Fitting Shapes) and Memory for Designs which
have repeatedly shown &-loadirgr of 'i or over. (In Sultan's
research, the second and third of these tests had g + k-loadings of
'67 and '66 respectiv.ly).

ln the latter class, we might include tests such as Street Gestalt

Completion or Percepffial Speed which are diagrammatic in
content but have relatively low ft-loadirgr. [n Sultan's analysis,
the respective g + k loadings were 'rr and '3 j. In the writer's
view these two tests depend more on an ability to perceive sig-
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nificant or meaningful details than on the abiliry to perceive and
retain 'in mind' the sructure or configuration of a diagram as

a whole. Abstraction seems to be involved in the process of per-
ce_iving or reproducing the gestalt of an abstract design. The items
of the Street Gestalt Completion Test consist of groups of shapes
but these are incomplete silhouettes of common objects such ,r ,
ship or aeroplane. Identifying these silhouettes may involve
less abstraction because recognition may be achieved by notirg
a characteristic detail such as a mast or propeller. A somewhai
similar distinction was mentioned in our discussion of the learn-
ing difficulties of spastic children. It was noted that some of these
handicapped children had difficulty in learning to recognize the
letter 'o' ,although they had no difficulry in reco gttr ng .r object
such as an apple. The device of associating the shape of the letter
with that of a cut apple had been found helpful in teaching rhe
children to remember the abstract form of the lefter.

Pelceptual speed tests may require the subject ro idend$r a
standard form from a number of figures one (or more) of which
is identical with the standard. The variants, however, differ only
in respect of detail and not in the structure or gestalt. Hence,
these tests have usually a relativ.ly low &-loadi"g.

Diagrammatic tests which depend for success on the noting

9f explicit relationships between the parts of a figure usually have
low [-loadirgt thou[h they may have high gJ"oadings, as men-
tioned by Spearman. An example of this rype of test is Progressive
Matrices by Raven and Penrose, which was used as a grading test
in the services during the war and is generally regardJ m a good
g-test. 'When 

administered to males, its spadal loading was fotrnd

!o b. negligibly low, though for some unexplained rirso, it was
found to have a consistently higher spatial loading when given
to grouPs of women. It is not a true k-test, because it does not
involve the perception of organized configurations in a way which
is critical for successful performance. ft involves explicit trial and
error and the checking and cross-checking of relationships be-
tween the difGrent parts of the figures. There are few items which
require the imaginal manipulation or retention of a figure as a
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whole or as an organized configuration. The writer (rgS+) has

carried out a factor-analysis of a battery of tests which included
Progressive Matrices (rf, Table 28). lnstead of using the total

Table 28

General and spatial factor loadings of d uaried battery of spatial tests. Factor

loadings (rotated) obtiined by the ientroid method, for fi4 boys and girk in the

age-range rr:oto rr:rr (Smith)

ROTATED FACTORS

II1
k

Itr, fuzIs
g

TEST

A M.H.T. 39 (pp. r, 3, J,
B M.H.T. 39 (pp. z, 4, 6)

C Matrices (A, C, E)
D Matrices (8, D)
E Fitting Shapes

F Form Recognition (after
Gottschaldt)

G Pattern Recognition

H Shapes Recognition

J Comparisons and Inuerse
Drawing

K Memory for Shapes

L Match Boxes
M Block Building
N Paper Folding

O Model Recognition

P Reuerse

'9416
'8T24
'8o73
'7 595
'643t

\
.Ea
FT TIJ

-.. F{.sz
E\i
S.u)'

isI

'4464
'6826
'323r

'7072
'43r8
'jzj8
'5197
'3 J6g
'6J 84

'8493

9'525r
3t'28 20'19 I I.53

score, however, he derived t nro scores, one for Sets A, C and E

and the other for Sets B and D. The first of these scores was found
to have a small spadal loading of 'rT while the second had a zero
loading. Keir (rg+g) and Vernon (rgSo) have also carried out
a factor analysis of the items of this test and have fotmd a bipolar
factor contrasting sets B and D with sem C and E (and possibly

A). Keir suggested that the contrast could readily be accounted

for by the fact that in general, the items in the B and D sets were
solved most readily by * 'analytical' or 'verbalized' procedure,

'7063
.65 ro
'8i92
'87o9
'50.25

'44rO
'6133
'336r

'5322
'447r
'i398
'3377
'4131

'3 846

'4535

'o355
'0323
.r684

'ooor
'572r

'3 898

'4630
.4r8r

'5337
.48 r6
.36oo

'6342
'4OrO

'67oo
.6726

'6644
'669o
'2023
'o3 19
'25T5

'3t62
'3035
.t283

'373r
'oooo
'3252
'o590
.IJ93
.2482

'4373

quares 4'7623 3'o283 r'7295
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while those in Sets C and E were more amenable to a 'slmthedc' or
'intuitive' procedure. These contrasting procedures could be
regarded as corresponding to Meumann's 'diffirsive' versus 'con-
centrative' or 'fixadve' rypes of attention. (The words '*"lydcal'
and '$mthetic', which the present writer prefers to avoid, are

here being used in the sense employed by Spearman and Wynn
Jones in the passage quoted from Human Ability on e previous
page. The same terms are used by Kretschmer in connection with
his rwo main rypes of personaliry, but in a different and opposirg
sense, for it is the person with a 'fixative' mode of attention who is

described as analytical by Kretschmer.)
The section of the Matrices test which has a small spadal load-

irg (A, C, E) is that which is most readily worked by attention to
the figure as a whole, that is by a concentrative or fixative mode of
attentiolr. The other section with the lower or zero spatial load-
it g (B, D) consists of items which are solved most readily by ,
verbalized procedure, such as furding an explicit rule. The D set,

for example, consists largely of 'permutations'.
The writer has suggested in the article reGrred to that this

princrple is more generally ,pplicable. The tests which have some-
what lower k-loadirgr (such as Gottschaldt Figures and Paper
Folding) crn usually be solved by a procedure involving attention
to details ('difiirsive' attention) while those tests which have high
&-loadings require the subject to grasp and manipulate mentally
figures as wholes, e.g. Paper Form Board (Fitting Shapes),
Pattern Perception, Block Building. In the latter tests, a'frxative'
or uconcentrative' 

mode of attention will be most helpful.
The distinction can perhaps be understood most reafily by

considering the Memory for Designs Test in which eight large
designs are exposed one at a time for ten seconds and then re-
moved and the subject is given one minute in which to reproduce
each design. Those subjects who can form and retain an image of
the design will be best senred by a 'fixadve' mode of attention.
Having fixated the design, they rdll retain the figure 'in mind' as

a complete gestalt and will have no difficdry in reproducing the
figure in its correct proportions. On the other hand, subjects
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who form visual images with difficulry will be best served by a

'diffusive' mode of attention. They will tend to glance at different
parts of the figure during the exposure and will attempt to re-
member as many details as possible. They will produce a design

which may include most of the necessary details, but may well
be incorrect as an organi zed structure or whole. The proportions
of the figure may be quite incorrect.

The various forms of the Memory for Designs Test, such as

the N.I.I.P. versior, have usually been found to have high k-
loadings, perhaps because the method of scoring gives considerable

credit for correct reproducdon of proportions. (The loading has

been fotrnd to vary with difGrent markers, and this variabiliry may
be a refection of differences in spatial ability among the markers.)

Such a difference in mode of attention would account for the

fact that brain-injured children who show spadal disabilities

have difiiculry in perfor*ing figure-background tests, such as the

Syracuse Visual Figure-Backgrotrnd Test. As we have already
mentioned, studies by \Merner and Srauss (rq+r), Cruickshank
et al. (tgSZ) and others have shown impaired performance on this

type of test. It would be reasonable to suppose that children

whose spadal disabilities are refected in a diffusive mode of
attention would tend to be distracted by the details of the back-
ground instead of being able to fixate attention on the organized
figure in the foregrotrnd.

Some confirmation of the writer's hypothesis has been ob-
tained by Taylor (196o), in a factorial investigation specifically

designed to test the hypothesis. Taylor included the Memory
for Designs Test in a battery of eleven tests (verbal, non-verbal
and spatial) administered to groups of roo boys and roo girls,

having an average age of 14 years 4 months.

The Designs Test was marked in three ways:

r. According to the original N.I.I.P. marking scheme;

z. According to the correctrress of detail;

3. According to the correctness of the representation of pro-

POrtions.
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To facilitate the marking accordirg to the second and third
schemes, the Goodenough Drawing-a-Man Test was added as

an item additional to the eight of the Memory for Designs Test.

This increased the possible range of scores, particularly for de-
tail (.f, Table zg).

Table 29

General and spatial factor loadings of spatial, geography and other tests.

. Unrotated centroid factors, aftu one iteration, fw .r9o loys and rco girls,
auerage age, 14 years 4 months (Taylor)

TEST OR VARIABTE Io rb trIo

- 27o'

M.H. Verbal Reasoning (Series StlSz)
Non-uerbal 3 (N.F.E R., Caluut)
Spatial r (N.F.E R., Smith)
Spatial r (Subtests r and 6)
Clerical r (N.F.E.R., Richards)
Geography (School Marks)
Ceography (Locations, Mop Fornr)

Geography (ruowledge, Verbal Form)

Geography (Distributions, Map Form)
Memory for Designs (N./.LP.)
Memory for Designs (marked for Accuracy

of Detail)
Memory for Designs (marked for Correct-

ness of Proportions)

Ser (MalelFemale)

+
1
+
+
+
I

+

'362
'27r
'134
'r49
'347
'og8
'289
'329
'25O

'264

'223
'44r

Per cent Variance 48'76 zo'28

For both boys and girls, the second method of marking (i...
for details) produced a much lower g-loading as well as a lower
k-loading. The third method of marking (i... for proportions)
produced the highest k-loading for the combined sample, al-
though for both boys and girls it yielded a slightly lower g-
loading than the first method of marking. (The lafter result
might conceivably be due to the inclusion of the Goodenough
Test which would probably reduce the reliability slightly.)

Perhaps the most interesting finding of the study was the fact

r r'o8

kl,g

*'383
* '648

f .8oo

*'724
* '368

*'487
*'634
*'s4z
*'i43
*'z6z

*'434

*'239
*'t7g

- '2o8

- '063

* '3i3
*'342
- '251

-'343
-'533
- '524

- '393

* '339

* '3oo

+
+

'427
'5 30

s.A.-r4 2o,9
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that the third method of marLing (for proportions) produced a

very large sex-difference in favour of boys, while the second

method of marking (for accuracy of details) cause the sex-differ-
ence to 'swing' markedly in favour of girls.

The differences in mean score for boys and girls were as

follows (Table 30) :

Table 30

Diference of means for boys and girls in N.IJ.P. Memory for
Designs Test (Taylor)

MARKTNG SCHEME

r. Original Scheme

3. Accuracy of Details

3. Correctness of Proportions

DIFFERENCES OF MEANS

(novs' rESs crnrs') CRITICAT RATIO

3'477
o'324
8'oo5

3'12
o'67

r r.9o

+

+

The increase in the fifGrence in means in favour of boys when
the drawings were marked for the correctness of the proportions
is very striking, the critical ratio being more than 8. The result
strongly suggests that this method of marking increases the spatial
content of the test, since it is well-known that tests with high
spadal loadings show a marked sex-difference in favour of boys.

The equally striking 'swing' in favour of girls when the designs

were marked for accuracy of details points to the opposite
conclusion and confirms the results of the factor-analysis, which
showed that this method of marking reduced the spatial loading
of the test. Thus, Taylor's results provide sffong support for the

writer's hypothesis that the spadal loading refects the extent to
which the test involv es critically the ability to perceive and retain
'in mind' a configuration as a whole.

Wider significance of the spatial factor

There are indications, however, that the factor is not confined
to the uisualperception of shapes or patterns, but may be involved
in perception in other modalities such as touch or hearing or in
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the perception of configurations in numerical or mathematical

symbolism, such as matrices or determinants. At the Twelfth
International Congress of Psychology held in Edinburgh in 1948.

El Koussy himself suggested the possibility that the k-factor
might have importance in other perceptual fields, such as the

tactual or the auditory. He asked the questior, "Does the musical

composer need an auditory k-factor?" Certainly, there is now

considerable evidence from many factorial studies that some tests

which are completely without items involving shapes or geo-

metrical outlines consistently appear to have loadings in the k-
factor.

In his Factorial Study of Perception, Thurstone (tg++) found

several non-geometric tests, such as Brighuless Contrast and a

Mirror Test, which had considerable loadings in his factor A
(which is the same as k). W'erdelin (rqS8) found that two number
series tests had moderate or low loadings on the spadal factor iso-
lated in his study and identified with k.

The first of these tests required the subject to continue simple

series of numbers like the following:

T, 2, 41 8, 16r. . .

21 8, 18, 32, Jo, . . o

The second test required the subject to score out terms of the

series which were incorrect as in:

Tr21319r Sr6rTr 8r...
r, 2, 9, t6, 25, 49, 64,. . .

The loadings of these two tests on the spatial factor were found

in four studies to be as follows:

Loadings on the spatial factor S or k

| | sur-srrIDY I sun-sruDY 
IIALPIIASTUDYI A I B Ilrlrl *l

BETA STI]DY

Number Series I
Numbu Series II

'38
.27
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'IVerdelin's findings do not stand unconfirmed. Pemberton
fotrnd that a Number Series Test had a loading of .27 on his
Crfactor (probably the same as [). Also, Guilford et al. found that
an Arithmetic Reasoning Test had a loafing of .38 on his Visuali-
zationfactor Vz (the same as k) and this finding has been reported
in previous Air Force researches, the characteristic loading being
about '2o. This test required the subject to find the answer to
arithmedc-reasoning problems presented in such e manner that
the method of soludon had to be determined by the subject.
Thus, a typ.Lctl feature of this rype of test-material was that the
subject had to find the rule or law underlying the problem for
himself, This is precisely what is required in the Number Series

Tests. These are really particular rypes of the well-known Ab-
stractions Test, devised by Shipley, which consist ofmiscellaneous
series of letters, words or numbers, the trnderlying rule in each
case having to be deduced by the subject. It is interesting to nore
that though the Shipley Absffactions Test contains no spadal or
geometrical items, it was found by Lovell (rgsj) to have a spadal
loadin g of .r7.

The following are rypical Shipley Abstractions items:*
"'W'herever you see an asterisk, one letter or number is missing.

'Write in the missing letters or numbers.

,,L M
5 r5
LUCK
AzM

N
25

LICK LACK FOUL FOIL ****
bXn DvO gTp ***"

The investigation by Sultan $962) showed the Shipley Ab-
straction Test to have a loading of .6r in the first factor extracted
and identified as g + k.Lovell's Concept Formation Test based on
Vinacke's figures, to be classified accordirg to two or more
mutually exclusive principles, had a loadirg of . Sz tn this factor.
Since these loadings are not far short of those of the spadal tests

themselves, there are groturds for suspecting that the spatial

* The examples are quoted from Vernon, P. E. and Parry, J. B. (r94g), Per-
sonnel Selection in the British Forces, London, [Jniversity of London Press Ltd.

oPa*
35 45 5J **
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tests provide measures of 'abstracting' or 'conce ptaahzing'
abiliry. If subsequent research should confirm that tests such as

abstractions, number series and arithmetic reasonirg do genuinely
involve a substantial amount of k, it will be necessary to extend

our conception of the spadal factor to embrace abilities to per-
ceive and recognize patterns which cannot be considered to be

spadal or geometrical in any sense. The factor might sdll be

appropriately described as a 'form perception' factor, where the

word 'form' is interpreted in the wider or more general sense in
which it is used by gestalt psychologists. It may well flrn out that
'form-perception' is a more appropriate descriptive term for
these tests than 'spatial.' The writer used this name for k-tests in
rg31. tt is perhaps unfortunate that it has since been applied by
American psychologists to tests of Perceptual Speed (P-factor)

which measure the faciliry to perceive detail embedded in back-
ground material. Such tests can scarcely be regarded as ffue mea-
sures of an ability to perceive 'form'.

An anornaly which puzzled Spearman

The conception of spatial abiliry which emerges from recent

researches, such as those of 
'Werdelin and Sultan, is so all emb rac-

ing that one is led to enquire whether the process of perceiving
and assimilating these general patterns or configurations (whether

spatial or non-spatial) is not in fact a process of 'abstraction'.

An afiirmative answer to this question would account for an

anomaly which appears to have pwzled Spearman. As the out-
come of his long effort to elucidate the nature of the general
factor {, Spearman finally formulated the following generaltza-

tion:
Tests which have high g-loadings must possess two essential

properties

r. They must involve noegenetic processes

z. They must be abstract.

As he showed in a posthumously published article (Spearman,
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1946), in which he analysed the results of several large scale

investigations involving the administration of alarge number of
varied tests, this combination of noegenesis and abstractness did
account for the high and low g-loadings almost perfectly. There
was, however, a single exception and this was a test of spatial

PercePtion, which, in spite of not being absffact, tended to have
high gJoadirgt. Spearman was basing his generalization on the
results of investigations carried out in the United States of Ameri-
ct, the Spearman-Holztnger Unitary Trait Study (rg:6) and the
later somewhat similar studies successively trndertaken by Hol-
ztnger, Flarman and Swineford.

In the Unitary Trait Study, which comprised 94 tests given
to r,roo pupils, two tests of spatial perception had g-loadings
with the very high ranks of first and fotuth, and in the Thornton
School Study, involving z8 tests, a test of visual perception had
the high rank of sixth. Since Spearman believed that these tests

involved 'concrete' rather than 'absffact' thinking, their high
g-loadings were inconsistent with his gen eruhzation that abstract-
ness is an essential properry of a good g-test.

Spearman's discussion of the problem, however, does not
appear to provide e solution to the difficulry. A satisfactory
explanation might be that though these tests appear to be con-
crete in content, they actually involve a process of abstraction.
If we regard the process of perceiving and assimiladng a gestalt as

a process of abstraction (abstracting the form or structure) then
the exception disappears. It is possible that any process of abstrac-
tion may involve in some degree the perception, retention in
memory, recognition and perhaps reproducdon of a pattern or
structure.

If this is indeed the explanation of what Spearman called the
"anom 

^ly 
of spatial perception", the unexpected fact that some

spatial tests, such as N.F.E.R. Spatial Test r, have very high g-
loadings in addition to very substantial k-loadings, takes on a new
significance. If there are psychological grounds for regardin g g
and k as a single factor (and the analysis of Sultan's data suggests
that this might be satisfactory statistically), then spadal tests have
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t strong claim to be regarded as true abstractions tests, if not
super-g,-tests. There would be good grounds for preferring them,

because of their superior reliability, to concePt-formation or
sorting tests such as those of Goldstein and Scheerer, 'Weigl,

Vigotsky, Berg and others. As Vernon (r9i3) has pointed out, no
one has yet proved that these are anything more than rather un-
reliable tests of g.

Certainly, the long-standing view of psychologists such as Mc-
Farlan e (rgz5), Ale*andet (rqiJ) *d Spearman (rgio), that there
is a dichotomy between concrete and abstract intelligence, has

been misleadirg. The corollary that spatial tests measure an abiliry
to think concretely while verbal tests measure an ability to think
abstractly seems to be based on a fallacy.

Gestah perception and conceptual thought

The hypothesis that there is an intimate association between

form perception and the process of abstraction has received

weighry support from the animal psychologist K. Z. Lorenz
(rgSr), who has approached the problem from a different point of
view. In a contribution to a Symposium on 'Aspects of Form', he

has advanced an interesting theory to account for such an associa-

tion. 
'We quote the relevant Passage from the article:

"In the simplest and without doubt phylogenetically most

primitive form, Gesalt perception is nothing else than the func-
tion of another constancy computor, which enables us to per-
ceive the shape of an object as one of its permanent ProPerties.
It is as well to remind English-speaking readers that the original,

non-scientific meaning of the word 'Gestalt' is equivalent to that
of 'shape' or 'form'. In ordinary German, one cannot speak of the

Gestalt of a melody or a movement, but only of that belonging
to an object of constant spadal shape. The original survival value

of Gestalt perception indubitably lies in perceiving constant

shape as the supremely important propeffy of infividual objects.

"If I ilrn the pipe which I am smoking, while writing these
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lines, to and fto, between my fingers, its image assumes an im-
mense number of difftrent contours, yet its shape, as I perceive it,
remains perfecdy constant.

"This faculry is so familiar to us that we fail to realize wh at a
tremendous feat it is on the side of the computor to 'deduce' the
permanent form from the innumerable combinations of sensory
data which represent the ever-changing contours of the moving
pipe as it is depicted on the retina. . . .

"The computor which enables us to perceive the shape of
objects as constant, though immeasurably more complicated, is

functionally akin to that of colour and of size constarcl, in that it
originrlly evolved in the service of the same function of re-
cogtt:zing individual objects. But, in the course of evolution , tay
organ may change its function . . . and a central nervous com-
putor is nothing else than an organ. Organs have a queer knack
of suddenly developing unsuspected applicabilides and can be

turned to tasks entir.ly different from those in whose service they
origindly evolved. Two such changes of function have taken a

decisive part in the evolution of Man. One was that of the pre-
hensile hand and of the central representation of space correlated
with its function.

"The other was that of Gestalt perception.
'0A11 efl'ects of constancy, including that of Gestalq are based

on the single ftrnction of extricating the essential constant factor
by abstracting from the inessential variable sensory data. The
differentiation of this function attains an amazingdevelopment in
the service of shape constancy, and it needs only to be driven one
little step further to make possible an absolutely new operation
miraculously analogous to the formation of absffact, generic
concepts. Not only small children, but also higher birds and
mammals, are able to perceive a supra-individual, generic Gestalt
in all the individual objects of the same ldnd.

"The same faculties which enable these organisms to reco gilze
one individual dog in all shades of light, at all distances and from
all angles, need only carry their abstraction from the inessential
one step further to render possible the momentous Gat of per-
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ceiving one com.mon Gestalt in all dogs of all races, different
though they may be.

o'A monkey, a cat, a raven, or a young child, is certainly not
able consciously to absffact the zoological diagnosis of Canis

familiaris Linnaerzs, indubitably it is the performance of the Gestalt
computors which enables them to see'the' dog 'in' all the difGrent
representatives of the species. V"ry probably this function of
generic recognition achieved by Gestalt perception is not only
the phylological precursor of conscious abstraction.'V[e know by
much observational and experimental evidence that the human
capaciry of Gestalt perception by far exceeds that of all animals.
ln my opinion, the great change of firnction just described is one
of the indispensable conditions which had to be fulfilled in order
to make possible conceptual thought and speech.

"I hold that Gestalt perception of this rype is idendcal with that
mysterious function which is generally called 'Intuitior', and
which indubitably is one of the most important cognitive facul-
ties of man. 'W'hen the scientist, confronted with a multitude of
irregular and apparendy irreconcilable facts, suddenly 'sees' the

general regul aity ruling them a[, when the explanation of the
hitherto inexplicable all 'at once' jumps out at him with the
suddenness of a reveladon, the experience of this happening is
fundamentally similar to that other when the hidden Gestalt in a

puzzle-picture surprisirgly shrts out from the confusirg back-
ground of irrelevant detail. The German expression in die Augen

springer* is very descriptive of this process.

* To spring to the eyes.
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Chapter seuen

The Relationship benveen Spatial Abiliry
and Temperament

Reuiew of preuious findings

TuEnE is now a very considerable body of evidence of a reladon-

rhip bet ween spatial abiliry and temperament.
Dellaert (r93a) showed that when unstable and inGrior subjects

are given both verbal and performance tests, their inGrioriry is

more marked in the scores on the performance tests. Jastak (rql+)
found differences in 'level' beRnreen vocabolrry tests and tests

requiring some degree of performance abiliry. His results showed

that grossly maladjusted children tend to obtain higher scores in
the vocabolrry tests than in the performance tests, while normal
subjects tend to have similar scores in both rypes of test. I-Jhler

(rgll) studied the test-scores of 8zo schoolchildren and foturd

that those children whose non-verbal abiliry was markedly

superior to their verbal abiliry showed delinquent or aggressive

behaviour; where the reverse relation held berween the scores,

there was evidence of neurotic or psychopathic characteristics.

Earl (rqtq) fotrnd that adult morons "who showed a marked

preponderance of verbal abiliry tend to be unstable personalities

with a neurotic preference for symbols rather than realities".
Those whose verbal scores were markedly lower than scores on
performance tests seemed to be sufGring from a verbal neurosis,

i.e. a neurotic attitude towards verbal processes, which in his view
refected early educational difficuldes.

Wells (rg+8) made a detailed study of 18 young adults, eight of
whom were chosen because of large differences between their
verbal and qtrantitative test-scores.
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The tests were

r. The Scholastic Aptitude and Mathematical Attainment

Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board.

z. The verbal 
"rrd 

number portions of a test like the Modified
Alpha Examination (Psych. Corp., rg43)-

3. A vocabulary test (after O'Connor).

4. Rorschach protocols.
j. Kohs' Blocks Test (available for only some of the subjects).

'Wells concluded from his study of the r 8 cases that there was a

significanr association between the verbal faciliry trait complex

"rrd 
sociophilia, and moreover that this is almost ssllainl/ a

general phenomenon. The opposite tendency forlack ofsociabfiry

ro accompany quantitative-spatial ability was not so well made

out. Welli admits that the systematic evidence on the spatial side

was meagre, but he claims that Freyd's early findings as to the

lessened sociabiliqf of the spatially apt have not been contradicted.

It is clear, however, from the figures given by Wells that, if he

had studied a sample of cases showing large differences between

verbal and spatial i.or.r instead of between verbal and numerical

scores (or b.tween scholastic aptitude and mathematical attain-

ment), the contrast with regard to sociabiliry would have been

much more marked.

One of the cases 
'Wells 

considered to be a'verbalist' actually

had higher scores on the spadal Block Assembly than on verbal

Alpha, 
"nd 

so was not a true verbalist. It is significant that this

*m the only one of the so-called verbalist grouP who was

described as asocial and shy. Of the four who did relatively well
on the number Alpha and mathematical attainment tests, one was

rated as outsrandingly asocial and this subject had the highgsl

score of the 18 in the spadal Block Assembly test. Thus, 'W'ells'

study can be quoted ,t tff.ring strong suPPort_ to the view that

higlr verbal abiliry relative to spatial ability tends to be associated

*ith sociabiliry, while relatively high spadal ability tends to be

accompanied by asocial ffaits. None of the cases in 'Wells' verbal
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faciliry group had an asocial rating, while the group of physical
scientists was certainly less sociable. 'Wells regarded this tendency
for verbal facility to [. accompanied by so.Ial traits as having a

general validiry. He points out, however, that Cattell (rq+s) has
noted an opposite tendency when the criterion is a multiple choice
verbalism (" the verbalism of cerebrotonia"). He also maintains
that his observations support the usefulness of the Emperament
classification formulated by Sheldon and Srevens.

Bradford (1948) has pointed out that relative weakness at per-
formance tests is characteristic of many of the failures in the r r-
plus examination, and is even to be noted among university
students who eventually gain a poor pass degree at the first or
second aftempt. He believes that verbal bias may be an indication
of emotional maladjustment. He has presented psychographs
showing marked weakness in spatial abiliry in the case of three
pupils who failed in the r r-plus examination, md also for two
maladjusted universiry students. He points out that a selection
battery devised to differentiate those who have a verbal bias from
those who have a spatial bias , if equally weighted on the verbal
and spatial sides, will tend to direct some maladjusted pupils ro
the grammar school.

Cattell (rg+8) has noted that "some tests, notably Mazes, Pass-

along and Kohs' Blocks seem to be better done by boys rhan by
girls, and evidently involve some temperamen tal factor of initia-
tive and emotional stabiliry, but other tests involving manipula-
tive skill (..g. the Seguin) show no such ditrerence". The fact that
the first three tests are k-tests, showing the well-known sex

difference, points to the conclusion that the presence of the spadal
factor and the association berween the scores and temperamental
qualities are related phenomena. 'We have already diicussed the
remarkable sensitiviry of the Maze Test to changes resulting from
the operation of prefrontal leucotoml, and we have referred to
its high correlation with measures of social competency.

That the association with personlliry or temperamental qualities
is not peculiar to MazeTests or Performance Tests is shown by the
fact that a somewhat similar association has been noted with
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paper-and-pencil tests of the familiar type. 'We have already

quoted a statement by Vernon and Parry (rq+g) that "Army
recruits picked out by ptychiatrists as lacking in combahncy or
questionable in emotional stabiliry did particularly badly in the
Squares test." Squares also gave a coffelation of 'zt 7 with assault

course marks for 88 men in the R.A.C. when no other test apafi
from Assembly and Agility, gave correlations higher than 'r.
The correladons of Assembly and Agiliry were 's7z and '33o
respectively.

Thurstone (rg++) has claimed that administrators and leaders

did particularly well in the spatial test consistirrg of Gottschaldt

diagrams. More recently, Semeonoff and Trist (rgS8) have re-
ported that subjects who do relativ.ly well on the form-board
type of performance test, known as the Carl Hollow Square,
have characteristic interests and person ality traits. Such persons

must be spatially gifted for the Carl Hollow Square is a wooden
version of the familiar fitting shapes test. These high+coring
subjec$ fall into three categories:

r. Persons highly skilled in mechanical occupations and
pursuits.

z. Test sophisticated subjects who are not concerned to main-
tain prestige in relation to mechanical pursuits.

3. Eflicient secretaries and other people whose work benefits
from mild obsessional tendencies.

Semeonoff and Trist suggest that, with the possible and partial
exception of the last group, the common factor appeared to be

absence ofneurotic tendency. The Carl Hollow Square is of special

interest, since it had the highest spadal loading of all the per-
formance tests studied by Semeonoffand Trist. Halstead and Slater

(rq+6) found that a combination of high scores on Carl Hollow
Square, together with previous experience, gave the best predic-
tion in selection of neurotic patients for training in engineering
occuPations.

Eysenck, Granger and Brengelmann (tgsz) studied the per-
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formance of groups of normal, neurotic and psychotic adulm on a
large number of objective tests, including several spatial tests. In
those which had been shown to have high loadings in Thurstone's

closure factor A(which is the same as the spadal factor k), normals

were found to perform befter than neurotics or psychodcs. In the
case of Thurstone's Space Test (Primary Mental Abilities), this
difference was significant at the r per cent level of confidence,
and it was in the same direction in the case of the Street Gestalt

Completion Test, though not quite significant at the i per cent

level.
Surprisingly, however, in Gottschaldt Figures and Block De-

sign, neurotics made the best performance and psychotics 
"the

worst. These latter tests had loadings on Thurstone's factor E
(flexibiliry of closure) as well as on A, and the authors thought
that this might account for the superior performance of the

neurotics on these two tests. The dark vision test was found to
have a substantial loading('++g) o, the spatial factor, high spatial

abiliry being associated with superior dark vision. This result

accords with other findings on the personaliry correlates of spadal

abiliry, since Granger (rgii) has shown that introverts and dyr-
thymics show better dark-vision adaptation than extraverts and

hysterics.
That there is an association between spatial or mechanical

abiliry and introversion has been noted by numerous writers,
includirg early workers such as Frey d (tgza) and Bingham (tgz6).

Freyd noted that "the socially-inclined group seems to be re-
lated to the extravert and the mechanically inclined to the intro-
\rert", and Bingham observed that there is a tendency towards
introversion in persons whose occupations require ability to deal

with concrete objects or mechanisms. He wrote, "The boy with
little more than average mechanical ability, but with an exaggerated

tendency to shrink from his social environment, spends more
time in playing with mechanical contrivances. His interest in
mechanisms grows apace with increase in his mechanical know-
ledge and skill. He eventurlly develops a marked vocational

tendenry which would have been less in evidence had he been
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lessprone to introversiolr. His ultimate mechanicalabiliry is to that

extent a ftrnction of his social personaliry ffends. . . . Both interest

and abiliry are ftrnctions of personaliry. Each affects and modifies
the other. Vocational abiliry grows with exercise and training.
Inrerest in any rype of activiry usu"lly increases with growth of
perrinent knowledge and skill. A bias towards introversior, then,

is favourable to the enhancement of both interest and abfity in
dealing with machines." (p. 36o.)

Burt has expressed a somewhat similar view, pointing out that
there is a peculi arnty characteristic of a large ProPortion of those

who shine in mechanical tests and mechanical occuPatiorrs. Such

persons are extraverted for things, but introverted for Persons,
and unable to deal adequately with persons, they gain Power over
things. I{, in adfition, they are not glib with words, there is a

ftrrther compensating mechanism.
Thus, Burt's theory amounts to much the same as Bingham's,

but neither seerns to be adequate to account fully for the associa-

tion, which may be observed ir qoite yotmg childrelr.'When we
consider extreme instances, it becomes aPParent, that the tendenry
musr be primarily constitutional. Burns (tgSo) has described cases

of children who manifested marked mechanical interests together

with various shades of schi zotd personaliry traits at quite an early

age: "There is the fFpe of case now known as 'infantile autism',

starting in infancy where speech is almost absent and there is a

very marked lack of relationship to persons, while there is an

obsessional interest in objects, particularly of a mechanical nature.

Some of these children, while not completely autistic (to use a

term which is not perhaps adequate) grow uP into the very
eccentric rype of individual, who never fits into sociery, but
manages to live with fair success in a more or less private world."

Hebro, (rgS7) has investigated the personality profiles ofpupils
showing either reladv.ly high verbal ability or relativ.ly high
spadal abiliry, in the course of an extensive survey involving the

testing of some r,ioo school pupils in secondary modern schools.

Among the tests administered were Verbal and Non-verbal
Intelligence Tests, the Ballard Reading Test, a Mechanical Arith-
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metic Test, the Kingston Number Concept Test and N.F.E.R.
Spatial Test r (Smith). Objective resrs to measure the rempera-
mental traits of surgency and desurgency were also included and
ratings of three personality qualities were obtained (independence,
selGconfidence and perseverance).

From the entire sample of r,joo pupils, 76 were chosen who
showed very high scores on the spadal test relative to their scores
on the verbal test. These pupils showed superior scores on the
Mechanical Arithmedc and Number Concept tests, though
correspondingly inferior scores on the Ballard readirg tesr. This
finding suggests that these spadally gifted pupils had a greater
capaciry fot trnderstanding mathematical concepts. The objective
temperament tests showed them to be slightly more desurgenr
and less surgent and they were rated more highly for the qualides
independence, self-confidence and perseverance.

From the original sample, another group of 56 pupils were
chosen who were at the opposite extreme, i.e. their verbal abilities
were very superior compared with their spatial abilities. They
showed almost precisely the opposite characteristics in all the tests.

They had inferior scores on the Mechanical Arithmedc and Num-
ber Concept tests but correspondingly superior scores on the
Ballard reading test. They were slightly less desurgent (o, two of
the temperament tests) and slightly more surgent (or one of the
tests) and they were rated less highly for the personality qualities
selGconfidence and perseverance. These findings by Hebron are

consistent with results reported by other investigators.

An experiment on the personality correlates of spatial ability

Results broadly in agreement with those reported in the pre-
vious section have been obtained by the writer in two experiments
with secondary school pupils.

In the first of these, the relationship between spatial abiliry and
personaliry variables lvas investigated by means of a self-rating
questionnaire. The f.P.A.T. Junior Personality Quiz (Cattell,
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Belofl Flint and Gruen) was adrninistered ro s6 boys in rwo
modern schools and a technical school. Non-v.rbri Test j lcrtrerr)
and Spatial Test r (Smith), both N.F.E.R. tests, wer. dro ,droirrir-
tered. Scores on two Moray Fouse Verbal Reasoning Tests were
available, and a Mathematical and Technical Test (frik) had b;
given to ri of the boys i, , class in the technicrl school. The age-
range of the boys was from ro$ to 13.

In order to limit the amount of labour involved in the analysis,
only four of the twelve personr!ry variables in the questionnaire
were actually correlated with the abiliry scores. TLe variables
selected were Cattell's factor 3 (neuroticism), O (cyclorht;;;),
7 (adventurous clclo$y-il) ,rrd ,, (surge".y). iil scores were
exPrejsed in standa dized form and *.rI adjusted for age. The
correlations obtained for 56 boys are shown in Tabl. I r. Corres-
ponding correlations for the rj boys who had taken the prak
Mathematical and Technical Tesr 

"rL 
shown ar rhe side, rh."gh

these were not included in the analysis. To reduce the number of
negative correlations in the matrix as far as possible, the signs o
two of the variables were refected. Thus, variab l, Z ,ppJrr, ,,
desurgency instead of surgen cy . and variable 6 

^ppears 
as

emotional stabiliqy oI- .qo-sirength instead of neurorfuirrrr. By
this simple device, all th. .orrJlations in the matrix became
positive, with the exception of two and these are negligibt
small.

The main table of correladon coefficienrs is made up of four
distinct blocks, viz.:

A. The block showing correladons between the verbal, non-
verbal and spatial tests.

D. The block showing correlations berween the four personal-
iry variables.

B and C. The blocks containing cross-correlations between
the ability resrs and the p.*oialiry variables.

* Cattell states that the internal consistency of this factor-score is quite low in
the child population. In theJ.P.Q. this factor is intended to be onlyl*p.ri*enral.

s.A.-rs 
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Tne Reldtionship Between Spatial Ability and Tempuament

The correladons in blocks A and D are all positive and signifi-
cant. Those in blocks B and C are mosdy small and all except one

are non-significant.
The exception is the substandal positive correladon between

Spatial Test r and Desurgency. For the ri boys who took the
Prak Test, there is a similar substantial positive correlation be-
tween the Prak Test and Desurgency, which shows that the high
value is not accidenhl.

The matrix of correladons was first analysed by Thurstone's
centroid method and the resulting 6ctor loadings obtained after
two iterations are shown in Table 32. Three factors were ex-
tracted accounting for about 30 per cent, 22 pff cent and 4 per
cent of the variance respectively.

Table 32

Unrotated factor loadings fro* matrix of correlations in Table 3t (scores of
56 boys, ro$--r 3 years, using Thurstone's centroid method with two iteration)

Verbal Test
Non-uerbal

(M.H-)
Test 3

rh

- '493

-.r88

'225

't37

- '343

- 'o48

f 'zr8

*'tzg
- '24r

h IIh fiz

(N.F.ER.
Spatial Test
Cyclothynia
Aduenturous

Ego-strength
(o- andC*

Desurgency (F-)

'J86

'63 8

'6t9
'566
'427

'432
'5r8

'590

' j65
'4o3
'527
'4r9

'74r

'746
'664
'600
'405

'M7
'362

iE*[
IH I

Percentage Variance 29'87 22'37 4'U

To facilitate interpretation, axes [o and Ilo were rotated through
an angle of 4ro 3 z' , thus making the loading of Non-verbal Test 3

zero in the second factor. By this means, first 6ctor loadings of
the three tests of cognitive abiliry were maximized, while the
loadings of the personaliqF ratings became negligibly small, with
the exception of that for desurgency.

The rotated loadings are shown in the following table:

58'62
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Spatial Ability

Table 33

Rotated factor loadings -fro* matrix of correlations in Tdble 3r (scores of
56 boys, ro|-r 3 years, axes I and II rotated through 4f ir')

[,I1

Verbal Test (M.H.)
Non-uerbal Test 3 (N.F.E.R.)
Spatial Test / (N.F.E R.)
Cyclothymia (A)
Aduenturous Cyclothymia (H)
Ego-strength (O - and C f)
Drt*Sr.ry (F -)

,8zg

'8J3
'737
'o74
'o43
'oo4
'263

'053
'ooo
'ro9
'770
'597
'6s6
'484

lpItro

'74r
'746
'664
'60r
'405
'447
'362

Percentage Variance z3'26 4'M

r. The first factor bears some resemblance to Spearman's f,
since it loads the three cognitive tests heavily and rnor. especiafly
Non-verbal Test 3, which requires eductive thinking with exclus-
ively non-verbal material. Desurgency has a not inconsiderable
loading in this factor (r$), possibly because high general abiliry
disposes towards serious rather than social pursuits.

2. The second factor difGrentiates mainly between the four
personaliry variables and the three cognitive tests, though the
spadal test has a small positive loafing. tt would be unwise ro
push the interpretation of this factor too far, since it is probably
an arcefact arising from the two different kinds of test-material,
self-rating questionnaires and cognitive tests.

3. The third factor is clearly the well-known verba{spadal
factor. ReGrrirg to the table of unrotated loadings, it will be
noted that the third factor sub-classifies the second. Among the
cognitive tests, it differentiates between the vcrbal and non-verbal
tests on the one hand and the spatial test on the other. Among the
personaliry variables, it differentiates in a similar way between
the cyclothymias on the one hand (especi ally H) and desurgency
on the other. Thus, verbal abiliry bears the same relation to spadal
abiliry among the tests as adventurous cyclothymia bears to de-
surgency among the self-ratitgr. Perhaps the most interesting
result of this analysis is the spadal loading of desurgency (almost
as high as that of Spatial Test r).

s6'6428'94

'225
,r37

-'343
- 'o48

'zr8
'r29

- '24r

zz8



The Relationship Between Spatiat Abitity and Temperaruent

Adventurous 
-Cf.lothymia (H+) has a loading of the same

sign as the verbal and non-verbal tests on this factoq Urt opposite
in sign to that of the sparial resr.

Thus, according to the results of our analysis of the f.p.A.T.
questionnaire scores and abiliry test r.or.r, sparial abiliry is
associated both with desurgency and with wiihdrawn schizo-
thymia. Accorditg to Cattell (rgSz), factor F surgency-desur-
gencl, even more than ryclothynia-schizothymia, is associated
with the breadth factor in body-build, rrrg.ris being short and
stocky. Thus, ye might expect ipatially gifred individlak to have
a tendency to be tall and lean. Ifwe usqfi. terminology suggested
by Rees tnd Eysenck (rg+s), our results would lead ro the eX-

Pectation that high spadal ability tends to be associated with
leptomgrphic physique and introverted temperament; in Kret-
schmer's system (rgrs) with leptosome o, 

"tLletic 
physique and

schizorhyp. 
- 
temperamenr; i" Sheldon's system^ (rg+o) with

ectomorph physique and cerebrotonic temperament.
It is of some interest to compare these findings with the con-

clusions reache{ by Cattell ,rd Drevdahl (rgSi) regarding the
Person4iry qualides of academic.lly r,r...rsfu] ;* and Lor.
particularly of research workers. Drevdahl (rgS+) investigated the
Personaliry-interest factors which distinguish creativ., prJducdve,
graduate students in arts and science, fro* uncreative persons of
equal .b{tl. He found the creative significantly *oi. schizo-
thym9, self-sufficient, withdrawn, roplrirticatedn desurgenr and
radical- This general p"tr.rn was largely confirmed by Cartell and
Drevdahl (rgss), *!o contrasted th. mean person 

^iry profile of
rr4 eminent researchers (physicists, psychologists and biologists)
with that of Ag leading academic rd-irristrarors, 8r ou6ran?ing
teachers, and the generd population. It is remarkable that ,h;
most striking Personality difGrences which Cattell and Drevdahl
found between researchers and administrators or teachers (viz.
schizothymia, withdrawnness, deryrgency and self-sufficiency)
are very similar to those which we (and other workers) have founi
to be associated with Fg-t, spadal abiliry. This finding may per-
haps be interPreted in the light ofour fistussion of the i.lrtio"rt ip
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Spatiol Ability

between spadal abiliry and problem solving (.f, P. 195 f[,). The

person wiih relatively high spatial abiliry has a marked tendency to

ieek for and recogni ze rcgularities and patterns in his expe{e1c9.

He tends to exp.ii.rr.e tensions when he becomes aware of a lack

of completenert i" any of these patterns and he continues to search

until he achieves the most sadsfactory completion or 'closure'. It
might be expected that such a person would be attrected to scienti-

fic research becaue in this occupation e tendenry to recognize

problems and ro seek for their solution would be recognized to

Le v"luable and might be appropriately rewarded.*

Spatial ability and interests

There is some evidence that spatial abiliry is associated not only

with characteristic personaliry qualities, but also with practical,

mechanical or sciendfic interests.
peel (rq+8) and Lamberr (r9 49) constructed an interest test of

the information rype, which contrasts 'practi cal' with 'academic

interests'. h this t.rt, the questions are grouped in sixes, three

intended to relate to practical and three to academic interests.

The testee is asked to *r*.r three questions from each grouP, the

assumprion being that the items selected will be in the dominant

field o^f irrt.resr. io eliminate the effect of general abiliry, an index

is computed called the P-Index given by the formula:

P_A
P+ AX IOO

where P and A arc the numbers of correct answers in each cate-

gory.c) 
Spatial abiliry has been found to be moderlte[ associated with

'pralti cal' inrcrests and verbal abilirl with 'academic' interests.

p..1 has reported the following correlations with P-Index:

* Cf. Abercrombie (196o), for a relevant discussion of the nature of scientific

ttrinking.
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The Relationship Buween Spatial Ability and Tempudment

Alexdndu' s Puformance Scale (spatia[)
M.H. Intelligence Test (uuba$ 

L '

p-INDEX
'2499^

-'26W
'w'iseman (rgss) hT reported corresponding figures for the

Peel-Lambert test as follows:

N.F.E R . Spatial Test I
M.H. Intelligence Test (uefial)

p-INDEK
.126

-'r38

In a'follow-up study, Lambert has shown that the Peel-Lambert
lnterest Test gave improved discrimination, when administered
to the top 30 per cenr of r r plus boys.

The Devon Interest Test (Fitzpatrick and 'Wiseman, r9J4) is
an interest questionnaire (not an information test like the Peel-
Lambert Test). It is intended to provide an index of the reladve
strength of academic and practical interests. There are 96 items,
arranged in blocks of six, each containing two practical, two
academic, one social and one distractor. fh. testie is asked to
indicate which items are liked, which are disliked and which are
never done and then to go back and indicate first and second
choice. The theory underlying the test is that a pupil who indi-
cates an A or P preGrence in face of strong distraaions really does
show strong interests in one or other of ih.r. areas. The t.rt was
administered to a sample of rTS boys aged rr plus, rogether wirh
tests of intelligence, attainment and spatial ability ,rrl the peel-
Lambert Interest Test (V7iseman, r9i). Three factors were ex-
tracted from the matrix of correladons and after rotation these
were identified as the general intellectual factor, or interest factor
and the spadal factor. The second of these (the interesr 6ctor) was
present mainly in the Devon Test, to a less extent in the Peel-
Lambert Test and scarcely at all in the verbal, non-verbal and
spadal tests. It is interesting to note that the analysis shows the
N.F.E.R. Spatial Test r has a much higher spatial loading (.+S6)
than the M.H. Space Test r ('rog), . ,.rult in agreem;'with
previous findings.

23r



Spatial Ability

Correlations between the two parts of the Devon lnterest Score

and scores in the other tests were as in Table 34i

Correlations between

and academic scores

Table 34

spatial and other tests and the practical

of the Devon Interest Test(Wiseman)

DEVON P DEVON A

M.H. Intelligence Test (Verbal)
M.H. Arithmetic Test

M.H. English Test

N.F.E.R . Non-rerbal Test I (Jenkins)

M.H. Space Test I
N.F.E.R. Spatial Test I
Peel Practical Score

Peel Acedemic Score

Peel Dffirence

- 
.ool

- 'or9

- '036
.OIJ

'r29
'r44

-'o8T
'o89
'126

'or3
'o5 5

'r39
.o29^

'ol7
'r29
'r49
'r77

- 
,216

All the correlations are rather low, includirrg those with the

Peel rest, which suggesm that the two Interest tests are meastring

different factors. Th; percentage variance of the rotated loadings

for the three factors rho*r that the interest factor is more infuen-

tial than the spatial factor in this battery. The variances were:

General abiliry $ Per cent
Interest 13 Per cent

Space 8 Per cent

The only substantial loadings in the interest factor were those

of the rwo sections of the Devon Interest Test and thebe account

for most of the r 3 per cent variance. An examination of the con-

tent of the test shows that the P score seems to be based almost

entirely on items indicating a preGrence for working with tools

or with machines.

A factor-analysis of scores for zS4 boys aged 13 plus showed

that the P score had a somewhat similar factor Pattern to a report-

form score based independently on teachers' estimates.'Wiseman

has suggested a *.thod of technical-grammar allocation using

both r spatial test and the Devon Interest Test and he claims that
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The Relationship Betrueen Sltatial Ability and Tetnperament

this results in positive classification of about 60 per cent of pupils.
The Devon practical and academic scores appear to be more
effecdve for difGrentiating between technical and grammar
pupils than the Peel and Lambert difference score. Thtrs, if the
correcfiress of the classificadon can be confirmed in follow-up
investigations, the Devon lnterest Test would be a useful instru-
ment for differential selection. It is very desirable that a follow-up
investigation should be carried out, for the value of an interest
test for selection purposes depends on the stabiliry of interests and
not much positive evidence is yet available on this question. It is
possible that an interest in machines or in working with the hands
may be a passing phase. Reference has already been made to the
findings of McMahon (196r) and his colleagues in Edinburgh,
which showed that assessments of interest in hobbies had no value
for preficting success among engineering apprentices.

Thurstone (rqsr) fotrnd that among studenm, mechanical
abiliry and interest correlated with the personaliry ffaits Vigorous,
Active and Refective and negatively with the trait Sociable.
Also mechanical abiliry and interest correlated positively with
scientific and artistic interests and negatively with literary, musical,
computational and clerical interests.

North (tqSo) has carried out a factor-analysis of the Guilford
introversion-extraversion scores (S.T.D.C.R.) and found two
primary factors which were defined on the basis of item-analysis
as:

r. Cycloid emotionalir-y and depression (cyclothymia).
2. Impulsiveness and freedom from restraint (rhathymir).

The first factor was related significandy in the positive direction
to literary interests ('23) and in the negative direction to interest
scores in mechanics (- '3o), computation (- .3 r) and science
(- '2o). There was a correlation of 'o8 with clerical interests and
of - 'rz with sex. Thus, accordirg to North's identification of
the factors, we should expect mechanical, computational and
scientific interests to be accompanied by schizothymic personality
traits. Eysenck (196o), however, has reinterpreted North's data
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Spatial Ability

identifring the first factor as Neuroticism and the second as

Extraversion-lntroversion. Since it is the first of the two factors
which is probably more closely related to spatial abiliry, Eysenck's

interpretation would lead to the expectation that high spadal

abiliry is associated with emotional stabiliry (rh. inverse of
neuroticism).

The writer (Smith, rg14) has shown that spadal abiliry is
associated with masculine attitudes and interests by giving six
tests, including two spadal tests to a sample ofboys and comparing
the results with the scores on Form B of the Terman and Miles
Attitude-Interest Analysis Questionnaire. The latter provides t
score on a scale of masculinitylfeminit iry.

The correladons for z6 boys aged 13 plus are shown in Table

35.

Table 35

'*'];i;::)i;i#tr;!,::X'Hi;l:'t;::,i*.*;[{:;fi 
*'

CORRETA'TIONS WITII
rrAs crrrrmrv/rnurNrDlrTY

SCORETEST

r. Spatial Test r (N.F.E R.)
z. Group Test 8r (Spatial, N.I.I.P.)
3. Group Test 36 (Verbal, N.I.I.P.)
4. Abstractions (Vunon)

J. Mill Hill Vocabulary Test
6. Rewoning Arithmetic (nallard)

'416
'314
'2r8
'208
'rg8
'164

The correladons of Spatial Test r and the spatial Group Test
8r with the masculiniry/f.*i"iniqy score are therefore higher than
the corresponding correlations of various verbal tests and an

arithmetic test. These figures are consistent with results obtained

in other investigations. For example, a group of 3zg delinquent
boys showed a correlation bemreen the Stenquist Mechanical
Abiliry Test and M/F score of '306 *'o38, while the mean
correlation of various verbal tests with M/F score was fotrnd to be
.19 (Terman and Miles, 1936).
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The Relationship Between Spatial Ability and Tempuament

Thtrs we should expect to find high spadal abiliry associated

with masculine attitudes and interests, a result which is consistent
with the well-known sex-difference in spadal test-scores in favour
of males.

French (.gsg) published tables of correladons for large groups
of college students beRnreen scores in 16 aptimde tests, measures
of interest in 14 fifferent subjects and rz personaliry ffaits.

Two spatial tests (V, and S) correlated more highly with
interest in mathematics than with interest in any of the other 13

subjects. Though the correlations were low, because of the large
numbers in the groups they were statistically significant. Vz and
S gave correladons of 'r9 and .zr respectively with interest in
mathematics for a group of +17 men and corresponding correla-
tions of '25 and 'zr for a group of S87 women. The same two
spatial tests had low negative correlations with sociabiliry (- .o8,

'ro) and with gregariotrsness (-.25, .r4) for the group of
men. For tlre group of women, the correladons with sociabiliry
were (- 'o9, - 

.oT) and with gregariousness (.or, .o4). The
difference in the sign of the correlations with gregariousness for
men and women suggests that there is perhaps a sex difGrence in
the association between spatial abiliry and personaliry.

The figures shown in Table 36 have been extracted from
French's tables.

Table 36

Conelations between two spatial tests and measures of
uarious personality traiu (French)

437 MEN 587 woMEN

s

Gregariousness

Nuuousness
Emotionality

- '06

-.IO'ro
'or

- ,I4

- 
.II

- 
.II

'02

- 
.o7
.o8

'ro
'o,4

-.IO
- 'o4

- 
.o2

- 
.og

'06
'07
'or

- 'o8

- 'o8

- 
.IO

- 'o8
'19
'02

- '25

- 
oII

- 
.o8
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Spatial Ability

Though the correlations given in the table tend to be low, they
show a substandal measure of consistency and are in line with the
findings reported by other workers.

Roe (rgSS) has reported the conclusions reached in studies of
groups of outstanding living American scientists, including 20
biologists, 22 physicists, 14 prychologists and 8 anthropologists.
Scores were obtained on highJevel verbal, nrunerical and spatial
tests, together with information from projection tests and detailed
interviews. It was found that individual differences in score were
very wide in each group. The physicists as a whole scored signifi-
cantly higher on the spadal test than the biologists, the difference
in the score on a verbal test being non-significant. It is of interest
that the physicists obtained higher scores on the spadal test than
did any of the other groups of scientists studied.* It appeared
that, once a certain minimum score was exceeded, degree of
verbal intelligence was unrelated to professional success within
these groups. This finding suggests that scientific talent cannot
be equated with high f.Q. in the traditional sense. Roe also noted
that the physicists as a group tended to be trnsociable, and showed
an independence of personal relations generally.

Summary of findings on spatial ablllty and temperament

Taking together all the evidence on the relationship bet'n een
spadal abiliry and temperament, we feel justified in drawing the
following conclusions :

r. Low scores on spadal tests and some performance tests

relative to verbal tests tend to be associated with emotional in-
stabiliry. (Dellaert, Jastak, [Jhler, Earl, Bradford, Vernon and
Parry.)

z. High scores on spatial tests relative to verbal tests tend to be
associated with personaliry qualities such as self-confidence, perse-

* If high spatial ability is important for success in university physics, it would
help to accourt for the high negative correlation (- .66) obtained by rMiliams
(tgSo) between rst year university physics and subsidiary H.S.C.English (o - 24).
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The Relationship Between Spatial Abitity and Temperament

verance, vigour, activity, refectiveness, self-sufficiency, freedom
from neryousness and from emotionality (Hebror, Thurstone
French) . ' \ ------' vvv--v'

3. .Hgh scores on certain performance tests such as Mazes,
Passalotg, Kohs' Blocks, Carl Hollow Square are associated with
Person.liry qualities such as emotional stabiliry, iniriative and
freedom from neuroticism (Cattell, Semeonoff *a Trist).

4. Normals tend to perform better than neurotics or pry.hotics
on the commoner rFpes of spatial test. (Eysenck, Granger and
Brengelmann.)

J. Relati":l-y high spatial or mechanical ability tends to be
accomPanied !y Prroverted, schizothymic, desurgent or asocial
traits. Relativ.ly high verbal ability tends ro be a-ssociated with
extraverted or social traits. (Freyd, Binghxffi, Burt,'W'ells, Thur-
stone, Hebron, French, Smith.)

6. Relativ:ly high spatial or mechanical abiliry tends ro be
associated with masculine attitudes and interests; relatively high
verbal abiliry with feminine attitudes and interests. (Terrrrr, 

"rraMiles, Stephenson,* Smith.)
7. The Maze Test grwides a better measure of social compe-

1.1.y than the Stanford-Binet, and is claimed to provid. 
^*

indication 9f plTning abiliry and foresight. (porteus.)
8. Relatively high scores on perfor**.e or maze tests or even

on non-verbal tests may be associated with delinquent or aggress-
ive behaviour. (Porteus, Uhler.)

The foregoing evidence on the association between spatial
abiliry and temperament is consistent with the earlier fir.o^rrion
on the relationship between scores on spatial tests and brain
injury. It has been noted repeatedly (f"r .*r-ple, by petrie) that
the behaviour of brain injured patients (or of patients who have
undergone a leucotopy operation) tends to 1. more strongly
extraverted than before the injury or operarion. The .hrrigl
:h"T by these patients from tli. forme, iirrroverted person 

^;fryhas been described as often quite srartling.

- 
* Cf. Stephenson, Gg+g), Testing School Chililren, London, Longmans,

Green, p. gT.

Ir
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Spdtidl Ability

Since we have found that high spatial abiliry tends to be

associated with introverted (or desurgent or schizoth@.) traits,

we might expect that any irj*y which tends to impair a person's

spatial 
"Uitiry 

might also tend to produce a chalge of personaliry

i" the direciion of .*traversion. 'W'e have an illustration of this

association in the rypical leucotomy patient, who usually shows

both kinds of change as a result of the oPeratiolr.

The outcome of ih. researches on the temperamental correlates

of spatial abiliry may perhaps be conveniently surnmarized in the

form of certain generalizattons which were stated by the writer in
rgSz,namely that there is a correspondence between the following

contrasting pairs:

Spatial abiliry as contrasted with verbal abiliry, and

,. A 'fixative' or 'concentrative' mode of attention as con-

trasted with a 'diffusive' mode of attention.

z. A tendency to attend to t configuration as a whole rather

than to attend to details.

3. Masculine as contrasted with feminine attitudes and interests.

4. Schizothymia as contrasted with cyclot\mia.

To this list, should perhaps be added a fifth pair:

j. Emotional stabiliry as contrasted with emotional in-

stabiliry.

'W'e shall discuss each of these contrasting pairs in turn. The

relationship ro spatial abiliry of hypothetical functions variously

described ,r in&tiar perseveration, rigidiry, inhibition is very

complex and will be discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine.

Fixative and dffisiue attention

An essendal distincrion underlying all these contrasting pairs

is that berween two difGrent modes of perception referred to
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The Relationship Between Spatial Ability and Tempuament

above as the disdnction between a 'fixadve' and 'dim$ive' mode
of attention. This has already been referred to in our chapter on
spatial abiliry and abstract thinking in connection with the dis-

ctrssion of k-loaded tests, which involve the perception of the

structure or form of a figure as a whole as opposed to the percep-
tion of details. The fisdnction seems to have been suggested ori-
ginally by Meumann (rgoZ), who maintained that the abilities to
concentrate and to diffuse attention produce respectively: "t\Mo

quite distinct rypes of intelligence. According as the capacity of a

man tends towards the one or other side of affention, he is dis-
posed towards learned observation and scientific thinking or
towards the practical vocations of liG.

"The concentrative kind ought to be possessed by the man of
science; the diffusive kind by such men as teachers, officers, cor-
ductors of orchestras and hotel proprietors."

Burt has referred to this fistinction in connection with the
difGrent methods of attacLing test probleffis, which give rise to
the well-marked and recurrent bipolar factor. "The comprehen-
sion of a relational complex, it would seem, can be arrived at in
two difGrent ways, explicit or implicit. The inferences from the

positive and negative test-saturations are confirmed by the sub-
ject's introspections. M"ry of the examinees, particularly those
of a 'fixatin g' type generally begin by fissecting or analysing the
complex whole, which is presented by the test-problem; they thus
apprehend the connecting reladons explicidy, and then seek to
apply those reladons in a systematic fashion to elicit a suitable

soludon.
"Others, particularly those of a 'fucturtitg' type, seem to

depend more upon a complex synthetic activiry comparable to
the activiry often popular:ly described as intuition-the activiry
whereby we impliiitly comprehend the essendal character of a

whole, without analysing it into its component parts or distincdy
formuladng their reladons."*

"The former rype includes most of those who possess a marked

* The writer has e4pressed the contrast between the two q4les somewhat
dilfferently io a later passage (pages z4o-z).
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scientific bias; the latter most of those who possess a marked gifr
for aesthetic appreciation."

The writer has attempted to account for this distinction in
terms of differences in the persistence of neural processes. Let us

consider how such difGrences might affect performance on a

spadal test such as Memory for Designs, which is a well-known
test with a high fr-loading.

In the N.[.[.P. form of this test, there are eight cards each with
a simple design. They ere exposed one et a time for ten seconds
and then removed and the subject is allowed one minute to repro-
duce each design. Clearly, if the subject's visual impression tends
to persist for a relatively long period after the stimulus has been
removed, he should have less difficulty in reproducing the design
on paper. Since the visual impression will tpnd to persist, there
will be less need to fixate difGrent parts of the figure during the
exPosure.

If, however, the subject's constitutional make-up is such that
visual impressions persist for a relatively short time tfter the
removal of the design, there will be a greater need to udiffuse'

attention over the various parts of the figure, noting details on
the way. Thus, in mefiiortzing complex visual material for im-
mefiate reproduction, the person whose visual processes tend
to persist or recur (..g. in the form of an image) will be best

served by acquiring a'frxative'habit ofattention, while the person
whose processes persist only for a short time will find a 'diffusive'
habit more advantageous. Such a distinction might be accounted
for in terms of a difGrence in the sffength of inhibitory effects.

'We might also expect to find that these fifferences are refected
in difGrent speeds of reading. Such differences have frequendy
been noted, as Burt (rg+q) has pointed out in the following
Passage:

"But, when we consider more precisely how difGrent persons
cogntze an organizedwhole, i.e. the particular way in which they
affend, a suggestive difference is fiscernible. Faced with some ur-
familiar object or pattern-say a sentence, to be read aloud, like
'Fair waved the golden 6ss1'-one child will focus his glance
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fixedly on one little group of letters after another, uttering the
whole in detached instalments-

" Fair , wav -ed , the , gold-en , conl.'

"Another, whose eye roves rapidly up and down the lir., will
produce some impressionistic version superficially corresponding
to the general visible scheme, if not to the detailed parts-'A
fafuy waved her golden wand.' The difGrence between these two
modes of affack has been noted again and again. Srlly, Binet,
Meumann,Joh, Adams and numerous schoolmistresses who have

tried to teach small children to read or to observe have com-
mented on this curious contrast. Meumann, whose description is
perhaps the most complete, speaks of 'aftention-types' and calls

them the 'concentrating' or 'fixating' rype and the 'diffusive' or
'fuctuating' rFpe respectively."

Since the 'fixating' rype of pupil tends to read slowly, taking
one syllable at e time, we might expect him to be somewhaq
lacking in verbal faciliry. The 'diffusive' type, on the other hand,
should be more rapid in extracting meaning, and formulating it
in words and so would be expected to have greater verbal faciliry.
Hence, it would not be surprising to find that the latter rype had

some superioriry in tests of verbal intelligence, particul arly in
those in which a time-limit is imposed. But even in some non-
verbal tests, such as Progressive Matrices, a certain 'diffusiveness'

or fexibility of attention is likely to confer some advantage, since

in working the items it is necess ary to shift the aftention fre-
quently from one part of the figure to another.

In working spadal tests, however, as we have seen, the funda-
mental process is not that of perceiving details in rapid succession,

but the perceiving and assimiladon of a figure as e complete
Gestalt, retaining it in mind and recognizng or reproducing it
in a new position. A pupil who can fixate the figure as a whole,
assimilate it in a single glance and reproduce it without having to
note details, would have some advantage. A faciliry for forming
visual images would be of great assistance and a person possessing

such a faciliry would require to make only a single fixation. He
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would not find it necessary to diflirse attention over the figure in
an attempt to remember details.

Thus, the bipolar verba{spadal factor to which we have re-
ferred so often may be regarded as a bipolar attention factor,
positive loadings representing'diffusive' or'fuctuating' attention
and negative loadings 'fixative' or 'concentrative' attentior, the
former mode corresponding to the verbal loadings and the lafter
to the spatial loadings.

Flugel, Moore and Burt have investigated the relation berween
this bipolar factor of attention and other cognitive and tempera-
mental traits, and Btrt (rg+g) has described their finfings thus:

"These differences emerged most clearly in a long series of
experiments on the teaching of reading, and thus have an in-
doubted importance for the educationalist and the vocational
adviser. The relation of this bipolar factor to other cognitive and
temperamental traits proved to be close and complex.

"In particular, there appeared to be appreciable correladons
between the following:

"r. A tendency to a 'fixating' .s contrasted with a 'fluctuating'
type of attention.

"2. A tendency to an'objective' (obseruateur) rype of apprehens-

ion as contrasted with a 'subjective' (interprdtateur) type as

revealed in perceprual tests.

"3. A 'perseverating' typ. or tendency as revealed in tests of
memory or the like.

" 4. A tendency towards emotional stabiliry when assessed by
interview or behaviour.

"i. A tendency towards introversion as contrasted with extra-

version (according to one or tvvo investigators)."

It can scarcely be accidental that the concomitants of 'fixative'
attentior, as described by Meumann and Burt, namely, scientific
interest, emotional stabiliry and introversion, are all qtralides

which have been found to be associated with high spadal abiliry
relative to verbal abiliry.
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Attention to 'wholes' and attention to details

Reference has already been made to our theory that a person

with relativ.ly high spatial abiliry tends to grasp a figure mentally
in relatively large tmits. He looks at it as a whole, instead of allow-
ing his attention to wander from one element to another. He pays

attention to the form or structure rather than to the details.

Evidence for this view is afforded by the results of the experi-
ment by M. D. Vernon,* in which a variery of rypes of material
were presented tachistoscopically. She correlated the scores

obtained using six types of material with scores in the N.f.[.P.
Form Relations Test and with the fivo parts of Heim's Test

AH4, the second part of which involves the I factor. The corre-
lations Gll into two groups. The first group included types of
material requiring rapid discrimination of fine details of shape,

while the second depended on the assimilation of shapes as wholes,

or on the comprehension of their meaning. It was the second

group, not the first, which gave moderate correlations with the
spatial tests. Thus, Vernon's findirgr lend support to the view that
spatial abiliry depends more on the perception of figures as wholes
rather than on the perception of details.

This is a characteristic which, according to Kretschmer, dis-

tinguishes schizothymes from cyclothynes, i.e. schizothymes
have a tendency to attend to wholes, while ryclothymes have a
relatively greater tendency to attend to details. ft would follow
that on the Rorschach Test, schizothymes and ryclothymes would
show marked fitrerences when a comparison is made between the

number of whole W versus the number of detaile d D, / answers.

According to Eysenck (rgSr) this expectation is borne out in
actual fact, the difference being significant at the level P < 'or.
It is interesting also that Rorschach believed that whole W rc-
sponses pointed to a tendenry to interest in the abstract, while
major detail D responses indicated a tendenry to use practical

common sense, and minor detail d responses inficated peffy
interests. C[ Mons (rg+Z).

* Already referred to on page tg6.
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Masculinity and femininity

Evidence has been adduced to show that relatively high spadal

or mechanical ability tends to be associated with masculine atti-
tudes and interesm while relatively high verbal abiliry tends to be
associated with feminine attitudes and interests.

Accordirg to Stephenson (rq+g), "Men who score much higher
tn u than in g and & (and therefore gain scores which are rypical
of women on the average) tend to be effeminate in some way-
whether they simper, twitter, are co1r, or are merely gently over-
refined and orchid-1ike."

Thus there are good grounds for supposing that there is a
correspondence between the spadal/verbal bipolar abiliry factor
and the masculiniry/Cmininity fi*ension of personality, which
has been so thoroughly stufied by Terman and Miles (rql6). In
their extensive analysis of occupational groups, Terman and Miles
have listed these in order from the most to the least masculine.
Of the nine groups, the most masculine consisted of proGssional

engineers and architects, while the least masculine consisted of
editors, journalists, clergymen, ministers and ardsts. It can scarcely

be accidental that the two professions which are top in the list are

the two which are most likely to require the exercise of spatial

abiliry (vrz. engineering and architecture). Draughtsmen were
also high in the list. The most probable explanation of the high
mean scores of these groups would seem to lie in the frct that
spatially gifted individuals tend to become engineers, architects
and draugh$men because th.y find that they are successful, or
believe that they are likely to be successful, in these pursuits.

Since high spatial abiliry tends to be associated with masculine

personaliry traits, so members of a profession which tends to
recruit spatially gifted individuals will tend to show high mean

scores on the M/F questionnaire. It is perhaps significant that most
of the professions listed in the lowest group of Terman and Miles'
list are likely to recruit persons of exceptional verbal ability, e.g.

editors, journalists, clergymen and ministers. Editors and journal-
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ists require to be fuent in writing and clergymen and ministers
to be fuent in speech.

S chiz othy mia and cy clothy mia

It might be expected that high verbal abiliry would be associated

with characteristic personaliry qualities, just as high spadal abiliry
has been fotmd to be correlated with qualides such as schizo-

thymia, desurgency and emotional stability. There is considerable

evidence that verbal fuency is associated with cyclothymic or
surgent traits. Eysenck (r9J3) has reviewed studies by Hargreaves
(tgrz), Cattell (r %4), Notcutt (r g$), Gewirtz (l948) and others
and has concluded that there can be little doubt as to the existence

of a correlation berween fuency and exffaversion or surgency.

Holzinger (tgl+, r93j), Thurstone (rgl8) and Frucht.r lr94b)
and others have shown that fuency tests have loadings on g (irr-
telligence) V (verbal abiliry) and probably W (word fuency).* [t
is not definitely established which of these components corres-
ponds to the Emperamental factor.

If the main verbal factor V is correlated with cyclothymia,
extraversion or surgency it would appear that spatial and verbal
abilities correspond to antithetical personality qualides.

Such a theory had appeared reasonable to the writer, but he had
refrained from developing it because it seemed to be contradicted

by , finding reported by Himmelweit i, r9+5 and confirmed by
Foulds in rgs6. They claimed that th.y had obtained values of the

non-verbal I.Q.ratio for groups of hysterics and dyrthymics
verbal [.Q.

which were in the direction opposite from that to be expected

from the theory.

Himmelweit fotrnd that the ratio 
non-verbal I'Q'.'.ro."ffi waslowfor

dyrthymics and high for hysterics, and Eysenck interpreted this
as evidence that introverts had a lower ratio than extraverts. He

* There are at least four verbal fluency factors (Christensen and Guilford, 1963).

For a survey of the literature on verbal abilities, see Morgan (rgS6).
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explained it by supposing that introverts condition more easily
than extraverts, social pressure causing them to learn more words
through reading and hence to acquire a higher vocabulary.

More recently, however, Black, Walton and Srcvens (196r)
have stated that Himmelweit used the timed version of the Pro-
gressive Matrices Test (with a zo-minute time-limit) as her
measure of non-verbal I.q., though this is contr ary to a statement
in Eysenck's account of the research (tg+z). Black, 'W'alton and
Stevens argued that the differences Himmelweit fotrnd refected
variations in responsiveness to stress, rather than differences in the
rate of acquisition of vocab*lrry arising from differences in
introversion-extraversion.

To test this hypothesis, th.y conducted an experiment with 46
subjects. From these th.y formed three groups each of 4 sub-
jects-dysthymics, hysterics and normals. These were closely
matched for age and for percentile score on unstressed (i... ur-
timed) Progressive Matrices. No significant fifferences in vocabul-
ary level were found between any of these groups.

A second experiment was then carried out to test the alternative
hypothesis that fifferences in stress-reactiviry accounted for
Himmelweit's resulm. [t was expected that when working trnder
timed conditions, dysthymics vrould perform rather more badly
on an unfamiliar task (Progressive Matrices) than on a familiar
task (Mill Hill Vocab"lr.y) compared with hysterics and psycho-
paths. The results were in accordance with expectation. The
dytthymics did badly in the sffessed matrices compared with their
vocabulary level, whereas hysterics and psychopaths obtained
matrices scores which were superior to their vocabolrry levels.

The difGrences were highly significant. Thus there are no
grounds for supposing that dyrthymics are superior in vocabol.ry
to hysterics when matched for non-verbal intelligence under
trnstressed condidons.

E. C. Venables (rg6l) also failed to confirm Himmelweit's

reported difference in ryttl 
I'Q'E- .r.ru"nfr ratio between high E
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scorers and low E scorers on the M.P.I. extraversion/introversion
scale. She found that students with high N and low E scores on
the M.P.I. questionnaire (the 'neurotic introverts') had the highest

achievement ratio although their scores on verbal tests tended to
be lower. Eysenck's thesis that differences in conditionabiliry
account for the observed differences between introverts and

extraverts was not confirmed. Her results appeared to suPPort

Champion's contention that it is motivational ditrerences which
are operative.

Thus the findings of Himmelweit and Foulds can no longer be

regarded as evidence conffary to the hypothesis that high spadal

abiliry is associated with schizothymia and high verbal abiliry
with ryclothymia.* Differences between spadal and verbal ability

* That there could in fact be no contradiction between Himmelweit's results

and the writer's hlryothesis is suggested by the interpretation we have given to
Factor II in the analysis of data for Carlisle boys, reported in Chapter five.

Th€ loadings of the tests and assessments in factors II and III were as follows
correct to two decimal places and with sigus reversed):

English z5
English 4
Verbal 54
Verbal 4
Arith. zs
Arith. 4
Spdtial z
Sociability
Emotional Stability
Practical
Drawing

PRACTICAL FACTOR SPATIAL FACTOR

ru
kl,

-.27
-.29
*'o9
*'o8
*'r4
*'r8
*'26
-.13
-'06
-.o5
-.ro

tr
pla

-'33
-.3O
-.20
-.17
-.r4
-.r5
-.o4
*'23
*'zs
*'37
*'4r'

The boys who were high in the second factor, which we identified as practicall
academic rather than spatia[verbal, were given high ratings by their teachers for
drawing and practical work and were considered to be emotionally stable and
sociable. They did badly in all the tests except the spatial and were partictrlarly
bad at English. Such pupils might be described as 'stable extraverts'. Pupils low in
this factor would be 'neurotic introverts', like the students reported by Furneaux
(t962) and Venables (1963) to be the highest academic achievers. There may be
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may well be associated with andthetical personality qualides. The
question may be asked whether these contrasting abiliry profiles
are characteristic of certain personaliry rypes such as those describ-
ed by rypologists, such asJtrng, Kretschmer or Sheldon. The writer
has fotrnd it interesting to attempt to relate his findings to some
of the hypotheses advanced by Kremchmer.

This rypological system embraces several main hypotheses,
but the one which is of interest in connection with the presenr
enquiry is that there is e continuum of temperament (schizo-
thymia-aplothymia) which is correlated with body-build,
schizothymes tending to be leptosomatic (lean) and ryclothymes
to be pyknic (plump). Lirrford Rees (196o) has reviewed compre-
hensiv.ly the extensive and controversial literature which has
been stimulated by Kretschmer's work and the present writer
will not attempt to discuss the controversy in detail. Of the in-
vestigators whose results tend to confirm the hypothesis that there
is an association between leptosomatic/pyknic body-build and
schizothymia,lcyclothymia we may quote Van der Horst (1916),
Kibler (rgrS), Enke (1928), (rgSl), Lindberg (rgl8), Misiak and
Pickford (r9a4), S-ith and Boyarsky (rg+l) and Brattgard (rgso).
Of the workers whose studies have given negative results, we may
mention Klineberg, Asch and Block (rgl+), Kraines (rql8) and
Pillsbury (rglg). '

The general trend of evidence on both normal and abnormal
individuals suggests that there is some association ber'ween phy-

some relationship between the inverse of this practicalacademic factor and the
'verbalism of cerebrotonia' referred to by Cattell (rg+S) and 'Wells (rg+8). 'W'e

have often observed that there is a type of person whose verbal ability is high
relative to his spatial ability and who tends to be impractical and introverted and
perhaps emotionally unstable. Such persons may have leptosomatic physique
and may seem to be lacking in toughness. They may be the same as the dysthymics
(neurotic introverts) stufied by Eysenck. They must be fistinguished clearly from
the true schizothymics, who also tend to be unsociable but who obtain much
higher scores on spatial tests than on verbal tests. The latter tend to have greater
emotional stabiliry than the dysthymics, though they are also prone to anxiery.

It is the true spatiafverbal factor (factor IU in the analysis of the data for Carlisle
boy$ which is associated most closely with the antithetical personality traits'with-
drawn schizothymia/adventurous cyclothymia'.
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gards extraversion/introversion as a surface trait which is essen-

iirUy produced by r composite of source traits cyclothymit_A,

Stugen cy F and Adventoious cycl-othymia or Parmia r{. Most

d.rJriptions of cyclothymia/schizorhyryL according to cattell,

refer to a combination'of festors A and }I. All three 6ctors, but

especi ally H, are associated with the pyknic/leptosomatic conti-

oo* of body-build.*
Krersch*., has emphasized the concept of dissociation (Spal-

rung) as of fund"*.rrial importance in disdngytlri"g the *:l-
,;i;; of the schizothyme ni'.,, that of the cyclothyme.-By fit;
socirtion he means 

i'rh. abiliry ro form separate and partial

groupirrg, within a single act of consciousness; from this results the

IUitiry ; dissect complex m-aterial into its constituent parts- - . .

In Kretschmer's view, 
^tchirothymes tend to have e mind which

' 6 1 -'ltive" 'abstractive' oi 'analytic" whereas ryclothymes15 dlSSOCla

have a tendenry to be 'integrative', 'global' or 'synthetic'."

(Eysenck, rgio.)' kr.rr.t *.r irm proposed a series of experimental tests for

measuring this trrii of disrociative abilip, and differentiating bI
this means between schizothymes and cyclothymes. Eysenck

(rgSq) has reviewed the evidence relating to these tests and has

concluded that the majoriry of them do in factsucceed in differen-

tiating cyclothymes fio* r.hirothymes and pyknics from lepto-

* A difficulty in the way of accepting an identification of the dimeruions cycl9-

thymia/schizothymia *a 
"*t."*rsion/introversion 

is the ambiguity of the

classification of the person of athletic or muscular physique.

Kretschmer ,.g"rL the athleric as essentially schizothymic in lemperament, 
be-

ing closer to the leptosomatics than to the pyknics. In Sheldon's system, Persons

of mesomorphic p^hysique are described as somatotonic in temperament, being

particularly 
-fond 

Lf ..tion and physical adventure-the extraversion of somato-

tonia. On the M.p.I. scale of temperament, persons who prefer action to planning

for action are given a positive 
-rating 

for extraversion. Thus, Venablet (rgSl)

found that .rrfir.."ri"g apprentices tend to be high on Extraversion on the

M.p.L questionnaire .o*pl-red with universiry students and the general popula-

tion.
The writer, on the other hand, tends to think of the typical engineer as being

schizothymic in temperament, more interested in machines than in Persons.

There is no contradiction here provided it is not assumed that the dimensions

cyclothymia/schizothymia and &rrr"rsion/introversion are identical.
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somatics. He points out, however, that it does not follow that
we can Postulate the existence of a single trait embracing fifftrent
tests jY* because they all differentiat. b.t*een schizorliy*.s and
cyclothymes. In order to do this it is necess ary to show that the
tests correlate positively with one another and preferably ro carry
out a factor-analysis.

Payne (rgs+) investigated this problem by administering
seventeen 'dissociation' tests to roo normal subjects. Thougfi
he claims thlt the-group of tests included all the rirrjo, resrs tti"t
Kretschmer had described, none of the scores correlated signi-
ficantly- The matrix of correlations showed oniy chance fuclu"-
tions from a mean value of zerc. Pryre concluded that the abiliry
to dissociate one's attention is very ipecific and is entirely a func-
tion of the tasks involved. This outcome was quite unexpected
for aPParently Payne had trndertaken the inirestig"tiori fully
exPecting to extract ? general factor of 'dissociatiorr' running
through mos t, f nor all, of the tests.

Before accepting Payne's view that this result is fatal ro Kret-
schmer's theory of 'dissociation' it would be necess ary to ensure
that the negative result could not be accounted for in other ways.
The tests would have to be examined in detail ro ensure that ,#y
were aPPropriate in all respects.* In the writer's view, there it
already evidence that there is a factor of 'dissociation' operating
as e bipolar factor of aftentiotr, fifferenriaring different iypes o?
test-material and having the personaliry .orr.lrtes to b. .*pected
from Kretschmer's theory. 'W. have already quoted ,.i.r"rrt
passages from an article by Burr (rq+q).

The German word Spaltung has been translated as 'cleavage
caPacxry' and this seems an appropriate expression for describ#g
an abiliry 'to form seParatg and partial gro*pirg, within a singfi
act of consciousness', or 'to dissect complJ* ieaterial into lft.
constituent partl'. Th-. t:t* appears to 6e particularly appro-
priate for describing the kind ofabiliry requiied to perfor-^..r-
tain kinds of sparial resr, e.g. the paper iorm-borrd or fitting

* Pryt e seems to have based several of his tests on the principle that dissociation
implies an ability to attend to two activities simultaneoirsly. 

4
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shapes tesr, in which a large thape has to be divided oP to corres-

porra to t number of smaller shapes;- or the cross-Pattern test,

i" which a pamern of crosses has to b. identified and isolated with-

in a larger^pamern. The block-building test-requires the ybject
mentaU| t" 'cleave' a large block into smaller blocks and so to

identify the number of srrraller blocks required to build uP the

larger block.
i, would be of some interest to repeat Payne's experiment,

using a bamery which included a number of suitable spalial tests-

a sp''rtial fact* *ould certainly:merg.- it the factor-analysis, and

if t[e wrirer's theory is not wide of the mark, some at least of
Kretschmer's dissoci.tion tests would have loadings in this factor.

We should certainly expecr a Rorschach difference score (collrast:

ing the number "i *hole responses with the number of detail

,.ipo*ses) ro have a consid.t.bl. spadal loading.* This is to be

.*i..ted because Taylor (r9i9) has found that when the Memory

f"; Designs Test is scored in two Iays -r. for correctness of pro-

portiorrr-*d z. for correctness of details, the spatial 1""4Pg-l 9d
corresponding sex-differences in mean score are markedly differ-

ent.

The wrirer made the suggestion in rgsz that k-tests provide a

measure of 'cleavage , piirty' and that high spadal -abiliry 
is

associated with the p.rsorrrliry traits to which Kretschmer aP-

plied the rerm schirithymia. Shortly -afterwards, 
a lr.Y similar

,i.* was published independently by Pemberton (rgSr), T
connecdon with a study if the relation berween Thurstone's

closure factors and temperament. Pemberton administered tY.nry-

five cognitive tesrs to i grorp of r54 students, and extracted gight

factorr"fro* the intercorreLtions. The temPeramental qualities

associated with the rwo resrs which had the highest correlations

with each of the eight factors were then studied.'W'e shall concern

ourselves mainly with only two of Pembertonns eight factors,

namely his C, and S, factoir which he calll 'feybili-tyof closure'

and 'the first rp".. f".tor' respectively. [t has already been men-

tioned that thJC, factor was fotrnd to be present in the following
* payne took the percentage of detail responses as a measure of dissociation-
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tes ts-Concealqd. Figurer (qofifi ed Go ttschaldt), Copy.rng (Mo fi-
fied MacQytti{, Figure Classificatiotr, Numbe, S.ii.s, and De-
signs. The first two tests which had the highest C2 loadirrl, ,r.
well-known &-tests and there are reasonr-fo, b.li.ring ,i", k
may also enter into the others. Sultan $962) fotrnd rL, with
granrmar-scho?l qupils 9f , 3-r! rlars of age, the 'fexibiliry of
closure' factor is identical with ril k-factor r'na 'speed of closure,
with the PefcePtual spged factor. Thus, there are strong reasons for
regarding Pemberton's fin{ings on the relation of 6.to, C, i"
temPerament as being applicable ro the k-factor. He found [hrt
people witlr hig\ scot.s-on tasks involving fexibility of cloroi.
Crrcgard themselves associrly r.-trrirrg, inlependent of the good
opinion of others, analytical and interest.d io theoretical" and
scientific problems; and_ they express a dislike of rigid syste-
mattzation and routine. Pemberton's discussion of the tempero-
mental correlates of C2is of great interest, and we quote the^rele-
vant passage in full.

"Goldstein and Scheerer list eight modes of behaviour which
4.y regard as characteri zing the 

-.brt.rct 
or conceprual attitude.

The tests with loadings on C2 seem ro require ,.i.r"l of these,
namgly, the abfiry to abstraCt common prop.rries, to hold in
mind simultaneousff vlious aspects, to brlrk .rp a given whole
into parts, to plan ahead ideationally and to shift frori one aspecr
of a situation to another. They menrion that the abiliryo'd.-
tach the ego -to* the outer world, and the ability ro accounr for
acts to oneself are also characteristic of the 

"bstract 
attitude. The

Iack of sociabiliry and independence of social conventions eX-
Pressed by t!. subjects scoring high on Concealed Figures (which
is a longer form of the Cottschaldt Figure Test) ,ia Copyinj
suggest that these subjects do detach th.ir egos ho* the o"t.I
world.

"S$th (tgsr) in a recent study also fotrnd that high scores on
Gottschaldt Figures were associated with social i.tr.hmenr.
These findings seem to tie in with the results of Witkin's .*p.ri-
ment \rg+g) in which he found that people who were able ,i ig-
nore the visual clues afforded by the tilt.d room-i.e., derach thJ,
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egos from the external environment-and rely on their body

sensations to determine their vertical 0rientation were the people

who ,.or.Jhigtly on his modificarion of the Gottschaldt test.

,,The fis[kJ for routine and lack of ddiness characterizrng

our high cz group *rr_arso be indicative of these subjects'

irrJ.p.ia.".. Jr r"p.rfi.irl, rigid rules. This seems to stem from

their fe"ibiliry, "ri nor fromlTpulsiviy as their scores do not

show any poritirre association with items dealing *i+ ipnultt :ty,
and th.y i, that they rhink of the conseqeuncT before acting-

This is consisrent wiir, Goldstein's 'abiliry to plan ahead idea-

tiordly,. High scores on refectiveness and im€Tariveness also

indicate rrr. "rUiliry for thinking things over, and the tendency

towards inner rather than oot.", orieitation. However, the de-

tachmenr ;athe high czgroup from the outer world does not

seem to b. * .o*pi.r. ,-, 6 b. *realistic, for they state that they

are interested in aihievement and recognition'
.,The marked theoretical and scientlfic interests dlsfltfe{ by

the high c, group point to the pleasure these PeoPle derive from

"rrrlyr"'irrg, 

-"6rtrriting rnd g.ri.r"li zing,- showing that 'abiliry

and inreres; t" *.11r'ti..1 ,.i'sorring t.rrd ro go hand in hand'.

This corroborares i.tl*ann's (rgir) significrt t correlation be-

tween Gottschaldt Figures and'interest q physical science, and

J"y', (rgsoj finding 
":t " 

positive relationshiP between the same

i.r, and it l theoretical score of the Allport-vernon-

"The characteristics of the high c, group, particul*ly-feir

poor routini zLrLg *i socioph.obla, .r. i.*i"iscent of sheldon's

cerebrotonic and Kretschrri.r', schizothyrnic type.. Kretschmer

believ., r distinguishing characteristic of the t.hirothymic 1" q'
.the abiliry to fol* separate and partial.groupings within a single

act of consciousnesr; 
^fro* 

this risults the abiliry to dissect com-

plex material into its constituent parrs'.(-qlored in Eysenck, r95o)'r ,,This i, ." apr descriprion of th. abfur1 that 
seems to be re-

quired {b; the p.rforrrr.i.. of fexibiliry of closure tasks."

There was e. marked contrast between the temPeramental

qualities associated with the rwo closure factors, fexibiliry of

Jloror. C, *d, speed of closure c1. The majoriry of the items
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associated with C, pointed to an outward rather than an inward
orientation as characteristic of this group. It was fifftrentiated
from all the other high-lcoring grolpr by .n emphasis on ridi-
ness, systemaazaaon and practicalify. Pemberton also included
in his baftery two tests (Figures and Cards) intended to measure
a seParate Space Factor S, probably the spatial orienration factor,
identified in numerous American-studie^s. Since it had a corre-
lation of '54 with Cz,it corresponds to a sub-factor of the British
ry. The Personaliry correlates which Pemberron found for his
6ctor Sr-suggest stronglymasculine qualides. The group who did
well on this factor were of the "stron!, ,il.rrt he-ml" rype" raring
themselves as unc ommtrnica tive,r.*d Jmons tra tive, .rrrryirrp a the tic
but also decisive and selGconfident. This factor showei , *rrked
sex difference, men doing better than women, as nearly always
occurs with spatial tests.

In an investigation reported by the writer in r95 z, itwas fotrnd
that pupils who did r.l"drrely well in N.F.E.R: Spatial Tesr I
lPPefgd to have characteristic person ahqr qualiti., *Jshown borh
by 

-selGrafugt-*d teachers' ratings, sugg.riirrg greater emotional
stabfiry and forcefulness. An ,nrlyris of the-p"upils' self-rarirg,
dt9 suggested that spatial abiliry might be ,rro.i.ted with schi-
zothymia, {nce spatially glfted pupils seemed to have a slightly
greater preGrence for not being watched. The circumstance-th"t
both Pemberton and 

.the- present writer should independently
reach the conclusion firl high scores on similar rypes^of spatial
test should be associated with schizothymia o. i.r.broionia
can scarcely be explained away as mere coincidence. Hebron has
shown that pupils who did relatively well in Spatial Test I were
rated slighdy more highly for independencJ, self-confidence
a1d Perseverance and also for desurgerc/, and these are qualities
which might b.e expected to be associated with schizothy-ir.

Thus, several independent studies suggesr that spatial ,biliri.r,
such as k, V7, Cz or fr, are associat.d *ith .h"i".teristic per-
sonaliry qualides which may be considered rypical of the ,.hi-
zothyme. S, seenrs to be particularly associated-with the mascu-
line 'he-man' qualides chaiacteristic of the athletic type of schi za-
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Wme, while vz or crmry relate more to those of rhe seclusive

asthenic. Both typ., oip.rrorrdiry would b. .-"pected by KL.Bch-

mer ro exhibit suierioriissociative ability. In his view, the distinc-

tion between dissociation and integration is of fundamental

imporrance and underlies a whole seriis of polarities in psycholo-

gical makeup, fot examPle:

r. A tendenry to prefer abstract to concrete thinking;

z. A tendency to pr.fer analysis t9 tyt thesis in reasoning;-

3. A t.rrd.rr.y ," adopt arr idealisiic rather than a realistic

attitude to life;
4. A tendency to react to form rather than to colour;

j. A tendency to Perseveration rather than to non-Persevefx-

tion in thought or action;

6. A tendency I" b"ild op emotionally toned complexes rather

than the 
"bt.rr.e 

of such a tendency'

Kretschmer believed that individuals of schizot\mic tempera-

ment tend to have greater abstracting abiliry- fir1 cyclo.t\yl]tt'

They have a great., iordress for systematic andprofoturd thinking

and a gr."r.", capaciry for .orr..rrtrlting attention. The cyclo-

thyme 
"is 

less inciined to analydcal thinking, !": shows greater

*obility of attention, greater alertness, verbal dexterity, *91'
*rry-rid.d acrivities an-d a habit of observant, collectirg empiri-

cism.*
Of the vast amount of research which has been stimulated by

Kremchmer's writings, some has tended to confirrn and some to

deny the deducriorr.s"*ade from his syslem. The first of the six

deducrions listed above was investigated by Boldrini and Men-

I.r.tti (rgll), who found rhat, of 
-r,ooo 

universiry professors,

It. asthenics tended ro have abstract thought and the pyknics

tended to have concrete thought, which supports Kretschmer.

The third deduction was investigated by Eysenck and Gilmour

(rgp), who found no significant diff.r.nces in respect of idealistic

."a r'ealistic amirudes t;[fe. The fourth deduction has been in-

* The ,convergers' and'divergers' described by Hudson (196r) and by Getzels

and Jackson (196z) seem to correspond essentially to the personality tyPes des-

cribed by Kretschmer.
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vestigated t a long succession of workers from Scholl (rgrZ)
onwards, with somewhat confictirg results. fn general, however,
these studies tend to support Kretschmer's view thrt schizothymes
are more frequently characterized by form attitude, while cyclo-
thymes are more frequently charac terrzed by colour .ttitud.
(..g. Oeser, r%2); a similar correlation also seems to have been
established with asthenic and pyknic body-build (Lindberg, r93 8).

Keehn (rgs3, rgl4) has investigated the hypothesis thrt-the
colour reactions on the Rorschach-test are prri of , general ten-
dency to colour reactiviry. He applied a battery of colour-form
tests to a grouP of zoo subjects and extracted two factors from the
resulting correlations. The Rorschach colour score had no satura-
tion on the first factor, a colour-non-colour factor. It had, however,
a saturation of '6 on the second factor which was tentatively
identified as one of whole-part reaction. Thus, the Rorsch".l
colour resPonses seemed to depend not upon colour per se but
uPon reaction to the stimulus as a whole rather than to any part of
it. It would seem to follow that it is the form-reacrior, ,ri rot the
colour reaction which is important in the Rorschach colour-form
score. Presumably, e spatially gifted subject wotild tend to per-
ceive the form or configuration, while i subject lacking spitial
abiliry would fail to perceive the form and would atten-d to the
colour instead. The R.orschach principle that a pure colour res-

Ponse exPresses a tendency to passion, temper or uncontrollable
emotion would follow from the fact that relative weakness in
spatial abiliry tends to be associated with emotional instability.

The theory that the concept of dissociative ability has a high
degree of generaliry as a personaliry trait is in line *ith our b.[.f
that spadal *iliry itself must be regarded as having a wider
significance than a mere aptitude for visualizng or rrr"rripulating
spatial materials. Reference has already been -"d. to Pemt.rtorrl
view that the fexibiliry of closure factor C, (*hich seems to be
the same as k) cum across the content of ihe tesr-material and
rePresents an abiliry to absffact from any kind of material. Pem-
berton also thought that C2 was a factor of analytical thinking.
Since tendencies to absffaction and analysis are considered by
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Kretschmer ro result from 'dissociative ability' it would seem

possible and even probable that if this lfpott etical abiliry exists

rt r11 as a trnitary tiait, it is identical with k.If so, we can investi-

gate the truth oi th. other hygotheses in Kretschmer's. system.by

Inquiring whether high rprtiJ abiliry is associated with the other

p.irorrfli-ry traits listed by him, e.g. idealism, perseveration,

emotionally toned complexes, etc.

Thus, it is possible that the distinction we have described be-

tween the two modes of perception of spatial configurations,

'fixative' and 'diffusive' rop..tively, is a particular case of a

general principl. which hrs a widg lpplicab-iliry. Just as mental

energy may b. concentrated or diffused when directed to the

.orrrlJeration of a spatial configuration, so it may be lPplied in

either way ro problems of a more general kind. Such a distinction

is implied i" populrr speech when it is said that a Person 'can't

,.. tli. wood fb; the tiees'. The same Person ma!, however, be

exrremely efficient at dealing with the 'trees' in his immefiate

environment. The comfortable cyclothyme tends to be engrossed

in his surroundirgr and to live in the immefiate ptesent, but is

less given to abstrr.t and profound thinking 1bo-ut 
ulimate issues.

Such persons may be efficient organizers and administrators.

Th; other ryp; of person, tG schizothy*., tends to fix his

attention on the-'wood- and for that reason may Pay less attention

ro the 'trees' (observing the configuration rather than the details).

He is the ryp; of pem* who pnrio.s an idea to the neglect:f3[
orher .o6ijeratiJns, like the irrr.rrtor who makes it possible for

orhers to accumulare fortunes while himself dying in Poverry
(..g. Trevithick, Friese-Greene, Goodyg"t) or the artist who dis-

irtr"yr unswerving devotion to art to the exclusion of all other

irrt.t.tts (e.g. Gaudi evBtzeska, Gauguin, Van-G9Sh).

Kretsch*r believed that exaggeration of the tendenry to

dissociation is characteristic of the schizoid or schizophrenic.
'When the tendency becomes marked, the person becomes in-
capable of the ordinary affairs of everyd"y- Iq and tends to pre-

o..opy himself with abstract problems of little immediate ill1-

portance. In extreme cases, th. condition becomes morbid and
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the patient becomes divorced from reality, tending ro live in a
bizarce and grotesque world ofphantasy.

The absence of the tendenry to dissociation results, in Kret-
schmer's view, fui a slmthetic way of lookirrg ar mental content,
which characterizes tt mentatirf of the ryiothy-.. Such per-
sons are often humourists, hrppy spirited and realistic, 'wirh their
Get on the ground'. The integrrtirr. or qnr.thedc tendency may
also become exaggerated, when manic-depressive illness mayensue.

It must be stated, however, that the theory that schizophrenic
and manic-depressive illness are extreme manifeshtions of the

polariry in temperamenr is still very
Eysenck (rgSr) carried out an

investigation to test the hypothesis and failed to find
confirmation. It is possible that rypological theories such as rhose
of Kretschmer and Sheldon are too simple ro fit all the facts,
particularly those relating ro morbid mental confitions.

Until recently it has been widely believed that schizophrenics
as e group tend to be abnormally concrete in their thinking, a
view maintained by Hanfmann and Kasinin (rg+r) and Goldstein
(rqlg). More recent investigations, however, have suggested that
the main fifference between schizophrenics and normrh, as

shown for example in sorting tests such as the Goldstein-Scheerer,
is that the former tend to produce unusull gene rahzations when
comPared with normals. A more acceptable theory of schi zo-
gluenic thought is that due to Cameron (rg+Z) who suggested that
the concepts of schizophrenics are over-generali zed.-Pryr. and
Hewlett (196o) have investigated this theory and reviewed the
many other experiments which have been carried out to test it.
They concluded that it has received strong support from all these
investigations. Thus, it would appear that the disabiliry which
afflicts the schizophrenic, far from being an inabiliry to gen erahze,
is a tendency to over-generalize, to form very large vague cate-
gories, such as 'having ro do with God'.

In view of this conclusion, which is at variance with widely
accepted belie6, it is of interest to snrdy the evidence relating to
the performance of schizophrenics on tests of spatial abiliry r.lr-
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tive ro other cognitive tests. If our theory that spadal abiliry is

associated with abiliry to think abstractly is well-founded, we

should expect schizophrenics to perform relativ.ty well on this

rype of test.- 
Observations made by Rapaport (rgSo) and by HarPer (rgSo)

using the '\Meschsler Adult Intelligence Scale suggest that this

deduction is in factcorrect. Schizophrenics tend to Perform rela-

tively well on spadal tests (such as Block Design) comPat.4 with
verbal rests, while depressives show an opposite tendenry.
Beech (rgS6) tested groups of normals, neurotics, depressives,

schizophrenics and brain-damaged patients with a 'drawing

design test'. He found that schizophrenics produced significantly

more accurate drawings (i... with better ProPortions) than the

other groups, though they tended to work more slowly. Payne

and Hiwlett (196o) repeated the experiment with carefully match-

ed groups and obtained results tending in the same directiolt.

Mean scores for correctness of proportions were in the order

-schizophrenics, 
dysthymics, normals, hysterics, depressives-

schizophrenics being highest and depressives being lowest, though
in this case the differences did not reach the level of significance.

Since the difGrences were in the same direction as those fotrnd by
Beech, these results suggest that the order-schizophrenics,

dyrrhymics, normals, hysterics, depressives-refects the relative

degree of spatial abiliry fotrnd in these groups. which were mat-
ched for pre-illness intellectual level in the first place. These find-
irg are in good agreement with the writer's hypothesis that there

is a correspondence bewveen the pairs:

r. Spatial abiliry as contrasted with verbal abiliry, md
z. Schizothy-i, as contrasted with ryclothymia.

They also tend to bear out the theory that spadal abiliry is
associated with a greater abiliry (or perhaps a greater tendency)

to gen erahze. As we have seen, schizophrenics as a group tend to

have relatively high spadal abiliry in contrast to brain-injured
patients who tend to be relatively poor on spatial tests. One of
the weaknesses of the former is a tendency to over-genenhzation
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or "over-inclusion", whereas the most serious weakness of the
latter is an inabiliry to generahze at all or to form inclusive co1-
cepts. Brain-damaged patients might be said to suffer from 'under-
inclusion' in contrast to schizophrenics who tend to be 'over-
inclusive' in their thinking. This view, originally proposed by
Cameron, has received sffong confirmation in the findings of
Beech (rgs6), Shapiro (r9 sz) and Payne and Hewlett (196o).

Shape Constancy and Field Dependence

'We 
conclude this chapter with some references to the work on

'shape-constancy' and 'field dependence', topics which are both
higlrly relevant to the subject of spatial ability in its relation ro
personaliry.

Thouless (1932) fotrnd that schizothymes tended to have lower
shape constancy (or a lower index ofphenomenal regression) than
cyclothymes, though the difference was not significant. Ardis
and Fraser (rgsz) fotrnd a similar difGrence between introverrs
and extraverts, when the instructions were analytic in bias, and
this difference was higlrly significant. Since Thursrone (rg++)
found that his Shape Constancy Test had the highest loading in
his A factor (k) (high spadal abiliry being maniGsted as a lower
tendency to shape constancy) the findings ofThouless and ofArdis
and Fraser indicate that high spatial abiliry is associated with schi-
zothymia or introversion, a result which is in line with the wrirer's
conclusions.

The extensive work of Witkin and his colleagues (1954, 196z)
on 'field dependence' is ofvery great interest in connecrion with the
theme of the present chapter. 'Field dependent'persons were fotmd
to be less successful than 'field independent' persons in detecting
'hidden figures' in tests of the Gottschaldt iyp.. They showed
less capacity for active analysis and for difGrentiation and for
imposing a structure on the field in tasks involving perception and
thinking, such as Rorschach ink-blots. They tended to firrd dim-
culry with the block-design, picture completion and object-
assembly parts of standard intelligence tests. Yer they perfoimed
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just as well as more 'field-independent' peopl. on other Portions of
intelligence resrs and th.y could do even better on portions

.or..*ed with vocabulary, information and comPrehension. It
is clear from these results that the fistinction between 'field-

dependenr' and 'field-independent' persons is closely similar to

thi disrinctions which have been fotrnd between Persons showing

relatively high verbal and spadal abilities resPegfugt:

Wiftin *a his colleagues have found that the fifferent kinds

of behaviour manifested by these f,vvo rypes of person fell into an

intrinsically coherenr pattem. This pattern suggestgd a consistency

in psychoiogical funltioning which pervaded the infividual's

p.ri.ptual, intellecrual, emotional, motivational and social oPera-

tionr. Thus an investigation into individual differences in an

apparently narrow perceptual activiry-develoP.d- into a-study of
bioad difht.nces ,*orrg people in what seemed to add uP_ to a

'sryle of life'. Of the many such differences which were fotmd

only a few will be mentioned here, but these should g-r"g tT irr-
dication of their variery and range.'When seated in a tilted chair,

within a markedly tilted experimental room with room and chair

aligned, 'field dependent' people were less likely-to gxperience

thJ*selves m oprlght. Thry tended to be guided by the axes of
the surrounding viiual field rather than by sensations from within
the body. 'When attempting to solve Dtrncker's well-known

insight problems they did not so readily see alternative uses for

items serving a familiar ftrnction. It was fotrnd that they tended to
change theii srated views more readily in the direction of the

attitudes of an authoriry. They seemed to be particularly attentive

to the faces of those around them and, as a result, tended to be

better than relatively 'field independent' Persons at recogniztng

people they had seen only briefy before. Oh the whole, they

i.rri.d to favour occupations which involved contact with people

and which were popular within their grouP.

In their overall adjtrstments they were no more Prone to
disturbances or pathology than 'field-independent' perceivers,

though it was fotrnd that the disturbances !h.y showed were

likely to take a very diff.rent form. They tended to show symP-
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toms suggestive of deepseated, unresolved problems of depend-
ence, ,olf, as alcoholismn obesiry, ol.ers and asthma. 'When 

such

Persons developed severe pathology, they more frequently showed
hallucinations as part of the symprom picrure.

'Field independenr' people, or the other hand, were more
capable of ftrnctioning with afaft degree of autonomyfrom others.
Some of them, however, were strikin glyisolated individuals, over-
controlled, cold and distant and unaware of their social stimulus
value. In severe pathological states, such persons were likely to
develop delusions, in some cases bordering on schizophrenia and
to have expansive and euphoric ideas of grandeur or to engage in
trnrealisdc attempts at maintenance of idendfy.

Psychiatric patients diagnosed as hysterics were found to be
significantly more'field-dependent' than obsessive-compulsive
patients. Significant sex differences were also demonstrated,
women being more 'field dependent' than men. In personaliry
tests such as the Rorschach tests and the T.A.T., 'field d.p.nd.ni'
persons showed passiviry, readiness to submit to authoriry, little
self-esteem and a tendency to anxiery. 'Field independent' per-
sons, on the other hand, were much more active, independent,
self-reliant and selGconfident.

Most of these personaliry differences have already been shown
to be associated with the verbal-spadal profile of abilides. It is,
therefore, clear that the contrasting modes of field approach,
referred to by'IVitkin himself as global and analytical respectively,
are essentirlly the same as Kretschmer's integrative and dissocia-
tive or Meumann's diffusive and fixative modes of aftention.

Witkin and his collaborators have now assembled a vasr amount
of evidence which demonstrates that a person's mode of percep-
tion and thinking, refected in his performance in certain kinds of
spadal test and in some speciali zed laboratory situations, also

manifests itself in his whole personaliry organi zation, includirg
the qualiry of his awareness of the social world around him. All
this evidence may be quoted as direct support. for a contention
which the writer has long maintained and which forms the theme
of the present chapter (Smith, rg31, 1952, 1954).
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Chapter eight

Spatial Abiliry and Motor Perseveration

Tnsns is e remarkable parallel between the history of research

on perseveration and that on spatial ability. Both fields of en-

quiry were opened op in an attemPt to find an answer to what

*.*.d a relatively simple problem. Both fields attracted numer-

ous investigators (sometimes the same investigator, xs in the case

of Stephenson). Both topics passed through numerous vicissi-

tudes, t*i"g to the contradictory results obtained by difGrent

workers, so*e of whom found no evidence for the existence of a
factor at all. There has been a tendency to devise a wide variery

of tests to measure the supposed ftrnctior, and some of these were

later fotrnd to bear no reladon to the original concePt.

In the case of spatial abiliry, there has been a tendency towards

fragmentation, so that instead of one single all-embracing 6ctor
,r ilri*ed by some workers, others have claimed as many as six

or even eight. A similar development has taken place in the study

ofperseveiation. \Mith the increasing variery oftests, workers have

found an increasing number of factors and one recent investi-

garor has claimed as many as six (Chown, 196r). As in the history
of studies on spadal abiliry, there has been a proliferation ofnames

(perseveration, secondary ftmction, mental inertia, disposition

rigidity, creative effort rigidiry, ideational rigidiry, !tc.).
The term 'perseveration' was originally introduced by Neisser

in r8q+ and *m used by Mtiller (r9oo) to denote a qualiry which
conftrred consistency of thought and action, but which would be

detrimental in occupations involving rapid changing from one

activiry to another. Gross (r9oz) and Heymans and 'W'iersma

( r 9o6) fistinguished bennreen " deep-narrow" and " broad-shallow"

types, the former being supposed to have a greater degree of
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Perseveration. Eysenck (196o) has reviewed in some detail the
subseqrrent work done on the concept of perseveration, showing
how the suPPosed general factor has given place to a numb., o?
relativ.ly independent factors such m r.nrory perseveration, motor
alternation Perseveration and disposition rigiairy. A remarkable
feature of the many studies in this field is 

-the 
consisrency with

which certain motor perseveration tests have been found to be
indicative of certain personaliry or character qualities. Lankes
(1916) reported such e relationfiip in rgt6, bui the correladon
was found to be negative (-'26) opposite in sign to the result
expected.

Cattell $g+6) administered seven perseveration tests, mostly
motor, to roo women students and obtained an average inter-
correlation of '2o. He identified a factor as the "general dilposition
rigidity" factor, which had its highest loading in reverse writing
ofletters and numbers, but whiclr,was also pro.rt in a perc.prori
speed test involving the reading of a printed passage in whicil the
words and letters were printed in reverse ord&. In-a second study,
Cattell reported the correladons of the perseverarion scores of the
roo women studenB with scores for ten of his personaliry factors.

Th.- Perseveration or dispositign rigidiry score correl 
^t 

d nega-
tively. with dominance (- '++) "rJ *ith charager integrrrt,
(-'34). V.y similar results were obtained with a sample"of zoo
merl. Cattell concluded that it is reasonable to regard tir. p score
as a measure of emotional instabiliry or neuroticism, the i.gr.r-
sion of p on the neuroticism factor being curvilinear, as was fo'ond
by Pinard in rg32. The relationship *ittt person:aliry qualides
seemed to be strongest in tests involrirg reverse writing 

"?t.ttersand numbers, which were fotrnd by Caitell to hav, p-16^dings of
'76 and .79 respectively.

'Walker, 
Staines and Kenna had pointed our tn rg43 thar pin-

ard's original classificadon of 
"hildr.r, 

into groop, of high,
moderate and low Perseverators was a classificati6n bised on tfr".ii
initial difftrence in performing rwo motor activities and not based
on their relative dfficulry in ilternation at all. This meanr that it
was inadmissible to attempt to explain the relationship berween
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these p scores and personaliry traits in termt 9f the original notion

of '*.rt"l inerria-'. They suggested that the Persontliy traits

musr be associated with differenies in the abiliry to make 'creative

effort' (..g. in writing letters mirrorwise). Th.y also remarked that

the .r*. of this 
"rro.i"tion 

is something that remains to be finally

demonstrated. Since these 'creative effort' motor Perseveration

tests were not measuring the function they were originally de-

vised to measure, there i"rt no longer any reason to expect that

they should correlate with p.rtot "liry 
qualities. The fact that

rh+ have been fotrnd r.p."iedly so to correlate obviously re-

quired explanation.r 
A posriUt. solution might lie in the suggestion made by-Pratt

yule in rgsz that these motor perseveration tests are-!.dly in-

verse measures of spatial abiliry. Th. hithertg ingxplicable inverse

relationship berwe in p scores and emotional stlblliry would then

be the t"rrrl pheno*.ror as the well established direct association

berween higir spatial scores and emotional stabiliry. 
-

Steph.nr6r, (ig+q) illtstrated the nature of spatial abiliry.with

the pfrrrr. "High I ir shown !y th. clfld who can draw the lefter

R as it would [p.ar reflected in a pool of water, without having

to think explicrrly about it." Since most batteries of motor Per-

severation Lrr, include tasks in which the Y activity involves

mirror-im ;rge writing or backward stroke writing, 
-an 

unknown

amount of E-f^rt r Jry be involved. Some tests such as the well-

known S tesr may require not merely mirror-writing, !", also

an abiliry ro org'^*r€ perceptual data into fresh gestalten, an

"iiriry 
#ni.n prlu.bly^irr.rolr.r some k-fictor. Some types of

spatial test ,.qoite an .Uitiry to rotate a figur9 T.}!?lly into an-

*t.r positiorr^, .rd this seems to be the kind of ability required

for th. HE rest, which is a'creative effort' fisposition rigidiry

resr, used by Norcum, Cattell and others. It is 111" 
possible that

the tesr in which the subject has to write a name like J"h, Smif'
with reverse sffoker *oold, in the words of El Kotrssy, require

an "abiliry to obtain or a faciliry lo ulilize visual spatial ima gry' -

This ,opposition is born. ooi by the results of a factor-analysis

reporr.d by Lovell (rqSS). A creative effort Perseveration test
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Spatial Ability

involving writin gZ E K forwards and then in reverse Z g' X was

found to-hav, 
^7-Loading 

of .zo, though loadirgt for other so-

called disposition rigidiry t.r* were not significant. In the Pinard

Test, ceriain letters or symbols have to be written upside down

or mirror-wise (s, A), and the method of scoring -refects 
the

initial fifference in thi performance of the familiar and urrfamiliar

activities (i.e. berween s and Z mdse). Since the abiliry to repro-

duce a configuration mirrorwise is known to involve k, we might

expecr subjects with high spatial abiliry to make low scores on

the Pinard motor Perseveration test.

This hypothesis was tested by carrying out a factor-analysis

of test-r.o^r., of a class of zt pupils, who had taken e draft of
Spatial Test r, the Otis Intelligence- Test and Pinard's Test of
Motor Perseverarion. Since the irmple is small, too much weight

should not be attached to the results. It is considered, however,

that the loadings do refect the kind of relation exPected to hold

between sPatial abiliry and motor Perseveration.
The lordirrgr obtained after ffi; iterations, using Thurstone's

Centroid Method are shown in Table 3 8.

Table 3B

Factor loadinps obtained in an analysis of the

conelations showi in Table 3T (by Ceitroid Method)

h IIo

Inforruation Te st (Verb al)
Art Marks
Drawing Marks $est)
Verbalind Non-uerbal Test (Orrs)

Spatidl Test r (MF.E.R.).
Geometry Marks (practical)
Algebra Marks
No n-p e r s e u e r ati o n (P in ar d)

Arithmetic Marks

'435
'8o4
'49r
'8r j
'788
'86j
'482
'o8r
'524

'719
'44o
'357

- 'ro8

- 
.2\I

- 
.2I2

- '306

-'308
- '37o.

The matrix of correladons for this experiment is given in
Table 3T.By reversing the sign of the motor-Perseveration scores
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so that th? became measures ofnon-perseveration, the loafing of
the first factor in this test became positive. Two factors #r"
extracted, the first factor corresponding approximately to Spear-
man's g. The Otis and-spati{ t.itt and mr*r in art ,ra prr.ti.rl
geometry are seen to have high g-loadhgr, while the rlor. for
non Perseveration shows a near zerog-loading (as was fould by
Pinard. - I 

'

The bipolar factor has the highest loading on the resr ofinforrrrx-
tion (verbal) Tq moderate negative loadings on Spatial Tesr r,
Geomery Algebra, Arithmedc and Non-perseverarion. Thus,
the second factor contrasts a higlily verbal i.rt with the spatial
and mathematical tests. It is r.rrorable to interpret this f".to,
as the well-known verba{spatial bipolar factor. Tf,e three mathe-
matical tests would appear to hav. k-lordings not very different
from that of the spatial test, and this result 

-would 
be consistent

with those obtained b-y oihq investigators, such as'Wrigley and
Sultan. on the other hand, the r..orrd factor loading, o? rh. 

"r,and drawing malks seem to be rather heavily biased-to*"rds the
verbal Pol., perhaps because the marking criterion did not take
account of spadal abiliry. If this interpreiation of the second fac-
tor is correct, the high negative loading of the Pinard Non-
Perseveration Score suggests that there is an inverse relationship
between k and this measure of motor perseveration. Thus, ,h;
Pinard motor Perseveration test seems to inrrolve & (inversely) and
to have a negligibly small loading in g.

This result is consistent with the nndirrgr of Cattell and Tiner
Gg+g), q a factor-analysis of some data fo; roo male college stu-
dents. Their first centroid factor conrrasts spatial 

"bifiry as
measured by Flags (--+z), Gottschaldt Figures (^- .4s) and 

'c"r-
tell's Culmre Free T.tl(-'4o) with Motoi Persev.r.tio, (+ .rZ)
and Fluency (+'r9). Thus, they also appear ro have A*a ;
inverse reladonship.between high spatiri ,Uitiry and motor-per-
severation.

The finding that the Pinard Test score is inversely related to spatial
abiliry is of considerable interest since Pinard noi.d that th.r. was
a very striking relationship berween scores on his motor-perse-
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Spatial AbilitY

veration test and q"dities ofcharacter. This relationthiP was fotrnd

to hold both wirh school pupils and with adult mental patients.

Pinard reported that:
,,AbouilSper cenr of the most self-conrolled and Persevering

,oU3*r rh"*.a 
"rrty 

a moderate-degree 
"fPTseveradg' 

(*9.t9t),

whereas about TS per cent of the 
-most difficult and trnreliable

subjects proved to be extreme Perseverators or extreme rlolr-

perseverators."I 
Both the extreme perseverators and the extreme non-Per-

severators tended to lack persistence and selGconrol and to be

obstinate, trnreliable, 'tooJhy' and 'difficult'. The two extreme

;;;pr, ho*ever, showed characteristic differences.'W'hereas the

extreme perseverator tended to be nervotts, sensitive, effeminate

and sentimental, the non-perseverator tended to be inconsiderate,

tactless and critical-
These temperamental qualities are very similar to those which

have been fotrna to charicteri ze persons of low and high spatial

abiliry respectively., persons who are relatively loy in spalr-al

"biliry 
,."a to be feminine, sensitive and neurotic- (e{otionally

,*rr"tL), whereas persons relatively high ir1 sPltial abiliry often

,ho* q;1iries of toughness, aggressiveness, tacdessness and even

delinqtiency. (.f Dell'-aert, r93;; Uhler , r93z i Earl, rg39): Thgse

fmding, ,..ord with rhe ,.rolm obtained by Cattell.(rg+6) in the

tvyo investigations already mentioned. The scores in his 
n'creative-

effort" p.rieveradon t.ri, showed substandal negative correla-

tions *itf, dominance and character-integration, qualities which

have been fotrnd ro accompany high spatial abiliry. 
.

Cattell (rgSZ) has also reported that low motor Perseveration

is asso.i.t.j#fu, t igt ,..,irrry in perceptual gestalt cornpletion

as well as with goodierform*.. i" *rlyrpg Gottsclld1figures,

both of which acrivii.r, and especially the latter, involv e k-factor.

These three tesrs provide a measure of caftell',s primary source

trait LJ.I.(T) rg-bridcal Practi.+ry. Cattell states that P:|t-o"t

high in iriri..l pracrir.ty 
1r. better with machines and ideas

,h* wi*r people, are perfrctionists and do not relax e-asifr. TTt
factor also^.ori.lates rig"ificantly with masculiniry, which again
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is known to be associated with relatively high spatial ability.
Cattell has also fotrnd that low moror persev.rition is associated
urith "interest in science, matherrr.ii.r, abstract impersonal
srudies and out-of-doori interests", all rypically *.r.,ilin. in-
terests which might be expected ro go io"g *ittr high spatial
ability.

The negative _correlation berween motor perseveration scores
and measures of emotional stabiliry or character integration has
been rePorted.repe-atedly. Cattell lists low motor p.rs.reration as
first among.t.. objective tesrs of his 6ctor Uf (D z3-Neural
reserves, which he identifies with the inverse of neuroticism. He
quotes six independent studies confirming the substantial relation
between n1-otor rigifiry (classical perseveiarion) and neuroricism,
thus- providing sffong confirmriion for the'findings of early
workers such as Lankes, pinard and Howard.*

* There is quite a different form of perseveration which is characteristic of
b-t1-T-d'maged children and which does not occur in normal or menrally defective
children. It has frequently been noted that brain-damaged children t*i to repeat
activities they have once begun. For example, they *ry be unable to stop count-
ing at a given number, or they may write a word torrectly and then write it over
and gver again. Thgy may continul to place beads on a board over and above the
number requested by their teacher.'Wemer 

Gg+9 has reported several experiments in which eighteen pairs of
endogenous and e-xogenous children (matcied for M.A. and l.e.iwere tested for
Perseveration tendencies. In one such e4periment, a series of cardi with various dot
Patterns was Presented by tachiltoscope and the child was asked to draw the pattenr
** each exPostue. The e4periment was arranged in two phases. In the first'phase,
the patterns were similar inihape and relativety-simple *a in rhe second phase th.y
]vere quite d"ifferent and more difficult. In the case of *r. designs which were simi-
lar there were no differences in perseveration between th" t#o groups. But in the
second phase, with the more dificult designs, while the endog*i,rs children made
no Perseverations at all, the brain-lnjured children made ,o plr cent perseverations
in all trials, tTfug. to repeat the simpler pamerns shown io tl" first phase.

McMurray (rgs+) compared a group oi fift rn exogenous and fifteen endo-
genous children in a modification of tne Wisconsin CarJsorting Tesr. In this test,
the pack consists of twenty-seven cards with fig.r^s varving in three ways, incolour, shape and nurnber. The test requires the child to dectuce which of these
variables the examiner is using to sort tlie cards.'When the child has identified the
variable being used for sorfug, the examiner changes the k y variable and a
T:-':Tt of perseveration is obtained from the number of cards sorred before the
child becomes aware of the shift. The results showed that the brain-u:jured clild-
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That exceprional facility in writing backwards with reversed

strokes may b. , manifestation of hig[ spadal abiliry is illustrated

by the following individual case. A student known to the writer

cfaimed ro porrl.r, this faciliry and demonstrated that he could

write upside down as easily arin the normal wa/, iid backwards

with r&ersed srrokes as well as forwards. He said that he had

never practised these activities and that he had Possessed this

,f..irt rUitiry for as long as he could remember. It may be regarded

", 
fairly c.rt"i1 that h.-*ould obtain a low score on the tyPe of

motor perseveration test in which the Y-acaviry involves inverse

writinf, or writing with reversed strokes, and the score is given

Uy + "? 
X-Y. Catlelt found that this ryPe of test had 

-by 
At. the

higfr.rt loading in the classical motor Perseveration p-fictor.*

th*, there I* be little doubt that this student woul4 b. givel.a

low assessment for motor perseveration as measured by Cattell's

bartery. To invesrigate ih. possible relatiorlHp between p-

score r"d other qo.fties, rhe sttrdent was invircd to work a llum-

ber of cognitive tests as well as Cattell's 16 P.F. Personality

Questionnaire.
His raw scores in the cognitive tests, together with possible

scores, are shown in Table 39.
The student's performance on the t\ ro tests of general abiliry

ren perseverated significantly on the sorting tasks. P.r. experiments provide

evidence that urain]injured ihildr.o tend to have difficulty either in integrating

perceprual stimuli o, ii shifting efGctively fr9* one such stimulus to another' The

,.r,rtt, may be regarded as sf,owirrg that the brain-injured group w€re either

relatively weak in 
"gestrlt-perception or in the ability to discard one such PercePt-

ion in order to take on anorhei. The latter abiliry has been termed 'flexibility of

closure, by Thurstone and has been shown to involve a factot cswhich aPPears to

be identical with k. Thus, the symptoms ofperseveration described in these experi-

ments seem to result from a deficit in spatial ability'
* Rim (rgS+) carried out an analysis of r.or"s in a number of perseveration tests

and extracred four factors. One of these factors had very high loadings in three

tests of cattell's battery, all consisting of tasks involving writing backwards, viz'z

(r) The word'readY'
(b) One's own name

G) The number 237

LOADING

- '6o9

- 'goo

-'5r9
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Table 39

Scores on spatial and other tests obtained by o subject who showed exceptional
capacity for mirror-writing

TEST

ACTUAL

RAW SCORE

SCORE

7
IO
II
20

POSSIBTE

SCORE

F orm-relations, JV..[.LP. (Sp atial)
Memory for Designs, N.I./.P. (Spatial)
Progressiye Matrices, Rauen (Noi-uerbal\
Group Test roo B, rv..r..r.P. (verbal and.non-uerbal)

65

52
6o

95

55
49
52
6z

(Progressive Matrices and Group Test roo B) was somewhar less
than average for the student p"polation. Thus, his score on Pro-
gressive Matrices was lower than 56, the mean for the student
PoPuladon as reported by Leybourne'White. His scores on the
spadal tests, however, were relatively high, in the case ofthe Mem-
ory for Designs Test being very close to the maximuffi, and well
above the mean for the student population. Thus, the tests con-
fumed that he had ex:eplional spadal ability, as the wrirer suspe6-
ed from the Prowess he had shown in inverse writing. His *or.,
on the f.P.A.T. 16 Personality Factor Questionnair. .6rr.sponded
closely to the findings already reported on the personalirf corre-
lates of spatial abiliry. His scorer on four of the fr.tors were:

Table 40

scores on four.personality faaors obtained by the subject who
showed exceptioial capacity for mirir-writiig

FACTOR

Cyclothymia (Factor A)
Surgency (Fauor F)
Aduenturous cyclgthymia (Factor H)
Emotional Stibllity-or Ego-strength' (Fauor C)

His highest score in any of the sixteen Gctors was that for Emo-
tional Stabiliry Qo) and his three lowest scores were for factors A
9y.lothy-i" (z), F Strgency (ro) and Fr Advenrurous Cyclo-
thy*i, (r r). Thus, the questionnaire clearly indicated thai this
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studenr was higlrly stable emotionally as well as being schizo-

thymic and desurgent.

i, would ,pp..r that a natural faciliry for mirror-writing is a

distinctive ,rrii of the spatially gifted. This would seem to be a

reasonable explanation tf th. *4ingt reported by Cattell, that

low motor p.ir.reration correlates *ith interest in mathematical,

engineering and other spadal subjects.

It may iro account for a finding I:Porte{ by MgTttby (rgSS)

that the Motor Perseveration Test of the Differential Test Battery

correlares negativety (-.lo) with G.C.E. (O-level) Physics and

positiv.ly (*1ro) *itf, G.C.E. (O level) French. Morrisby, h9*.

ir.r, did rrtr intend this rest to b. a measure of abiliry. He catts it

Speed Test z, one of four speed rests, the profile on which is

irrt.rded to refect the indiviJud's "intellecffial Personaliry". It is

clear from Morrisby's notes on the profiles that Speed Test z has

quite a different significance from the other three spee{ tests.

d.rrors low on Speed Test z but high on the others are said to be

"able to accept new ideas, with a praglatic, co-oPerative but

independent iutlook. They are 
-Qilly 

free with criticisms and

,,rgj.rdons, nor particul afiytactful but reasonable and consider-

^tJY.persons 
relitiv.ty uery low in Speed Test 2 but high in the

other speed rests are "ro rlr.ptive of new ideas that thgf seem

.onrrrrtly to be smitten with overwhelmrlg -Uy: 
ePlt.-*eral

enthusiasms". This description rather suggests high "fexi!{ty of

closur e, tsuggestion *hi.h would accord with the writer's hypo-

thesis regarding the motor-Perseveration test.

It is perhapJ*orth *.rrtioning that I eonardo da Vinci, who

was ro iin.d i" nrany fields requiring high spatial abili1y,Ylgt..qt

volurrrirous manuscript not; in mirror-writing. Da vinci is

perhaps an ourstandd example of a genius who was constantly

i...pire to new ideaiof which many were never carried to frui-
tion.

The mathematician, Lewis Carroll, also aPPears to have had a

fr.iliry for mirror-writing for he sometimes corresponded with

his young friends in a code-which he called 'looking-glass writing'.
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Chapter nine

Spatial AbilrW, Critical Fusion Frequetcf ,
Alphr Rhythm and the Reticular Formation

TnE relationships which have been found to occur betrnreen scores
on motor Perseveration tests and personaliry traits such as emo-
tional stabiliry, show that these tests do not measure the tendency
to Perseveration as it was originally conceived. 'When first intro-
duced, the term was supposed to refer to alagin mental processes,
a kind of mental inertia (to use the term favoured by Spearman).

Tht hypothetical ltg yas reGrred to as second ary fGction by
Gross and'W'iersma and was thought to be the physiological basis
of introversion.

The fact that a test such as Memory for Designs has usually
been found to have a very high spatial loading i"ggesrs that 

'^

constitutional tendenry for visual processes or i*rg.i to persist
may be helpful or even necess ary for successful p.rformance on
spadal tests. Such a tendenry might be regarded as e form of
sensory Perseveration* and one might hope to be able to measure
it by means of a ficker technigue, such ai that employing a rora-
ting disc with differeldy coloured sectors. The dis; might be
expected to blur at a lower rotation rate for subjects with high
sensory perseveration.

Biesheuvel (rgl8) obtained some evidence in 6vour of this

lrypotttesis. Ytlg adevice similar in principle to the sffoboscope,
he concluded that the-speed of fusion yi.lJr r measure of p.r^r.-
veration. He obtained ratings on a questioruraire dealing with

* Shevach$y7) found that tests of sensory perseveration correlated negatively
with 'emotional instability', unlike tests of motor perseveration which have a
positive correlation with emotional instability.
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personaliry traits thought to be connected with Perseveration. By

iUr means, h. selectJd rwo groups of perseverative and nolr-

perseverarive children and claimed that the results showed that the

groopr differed significantly with respect to the threshold of
[i.t .r fusion. Biesheuvel's claims have been criticized on statist-

ical grounds byWyrrJones (rgl9), *ho-asserted that the evidence

is nJt sufficie"rty rtrorrg to justrfy attaching value to the test for

measuring perseveration in the indiuidual.

Subseqirent research, however, has confirmed that there is a

relationship between rate of ficker fusion and person"liry traits,

though it is perhaps not yet quite clear what dimension of pertol-
aliry-is being *.ttored. Krugman (rg+Z) and Goldstol. 

-(rgSS),
*oikirrg with a test of visual flicker fusion, both found that the

neurotii groups tended to have lower thresholds of fiscrimination

of ficker-fr.qu.ncy than the more normal grouPs. As lYsenck
(196o) has-p9i"r..d out, however, since both Krugman and Gold-

stone used-dysthymics (neurotic introverts) as rePresentatives of
their high ,rio.oii.ir* groups, it is tmcertain whether the low

C.F.F. thresholds were due to the neuroticism or to the introvers-

ion of the subjects.

Goldstone reported his findings as follows:
"One observis a lower ficker threshold for those grouPs de-

signated high anxiery than for those groups designarcd .low
rri"i.ry. Thise group fiff.rences app€ar reliable at the 'ooi level

of confidence *a indicate a reduced sensitiviry to ficker in the

high-an*i.ty groups.o' These resolt! agree with Krugman's, who

ob"tained .orrilations of - '62 and - '45 berween anxiery and

ficker fusion frequency. Friedl (rgS+) found a correlation of
.34 betvyeen critical fusion frequency and anxiery in 6l normal

subjects. Buhler (rgSl) tested ficker fusion rates in a, grouP of
p.riorr before and after undergoing minor surgery. It I.t
irro*.d that before trndergoing surgery the patients would be

more arurious. The results were in accord with exPectation, i.e.

ficker fusion rates were lower before surgery than after.

Eysenck (rgSr) quotes figures showing that ficker fusion fre-

quency differenriatia tiguincantly at the i per cent level berween
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normals,"::*';::.^'J'll:::T*^'*:;':::'::':^,
the lowest fusion frequency and the normals having highest.

Thus, several independent investigations have led to the same

conclusion that there is a, marked association between high
anxiery and reduced sensitivity to ficker. The writer prefers to
interpret this well-established finding by relating high anxiety to
desurgency or schizothymia rather than to neuroticism (the term
used by Eysenck for emotional instabiliry).*

It is reasonable to regard high anxiery as a manifeshtion of both
desurgency and schizothymia, for Cattell (rgsz) states that desur-
gents tend to be worrying, anxious, obsessional and unable to
relax compared with surgents, who tend to be placid and content.
Similarly, he shtes that schizot\mes tend to be secretive and
anxious, while ryclothynes tend to be frank and placid.

Thus, it appears that both the ffaits with which high spatial

abiliry is associated (viz. desurgency and schizothymia) imply a

tendency to anxiery. Hence, there are grounds for expecting high
spatial abiliry to be associated with anxiety. Since low flicker
fusion frequency has been shown repeatedly to be associated with
anxiery, we might expect to find an inverse reladon between
high spatial abiliry and ficker fusion frequency.

Such a reladonship would be expected to hold, if we make the
assumption that high spatial abiliry must involve a tendency for

* The writer prefers to avoid the term'neuroticism', which is used by different
authors in di:fferent senses and has given rise to much confusion.

Eysenck (rg6l) means by neuroticism "an inherited disposition, closely linked
urith the lability of the autonomic system, which governs a person's emotional
reactivity". He regards anxiety "as a conditioned fear reaction which is particrr-
larly characteristic of dysthymic neurotics, i.e. of persons who are high on the
factors of neuroticism and introversion". (He states that Cattell uses the terms
'neuroticism' and 'anxiety' in exactly the opposite senses.)

In the writer's view schizothymes tend to be both anxious and emotionally
stable while cyclothymes may be less anxious but more emotionally trnstable.

Schizothymes may be either sensitive or tough, the asthenics tending to be more
anxious and the athletics (the strong, silent he-men) more tough. Cyclothymes
vary among themselves from the vivacious to the serious and their emotional
instabiliry shows in a liability to changes of mood from happiness to sadness

without apparent cause. They are less prone, however, to arrxiety and often give
the impression of being placid and care-free.
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visual imagery to persist and so may be a manifeshtion of sensory

perseveration. High spadal abiliry would then correlate inversely
with critical ficker fusion frequenc/, since high sensory perse-
veration would cause blurring at a lower frequency.

The suggestion that high spadal abiliry might be a manifestation
of sensory perseveration (i... persistence of sensory processes)

was advanced by the writer in rgjr (Smith, r9S2), the suggested

relationship being expressed as a correspondence between the
two dimensions:

r. Cyclothymia as compared
2. Low compared with high

with schizot\mia.
sensory perseveration.

This hypothesis implies that the duration of the effect of a

stimulus will be greater for the schizothyme than for the cyclo-
,hy-.. Various explanatory principles might be invoked to
account for such a phenomenon, such as "accumuladon and

dissipation of reactive inhibition" suggested by Eysenck (rqSS),

or "cortical conductivity" employed by Klein and Kretch (rgsr).
The suggestion would imply, in terms of Eysenck's principles,

that high spatial abiliry is associated with weak inhibitory effects,

a condition which characterizes the schizothyme. Since injury to
the brain usually impairs a person's spatial abiliry we should
expect it to have the efGct of increasing inhibitory effects and
tending to make the person more extraverted or cyclothyrric.*

The firdi"g by Beech (rgS8) that a group of schizophrenic
patients made more accurate drawings than any other groups of
subjects, including normals, may be interpreted as being consistent

with the writer's hypothesis. Also in line with it are the results of
some experiments on the duration of the Archimedes' Spiral
Effect, reported by Claridge (rg6o) :

* The evidence for the theory that the effects of brain damage are analogous to
satiation appears to be equivocal.Jaffe (rgS+) attempted to duplicate the Klein and
Krech study, but was tnable to obtain statistically significant differences be-
tween the brain-injured group and controls.
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Table 41

Duration of spiral after-efeu (Claridge)

Normals
Dysthymia

MEAN

to. r6
r5'78

9'74
r4'78

s.D.

4'56c,
5'486
5'337
6'996

Hysteria
Schizophrenics

It will be noted that the schizophrenic group had a considerably
longer duration of the after-effect than the normal group, the
difGrence being significant (p < s'o5). The high standard devia-
tion of the schizophrenic group probably indicates that there is a
variery of clinical rypes subsumed urder this heading. It also
suggests that this group may include some patients who have a
longer dtrration of the after-efGct than any in the other groups.

'\Mhatever the explanation of the after-effect, an inhibition
theory would lead to the expectation that the length of the afrer-
effect would be negatively correlated with exffaversion. 'W'ork

with this test on the brain-injtred, especially that of Price and
Deabler (r95s), Gallese (rqs6) and to some extent that of Holland
and Beech (rqs8) offers support for the hypothesis since these
subjects had diminished after-effecm, a resuk ro be expected on rhe
supposition that brain damage increases extraversion.

Some indirect support for the hypothesis linking spatial abiliry
invers.ly with critical ficker fusion frequency comes from studies
relating both of these variables to alpha index (i.e. proportion of
alpha rhythm in the E.E.G.).

The reladonship between spatial ability and alpha index has

been determined in a study of Mundy-Castle (rqs8), in which he
gives the results of a factor analysis of the scores of la adults in
the sub-tests of the 'Wechsler Bellevue lntelligence Test together
with measures of alpha index and alpha frequency. Alpha index
was measured by assessing the percentage of occipital alpha
rhythm greater than J microvolts present in a strip recorded in
roo seconds. The resulting table of correlations showed that alpha
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index correlated positively with the verbal sub-tests and negatively

with the performance (or spadrl) sub-tests.

The figures were as follows:

Table 42

Correlation between Alpha Inilex anil Verbal, Non-
uerbal and Full-scile /.Q.s (Mundy-Castle)

CORRELATION W.ITH

ALPHA INDEX

Verbal LQ.
Non-uerbal LQ. (largely spatial)

Full-scale I.Q.

Mtrndy-Castle extracted five factors from the matrix ofcorrela-

tions by the centroid merhod and applied orthogonal rotations

using a modification of the method proposed by Reyburn- ,t q
TayLr. The first two rotated factors were identified as visual and

,.ib"l respectively, presumably corresponding closely to the

fandli ar k and z. The following loadings in these fwo factors are

of interest.

Table 43

Relation between Alpha Index, Mean Alpha .Frequency
and spatidl and uerbal factor-loadings (Mundy-Castle)

'333
't66
'og8

VARTABTE

Verbal.[.Q.
Practical (spatial) LQ.
Full-scale I.Q.
Mean alpha frequency
Alpha index

I
vrsuar (k)

- '063
I.OIO

'6T S

'4r 8

- '332

II
vrnrar (u)

'760
'242
'585

- 'o29
'66s

These results show that verbal abiliry tends to be associated

with high alpha index and low alpha frequenc), while_ spatial

abiliry tinds to be associated with low alpha index and high-alphl
frequency. Mtrndy-Castle concludes that differences in habitual
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menal imag e\, which are refected in the characteristics of the
alpha rhythm, n"y also contribute to difllbrences in verbal as
oppgsed to practical intelligence.

There aqP:arl to be a close reladonship berween alpha rhythm
and critical flicker fusion frequercl, fo; high correladons have
b:.1 reported between the lrti.r ,rd alpha iid.* (i... proporrion
of alphl tlyrt t" present). chyatte (rqsi) has ,.porr.d , .^orr.lr-

'igt 
alhjSh as '855. Since high spatial abifity .ori.lrres negatively

with alpha index there at. good grounds foi expecting thr't ir wiil
also correlate negatively with .rlti.d ficker frsion frequency.

- Kelty (rgoo) has claimed to have shown thar an inv.r* ,.lriion-
:hip exists berween alpha index and a personrliry trait called "be-
havioural alerutess". He administered th. Minn;sota Muldphasic
Personaliry 

fnventory to a gloup of subjects and obtain.d ,iigni-
ficant correlation of - 'zl b.rween ,tpt, index and 'W'elsh /-
scores on the M.M.P.I. The'Welsh A-faitor represents a dimension
of 'behavioural alertness', characterized by tiaits ranging all the
way from calmness arrd apathy to the .*rr.*. of tension and

1t}"ty- The association between high /-scores and low alpha
infices on the one hand and betwe., t* L-scores and high ;6h,
indices on the other was present during all experi*.ntri .oridi-
tions, e.g. resting, attention and visual stimulati'on. Since there is
evidence from studies !y Y*dy-Casde and others that high spatial
abiliry is associated with lo*- ,lph, index and vice ,r.rri f.lry's
study provides some 

-ground for supposing that sprti;ly-giftld
Persons .t:.likely to be 'behavior.rlrfly alerr' and th.t ,r.ry"'high
spatial ability may be associated with exrreme rension ,ia
anxiery.

That some connection exists between spatial abiliry and the
alphl rhythm of the E.E.G. is suggested b:y the findings of re-
searches relating the alpha ,hythm ro imagery, wt ilt, were
initiated by Golla, Hutton and Grey 'Walte { $9,6). These re-
searches showed that individuals may be classified in;o three main
grouPs, according to the degree of alpha activity i" the E.E.G.

The three groups were:
r. Those showing little or no alpha acriviry, the maximum
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amplirude being ro 
_ 
microvolts and showing no appreciable

;#ge during ,i.rtal activiry, whether with eyes oPen or closed

(M-rype).
z. Those showing an alpha amplitodg rlithin the normal range

(ro-5o microvolts) 
"*ith .y.l clos.d; blockinq :lrirely,9r much

atrenuated wirh eyes opened; and diminished if mental activity

takes place with the eyes closed (R-r1Pe)'

3. thor. showing 
'* 

alpha ,*pii!"d.. above ro microvolts,

persisting during i.nt"l activiry- qelltively tmghang:d o.r .I
.btrrsts, and *r.F.cted by the eyes being opened or closed (P-

ryPe).
' rh.re groups were designapd M, R and P respectively, (M for

minus, R f# responsive *a p for persistent).- Several $rrveys

have shown that it . proportions vary a good deal according to

occupation but, in genierrl, about two-thirds of an ordinary grouP

;f drpl. ,.l..t.d It random are fotrnd to be of the R-rype and

rhe ,.*ririrrg third are about evenly M and P. The p-roportion of

M-rypes is oi*lly somewhat higher in science students than in

arts students.

Short and Grey'W'alter (rgs+) suggested that individuals com-

posing these grouPs belong t-o different imagery ryqtt'- M-tyP'

p aftern, *.r.'-"hrr^r.t.ris1iJof predo minanda visual thinkers and

p-ryp. pamerns of verbal thinkers. R-rype patrerns were thought

ro occur in individuals who could rn.G use of both verbal and

visual imagery in their thinking. Persons in the R-grotp y.t.
more frrolued since they couldlombine data from the different

sense organs more ,."diiy thp could those in either the M- or

p-groups. On the other ir"rd, in stereognostic tests (identi@g

pamerns on concrere blocks when bunJ-folded), persons in the

R-group did less well than those in the other groups. Th.^ ex-

plalnatio, off.red for this finding *rlthat the consistent use of one

,rr. of ima gery whether visual, verbal or kinaesthetic was more

rir..ry to l.J to success than the use of more than one ryPe. The

view was also put forward that geniuses often belonged to extreme

M- or pip* because such Persons tended to concentrate and

persevere along one line of thinking.
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In r95j, the writer suggested that the distinction between M-
and P-rypes (i... bet'ween persons possessing mainly visual and
mainly verbal imagery), might correspond to the familiar fisdnc-
tion between persons who perform well on spadal and verbal
tests respectively. However, subsequent investigations have

yielded somewhat conflicting results.

Drever (rgSS) found no significant difference in scores on
spadal tests given to groups of M-, R- and P-types. Also, doubt
was cast on the suggestion that the suppression ofalpha rhythm
provides an objective indicator of the process of visualizhg.

Barratt (1956) carried out an investigation to test whether the
hypothesis is tenable under the condition of problem-solving.
He did in fact find that suppression of the alpha-rhythm occurs
to a significantly gre ater degree whilst solvin g a visual problem
than when solvin g a verbal one. However, suppression of alpha

rhythm occurred under both conditions, and he concluded that
his results on the whole did not support the view that suppression

of alpha rhythm provides an objective indicator of the process of
visualizhg. Imagery appeared to be orly one of many factors
which may produce suppression effects.

'Walter and Yeager (1956) investigated the effect of the com-
plexiry of the visual image in relation to alpha suppression. In
one of their experiments while the E.E.G. was being recorded,
the subject was asked to open his eyes and to look at a card with
printed diagrams. After closing his eyes, he was asked to recall
first a circular diagram, then a rectangular one. At the end of the

recording, he was asked to make a drawing of both diagrams
from memory. No significant relation was found berween the
accuracy and the percentage of alpha reduction during active
vision or recall. [t was fotrnd, however, that subjects who repro-
duced the drawings most accurately had during the resting state

with eyes closed, a low potential (me an zo'z mtcrovolts) relatively
non-rhythmical rFp. of electrical activiry from the occipital areas.

Subjects who reproduced the drawings inaccurately had a higher
potendal (mean 32 microvolts) rhythmical activiry during the
resting state.
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Since the score for the accurate reproduction of the designs is

likely to provide a measure of the subject's spatial abiliry, 'Walter

and Yeager's study offers support to the view that there is an

inverse relationship between spadal abiliry and mean alpha

amplitude in the resting state. These findings are obviously well in
agreement with the results of Mtmdy-Casde's study, which have
already been mentioned.

Stewart and Macfarlane Smith (rgSg) have reported an investi-
gation carried out to test the suggestion made in rgii by the
writer that there might be a relationship between performance in
tests of spatial or verbal abiliry and

r. rype of alpha rhythm; and

2. percentage of alpha suppression when solving a problem
requiring visual imagery.

Four paper-and-pencil tests (two spadal, one verbal and one

non-verbal) were administered to g6 adults, i r men and 45
women, the mean ages being z9 and 22 rcspectively. Mean I.Q's
calculated from scores on Moray House Adult Intelligence Test r
(verbal) were respectively r2z and rr7.

The other cognitive tests administered were:

Memory for Designs (N.I.I.P.).
Spatial Test r (N.F.E.R., S*ith).
Non-verbal Tesr 3 (N.F.E.R., Calvert).

Individual E.E.G. recordings were taken during which the

subjects were asked four questions orally, designed to involve one

type of thinkirg predominantly, either verbal or visual. Questions
r and 3 were thought to be mairly 'verbal' and z and 4 mainly
'visual'. An analysis of the verbal reports made by the subjects

after answering the questions appeared to confirm that the

questions evoked the kind of ima gery intended.
It was found that there was a significantly larger decrease in the

amplitude of the alpha rhythm whilst the subject was solving a
'visual' problem than whilst solvin g a'verbal' one, thus confirrt-
irg the result reported by Barratt. [t was also noted when the two
'visual' problems were being attempted, that a greater amount of
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suPPression occurred with the question reported to evoke the
more vivid image.

The highest scores in the two spatial tests were obtained by
subjects who showed the greatest reduction in alpha amplitude
when the eyes were open or when solving a visual problem. It
yrs only in the case of one of the spadal tests, however, Memory
for Designs, that the difference in reduction between high-
scoring grouPs and low-scoring groups was significanr. The
ffend was in the same direction for Spadal Test r, though the
difGrence was not statistically significanr.

The E.E.G. records for the whole sample of subjects were
examined and classified into three groups according to the M-,
R-, and P-rypes described by Golla, Hutton and Grey'Walter
(rg+l). 'W'hen the mean scores in the written cognirive rests for
the three alpha groups were compared, none of the differences
was found to be statistically significant. However, for each test
the nearest approach to significance occurred in the difGrence in
means between P- and R-groups (..g. for Memory for Designs
the critical ratio of the difference in means was r.44). These
differences were in agreement with the hypothesis that Ps tend to
be 'verbal' rather than 'visual' irl their thinking, for they did less
well than the Rs in the two spatial tests and better than the Rs in
the verbal and non-verbal tests. Thus, the trend of the evidence
both from the oral and from the written tests, provides some
suPPort for El Koussy's statement that "k-factor depends on the
abiliry to obtain and the faciliry to utilize visual, spatial image ry" .

In an attempt to confirm the finding reported by \Malter and
Yeager that an accurate reproduction of a diagram was associated

with a low potential alpha rhythm, a comparison was made be-
tween scores in the Memory for Designs Test and the mean value
of the resting potential when the eyes were closed. The spatial
scores were arranged in four groups, h descendirg order of per-
formance, and mean values of the resting alpha potential *.re
calculated for each group. While the highest mean resting poten-
tial occurred in Group 3 (the group with the second-lowesr mean
spadal score), none of the difGrences were significanr.
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Thus, the investigation failed to con{irm the findings rePorted

by Walter and Yeager. A possible explanation of the fifGring
results may perhaps be found in the difGrent methods of scoring

the diagrams used in the rwo investigations. 
'Walter and Yeager

had their drawings sorted into three categories by four judges

classifring by general impression, whereas Stewart and Macfar-

lane Smith had their drawings marked by one Person according

ro e prepared scheme, maximum credit being awarded for the

correct representation of proportions.
'What.r.r the explanation of the differing results, the evidence

reporred by Mundy-Castle appears to confirm the view that there

is ; connection between high k-factor and low alpha index. This

was essenti"lly one of the hypotheses which Stewart and Macfarlane

Smith ser out to test before the publication of the PaPers by'Walter
and Yeager and by Mundy-Castle.

Since ih.r. associations seem to be fritly definite, we should

expecr that the personalify qualities associated with high- spadal

abiliry would be-found in individuals whose E.E.G. records show
high alpha frequency and low alpha index or perhaps,low alpha

amplitod.. Gastaut (rgS+) has attempted to classi$r the Person-
aliry qua[ties which, according to various investigators, 

- 
are

associaied with three E.E.G. syndromes , (o) hyperexcitabiliry,

(b) cortical instabiliry, and (t) hypoexcitabiliry-
This classification is of interest in that the three syndromes,

which seem to corresPond to Grey'W'alter's M-, R- and P-rypes,

show when taken in that order a fiminithit g alpha frequency

and an increasing alpha index and amplitude. Thus we t dglt
expect ro find th. fiist syndrome occurring in Persons of high
rp"ti"l abiliry, the second in persons relatively l.f gifted spatially,

and the fiird in persons better endowed verbally than spatially.

It should perhapi be stressed that Gastaut recognizes that his

amempr ar pry.hological classification is very imperfect and should

be r.grrd.d as a working hypothesis at Present on trial. The in-
for-rtion contained in table M is taken partly from a similar
table given by Gastaut and partly from the text of his PaPer.

Eysenck (i9oo), following Mundy-Castle (tgso, rg57), has
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suggested that the quicloress and hyperactiviry accompan)nng
high alpha frequenry are symptoms'of extravirsion, *,hil. tt .
slowness and hyporeactiviry associated with low alpha frequency
correspond to introversion. The writer, however, would interpret
the results difGrendy and in an opposite sense. The hyperactiviry,
hypersensitiviry, nervousness and anxiery seem to be the same as

Kelry's 'behavioural alertness' and may be identified with the
overintensity and apprehensiveness of cerebrotonia. Thus, they
are more closely related to introversion or schizothymia than to
extraversion. Similarly, the hyporeactiviry associated with low
alpha frequency may correspond to Kelry" 'calmness and apatby'
and may be identified with the slow reactivify, relaxation and
complacency of viscerotonia. These are qualities exhibited by one
ryPe of extravert, th. viscerotonic or cyclothymic extravert.

There is fair agreement between the characteristic qtralities of
Groupt (o) and (c) and those which have been fotrnd to be associ-
ated \vith high and low spadal abfiry respectively. For example,
the spatially gifted person tends to be active, independent and
anxious and sometimes has qualities ofleadership. The person who
lacks spadal ability tends to be passive, dependent, submissive,
obedient, conformist and to lack aggressive tendencies. This
opposition seems to correspond to that bennreen masculiniry and
fenrininiry.

The three syndromes described by Gastaut also show some
affinirywith the threefold classifications of temperamenr proposed
by rypologists such as Kretschmer and Sheldon.

Thus, Group (a) seem to have the qualities of the extreme rype
of leptosomatic schizothy*. (the cerebrotonic of Sheldon) , viz.
hypersensitive, hyperactive, nervous. The qualities 'active, inde-
pendent, with tendency to leademhip' correspond to the more
energetic, medium rype ofschizothyme (the systematic orgattaer).

Group (b) seem to have the qualities of the athletosomaric
schizothyme (termed colledothym. by Strauss). They tend to be
either phlegmatic or explosive, hence calm but susceptible to
violent reactions. They have a greater tendency to delinquency
and crimes ofviolence than the other rypes (.f Glueck and Glueck,
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Table 44

Relation between characteristics of Alpha Rhythm and qualities of personality
(adapted Jiom a table giuen by Gastaut)

CHARACTERISTICS OF

E.E.G. RECORDS

(a) rrrrnExcIrABILrrY
SYNDROME

Rare and rapid alpha

rhythms of small ampli-
tude, grouped in short

bursts on desynchronized

actiuity.
Intermittent photic

driuing.

(b) rABrrrrY oR

VERSATILITY

SYNDROME

Alpha rhythm rAre,

associated with slower or
ftiore rapid waues or
both.

Subjea b almost in-
stantaneous modulation

of amplitude.
Intermittent photic

driuing.

(.) *oH(cIrABIurY
SYNDROME

Slow, strong regular

rhythms d continuous
large amplitude, no de-
synchronized interuals.

No intermittent photic
driuing.

CHARACTERISTICS OF

PERSONALITY
AUTHORS QUOTED

FREQ.

OF ALPHA

RHYTHM

9-I I

Actiue, independent
personality; tendency

towards leadership.

Hypersensitiue,

hyperactiue, neruous.

Tendency towards
anxiety state.

Saul, Dauis and
Davis (rg+g)

Gataut et al.
(rss r).

Ulett et al.
(rssr).

Saul, Dauis and
Dauis (rg+g).

Gastaut et al.
(rgs r).

Walter (rgsl).

Saul, Dauis and

Dauis (rq+q).

Palmer and

Rock, (rqSl).

Gataut et al.
(rgs r).

Impatient, aggress-

ive, hostile.
Calm and not anxi-

otr$ but susceptible to

rapid and uiolent re-

actions, grumbler, afec-
tiue lability.

Violent, intolerant,
aggressiue, egotist, im-
patient, suspicious.

8-g

Passiue, dependent,

submissiue, tending to
shy away rto* ffirt,
danger and responsi-
bility.

Obedient, no aggress-

iue tendencies, conform-

ist.
Slow, euefl temper,

calm.

r r-r3
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rgio). Group (b) seem to have most of the bad qualities of this
type of schizothyme, e.g. hostile, intoleranr, suspicious.

Group (c) have the qualities of one rype ofpyknic cyclothyme-
the depressive, inhibited rather than the lively, the melancholic
rather than the manic. The qualities of obedience, conformiry and
even temPer are essenti"lly those of the sluggish, soft, complacent
cyclothyme.

The reticular formation in the brain steru

lncreasing interest is now being taken in the mechanism of
'attention' as a result of researches by Magoun (rgso) and others
on the reticular formation in the brain stem. This is an anatomic-

1Uy diffuse system of neurones which has connections passing
from the mid-brain to the cortex and from the cortex back to the
mid-brain. [t forms a type of 'Gedback' system in which messages
can be received, sent to the cortex and then returned to the -id-
brain along with relevant information from the memory and
associative areas. Thus, one of the ftrnctions of the reticular
formation seems to be that of an integrative mechanism. It also
seems to be a non-specific alerting mechanism which reduces
cortical thresholds and so increases attention and efficiency. It
may provide a central control which selects and determines which
Parts of the cortex will be active from among all those which
might be excited by incoming stimuli. This central control seems
to underlie the process to which we refer when we use the wordoattention'. It has a closely interrelated redcular network and
radiating projections which terminate in the layers of the cortex.
Thus it is capable of facilitating or inhibiting conducdon pro-
cesses.

Since the alpha rhythm is intimately related ro processes of
attention it is possible that one of the ftrnctions of the reticular
formation is the regulation of the alpha rhythm.

If we accept the evidence of Mtrndy-Casde's study that dilffer-
ences in habitual mental imagery are refected in the characteris-
tics of the alpha thyth*, we might expect to find thar differences
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between spatial and verbal abilities are related in some way to the

functioning of the reticular formation of the brain stem.

We may attempt to tmderstand how this system may be in-
volved in spatial perception by considering an analogy.'We may
liken the operation of the reticular system to the selectivity con-

trol of a radio set. 
'We are familiar with the requirement that

radio receivers ihould be capable of adjustment so that th.y
operate efficiendy both for near-by and distant stations. On the
one hand they are required to give high-qualiry reproduction of
the signal from a nearby station which is much stronger than any

other station, md on the other hand th.y may be required to pick
up t programme from a fistant station whose signal is weak

compared with those on neighbouring frequencies. For high-
fideliry reproduction of the stronger sign al, a wide range of fre-
quencies should be received, whereas to select the weak distant
station free from interGrence it is essential that the band of fre-

quencies received should be very much narrower.

The radio set can be adjusted to satisfy either requirement by
means of the selecdvity conffol, which can alter the width of the
frequency response curve.

'W'e may dlink of the reticular brain stem formation as a filter
mechanism which may function as a selecdviry control. High
selectiviry makes possible the concentration of aftention on

certain aspects of the field of vision to the exclusion of others,

producing the narrow-range mode of attention which has been

described as 'fixative' or 'concentrative'. Low selectiviry corres-

ponds to the *id.ly rangrng mode of attention which has been

described as 'difiirsive'. This enables the individual to assimilate

more information from a wider field, but impairs abstraction by
reducing the concentration of eneryy required for the identifict-
tion of a structure or pattern in a multirude of details. Relatively
high spatial abiliry seems to be associated with the fixative mode

of attention which produces high selectiviry.

This selective property of the mind seems to be a function of
the reticular formation of the brain stem. It is probably because

of the widely ramifting connections of this system that damage
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to almost any part of the brain impairs its ftrnctions and so reduces
the selective Power of the aftentio, -.chanism. This may account
for the factthat most forms of brai" i"j"ry seem to be associated
with spatial disabilides, with increased iirti..tibiliry, and with an
impaired ability to fifGrentiate berween figure and trckground in
typical figure-ground tests.

The brain-damaged padent may be compared ro a radio ser
with an inefficient seleaiviry contiol, which fails to separare out
signals to- distant stations beca-use ,h.y are swamp.d by sffong
signals from local shdons. The schizophrenic pati.ri is tik; a radio
set Permanently adjusted for high selecdviry. While able ro dis-
criminate effectively between weak signals ho* distant stations,
th: qfliry of the reception even from srrong local srarions is
seriously impoverished and distorted.

Thus the Possession of,1 Hghly selective reticular sysrem may be
both an asset and a liabiliry. On the credit side, ,h.r. is an er-
hanced caPacity for perceiving structure by inhibiting a6enrion
to details. On ih. d.6it side, ti.r. is some loss in the richness of
experience because of a diminished capacity for switching atten-
tion easily from one detail to another. An exaggerated tJndency
,"- iTPose structure on one's experience by ignoring .I.-.ri,
which do not fit into the structur. *ight w.ll iesult i, paranoia
(or systemati zed delusions).

. -lr.gration of experience into wholes is achieved only by irr-
hibidng the Perception of inessenrial or irrelevant details. Tlris is
a well-known principle of the Gestalt school, known as the law
of prrignanz, accordi"g to which the mind has a tendenry to
organize the stimulus situation into as 'good' an experi.r.. as
circumstances will permit. A drawing of a circle with Z g^p tencls
to be seen as a complete circle becr*J. the mind tends to perceive
the best structure possible and does so by inhibiting p.r..ption of.itne gaP.

The exceptional ability of the spatially-gifted person for per-
:.j"Pg structure or form may deplnd on i ,^pr.iry for s.leJtirre
inhibidon 

9f experience and it ir may be a g.ir.rrl chrracterisric
of his whole personality.
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Chapter ten

General Conclusions and Epilogue

r. Current selection procedures for admission to grammar schools

and to mosr rechnicri schools give greater weight to verbal abili-

ties than to spatial abilities. As-a conseqlren9., in these schools the

proportion of popilt *irh hlSh spatial.*ility is very much less

itrr" the propoition with high verbal abiliry.
z. It is probrble that selecrion procedures, both ofiicial and tlll-

ofiicial, oi.rating at other stag.t tf the educational ladder, differ-

entiate i1favooi of pupils of roperior verbal abiliry and against

pupils of superior spadal abiliry.I 
;. It follows thri a considerable propgrtion glpopilt, gifte{

witt exceptional spatial abiliry, are being debarred from advanced

educational courses where th.r. abilities could be utilized and

cultivarcd.

4. A survey of research on spatial abilities shows thlt many

rypes of ,prtirl resr have validiry for selecting candidates for

numerous iechnical and sciendfic courses and occuPations.

j. Follow-up studies show that spadal ability may contribute

to success in G.C.E. and other examinations in mathematics, att,

mechanical science, and in many technical subjects, such as

engineering drawing, metalwork, woodwork, handic ruft, build-

ing drawing, and bdlding geometrY:
Z. By i"Ii"di"g a rprtl"I tesr in the batte.y 9f tests used for

,.l..tiri pupils 6r ro.h courses, the number of pupils likely to

succeed .6"1d be substantially increased.

7. The findings of the wriier's investigations, considered in the

ligirt of othe, ,.i.rrch, suggestthat a sptal test could be included

with some advanrage i" it . battery of tests used for selecting

pupils for grammar schools. This would probably increase the
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number of such pupils lik.ly to become mathematical or scientific
specialists or t.i.rrtifir research workers. tt might, however,
have the efGct of reducing the number of pupils likely to be
successful in linguistic subjects, such as English or modern
languages.

8. Tests of verbal reasoning and English tend to yield negative
regression coefficients in the equations for predicting success in
some technical subjects. Thus, in selecting pupils for courses in
these subjects, there is a case for weightirrg these test-scores
negativ.ly. PreGrably, tests of attainment in English should be
used only for ensuring a minimum standard of attainment in
this subject.

g. The writer's follow-up enquiry shows that the best single
predictor of success on technical courses is a test of spatial abiliry,
and that the other tests used in the enquiry add little to its pre-
dictive value.

ro. If all the samples of technical school pupils followed-up
are considered together (i.e., hking no account of fifferences in
subject) it appears that the most suitable procedure for selecting
pupils for a technical school course is to dispense with a test of
verbal reasoning and to weight the spatial and arithmedc tests in
the ratio 4:r.

rr. The inclusion of the verbal reasoning test as a suppressor
variable (i.e., weightirg it negatively) in selecdng for a technical
course, such as woodwork, f,oy increase the predictive value of
the spadal test by as much as 6 per cent. Such a procedure would
be trnsatisfactory if pupils were being considered for admission
to a technical school only, because it might become known to the
candidates that it would be advantageous to perform badly in the
verbal reasoning test.

rz. I{, however, pupils are being considered simultaneously for
admission to grammar school courses and technical school courses,
the verbal reasoning test could be given a positive weight in pre-
paring the order of merit list for the grammar school course and
a negative weight in preparing the comesponding list for the
technical school course.
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13. The follow-up studies show that the English essay has
positive validiry for lirgoistic subjects such as English language,
English literature and modern langtrages, but it may have negative
validiry for mechanical science and metalwork and negative or
near-zero validiry for marhematics, physics, chemistry and
biology.

The regression coefficients show that for predicdng success in
science subjects, the weighting of the English essay should be
negative. It follows that in selecdng pupils for grammar schools,
procedures which give positive weightirg to the essay are likely
to have the effect of denying admission to pupils with potendal
abiliry for science subjects.

14. The follow-up studies also show that the spatial test may
have negative valifiry for many grammar-school subjects, such
as English language, English literature, modern languages, phy-
sics, chemistry and biology. The regression coefficients show that
for predicting success in these subjects, the spatial test should in
general be weighted negatively. The opposite is true, however,
for subjects such as mathematics, art, woodwork, metalwork and
mechanical science.

These findings show that spadally gifted pupils are reladvely
less gifted for the majoriry of the tradidonal grammar school
subjects. In the past, many grammar-school teachers may have
inferred that such pupils are relatively less 'intelligent' or 'academ-
ically gifted'. That such inGrences were made is borne out by the
factthat manyeminent scientists and engineers were reported to be

backward or dull at school.
r5. Until f.irly recently, tests of verbal abiliry or verbal reason-

irg were called intelligence tests and were believed to provide
measures of 'abstract intelligence', whereas tests of spatial abiliry
were regarded as measures of a speciahzedmechanical aptitude or
of 'concrete intelligence'. Reasons have been given for believing
that spadal tests may be better measures of abiliry to fiink ab-
sracdy or to form general concepts than verbal tests.

16. Numerous stufies of brain-damaged subjects, including
cerebral palsy cases, have been reviewed. The concluion is drawn
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that a great majority of such subjects are charactertzed by e

marked deficit in spadal abiliry compared with other abilities.
rT. Experiments have been carried out by the writer which

show that spatial abiliry is associated with the personaliry qualities
of withdrawn schizothymi^ (H-), desurgency (F-), masculin-
ity and low motor perseveration (P-). Since all four of these

personaliry ffaits are believed to'be associated with the length/
breadth factor of body-build, there are reasons for supposing that
high spatial abiliry i; associated with leptosomatiJ tr atTrletic

physique.
r 8. To account for the association between low motor perse-

veration score and high spatial ability, xr hypothesis is advanced
which supposes that many so-called motor perseveration tests,
involve in the Y-activiry an element of reverse or inverse writing
and so measure spadal abiliry invers.ly. As evidence in support of
the hypothesis, reference is made to the hitherto unexplained
facts that high motor perseveration scores have been consistendy
fotrrrd to provide a measure of emotional instabiliry and that low
motor Perseveration scores correlate with interest in mathematical,
engineering and other spatial subjects.

r9. The follow-up studies have shown that e spatial test has

significant validiry for predicting success in G.C.E. mathematics,
both for boys and girls. A review of the literature suggests that
spatial abiliry becomes increasingly important in more advanced
mathematical studies, in which greater emphasis is placed on
analytical and abstract thinking and on problem-solving.

zo. The foregoing evidence (para. rq) suggests that spadal

tests may have value for selecting good research workers in certain
fields, such as in mathematics and the physical sciences. Confirrrx-
tion of this conclusion is fotrnd in the fact that the personaliry
qualides found to accompany high spatial abiliry are very
similar to those reported by Cattell and Drevdahl to distin-
guish good researchers from good academic administrators and

teachers.

2r. Evidence from three independent studies suggests that
there is an association berween spadal abiliry and certain proper-
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ties of the alpha rhythm of the E.E.G. (high frequency,low alpha
index or low mean resting alpha amplitude).

zz. If the association claimed to exist between high spatial

abiliry and low alpha index can be regarded as established, it
appears to follow from Kelry's study that spadal abiliry is accorrr-
panied by 'behavioural alertness', low spadal abiliry being charac-
terized by'calmness and apathy' and very high spadal abiliry by
'extreme tension and anxiery'.

Table 45 presents in summary form a statement of the conclus-
ions reached in this study regarding the relationship berween
verbal and spadal abilities and other characteristics.

Table 45

Summary of conclusions reached in this study regarding the relationships between

verbal and spatial abil;ties and other chardcteristics

DIFFUSIVE ATTENTION FIXATIVE ATTENTION

whole.

k-racron
Practical
Abilities.

S chi z o thy mi c Per sonal-
ity Traits.

Liabiluy to Schizy
phrenic lllness.

Ixptosomatic or
Athletic Physique.

Emotional Stability,

Withdrawn
Schizothymia (H-)
Desurgency (F -)

REFERENCES

When obseruing d coft-

figuration, tends to note and

remember more details.

When obseruing a con-

figuration, tends to pay
more attention to form as a

Meumann, E. (rgoZ)
op. cit. Burt, C. (rg+q),
Brit. J. Educ. Psychol.,
19, 3, t97-t98.

Vernon, P. E. (r95o):
The Structure ofHuman
Abilities.

Kretschmer, E. (1925):
Physique and Character.
Westphal, K. (rgSt)
Quoted by Eysencki H. J.
(rgsr), op. cit., p. zo4.

Linford Rees (196o),
op, cit.

Earl, C. J. C. (rqlq),
op. cit.

Pemberton, C. (rqSr),
op. cit.; Hebron, M. E.
(rgsz), op. cit.l Smith,
l. Mdcfarlane, ,f. Ch. T.

Verbal

,/-FACTOR

Reasoning,
Verbal Fluency,

Vocabulary,

ClericalAbility

Cyclothymic Personality
Traits.

Liability to Manic De-
pressive lllness.

Pyknic Physique.

Emo tional Instability .

Aduenturous
Cyclothymia (H {)
Surgency (F +)
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DIFFUSIVE ATTENTION FIKATIVE ATTENTION REFERENCES

Tendency to Hysteria.

Placidity.
Femininity.

Low Frequency Alpha
Rhythm.

High Amplitude Alpha
Rhythm.

High Motor Perseuera-
tion Score.

Literary, Historical, So-
cial or Humane Interests.

Field Dependence.

T endency to Ob se s sional

Anxiety. Paranoia.

Behau ioural Alertne ss.

Masa.tlinity.

High Frequency Alpha
Rhythm.

I-ow Amplitude Alpha
Rhythm.

Low Motor Perseuera-
tion Score.

Practical, Mechanical,
Mathematical or Scientifc
Interests.

Drawing Interests.

Field Independence.

Eysenck, H. J.Gg+z),
Dimensions of Person-
,Iiry.

Kelty (196o), op. cit.
Stephenson, W. $949):

Testing School Children,
P. 97.

Smith, L Macfarlane
(rgS+), op. cit.
Terman, L. and Miles,

C. (r93 6), op. cit.
Waker, R. D. and

Yeager, C. L. (1956), op.
cit.

Mundy-Castle, A. C.
(rqSS), op. cit.

Stewart, C. A. and
Macfarlane Smith, I.
(rqsq), op. cit.

Smith, I. Macfarlane,
cJ Chapter 8.

Thurstone, L.L. ( r95 l),
op. cit.

North, R. D. (rq+q),
op. cit.

Peel, E. A. (rg+8),
op, cit.

Witkin, H. A. et. al.
(rss+).

Witkin, H. A. et al.

$e6z).

Epilogue

There is a sffiking parallel between the chequered history of
research on spadal abilities and the even more controversial his-
tory of the exploration of the unconscious. The discovery of the
spadal factor, like that of the unconscious, can scarcely be said to
have been welcomed by ptychologists in general. There was the

same tendency first to deny its existence, os occurred in the case

of the unconscious, and then to ignore it or to minimtze its im-
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portance. There was e tendenry to place more reliance on the
reports of investigators who obtained negative results than on the
reports of those who claimed that their findings were positive.
'When the facts regarding the existence of the factor could no
longer be dismissed, it was suggested that the abilities were too
amorphous or ill-defined to permit of accurate measurement, or
that they had not 'matured' sufficiently to be measurable in pupils
of school age.

'W'hen tests of demonstrated high reliabiliry and validiry were
made available, there was a marked relucance to make practical
use of them. It was argued that fifferences between scores on
verbal tests and spadal tests were too small to permit of reliable
differentiation in a sufficient number of cases. In tJris dilemma,
verbal tests were invariably preferred to spatial tests, even when
selecdng pupils for technical or sciendfic courses. It was pointed
out that verbal tests had greater validiry for most subjects and in
any case it was essential that scientists and technologists should be

able to exPress themselves clearly and intelligibly in words.
It is now apparent that 6r from being unimportant educatior-

ally, qpatial abilities are necess ary for the successful study of most
practical and technical subjects and of the more advanced branches
of mathematics, physics and engineering. High spatial abiliry is
essendal in most sciendfic and technological occupations. For
these studies and occupations verbal tests do not measure the
appropriate abilities at a[, and the essay examination may
actually have negative validity.

The parallel beRveen verbal and spadal abilities on the one hand
and the conscious and unconscious domains of the mind now
becomes more striking. The mind has been compared to an ice-
berg, one-ninth of it-being above water and eig'ht-ninths of it
below. The conscious mind may be likened to the part above
water and the much larger and more dynamic unconscious to the
larger part of the iceberg under water.

It is becoming clear to psychologists that in a somewhat similar
wxl, the abilities of the mind are essenti"lly bipolar. For long the
position seems to have been held that only the top part of the
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bipolar iceberg, the verbal part, really mattered and the other,
submerged part, the spadal, could be safely ignored. But now it
appears that spadal abilities are in some way more ftmdamenhl,
more basic and dynamic than verbal abilities. High spatial rather
than high verbal ability is a prerequisite for success in advanced

mathematical and technical courses and is probably essential in
many fields of scientific research.

Studies made tt the other end of the abiliry scale, of brain
damaged and cerebral palsied children have shown that the gross

educational and social disabilities of these children are associated

with spatial more than with verbal deficits. The education of
these children is a more intractable problem than that of children
with purely verbal handicaps. Lack of verbal abiliry is certainly a

handicap in certain occupations, such as that of journalist or
preacher, but it is no obstacle to success in many higtrly technical

o..,rpations. There is an increasing tendency for .o**unication
to take place by means of formulae, plans, diagrarls, blue-prints,
models, films and many other devices.

At the present time, there is e developing educational crisis,

because of the trnsatisfied demand for personnel trained and

qualified in all fields in which spatial abiliry is of fundamental
importance. The technical revolution has put a premium on
spatial abiliry at all levels, whether required for tileJaying or for
topolo gy. It is strange that in this situation there appears to be
some reluctance on the paft of educationists to accept the positive
evidence for the value of spatial tests for educational guidance and

selection; there is certainly tardiness in applying the findings in
practice. It is as if this evidence, like that pertaining to the un-
conscious, relates to a kind of knowledge which is trnwelcome to
the majoriry of educationists.

An explanation of this anomaly may perhaps be fotrnd by re-
garding it as a particular instance of a more general phenomenon.
Few would deny that the educational system has displayed a re-
markable inertia in face of the urgent need for trained technical
and scientific manpower brought about by technological change.

It is well-known that trntil comparatively recently the universities
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in Britain have shown little interest in industry or in scientific
research (Ashby, r9i9). The industrial revoludon took place
almost entirely without the help of the turiversities. An explana-
tion of the inertia of the educational system must be sought in the
values which it inculcates; and it is likely that the resistance to
spatial tests is at least pardy due to a cultural tradition which
values verbal abilides more highly than technical abilities. Such a
tradition is being perpetuated by the grammar schools which
have tended to adopt the values of the great English public schools.
Since the latter institutions, like the universities, have tended to
meet the needs of an aristocratic and privileged class it is scarcely
surprising that they placed a low valuation on technical abilities.
Until comparatively recendy in their history, the education they
provided was appropriate for future administrators, jurists,
politicians and clergymen. Like the education favoured by the
Romans in the period of the decline of the Empire, there was an
overvaluation of fuency of speech and skill in the literary arts
(Boyd, r92r).*

The qualities which make for greafiress in scientists and engin-
eers are of a different kind; ability to think abstracdy and analydc-
.lly together with skill in visuahzrng spadal relations in two or
three dimensions, and skill in manipulating objects with the
hands. All these qualides, which are vitally important in almost
all branches of science and engineering, are measrued by appro-
priate tests of spatial abiliry. These qualities have been largely
ignored in the public school system and in only a Gw instances,
as at Oundle, was there any attempt to culdvate them. Since these
schools found their inspiration mainly in the classical literature
of antiq,riry, there was little incentive to study spadal or mechan-
ical apdtudes, which were thoug'ht to be associated with the
occupations of artisans.

It is a remarkable fict, however, that long before the era of
industrialism, some of the ancient Greek philosophers had an in-
tuitive appreciation of the importance of spatial abilities. The

* The attitude of a Roman man of letters to technical occupations may perhaps
be gleaned from Martial's advice-"Make the fool of the family an architect".
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Greeks were undoubtedly highly endowed with these abilities.
Described as 'a race of geometers' their achievements in sculpture
and architecture have been unequalled for sensitiviry ro propor-
tion and to design. Plato himse[ though an aristoc r^i of th"
Greek leisured class and little interested in technology, seems to
have realued the importance of spatial abiliry, for tdlintel above
the entrance to the Academy bore the inscription:

"Let no one ignorant of geometrlr enter my door."

This was no idle motto, for it is recorded that the requiremenr
for admission was insisted upon in practice. It seems to f,rrr. been

1 s:rTning device, which was essentially a tesr of spatial abiliry.'Whether or not the device was found to t. valid in the experi.r..
of the school, Plato's hig-h valuation of geometry *ir fully
justified later when the infuence of his school culminated in thl
brilliant scientific achievements ofthe Alexandrians as exemplified
in the work of Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, Hero, philo,
Eratosthenes, Hipparchus and many otheis.

But it is only in our own d^y, with the application of factor-
analysis to the study of mental abfities, ihrt it has become
possible 9 understand why Plato's screening device should have
valifiry for the successful pursuit of philosophy.
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Appendix t

Scientists and men of letters

Tnn writer has carried out an exPeriment to determine whether emin-

enr scientists and men of letters could be classified in one category or the

other, with greater than chance success, from an examination of their

portrairs. A ielection of post-card portraits of eminent scientists and

*.o of letters was obtained from the National Portrait Gallery in
London. After excluding pictures of men who might be thought to

belong ro either category (..g. Benjamin Franklirr), 3T cards re-

mainJ. These were presented by means of an episcope to a class of 8r

students in an Edu."tioo Department. In certain cases, details on thc

porrrait which might have provided a clue to the classification were

concealed.
The order of presentation of the portraits was as follows, the classifi-

carion as scientist or man of letters being indicated by the letter S or L
in brackets.

TT. Stephenson, G.
r8. Priestley, J.
19. Steele, R.

2c.. Spencer, H.
2r. Faraday, M.
22. Harvey,'U/'.
23. Mill, J. S.

24. Trollope, A.
zs. Herschell,'W.
26. Darwin, C.
22. Boulton, M.
28. Scott,'W'.
zg.'W'ren, C.

3o. Johnson, S.

3r. Huxley, T. H.

32. Boswell, J.

r. Butler, S.

z. Richardson, S.

3. Bunyar, J.
4. Newto[, I.
j. 'W'att, 

J.
6. Marveil, A.
Z. Arkwright, A.
8. Smeato& J.
g. Boyle, R.

ro. Hobbes, T.
rr. Davy, H.
rz. Gibbon, E.

r 3. Southey, R.

r,4. Pepys, S.

r j. Rennie, J.
16. Thacketey,'W'. M.

(s)
(s)
(L)

(s)
(s)
(s)
(L)
(L)

(s)

(s)
(s)
(L)
(s)
(L)

(s)

(L)

(L)
(L)
(L)
(s)
(s)
(L)
(s)
(s)

(s)

(L)
(s)
(L)
(L)
(L)

(s)

(L)
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3 3. Kelvin,

34. Dryden, J.
3 j. Lister,

(s)

(L)

(s)

36. James, H.

37. Chesterton, G. K.

TBEQIIENCY

Appenilix t

(L)
(L)

Thus, there were 18 portraits of men of letters and 19 of scientists.
The students were asked to record on a prepared sheet ih. l.tter L or
S against the number of the card, 

"..oidiog 
as they considered the

portrait to rePresent a man of letters or a sciintist. If they recognized
,lr. pgrtrait, they had to write the name of the person on the slieet. If
t!.y iid not recognize the portrait, they tnd tJgive their reasons for
classifting as L or S.

The score was the number of portraits classified correcdy as L or S
minus the number identified by name. Thus the score irovided a
measure of the ability to classify correctly as L or S a portr.it of an u1-

\no.ry Person. Ofcourse, this method ofscoring p.oilired the students
for being able to idenfify the portraits by nam..-drrly a very small pro-
Portion of 

.the ?ortraits were identified in this *"y, howev.r. 
-Th.

frequency distribution of the number of portraim r..'ogrrwedby name
is shown in Table 46, the categories ofstoients being rh"'own ,.pl"rely,
viz. Arts, Science and Fine Art.

Table 46

"' ru':{nl:[iW:#:{ 
r; *;: ;{, i;W,{,{ff ,or 

te ne r s and

NO. OF PORTRAITS

RECOGNIZED BY NAME

Totals l6 29

TOTAI,

FREQI'ENCY

8r

33
23
r3

3

3
o

4
2

o
I
2

3

4
5
6

7

r6

Thijty-three students, i.e. 4r per ce1t, recognized none of rhe por-
traits by name. The highest number of correciidentificarions by rl*,

ARTS SCIENCE FINE ART

T2

7
7
2

2
o

4
2

t7
9
2
o
I
o
o
o

4
7
4
I
o
o
o
o
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was seven, and this was obtained by two history students. Arts srudents

in general were better at reco gniztngthe portraits than the others. The

science students did relatively badly, the median number of portraits

recognized by them being zero. Four honours graduates in mathe-

matiis recognized none of the portraits, though they included well-

known pictures of scientists suclras Newton, Faraday, Boyle, Priestley

and Kelvin. Five honours graduates in biology or botany recognized

none of the portraits though Darwin, Huxley and Hlnrey were 1ePre:
senred. The average num6.r of portraits recognized by name for all

students was only r'3 3 3 .

The average number of unrecogni zed portraits correctly classified

as L or S was rg.T4,compared with a mean chance exPectation of r 7'83

( ,.r.37 - r'333\. 
,hos, rhe ability of the students to classify portraits

\^''' - z /' 
^'rt

of unknown persons as L or S was significantly greater than chance

expectation, the difference being r'9r.
tt . probabitiry of this difference occurring by chance is less than

.or (r : {'86 > 2'TS for N - r - 8o).

In attempting to interpret this result, it is important to bear in mind
the fact th-"t ,16o. of ttre students had attended lectures on typology
while in the Education Department, though one student actually used

the word 'pyknic' in referring to one of the Portraits.
It mighibe argued that the significant difference berween the ob-

tained *.* ,.or. and the score expected by chance might be due to
the infuence of unconscious association. The studenB may have seen

portraits of men of science in textbooks or displayed in a science

iaborrtory and may have formed associations which hgfped them to

classify the portraiis of the scientists without being able to identi$,

them by rr*e. That this explanation may be partly true is s^uggrcsted

by some of the reasons given for choices, e.g. "vaguely..6dtt",
"iooks like an illustration irl. " rgth century scientific book". In some

cases, however, these vague associations gave rise to wrong identifica-

tions or classificatiorls. The vague association theory does not account

for the remarkable measure of agreement between the descriptive

terms used by the students in explaining why they assigned portraits to

either class.

Some students actually formulated clear-cut principles for classifying
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the portraits. For example, the student who obtaincd the highest score
(rg) wrote:

"Rightly or wrongly, I began to associate tight lips with scientists
and sensitive lips with men of letters." It is remarkable that from card
No. 22 ort'wards every classification made by this student was correct.
Another student who obtained the superior score 4 wrote: "All
technical types had a sharp critical look, which was absent in the liter-
ary types." A woman student with a score of zo wrote: n'The mouth
is a good indication. Those with tight lips and firm j.* are technical.
Those with a long, oval face are literary. Those with angular or square
heads are usually technical. Those with a '6r-away' look in the eyes are
literary." A fine-art student with a score of z4wrote: "The more care-
fully and splendidly dressed are literary." A woman student who
obtained the low score of 14 stated that she was guided principally by
the factor of symparhy as revealed in the face. "Lack of sympithy, or
acuteness as r.r."l.d in the eyes, indicated the scientist." f["sl ,tod.ot,
who based their choice on objective indications, such as physique or
style of dress, appeared to make more correct classificationi than-those
who tried to interpret the feelirgr porrrayed in the 6ces.

'When a composite picture is constructed from the adjectives and
other descriptive t.r*r .mployed by students to indicat. ih.ir reasons
for classifting as L or S, a well-defined stereotype emerges. Seven
students used the word "sensitive" to describe men,of letters, and six
used one or other of the terms "penetrating, piercing or keen" to
describe the eyes of rypical scientists (cf Table 4T).

Each of the above descriptive terms was used by at least one student.
If the same (or a very similar) expression was used by more than one
student, the number of students who used it is shown in brackets.

Thus there was a general tendency shown in about half of the corr-
pleted questiorrnaires to picture the rypical scientist as "thin-6ced,
tight-lipped with keen, penetrating eyes", to have a hard, firm, deter-
mined, severe expression and to be cold, unsympathetic and wirL
drawn in temperament. The corresponding picture of the rypical
literary man was full-lipped, fit, possibly Gminine, with a soft, eX-

Prelslv-9 mouth and a warm-hearted, kindly, temperament, either witty
and jolly or meditative and soulful.

There is a remarkable similariry between these contrasting corn-
posite pictures and the descriptionr of the standard schizothyrii" and

ryclothymic types as portrayed by Kretschmer. Schizothymes are
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Table 47

compositepictu':,x:X7:f 
:,*:,tr*;Wi;":::r.,,rt!l;',,*:itoindicatetheir

SCIENTIST

Sharp, Critical, Seuere, Stern Look (7)
Penelrating, Piercing, Keen Eyes (6)

Thin Lips or Face (l)
Deterrnined Lips or Fact (z)
Small or Tight Mouth (z)
Set Look, Detumined Eye-brows
Firmness of Features

Cruel, Suspicious Eyes
Piercing, Keen Gaze (z)
Withdrawn, Rernote (z)
Expression of Concentration (z)
(J nr elenting, C alculdting (z)

Shrewd Expression (z)
Re cessiv e, Enquirtng Ey es

Hard, Firm, Penetrating Expression
Strong Chin, Set Mouth, Broad Brows
Knit Brows, Drawn Face

Dispassionate, Matter of Fact Expression

Puritaniul, Bitter
Cold, Abstract Look
Unsy mp atlreti c, r4ustere

Narrow, Unimaginatiu e View
Practical, Commercial
Seuerity of Dress

Lack of Ornamentation

Sensitiue (l)
Dreamy Expression (5)
Sensuous Lips or Face (S)

Ferninine Face $)
Full Lips and Expressiue Eyes (z)
Delicate Face (z)
Flabby Face (z)
Sympathetic Eyes (z)
Kindly Appearance
Warm-hearted; Sensitiue Hanik
Meditatiue, Soulful
Flamboyant (z)

Well-fed (z)
Large Eyes, Broad Nose

Softness of Mouth
Expressive Mouth
Full, Expressiue Face

Sort, Rirnantic, Whimsical
Ou er-indulgent, Dissip ate d

witty, Jolly, Mobile
Genieel, Elegant, Languid
Cynical, Sophisticated
Connoisseur
Dandified Clothes, Flowing Robes,

Pompous

Foppish, Frills, Striped Waistcoat

MAN OF TBTTBRS

pictured as lean, with narrow faces and sharply cut features and the

lolo*ing temperamenhl qualities-unsociable, serious, humourless,

severe, aloo{, suspicious, cool, harsh, reticent, misanthropic, calm, cold,

calculating, sslf-csntred, shut-h, fanatical.

Cyclothymes, on the other hand, are usually portrayed as round-

bodied, "tubby", broad-headed, full 6ced, mobile, "comfoftable",
with the following qualities-sociable, good mixer, lively, sprightly,
quietly humorous, emotional, trnderstanding, tender-hearted, kindly,
soft, alternating benareen cheerful and sad.

No doubt th. rt.rdents' conceptions of rypical scientists and literary

men are based in part on stereofypes which may have been acquired
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from literature in which scientists and literary men are cast in these

steretoypes. But one may ask, "How did the stereotypes originate in
the first place?"

That there are genuine differences between the physical character-
istics of persons with different intellectual abilities and interests has

beenshownbyParnell(rgS3). He found that among university studenm,

different types of physique (somatotypes) tend to be associated with
preferences for particular faculdes. Thus, there was a tendency for the
linear (or lean) type ofphysique to predominate among students taking
courses in mathematics or physicsn for the muscular type to predomin-
ate in mechanical engineering and mining and for the 6t or pyknic
rype to predominate among those taking chemistry or law. These
findings are reasonably consistent with what is known about the per-
sonality correlates of spatial and verbal abiliry. The fict that a large
proportion of those taking subjects like English and history were
ectomorphic may perhaps be accounted for by supposing that the
asocial tendency oftbe ectomorph predisposes him to habits of extens-
ive reading.

The relationship between personaliry and physique observed by
Sheldon among adults has also been found to exist in children of seven.
Davidson, Mclnnes and Parnell (rgsz) administered a number of tests

to a sample of one hundred seven-year-old children who had also been
classified as to type ofphysique by, modification of Sheldon's methods.
It was found that endomorphs of either sex obtained the highest scores

on the (largely verbal) Standford-Binet Intelligence Test, e result
which might be due to the superior verbal abiliry of the endomorph.
On the other hand, ectomorphs were by far the best readers as judged
by the Schonell Graded Reading Test. They still appeared to do best
when the infuence of intelligence on reading level was eliminated.
The investigators suggested that this was because the ectomorphs were
putting more drive into acquiring readirg skill than the endom.orphs
or mesomorphs. They drew the general conclusion that the r r-plus
examination must favour ectomorphs rather than endomorphs or
mesomorphs because it calls for essentially verbal rather than practical
ability. A possible alternative partial explanation is that ectomorphs
did better not so much because they possess superior verbal ability, but
because they have greater drive (due perhaps to greater anxiery).

Unfortunately iidoes not follow ti"t spatiall i gifted pupil, 
'h"r. 

"better chance of being admitted to selective courses of secondary
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education by means of the conventional r r-plus examination. The
successful candidates are likely to be those who do *.ll in the standard
tests of verbal, Eng[sh and arithmedc abilities.

As we have shown in the 6ctor-analysis of the Carlisle data (Chapter
Five), pupfu who were very high in 6ctor II (the academic/practical
6ctor) did very well in the verbal, English and arithmedc tests. These
were given very low ratings by their teachers for practical work and
drawing, and were considered to be both unsociable and emotionally
unstable. Presumably these pupils correspond to Furneaux's 'neurotic
introverts' (Eysenck's dyrthy*i.r) who may succeed in the rr plus
examination either because of greater verbal abiliry or because of
greater drive.

The pupils who were low in 6ctor III, however, (the verbal/spadal
factor) did very well in the spatial tests, were superior in the arithmetic
tests, did less well in the verbal tests and very badly in the English tests.

These pupils, relatively lacki"g in verbal ability and more especially in
verbal fiuency received low ratings for sociabiliry and moderate ratings
for emotional stability. It should be noted that they received much less

favourable ratings for practical work and drawing than the pupils who
were low in factor II.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that the conventional selection

battery of verbd, English and arithmetic tests is strongly biassed both
against pupils with high spadal abiliry and those with high practical
interests. The former may correspond to the unsociable schizothyme
whose spatial abiliry is high relative to verbal abiliry and who performs
well in arithmetic and badly in English. The latter coffesponds to a

type who is both sociable and emotionally stable. He may be the stable

extravert with muscular physique, found by Venables to give low N
and high E scores on the M.P.f. questiorrnaire and who tgnds to pre-
dominate among engineering apprentices. He also has higher spatial
than verbal abiliry but his all-round academic achievement tends to be
low.
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Personaliry ffaits of artists, architects,

engineers, mathematicians and phyricists

Ir the hypothesis that there is an association between high spatial

ability and certain personality qualities is well-founded, we should
expect to find such qualities in individuals who have demonstrated by
their achievements that they possessed high spatial abiliry. Our re-
searches suggest that rypical qualities would be emotional stabiliry,
schizot\mia, desurgercl, masculinity, initiative, self-sufficiency and
refectiveness. It would not be unreasonable to expect to find references

to such qodides in biographies of eminent artists, architects, caricatur-
ists, mathematicians, physicists and engineers. It is unlikely that such
men would have achieved distinction in their chosen proGssion, if they
had not been gifted with outstandirg spatial abiliry. A further indica-
tion of high spatial abiliry would be any evidence that they exhibited
precocious drawing ability or a pronounced aptitude for, or interest in,
geometry. Since spatial abiliry is often accompanied by mechanical
interests, a further pointer would be evidence of skill or interest, at ar
early age, in the construction of mechanical toys or models.

M*y 6mous mathematicians, such as Newton, Pascal and Monge,
are reported to have shown such interests in childhood. The observ&-
tion made by Kretschmer that most eminent mathematicians and

physicists have been men of schizothyme temperament tends to con-
firm the view that successful study of mathematics and physics reguires
a high degree of spatial abiliry. Kretschmer also has noted that most
of the famous mathematicians of history have manifested marked
schizoid physical characteristics, e.g. Copernicus, Napier, Kepler,
Leibniz and Newton. Some of the most eminent mathematicians of the
present century have been men of schizothyme temperament, e.g.
Einstein, Eddington, Hardy and Russell. According to Mtibius (rqoZ),
the majoriry of mathematicians or mathematical physicists have been
neryous, displaying many peculiar and eccentric traits. The mental
disturbances of Pascal, the elder and younger Bolyai, Cardan, Newton,
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Mayer,* Amplre and Faraday were sufficiently unusual as now to be

regarded as indicative of schizoid or schizophrenic tendencies (.f
Lombroso,t r89r ; Kretschmer, r93 r).

We might expect to find similar traits among artists, particularly
among those who showed exceptional skill in the portrayal of form
(..g. Gainsborough, Dtirer). We should not expect to find these ten-
dencies to the same extent in artists whose reputation depended more on
the treatment of colour effects than on the portrayal of form (..g.
Matisse, Dufy). Kretschmer has observed that the art of typical schizo-
thymes shows a marked preference for classical beauty of form (..g.
Feuerbach) and a tendenry to portray extreme tragic pathos (..g.
Michelangelo, Grtfurewald). Modern movements in art such as im-
pressionism, cubism, surrealism and abstract ar:t, are held by him to be

symptomatic of the schizoid personaliry.
It is a remarkable fict that many artists and architects have shown

themselves possessed of unusually strong motivation and drive. A
frequent characteristic of ardsts, which is typically schizoid, is un-
swerving devotion to art to the exclusion of all other interests. Among
architects, 'Wren and Pugin displayed extraordinary industry and

energy in ad&tion to great natural ability. Some artists have shown
great strength of wil, indomitable energy, md a conviction of their
powers which was not always justified by the facts. This was true of
Benjamin Haydon (r zBGr846) who had a life-long struggle with debt
and opposition and who died by his own hand.

That aptitudes for ilt, mathematics and engineering may be related
manifeshtions of the same factor is suggested by the frct that it is not
unusual to find oumtandi"g artistic gifts in persons coming from
families of engineers or mathematicians. Several of the brothers of
Thomas Gainsborough were noted for their interest and skill in engin-
eering, and Gainsborough himself had marked mechanical abiliry.
Nasmyth, the inventor of the steam-hammer, was the grandson of a
brilliant architect and the son of a talented artist noted for his portrait
of Robert Burns.'lVhisder came of a f"*ily of engineers and there was

* The scientist J. R. Mayer was detained for thirteen months in a sanitoriurn,
which he had entered voluntarily. His stay was prolonged because he was thought
to need treatment for megalomania since he imagined himself to have made a
discovery which he had not really made. In fact Mayer was the discoverer o{, and
first to announce, the important general principle of the conservation of energy
(Lenard, 1933).

f Lombroso has given a very detailed account
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mathematical abiliry in the fa*ily which produced SirJoshua Reynolds
and Charles 'Wellington Furse. Sometimes mathematical and artistic

aptitudes are shown in the same person, &s in the cases of Diirer, Da
Vinci, Brunelleschi, Piero Della Francesca, and 'W'ren. Fulton and
Morse were painters as well as inventors.

It has often been observed that engineers as a class show characteristic
qualities of physigue and personality. Frequently they are tall and thin
or tall and muscular and show remarkable vigour, enterprise and plan-
ning abiliry.* Sometimes they have exceptional gifts for leadership and

orgerrzation and may becom e ceptains of industry (..g. Ford, Morris,
Krupp, Parsons, Hinton). As already mentioned, Galton believed that
the foremost engineers "ere possessed of singular powers of physical
endurance and of boldness, combined with clear views of what can and

cannot be effected". These characteristics are consistent with the finding
that engineers tend to score high on tests of masculittity, and that high
spatial abiliry tends to be associated with qualities such as initiative,
vigour and forcefulness.

The following instances may be cited of eminence in engineering
occurring in association with leptosomatic or athletic physique and

schizothymic personality traits-'Wrtt, Stephenson, G., Murdock,
Trevithick, Ford, Morris (Lord Nuffield), Parsons and Hinton. To this
list may be added the names of inventors such as Marconi, Fulton,
Friese-Greene, Tesla, Baird and possibly Edison. The characteristic
tendency of inventors to make it possible for others to accumulate

fortunes while themselves dyirg in poverty may be partly due to t
schizoid tendency to pursue an idea to the neglect of all other interests

* Venables (rg63) found that the distribution of phenotype dominance among
her engineering apprentices differed from that for University students, the devia-
tions being very higlrly siguificant. Relatively to the Universiry students, the
apprentices showed a marked preponderance of mesomorph (muscular) somato-
types and a marked deficiency of endomorphs (fr{. Parnell (tgSl) found a high
proportion of muscular somatotypes among engineering and mining students.

Among the many examples which might to be quoted ofeminence in engureer-
ing being associated with tall and well-developed physique we might mention
Trevithick, Murdock and Hinton. Trevithick was said to be over 6 ft. z ins. in
height and was noted as a wrestler and weight-lifter. Murdock was "a big, quiet,
meditative and powerfully built Scot. who loved deeds rather thanwords".Inour
own &y, Sir Christopher Hinton, engineer and pioneer in the development of
atomic energy, is a giant in more senses than one. He is 6 ft.6 ins. in height with
facial characteristics which are long in proportion. Piccard, engineer and intrepid
explorer of the stratosphere, was 6 ft. 3 in. in height.
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(..g. Papin, Symington, Crompton, Trevithick, Friese-Greene, Good-
year).*

Galton gives as instances of inherited talent for engineering the
fimilies of'Watt, Stephenson, Brunel and the curious f"*ily of engin-
eers and architects called Mylne, which went back for nine, if not
nnrelve, generations-all able and many eminent in their professions.

Havelock Ellis (rqo+) found that there was e very notable pre-
dominance of craftsmen in the parentage of painters, to such an extent
indeed that while craftsmen only constituted g.z p$ cent among the
fathers of his group of eminent persons generally, they constituted
nearly 3 5 per cent among the fathers of the painters and sculptors. It
is difficult to avoid the conclusion, therefore, that there is a real corl-
nection between the 6ther's aptitude for craftsmrnship and the son's
aptitude for art. To suppose that environment adequately accounts for
this relationship is an inadmissible theory.

Ellis has also obtained some interesting data on the pigmentation
(hair-colour and eye-colour) of fifferent intellectual groups among
men of genius. Classifying these groups according to an index of pig-
mentation, he found that men of science and painters, sculptors and
architects tended to be fafu, whereas men and women of letters and
divines tended to be dark. These results were consistent with those
obtained in another enqulry as to the index of pigmentation of all the
persons whose portraits are to be seen in the National Portrait Gallery.
In this case eye-colour was the primxy basis of classification.

The mean indices for four groups were as follows:

Table 4B

Mean index of pigmartdtion (eye-colour) offour groups of percons

whose portraits appear in the Nationdl Portrait Gallery
(Hduelock Elli$

GROI'P
NUMBER OF

INDIVIDUALS

53

74
87

57

INDEX OF

PIGMENTATION

tzl
III

8S

58

Men of Science

Artists

Men and Woffien of Letters
Diuines

* Papin, Symingtonand Trevithick died destinrte, Crompton left assets of {rS,
Friese-Greene and Goodyear were in financial difficulties for most of their lives,
the latter being in debt to the extent of $zoo,ooo at the time of his death.
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In this table, a high index of pigmentation indicates that the eyes
tended to be unpigmented (i... blue).

'While it is probably true that the majority of scientists and techno-
logists tend to be of schizothymic temperament, it would be incorrect
to suppose that this would be a characteristic of scientists in general. It
is not difficult to cite examples of men of cyclothymic temperamenr
who have achieved scientific eminence. There are reasons for 6elieving,
however, that the scientific achievements of persons of the two m"in
temperamental types have their characteristic excellences and defects.

Kretschmer held that the works ofmen ofcyclothymic temperament
show evidence of extreme versatiliry, of a tendency to corrir a wide
province of knowledge, of a preference for empiricism and observa-
tion, of a distrust of systematb*ion and philosophical speculation and
ofan inclination to the easy populaizaaon ofknowledge. The diffusive
habit of attention, taking in the details of the surroundings in a sweep-
ing glance, results in an obsen/ant empiricism which would be particu-
larly valuable in biology, chemistry and medicine. Kretschmer cites
many examples of men of cyclothymic temperament who distin-
guished themselves in these sciences, in which spatial abiliry is likely
to be reladvely less important.

The scientific productions of schizothymes show quite different
characteristics. According to Kretschmer, these are fondness for
systematization, for formalism and for philosophical and mera-
physical speculation.'W'e should expect that the systematic and absffac-
tive habit of thought of the schizothyme would be well suited ro
stufies of the mathematical rype. Kretschmer has suggested, moreover,
that the schizothymic habit of 'fixating' atrenrion, of mobilizing and
maintaining mental energy et, t single point, is more lilcely to bring
about sudden advances. Ethis is the reason why most great revolutions
in science-from Copernicus to Einstein-have been initiated by men
of schizothymic temperarnent, there would seem to be a strong case

for deploying schizothymes along the front line of scientific research.
If the contrast between verbal and spatial abilities is related to differ-

ences io typ. of imagery and to other constitutional characteristics, the
distinction must be of a rather fundamental kind. It may be that herein
is the root of the dirfference ber'ween the humanist and the scientist,
between the literary person skilled in the use of words and the techno-
logist who thinlcs in terms of blue-prints and diagrams. The view that
such differences are basically .oortitutional ,..J not be regarded as
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inconsistent with a belief that the "two cultures" (Snow,* 1959), of
which so much has been said and written, are largely a refection of
differences in training and in educational background. Such acquired

differences would in themselves be quite sufficient to account for 
^fiilure of communication befween scientists and non-scientists.

It has been argued, however, that this lack of understanding is much
more complete than that which exists between scientists themselves

when trainid in quite unrelated disciplines, such as bacteriology and

nuclear physics. It is possible that the subtle differences in personality,
remperament and interests which have been found to be associated

with verbal and spatial abilities, and which are not prirnarily the result
of training, may make for misunderstanding and intolerance. Grey

Walter (rqSl) has described the difliculties of an imaginery couple.

P.ggy and Michael, who have different types of imtgery,P.ggy being

an extreme persistent P-type and Michael an alphaless M-ryp.. Be-
cause of their different ways of thinking, they react very differently to
any new situation. Grey'Walter suggests that when two people display
unreasonable and irreconcilable differences of approach to a question,

e difference in their ways of thinking may be the cause. Discussion

benneen an alphaless M and a persistent P is usually fruitless and often

acrimonious. Communication between them might be easier through
an intermediary of the R-typ., who can use both ways of thinking
when necessary.

Such differences are almost certainly constitutional rather than

cultural, since the same tendencies are found to run in 6milies. It is

known, fo, example, that the verbal fuenry factor is associated with
extraverted or rycloid traits which tend to be associated with a charac-

teristic type of physique. It is not difficult to find examples of men of
lerters of plump physique who showed marked verbal faciliry, both
in speech and in writhg, e.g. Dr. SamuelJohnson, Sydo.y Smith and

G. K. Chesterton.t

Johnson acquired a position in the literary circles of his day that has

* Snow's insight may have resulted from the circrrmstance that he is by training a

physical scientist but by inclination (*d perhaps by constitution) a man ofletters.

t It is perhaps necessary in this connection to distinguish between fluency in
speech and fluency in writing. Rogers (1952) applied a number of fluency tests to
a group of r4-year-olds and obtained personaliry ratings. He found that the oral

fuency tests showed some relation to surgent personality traits but the written
fluenry tests did not. It is not difficult to find examples of men of schizothymic

temperament who lacked verbal fluency and yet who wrote clearly and even
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rewarded the efforts of no other man. He became the acknowledged

dictator of 'The Club', founded by himself and Sir Joshua Reynolds

and numbering among its membership most of the literary figures of
the period. His witry, dogmatic style of conversation has been made
familiar by Boswell. Sydney Smith had also the reputation of being the
wittiest man of his d^y. His conversation was brilliant and he became a

popular figure in sociery.* G. K. Chesterton was regarded as a fotrntain

of brilliant paradox. For thirty years he wrote the Notebook page of
the lllustraid tondon Neazs-an astonishing feat for any journalisu
Prose and verse fowed unceasiogly from his pen.

All three of these men were markedly pyknic in physique, and
Chesterton's case suggests that wit and verbal fuency are proportional
to corpulence ! Chesterton was wont to remark that when he offered

his seat in a tram, he usually found that he had offered it to three ladies !

An extreme exam.ple of verbal inventiveness is found in the writing of
Rabelais, whose language has been described as " a verbal feast of
mehphors, neologisms, latinisms, synonyms and proverbs jtunbled
together in indigesdble confusion".t Pyknic physique also seems to be

associated with exceptional powers of mimicry, xs in the case of Us-
tinov, possibly because of a link with superior auditory imagery.f

Verbal fuenry, however, is t trait which seems to be noticeably
lacking in many mathematicians. Numerous references could be

brilliantly (e.g. Eddington). But for the best examples of fluency in writing we
must ffirn to pyknic cyclothymes, such xBalzac who wrote 85 novels and much
else in zo yerrts or, on a lower level, Edgar Wallace, who wrote some r 5o novels
in the same space of time.

* The mutual antipathy which existed between Sydney Smith and Sir Humph-
rey Davy may serye as a reminder that the phenomenon of the 'two cultures' is
not peculiar to our own generation. Sydney Smith described Davy as a "very
foolish coxcomb out of his crucibles" wtrile Davy dubbed Smith as "an affable
jester concealed under the gown of the sacred minister of religion".

f Eueryrnan's Encyclopaedia (rg+ ), 3rd edition, London, Dent.

f It should be particularly noted that the writer is not advancing the theory that
all meir of letters are pyknic or cyclothymic. The tragic genius of Thomas Hardy
was typically schizothymic. But Hardy must have been well endowed with
spatial abiliry, since he won several prizes at the Royal Institution of British
Architects. R. L. Stevenson was another schizothymic novelist, who may well
have been spatially gifted, for the vividness of his writing seems to have owed
much to his dream imagery (his 'fairies'). Stevenson came of a Scottish family of
engineers, his father, grandfather and uncle being noted for lighthouse construc-

tion and other engineering projects.
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quoted to illustrate this contention. In tsaac Barrow's Mathematical
Lectures (London, r%4) it is suggested that to say that a person is an
accomplished mathematician implies that he will be a most wretched
orator. Sylvester made a somewhat similar assertion in his Baltimore
Address (Mathematical Papers, Vol. 3).

"I know, indeed, and can conceive of no pursuit so antagonistic
to the cultivation ofthe oratical faculty. . . . as the snrdy ofMathematics.
An eloquent mathematician must, from the nature of things, ever
remain as rare a phenomenon as a talking fish, and it is certain that the
more anyone gives himself up to the srudy of oratorical effect the less

will he find himself in a fit state to mathemati aze. . . . When called upon
to speak in public (the mathematician) feels as a ruur might do who
has passed all his life in peering through a microscope, and is suddenly
called upon to take charge of an astronomical observatory. He has to
get out of himsele as it were, and change the habitual focus of his

,,vlslon.
Verbd fuenry, rather than a knowledge of vocabulary, seems to be

the quality which is most often lacking, for some eminent mathematic-
ians have shown a remarkable abiliry for acquiring a knowledge of
languages (e.g.'W'. R. Flamilton, FI. G. Grassman,'W'. K. Clifford).

Galton observed a lack of verbal fuenry in himself and he certainly
possessed mathematical abiliry, though he found the work for an
honours degree in Mathematics at Cambridge at once too exacting and
too dull. (H. suffered severely from nervous strain and fi*Ily corr-
tented himself with e Poll degree.) Referring to his lack of verbal
fuency he wrote:

"I waste a vast deal of time in seeking for appropriate words and
phrases and am conscious, when required to speak on a sudden, of
being often very obscure through mere verbal maladroitness, and not
through want of clearness of perception. That is one of the small
annoyances of my life."

The mathematician Hadamard (.q+s) quoted Galton's statement in
full because, he says, in Galton's case he reco gnrzed his own. He states

that he also experiences the rather regrettable consequence mentioned
by Galton. Just as for Galton, translation from thought to language
always required on his part a rather difficult effort. As tangible proofhe
makes the significant admission that it is fifficult for him to deliver a
lecture on anythiog but mathematicd subjects without having written
down practically every part of it, the only means of avoidi"g constant
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and painful hesitation in the expression of thought which is very clear
in his mind. Hadamard is emphatic that words are totdly absent from
his mind when he really ttrinks and he completely aligns his case with
Galton's.

The answers he received to the questionnaire he sent to mathematic-
ians showed that their mental pictures were most frequently visual,
though they might also be kinetic ftinaesthetic?) The eminent mathe-
matician, George D. Birkhofi for example, stated that he was accus-
tomed to visualize algebraic symbols and to work with them menhlly.
Einstein used imagery which was mainly visual but might be muscular
(kinaesthetic?), but words or language played no part at all. 'Wiener

could thinl< either with or without words.J. Douglas generally thought
without words or algebraic signs.

G. Polya found that a word, the right word, could help to fix a

mathematical idea in mind and that a proper notation could give him
similar help. For B. O. Koopman, "images had a symbolic, rather than
a diagrammatic, relation to the mathematical ideas."

According to Hadamard, the mathematicians Riemann, Klein,
Bertrand and Hilbert had pronounced spatial intuition. In Hilbert's
Principles of Geometr!, &agrams appear on practically every page.
Weierstrass, on the other hand, tended to avoid the use of figures.
Poincar6 has contrasted 'Weierstrass with Riemann describing the
former as rypically logical and the latter as rypicrlly intuitive. Hermite
was remarkable in that he had a kind of positive hatred of geometry
and yet trad a highly intuitive mind.

Among the characteristics which from time to time have been
attributed to mathematicians are t fondness for chess and music, e

preference for Anglo-Catholic tenets in religion and a tendency to be
disappointed with marriage (cfl Flemming, rgjj).'We might amempr
to account for these hypothedcal associations on the theory that
mathematical ability is related both to spatial ability and to schizo-
thymia. High spadal abiliry would account for an aptitude for chess.

Zerbe (tgrg) claimed that chess demands high dissociative abiliry
(spaltung) and found that it is played more frequently by leptosomatics
than by athletics or pyknics. (Among studen$ 74 per cent of leptoso-
matics , 53 per cent of athletics and 3 3 per cent of pyknics were found
to plo,y chess). There may be some connection between exceptional
talent for chess and mental illness, for at least four brilliant chess players
had severe breakdowns (Paul Morphy, Rubinstein, Steinitz mdTorre).
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Conceivably high spadal ability might be conducive to a fondness

for classical music since it might assist in the appreciation of musical
patterns of tone and rhyth*. The mystical element sometimes found
in the schizothyme temperament might be responsible for a preference
for ritual and symbolism while the tendenry to be withdrawn and url-
sociable might well be a source of unhappiness in marriage.

There seems to be e tendenry towards pyknic physique among

musicians, who might be expected to have exceptional auditory
imagery. There is clear evidence of a tendency both for the ability and
the physique to be inherited, as is exemplified in the Bach family.
Beethoven, who was of short, stocky build, must have possessed re-
nr.arkably strong auditory imageT, for some of his finest works were
composed after he became tohlly deaf,

There is a striking contrast bewveen the most characteristic tempera-
menal qualities of men of letters and musicians on the one hand and
the corresponding qualities of engineers, physicists and mathematicians
on the other. Vigorous, masculine personalities such as Stephenson,
'Watt, Henry Ford and Marconi tended to lack sociabiliry, humour
and humane feeling. The contrast berween t comfortable, humane,
literary figure like G. K. Chesterton and an uncompromising, left-
wing rci.rrtist such as J. D. Bernal or P. M. S. Blackett has prompted
one wag to suggest that ulk seems to stand for YaticanlKremlin!

The two main personaliry rypes also seem to be at opposite poles
with regard to artistic appreciation and even to taste in dress (cf.

Eysenck, r94r). The f*, rounded extravert tends to prefer brightly
coloured, modern pictures, while the tall thin introvert tends to prefer
a more old-fmhioned picture in which shapes and forms are represented
with due regard to proportion and balance. It is the latter, of course,
who has relatively high spatial abiliry. Here we have a contrast between
two types of artist, those who excel in colour and those who excel in
form. It is the familiar contrast "betvveen the Dionysian and the
Apollonian, bet ween the Venetian and Florentine, bennreen the
Romanticist and Classicist, between Titian and Raphael, between
Rubens and Poussin, berween Matisse and Picasso." The artists who
were also mathematicians, such as Leonardo da Vinci, Albrecht
Dtirer and Sir Christopher'Wren, belonged to the latter class.

It is sometimes argued that many men of letters of cyclothymic
temperament have shown exceptional talent for sketching and must
therefore have had a high endowment of spatial abiliry as well as of
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verbal ability. G. K. Chesterton and Muc Beerbohm are given as

instances. It is doubful, however, if these are really exceptions to the
rule that high spatial abiliry tends to be associated with marked
schizothymic traits. Though Chesterton spent some years at the Slade
Art School , apparently he never learned to draw or to painr and he
was the despair of his teachers. As for Beerbohm, it has b.en said that
while his diawings were carefully executed and were always highly' "he could not draw at all in the ordinary sense."amusmg, I

One can be t successful comic artist without having the spatial

*ility essential to the caricaturist who must produce " r.cognizable
Ii.keness. The caricaturist must be able to distort characteristii deafu
while sdll preserving an essential likeness. Such a tendency seems ro
occur automatically in certain pyschotic states. Accounts of experiences
under the infuence of drugs such as mescalin suggest rhat theie might
be helpful- to the caricaturist. Mayer-Gross has 

-given 
the followLg

,..oorlt of the kind of distorrions which may occur:
"There were also visual hallucinations unconnected with my corr-

scious thinking, especially friendly. animals, little demons and dwarfs,
fairy-tale ornaments and mythology from the aquarium, such as one
sometimes sees on the walls of inns. The faces of people around me
were slightly distorted as if drawn by e cartoonisr, oft.n with the
emphasis on some small humorous, but nevertheless, rather character-
istic feature" (Mryer-Gross, r95 r).

Since the mental dismrbances of psychotics such as schizophrenics
seem to correspond rather closely to those which occur under the in-
fuence of mescalin, one might expect to find that persons with ten-
dencies to schizophrenia might have an aptitude for caricature. Gillray
and Lear may provide examples of such an associarion.

Huxley (rgs+) has suggested that the taker of mescalin experiences
much more than an altered mode of perception. He receives "what
Catholic theologians call e, gretuitous grace". In Huxley's view the
most valuable effect of the drug is the production through direct
PercePtion of an intuitive awareness and underst"ndirg which trans-
cends the knowledge acquired through the medium of words.

Goethe, who was a supreme master of language as well as a talented
painter, seemed to be aware of this possibiliry when he wrote, "'W'e

talk fu too much.'We should talk less and draw more. I personally
should like to renounce speech altogether and, [ke orgrnic Nature,
communicate everything I have to say in sketches."
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Most visualizers seem to be transformed by mescalin into visionaries,

and in this state they seem to have somethiog in common with schizo-

thymic painters like Blake and El Greco, who were able to communi-

."i. 
" 

kro*ledge and awareness through their paintings more signifi-

canr than 
"oythirrg 

they expressed in words. Huxley noted in his

mescalin experim.ot, as havamany others, that both form and colour
took on a heightened significarlce. This observation accords with the

factthat, whitl most schizothymic artists excelled in form rather than

in colour, some of those at the extreme end of the temPerament

continuum seemed to excel both in form and in colour (..g. Van

Gogh).
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Some schrzot\mic artists and architects
TnE following list includes the names of some artists and architects
*h9 aPpear to have exhibited high spatial ability together with well-
marked schizothymic or schizoid traits (as fu as could b. judged from
biographical accounts or from portraits).

Barry
Bawden

Beardsley

Bernini
Blake
Braque
Clzanne
Chagall
Da Vinci
D6gas
Delacroix
Dtirer
Ernst
Feuerbach

Flaxman
Fuseli
Gainsborough
Gaudier-Brzeska
Gauguin
G6ricault
Gillray
Giotto
Goya
Greco

Grtinewald
Haydon
Kandinsky

Keene

Klee
Landseer

Lear
Lowry
Michelangelo
Millais
Minton
Modigliani
Morland
Murillo
Palmer
Pasmore

Picasso

Piper
Pollock
Renoir
Reynolds
Romney
Rossetti

Sutherland
Toulouse-Lautrec
Turner
Van Dyck
Van Gogh
Watteau
'Vfhistler

ARCHITECTS

Gropius

Jones, Irrigo
Le Corbusier
Mackintosh
Nervi
Pugin
Rohe, Mies van der
Saarinen

W'ren
\Mright, F. Lloyd

ARTISTS

s.A.-2t 32r
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Nofes on sonte schizothymic artists

BARRy, J. (r Z4r-:.8o6) An lrish painter, who showed a decided aptigde

for dr"*i&'ar an .rriy ege 
"rd 

who became an R.A. at the age of 3z-

His portraits are very fine.

His undoubted genius and loftiness of mind were accompanied bV 
^^

fi.ry and turbuleit narure. He lost his appointment as Professor of
painting at the R.A. because of his bitter attacks on his fellow members.

He was a bigoted Roman Catholic, cared little for the sociery o{his

fcllow men ;d hved alone in a wretched house, where he died in

great poverty and squalor.

BEARDSLEy, A. v. (1872-98). English artist, who early showed re-

markable drawirg ability *i achieved fame by ,h-. ,g. 2f zr- All his

work bears th. s[mp of th" schizoid, its brzane, dream-like qualities

and mericulous detaii being very striking. His drawings were delicate

and exact and were characterized by fastidious elegance.

His fondness for portraying hermaphrodite figues is t Tpicat
schizoid symprom. Lean in'physique, his deportment was awkward

and rl"ppy. fr. died at the early 
^ge 

of z6 of tuberculosis-a typically

schizothymic disease.

BERNTNT, G. r. (r598-168o). Italian sculptor, painter and architect. He

had enormous .r.hit.ctural commissions in and around St. Peter's

and the Vatican in Rome. On no city has one man left a stronger im-

prinr of his vision and personality. Bernini was a man of difficult and

iror*y chara6er, but of d."p piety who regularly practised the Jesuit
spiritual exercises.

BTAKE,'w. (rlSZ-r827). English artist and Poet, who early showed a

pronounced'aptitude for ,riand was sent to I drawing school at the

,g. of ro. Hd visionary experiences were undoubtably schizophrenic

in character.
Though of pyknic physique and only five feet in height, he-con-

srrucred"a mysiical vision in both poetry and art which was rypically
schizoid.

BRaeuE, c. (r882-1963). French painter, sculptor and etcher. He was

" 
l."J.r of the Cubists. His *ork shows a perfection of balance and

harmony between the colour and design-
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DA vrNcl, L. (r+Sr-r jr9). 'was great as painter, sculptor, engineer,
architect, scientist and inventor. From his earliest years he showed the
greatest promise in many vocations requirirg a high degree of spatial

ability.
The fect that he never mamied and that there is no record of his

having had a love affair, suggests the presence of a strong schizothymic
component in his make-up.

ptinrR, A. (r+Zr-r528), was famous as a painter, engineer and mathe-
matician. His self-portrait painted at the age of z6 shows that he had a

lean, asthenic physique. He is said to have been consumptive.

ERNST, M. (r88r- ), introduced the Dadaist movement in Cologne
in r9r9 and becarne t Surrealist in rgz4. He has written that after
having a hypnagogic vision which led him to 'explore' the symbolism,
he succeeded "in being present as a spectator. . . . I had only to repro-
duce obediendy what made itself visible within me" (Ghiselin, 1955).

FEUERBACH, A. (r829-8o). Recognized as the leading painter of the
German classic school. According to Kretschmer his work has the
characteristics of the rypical schizothyme, showing a marked preference
for classical beaury of form.

FTAXMAN, J.(r7s1-r826), was sickly and slightly deformed as a boy.
Always drawing, he became a precocious exhibitor and prize-winner.
His genius was exclusively for form. A believer in Swedenborgian
mysticism, he held stubborn and eccentric religious views.

FUSErr, H. (rZ+r-r825), An artist whose paintings testify to his vivid
imagination. It is reported that he ate pork for dinner in order to
produce material for his nightmarish pictures. His art shows distortions
and srylizations of form. There are rnany anecdotes of his eccentricities

and sarcasms.

cArNsBoRoucH, r. (rzrz-88), called the father of modern English

painting. It has been said that his natural gifts were as prodigious as

those of Mozart. By the age of ro he had "sketched every fine tree and

picturesque cottage".
Gainsborough approximated to the popular conception of a painter

as a Bohemian. Touchy and sensitive, he was always ready to pick a
quarrel. He did as he pleased in companl, and liked from time to time
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to get drunk among actors and musicians. He had marked schizoid
tendencies (Russell , rg44), md his rwo daughters became insane.

cAuDIER-BRzESKA, H. (r89r-r9r5), a sculptor, killed in the First
'\Morld'W'ar. He is avery good example of a schizoid artist. Apprrendy
normal in his youth, he seemed to deteriorate later and lived in the ut-
most poverty and filth. He produced a few works ofart, stone carvings
and drawings of animals, which show exquisite taste and remarkable
workmanship, e.g. his 'Chanteuse Triste' in the Tate Gallery.

crLLRAy, J. GZSZ-r8r5), originrtly a lefter engraver, he had by the
age of 3o established himself as one of the most successful of English
caricaturists. Although he attained outstanding eminence in this pro-
fession, h. remained e moody man, solitary even in company. He
developed intemperate habits and became insane while sdll a comp a.tt-
tively young malr. He unsuccessfully attempted suicide by jumping
from an upstairs window.

c oYA, F. J. (tZ+0-r828). Spanish painter who had a passion for painting
at an early age. According to Reitmarrn (rglg), his pre-morbid per-
sonaliry, his bellicosity, his paranoid attitude and his autism were clearly
schizoid. The relatively benign course of his illnesses is nothing
extraordinary, considering his pyknic constitution.

During his morbid periods, his work showed abnormal Gatures
such as cut-off parts of bodies, sadistic elements and mixtures of mde
and female characteristics. These details are so frequent in the art of
schizophrenics that they can be used as an aid to diagnosis.

EL GRECo (ruEorocopouroS, D. T.) (r 54r-t6r4). Painter born in
Crete and called El Greco.

A lettet by a friend, Clovio, has been quoted as saying, n'Yesrerday

I visited Greco, thinking to take a walk with him through the ciry. It
was a most lovely day, with the spring sunshine at its best and would
have given pleasure to anybody. The whole city was festive. 'When I
went into his studio I was astonished; the shades were pulled so com-
pletely over the windows that you could hardly distinguish the objects
in the room.

"Greco was seated in a chair-neither working nor asleep. He would

lot go out with me as he said the daylight blinded the light within
him" (quoted by P. & L. Murray, r9J9).

This anecdote suggests that El Greco had a schizothymic rempera-
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ment, since it implies that he was subject to experiences of mystical

illumination as well as having a dishste for ordinary sunlight. Sheldon

has mentioned that a dislike of strong sunlight is a characteristic of the

cerebrotonic temperament. El Greco's self-portrait shows that he had

long, thin, finely-cut features.
'treco's use of colour, often eerie and strident, with sharp contrasts

of blue, yellow, shrill green, and a livid mulberry pink, th. elongated

limbs and neryous tension of figures, the feeling that the draperies

swarhing them have a life of their own-all these suggest the intensiry

of the p"irrt.r's mystical experience and the catharsis he found in his

artn' (P. and L. Muffay, r9i9).
It is said that Court intrigues caused EI Greco to retire and fie in

obscurity.

cntiNE\MAtD, M. (c. r411-ri28). A German painter, engineer and

architect. According to Kremchmer his work shows the schizothymic

tendency to portray extreme tragic pathos. An examPle is his famous

picture of the 'Crucified Christ'.

HAvDoN, B. R. (r78Gr8a6). English painter of indomitable, high-
faming energy and industry and full ofa conviction ofhis own Powers,
which apprr.ntly was not justified. His lG-long struggle with debt so

preyed 
"po" 

his mind that he became unable to paint, and died by his

own hand.

KLEE, p. (r Slytg4o). Swiss surrealist painter.
"The artist," he wrote, "does nothing other than gath.er and Pass on

what comes to him from the depths." Klee has been described as an

introvert, with a wall between himself and the world.

TANDSEER, srR B. (r 8oz-73), showed remarkable talent for drawing

at an early age. He sketched cows and horses at the age of 6, exhibited

tt r4,md became an A.R.A . at 24. He was noted for the excellence of
his forms.

In r 84o he had a severe breakdown, from which he seemed to make

a complete recovery, but twenty years later he became the victim of
hallucinations and dclusions that bordered on dementia (probably

schizophrenia).

LEAR, E.(r8rz-88). English writer and artist, who exhibited et the

Royal Academy from r85o to r 8Zl. It was his books of nonsense verse,

rather than his paintings and drawings, which gained him fame.
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He was abnormally shy and selGconscious and seems to have found
symbolical expression for his mental conficts in nonsense verse. There
is some resemblance berween Lear and the schizothymic mathematic-
ian, Lewis Carroll.

MIcHELANGETo (1474-rS6+). Italian painter and sculptor.
Michelangelo was schizothymic to the point of caricature. Petty-

minded, bad tempered and suspicious, he suffered from attacks of
Persecution mania. Even when there was no necessiry for thrift, he
seems to have had an entire distaste for luxury, and for ordinary com-
form. He ate very little and was usually content with a piece of bread
taken while he worked. He slept little, usually wearing his clothes and
boots. This total infifference to the pleasures of lift was refected in
his work, which was stern even to bareness. "Gorgeous colour and rich
apparel did not appeal to him, h. had no feeling for the beauries of
landscape; the world of beaury for him was entirely sculpturesque, rhe
human form and that alone dominated his mind" (Dick, rgrr).

Michelangelo's devotion to the portrayal of masculine beauty
suggests that there was a homosexual psychicd component in his make-
uP-a tendency which is found much more frequently in schizothymes
than in cyclothymes.

MODIcLIANI, A. (r88a-r9zo). Painter and sculptor, he was the greatest
Italian artist of the twentieth century. He was one of the real leaders of
modernism in art. His paintings are remarkable for their superb
draughtsmanship, for their origirrrliry and for thc curiously elongated
heads of their subjects. Modigliani suffered from tuberculosis and died
at an early age. Strikin gly handsome and amorous, he once said "[ am
going to drink myself to death," and it is said that he did.

MoRLAND, c. (rZ6l-l8oa). English painter who showed remarkable
talent for drawing at the age of five or six. Thgugh he received no
regular instruction, he painted with remarkable rapidity and his
pictures reveal great beauty of conception and harmony of execution.
In his animal studies, h. approached very near to the perfecdon of
Landseer.

It is said that from the age of 16, he abandoned himself to a dissolute
and irresponsible mode ofliG, being a drunkard, loaGr and spendthrift.
Debt seems to have been his greatest incentive to work. 'When viewed
in the light of his way of liG, his artistic achievement is all the more
remarkable. He was arrested for debt and died in prison.
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rALMER, s. (r8o5-8r). English painter and etcher who showed remark-
able talent at an early age. At the ege of 14, he exhibited three pictures
at the Royal Academy. His selGportrait is one of the finest selGportraits

ever painted. Though simple in composition, it is invested with a great,

though restrained, intensiry of emotion, portraying a very serious and
determined personality.

Palmer was greatly infuenced by the mystical outlook of William
Blake. In his landscapes, he depicted a mystical loveliness trarrcending
and transforming the physical realiry. His son wrote-"After the

Shoreham and ltalian periods, the whole of my father's lG became a

dreadful tragedy."

prcAsso, p. R. (r88r- ). Spanish painter. The son of a drawing-
master, h. showed exceptional talent at an early age. The infuence of
Negro sculptures fitted in with his quest for the expression of form and

helped, by the bizarre nature of their forms, to release him from the

tyranny of the representational tradition in art. The dislocated forms
and frightening imagery shown in his composition 'Guernica' (rg16)
and in other rvorks carried out during the Second'lUorld'W'ar, may
be regarded as symptomatic of the schizothymic temperament.

It has been said that no man has changed more radically the nature

of Art. Like Giotto, Michelangelo ancl Bernini, Picasso stands at the

beginning of a new epoch.

prpER, J. (rgof- ). British painter and writer. His water-colours
and aquatints of architectural subjects made him 6mous. He appears

from photographs to have markedly leptosomatic physique.

poLLocK, J. (t9rz-J6). American artist. He has been described as

taciturn, ascetic, and outrwardly anguished, his behaviour refecting
anxiery.

REyNorDS, srR J. (17442). English portrait painter, who showed

great artistic talent when very young. He was appointed president of
the Royal Academy in r 768 and knighted in the following year. His

draughmmanship was superb, though he also possessed t wonderful
sense of colour.

Reynolds was a self-contained, self-centred man whose interests

were almost entirely intellectual. Cold and selfish, he seemed to be

passionately attached to no one, but he never quarrelled. He has been

described as "prudent in the matter of pins, a saver of bits of thread, a
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man hard and parsimonious. Public opinion pictured him close, cold,

cautious and sordid."
He never married, and his whole life showed a strong tendenry to

emotional detachment.

RoMNEy, c. (r%4rr8oz), the son of a cabinet-maker, early showed a

mechanical turn of mind and learned to make violins. He also showed

a marked aptitude for drawing and was apprenticed to a portrait
painter. His best work has simplicity, poetical treatment, dexterous
draughtsmanship and gives an impression of movement and of elusive
grace. He acquired a popularity as a portrait painter which made him a

rival to Reynolds.

Romney suffered from nen/ous restlessness and emotional instability.

Periods of colossal ambition alternated with long sessions of comfort-
less brooding. "F.ar has always been my enemy," h. once said, "My
neryes are too weak for supporting anything in public." (Russell,

rg44).

RossErrr, D. c. (r828-8r), showed outstandi"g talent both as a
poet and painter by the ege of zr.

His pictures show the dream-like qualities of symbolism character-
istic of the work of schizoids. He created a new type of beauty, sur-
rounded by a strange atmosphere, half mediaeval, half mystic and not a
little morbid. He became addicted to the use of chloral which is said

to have affected both his bodily and mental health. For a period he

suffered from hallucinations and delusions of persecution and in fi72
he attempted suicide. His mysticism gives him an affiniry with'William
Blake,

TURNER, J. M.w. (r TTS-rSsr). English landscape painter, early showed

a talent for drawing and was apprenticed to an engraver. At the age of
4 he exhibited several pictures at the Royal Academy.

In temperament he was close, taciturn, sour and inscrutable. It is

said that he inherited something of the temperament of his mother,
who was subject to fits of insaniry. Brusque and uncouth in manner, of
little culture outside his art, he was most at home in the lower grades

of society. He had a number of intimate friends, however, who had

been able to penetrate the crust of eccentriciry and churlishness below
which he concealed a most sensitive nature. 'W'ith the passing of the
years, he grew more and more solitary in his habits. His private life
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became subterranean and secretive and he orly emerged into public
view at meetings and functions of the Royal Academy. His indusrry,
however, never fagged and he accumulated a considerable fortune.
Though regarded as miserly and misanthropic in his lifetime, he left
his entire fortune of dr4o,ooo to be devoted to philanthropic purposes.

vAN DYCK, sIR A. (rSgg-164r). Flemish painter, who received the

Patronage of Charles f. He established a formula for the grand sryle in
portraiture which was to be accepted for generations.

He was said to be melancholic, and died at the age of 4r of 'dis-
appointment'.

vAN GocH, v.(r8S3-9o) is a good example ofa schizoid artist. Though
there was an artistic tradition in his family, he showed no particular

!.nl for paintirg I a boy. Possessing a physique of the athletic rype,
he developed a schizophrenic illness while still comparatively youig,
spent his latter days in an asylum and finally shot himself, His letteis
show that he was extraordinarily sensitive. He was specidly noted for
Portraits, landscapes and still-lifes. His portraits of doctors and self-

Portraits painted while at the asylum were as grear as any of his paint-
ings. There is evidence in his biography that he had tendencies both to
synaesthesia and high sensory perseveration

"Vincent would sit himself down at the piano, strike a chord, listen
intentl/, then shout 'Prussian blue!'; and before the bewildered man
could recover there would be another chord or perhaps a single note
rePeatel d."ftningly, ending with a triumphanf cry bf 'Brifht cad-
mium !' or 'Dark ochre !' or whatever colour Vincent associaied with
that particular sound." . . .

'uHis main theory at this moment, and the one in which he seemed
to take most pleasure, was that the eye 'carried a portion of the last
sensation it had *joy.d into the next, so that so*.thing of both musr
be included in every picture made' " (L. and E. Hanson, rgjj).

wArrEAu, J. A. (r68a-ryzr). French painter, 6mous for his 'F6tes
galantes'. Made a member of the French Academy tn r7r7, andpainter
to the }h-g in the following year. His draughti*rrrrhip was iuperb
and he had a comPlete mastery of atrnosphere and composition. Fiom
his youth he suffered from ill-health and had the irritable and capricious
temper which so often accompanies tuberculosis. k is said that in his
last years he was haunted by strange fancies and tormented by a dread
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of dying penniless. Nisbet (r89r) states that he was melancholic and

that his early death has been attributed to 'deception fur love'.

wHrsrLER, J. A. M. (r814-r9o3). Painter, lithographer and etcher,

came of a f.*ily of engineers and his 6ther is said to have shown

exceptional mathematical abiliry.
Whistler's painting, especially his portraiture, was balanced, fragil.

and exquisite. Lean in physique, his peculiar, cantankerous disposition

was *.11-k ro'wn. Quarrelsome and pugnacious to an extreme degree,

he had a deserved reputation as a mordant wit.
The contrast bewveen the schizothymic and cyclothymic tempera-

menr is well illustrated in the well-known incident when, in resPonse

to one of Whistler's sallies, Oscar Wilde made th. g.nerous remark,

"I wish I had said that," to receive the stinging retort, "You will,
Oscar, you will".

rE coRBUSr"* (IEANNERET, c. E.) (r887- ). Swiss architect and

painter, hi, extraordinary talent and insatiable capacity for absorbing

,irort impressions became evident at a very early age. For a time he

was a painter of the modern school, but he set uP as an architect, PIo-
fessing to discard all style in a purely engineering spirit. Believi"g that

archit.cture is man's most noble form ofselGexPression, he is a dreamer

and a visionary. Extremely sensitive to the ProPortions of figures, he

insists that rhe Golden Mean is as valid today as when used in the

design of Notre Dame. At the entrance to the well-known block of
f"ts of his desig, in Marseilles, there stands his 'modulor' figure of a

man with upraiied arm; nearby there is a concrete block on which the
umodulor' 

froportions used in the building are precisely incised. 'nlt

is in such moments as thesen" he has said, "that architecture soars'

leaving the brutal and material and attaining to spirituality." When he

e*plained the 'modulor principle' to the late Albert Einstein, the qreT
scientist told him that it ir piovided "t range of dimensions which

makes the bad difficult and the good easy"-

Though Le Corbusier's ideas for long provoked intense controversy,

he has 116* achieved world-wide fame and general acceptance. It has

been said that Le Corbusier looks more like an English clergyman than

an architect. "His facehas the fl*,almost monumental cast of an Easter

Island head. The rezor-edged features of the dead-white face and his

black-rimmed spectacles have brought him the nickname of 'Co1ts'-
a variation of the word corbeau or raven-
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"Although Corbu has many admirers, he has very ftw close friends.
. . . On casual acquaintance he appears cold, suspicious, pugnacious,
sarcastic (but quite humourless about himself), .nd arrogant. . . . But
to the few people who know him wbll, Corbu is an .ntl.ly differenr
so-rt of person; a man of tremendous charm, wit and great warmth; of
scholarship, vision and superb taste." (p. Blake, r96of.

PUcIN, A. (r8r z-Sz), was an English architect who showed oumtand-
ing lalent for desigt at e very early age. His first important work was
the designing of-the furniture of Windsor Castle, when he was only
rJ- A brilliant draughtsman, he was the architect of a number 

"fchurches and showed remarkable facility in designing church plare,
vestments, wallpaper, textiles, furniture, etc. H; provided deLiled
dlayings for the Houses of Parliament. He is r.g"ried as the pioneer
of the revival of Gothic architecture in the ,rii.t..nth centgqr. He
died after a period of mental disorder ar the early a,ge of 4o.

WREN, sIR c. (163 2-rT4) was the greatest British architect of modern
times. At the- age of z5-he was lppointed Professor of Astronom y at
Gresham Coll"g:, London, and 6tEr Savilian Professor of Astrooo*y
at Oxford. In the Principia, Newton speaks very highly of 'Wr.ri,
work as 

-a geometrician. Jf -Ht proposed plan fo; thJ hlnng our of
London had been adopted, the city would h.r. surpass.din lpacious-
ness and dignity any other capital. One of the original memb.rr of the

}"yal -Society, -his 
energy was prodigious. His portrair suggesrs that

he had somewhat sharp features ,tJ was probrbly leprosomatic in
physique.
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Schi zothymic engineers, inventors,

mathematicians and Phyticists

Trm following engineers, inventors, mathematicians and physicists

probably lnd high rpatial rbitiry and exhibited well-marked schizo-

thy*i. t, ,.hi r"Jra tiaits. The engineers displayed_ strongly rnesculine

,rrir5 and in some cases great organi zing ability. Some of the mathe-

maticians and physicitm ihowed mental disturbances *hiq may i"di
cate schizopt r."it tendencies, e.g. Newton, AmpBre, Cardan, Pascal,

the elder and younger Bolyai, Faraday, Cantor.

Baker
Crompton, R. E. B.

Da Vinci
Diesel
Ford
Fowler
Fulton (also a painter)

Abel
Barrow
Birkhoff
Bolyai
Cantor
Cardan
Clifford
Copernicus
D'Alembert

ENGTNEERS

Hinton
Jessop
Krupp
Locke, Joseph
Morris
Murdock
Parsons

Descartes

Galois
Gauss

Hardy
Kepler
KIein
Leibniz
Lobachewsky
Monge

MATI{EMATICIANS

Piccard
Rennie
Stephenson, G.

Stephenson, R.

Trevithick
'Watt, 

J.
Whitworth

Napier
Newton
Pascal
Pearson
Ramanujan
Riemann
Russell, B.
Steiner
Stevinus
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Armstrong
Babbage

Baird
Cockerel

AmpBre
Blackett
Bernal
Boyle
Broglie, De
Cavendish

Chadwick
Curie, M.
Curie, P.

Eddington

INVENTORS

Edison
Friese-Greene

Goodyear
Marconi

PI{YSICISTS

Einstein
Faraday

Fraunhofer
Fresnel
Frisch
Gibbs
Heaviside

Heisenberg
Hertz, H.
Laue, von

Appendix 4

Morse (also a painter)
Tesla

'$t/right, O.
Wright,'W'.

Lenard
Maxwell, Clerk
Mayer
Planck
Rumford
Schrodinger
Snell

Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
Von Guericke
'Wheatstone

No/es on some schizothymic engineers, inuentors, mathematicians

and physicists

BAIRD, J. L. (r888-1946). Scottish inventor who showed remarkable
engineering skill at an early age. Like many other inventors (e.g. Dav[,
Marconi, Ford) as a boy he was fond of tinkering with pieces of
machinery in an attic. At the ege of rz,he rigged up a home-made
telephone which connected his attic bedroorn with the rooms of some
of his playmates. His academic career was quite undistinguished.

Invention seems to have fascinated him, though most of his early
inventions were not a commercial success, e.g. a pneumatic undersock,
Osmo boot polish and a glass razor. By the age of 3s he seemed to have
become a dealer in odd articles which no one else was prepared to
touch. The prototypes of his early electrical inventions looked like
Heath Robinson machines made up of biscuit tins tied together with
string. He persevered for years single-handed in his televiiion project
when most people thought the idea was completely visionary. In r9z1,
he transmitted for the first time a television picture of the human face

and, in r94r, first showed television ru relief and in full natural colour.
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He also invented the noctovisor, which enabled scenes to be perceived

in total darkness.

Of a nervous and redring disposition, Baird disliked showing him-
self off in public, but sometimes found it necessary to do this in order
to finance his work. Until the last years of his life, he was short of
money and frequently found it necessary to borrow from friends and

relatives. He left assets of only d7,ooo.

TREvrrHrcK, R. (rlzr-rgll). English inventor and engineer. As a boy
he was fond of solitude and preferred the drawing of lines and figures
to the preparation of legitimate lessons. FIis teacher reported that he

was disobedient, slow, obstinate, very inattentive and frequently

truant, but he did have an aptitude for mental arithmetic. As a young

man he was a notable weight-lifter and it was said that as a wresder he

had no equal. h physique he was tall and athletic, his height being
6 ft. z irt. or more.

From the age of z5 he experimented with model locomotives and

at 30 completed the frrst steam carriage that ever drew Passengers.
He took out many patents, but had numerous unPatented projects,

including a stern driving propellor. He fied in Dartford, peruriless.

wArr, JAMEs (1736-18r9). Scottish inventor and engineer. He showed

remarkable practical skill at a very early age. 'Jamie has a fortune at

his finger-endr", was a common saying among his 6ther's workmen

(Carnegie, 1906).

He proved a backward scholar for a time at the grammar school

and in one report was described as "dull and inapt". No one seems to
have divined the latent powers smouldering within. Latin and Greek

classics had no interest for him, but the spark that fired his imagination
came at last-mathematics.

His temperament may be assessed from the following description

quoted from Hesketh Pearsolt.
"In a company where James Watt was unknown he would have

passed unnoticed. He would meditate for hours, hardly shifting his

position. His face would seldom light up with pleasure; at the most a

*ri"t te would deepen from his nose to the corner of his mouth, which

denoted that he was less unhappy than usual. His steady gtze was a

little disconcerting to anyone who thought that he was the object of
W'atr's calm contemplation, and who failed to rcil72e that the quiet
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Scot was looking through him, ffid was only partidly aware of his
existence" (Pearson, 1943). (For his portrait, se. pl.te r.)'lVatt 

was no man of affairs, and money matters were his special
aversion. As he once wrote to his partner, Boulton, he "would Lther
face a loaded cannon than settle a disputed account or make a bargain."
He was always of a meditative turn, was somewhat prone to melan-
choly and at times was plagued with nenrous heada.h.r and insomnia.

There are good grounds for believing that mathematical ability
tends to be inherited. Probably, the most striking historical example is
that of the Bernoulli fa*ily, which in three g.o.r"tions prod-uced
eight mathematicians, several of them outstandirg.

Accordirg to Bell (rglZ),
n'The 

most significant thirg about the majoriry of the marhematical
members o.fthis family in the second and third generations is that they
did not deliberately choose mathematics as a proGssion, but drifted
into it in spite of themselves as e dipsomaniac returns to alcohol."
M*y of them started off by training in law, philosophy, theology or
medicine, only-to turn to mathematics later in life. ft ir fict rtro'ngly
suggests that their achievements in mathematics resulted from tt L
Possessig, of a marked special aptitude. Galton (1892) shres that the
Bernoullis were mostly quarrelsome and unamiable. The greatest of
them, Jacques Bernorrlii, ir.r slow but sure and had a "bilioirs, melan-
cholic temperament".

Another outstanding mathematical 6mily was the Scottish family of
t\.Gregories. Galton (r 8gz) cites the Gregories as a striking example
of hereditary scientific gifts. Fronr the R.r. Joh, Greg6rie, *t o
married in t6zt, descended fourteen professors, many of whom showed
outstanditg mathernatical or scientific abilities. From the middle of the
seventeenth century to the middle of the nineteenth cenrury with a
9^p of only 

" 
fty years, members of the Gregorie family were pro-

fessing either mathematics or medicine in one or other olthe Scoitish
Universities. As e. ft*ily, th.y were noted for being lucid, clear-
sighted, advanced in their views and naturally leJers of men
(Stewart, 1896).

aBEL, N. H. (
promise and

tSoz-zg). Norwegian mathematician who showed great
originaliry, but died prematurely of the schizothymic
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disease-tuberculosis. His greet abilities were not fully aPPreciated by

his contemporaries.

cANToR, G.( r845-r9r8). German mathematician, who created a new

field of mathematical investigation.
Through his work, the modern theory of infinite sets began to

evolve, .id this theory has profoundly infuenced the development of
analysis in the present century. In his fortieth year, he experienced the

first of a series of breakdowns which occurred with varying intensity

throughout his long life. His explosive temper added to his difficulties.

Some of his best work was done in the intervals between one attack

and rhe nexr. On recovering from a breakdown he noticed that his

mind became extraordinarily clear.

According ro E. T. Bell, Cantor was embittered by lack of recog"L

rion, for he L.[.r.d that he had taken the first and last stePs towards a

rational theory of the infinite. His colleague, Kronecker, 
-aPPears 

to
have been largely responsible for Cantor's failure to obtain the po.sition

he craved in-n.rli". It has been suggested by Hadamard (tq+s) that

there was more in this situation than personal rivalry, that it was a

case of 'npsychological incomprehen5lsl"-x failure by Kronecker

to und.rrtlrrrd Cantor's mod. of thinking. This suggestion is of great

interest in connection with our theme, for a remarkable feature of
most of Kronecker's work was its distinctly arithmetical tinge. 'nGod

made the integers," he said, "a11 the rest is the work of man." Ap-

parently, he was never seriously attracEd to geometry. It is temPting

ro suggesr that at the root of Kronecker's 6ilure tolPgrgciye Cantor's

*ork *as the factthat the latter was spatially gifted while he was not.

cLrFFoRD, 'u/. K. (r8+S-Tg). English mathematician who died of
tuberculosis at the early age of 34.

In a rigidly conveniiorrrl tge, he was marked bI eccentricities of
habit, drJrs and opinion. His religious views were those of an ardent

High-Churchman, though later in life he turned violently agains!

or{^rr:r:ed religion, .tp..irlly "priestcraft". He seems to hav: Pot::ssed
,.ir"rkable po*.rr of ,ir,r ^lir*g. 

According to his friend, Pollock,
"As he ,poli., he appeared not to be working out a question, but

simply t.itirrg what hi rr*.'Without any diagram or symbolic aid he

desiribed the geometrical conditions on which the solution depended,

and they r..r*d to stand out visibly in sp-ace. There wer. lo longer
consequences ro be deduced, but real and evident 6cts which only
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required to be seen. . . . So whole and complete was the vision that for
rh; time the only srrange thing was that anybody should fail to see it
in the same way." (Clifford, 1946.)

DEscARrEs, R. (rSq6-r65o). French mathematician and philosopher.

He first recognized the real meanirg of the negative roots of equations

and foundeJ anrlytical geometry. It is said that at the age of 4,-h.
experienced three vivid Jr."*s which changed the whole course of his

h6. He claimed that there had been revealed to him the magic key

which would unlock the treasure house of nature. It is generally

assumed that the "magic k.y" refers to his discovery of analytical

geometry.
Descarres was cold and selfish in disposition, and lacking in socia-

biliry. He was deeply tinged with hypochondria and for years was

chilled with an oppressive fear of death. He wrote: "I desire_only

tranquillity and iepose." Lombroso records that he was alrnost

incapable of expressing himself in public.

cArors, E. (r8r vlz). A French mathematician of remarkable ori-
ginality. Ir has frequently been pointed out that there are some

extraoidirrrry similarities between his career and that of Abel.

The factthat he failed twice in the examinations for entrance to the

Polytechnique may perhaps be explained by suppositg that he possessed

high spadal ability, bnt ]ow verbal ability. His examiners reported

thrt rnrhile his work in mathematics and physics was very good, he

was sometimes obscure in expressing his ideas. In literature he knew
absolutely nothing and seemed to have but little intelligence.*

A portiait ofhim shows that he was ofasthenic physiqng. APparently

he annoyed his teachers because he was "original and queer" and

"argumentative". He was killed in a duel at the early aige of zo.

MoNcE, G. GZ+O-r8r8). French mathematician who "'was e born
geometer and engineer, with an unsurpassed gift for visualizing c9P-
p[."t.d space-relations" (8e11, r%T). At the age of t4 he showed his

iemarkable mechanical talents by constructin g a fire-engine without a

guide or model. At 16 he made a map of Beaune entirely on his own
initiative and constructing his own instruments for the purPose. The

* This first-magnitude blunder in selection is by no means an isolated GIse.

Ramanujan, India's greatest mathematician, failed to matriculate at the University
of Madras because of his weakness in English (Turnbull, rgzg).
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creator of the science of 'Descriptive Geom et\' , Monge undoubtedly
possessed spatial abiliry of a very high order.

- -Hit 
personaliqr, however, appears to have been unprepossessing. So

h4{"g in speech as to be almost a stammerer, he ma8. .rp for his-lack
of fuency by means of an animated pantomime of g.ri.rr.r. hrtense
enthusiasm and naive good naftre were the most disiinctive traits of
his perso.naliry. He was ridiculed by Madame Roland, whojudged him
to have'un esprit borni' (rlollow intelligence).

At the age of 5o, Monge became an intimate friend of the Emperor
Napoleon. In view of this friendship, it is quite possible that the
Emperor had the mathematician in mind when he made the remark,
quoted by Hume in lis Prdcis of Modern Tactics, page 15, yiz.:

"There are some who, from some physical oi moral peculiariry of
character, form e picture (tableau) of everything. No hatter what
knowledge, intellect, cour t1e, or good qualities th.y may have, these
men are unfit to command." Galton (1883) quotes this remark saying
that he could not find the original authority, nor could he fult
understand the meaning.

NEwroN, sIR r. (164 2-r1z7). English mathematician. As a boy, New-
ton showed outstrnding ability of a practical kind, though it Las been
said that he did badly at school, since for a time he was in the lowest
form but one. He exhibited great ingenuity in consrructing mechani-
cal devices, such as water-wheels, four-mills, clocks *d sundials,
and he lnd an intense love of drawing. Thus, he appears ro have
displayed at an early ege the practical and mechanicrl interesrs which
usually accompany high spatial abiliry. An outstandirg apritude for
geometry is clearly apparent in the Principia, throughout wfuch all the
demonstrations are geometrical.

Throughout his life, Newton was notoriously absentminded and
careless in appearance and dress. Languid and meditative in manner,
often incoherent in speech, he rarely participated in general conversa-
tion. According to Lombroso, he was almost incapable of expressing
himself in public, in this respect resembling Descartes.'Wheo .rgrotr.d
in his work, "meals were ignored or forgotten, and on rising horr, 

"snatch of sleep, he would sit on the edge of the bed, halGcloihed, fo,
hours, threading the mazes of his marhemarics." (Bell, r%7.) At the
age of 49, he had a severe mental breakdown, during which he suffered
from chronic insomnia, persecution mania and inabiliry to eat. He was
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short but well-set in physique, with a square lower jr* and rather
sharp features. His hair became white but remained thiik till his death.
Portraits show that his physique was asthenic or leptosomatic and it is
clear that he possessed -ark.dly schizoid rrairs. (See frontis.)

PA s cAL,n . (tg?l4z). French mathematician. Pascal showedprecocious
geometrical ability as a boy. It is said that at the age of rz,he discovered
for himself many properties of geometrical figures, and in particular
the proposition that the sum of the angles ofa triangle is equil to two
right angles. At sixteen, he wrote an essay on conic sections and tt
eighteen he constructed the first arithmetical machine.

In t654, Pascal abandoned his mathematical pursuits to take up
residence at Port Royal, the main centre of the jansenists in France-.
He had decided to tum his back on the world and to bury his talent
"in contemplation of the greatness and misery of man". Always
delicate, he had injured his health by his incessant study, and from the
age of seventeen he sufGred severely from insomnia and acute dyspep-
sia. On the day ofhis conversion in ros+, h. had an escape from violent
death in an accident, and he interpreted this as a warning from Heaven
to mend his ways. For the rest of his life, h. was haunted by halluci-
nations of a precipice before his feet. Pascal's resolve to abjure the world
and his morbid desire for seclusion are typically schizoid traits.

RIEMANN, c. F. B. (r826-66). German mathematician.
Riemann was one of the most original mathematicians of the nine-

teenth century and his writings have been remarkably fertile in suggest-
itg new lines of investigation. He wrote a celebrated memoir on the
foundations of geometry. His rvork made possible the revolution in
thought produced by Relativity.

He was undoubtedly schizothymic in temperamenr. From his earliest
yearsr he was timid and diffident, with a horror of speaking in public
or of rttacting attention to himself, "In larer liG, his clrorric rhyr.rt
proved a vgry serious handicap and occasioned him much agonised
misery dll he overcame it by diligent preparation for everf public
utterance he was likely to make. The engaging bashfulness of his early
manhoodwas in strange contrast to the ruthless boldness of his matured
scientific thought." (Bell, r%7.) He died of tuberculosis ar the age of
thirty-nine.
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cAvENDrsH, H. (tllr-r8ro). English experimental physicist and

chemist.
It would be difficuk ro find arly scientist of the eighteenth centurl,

whose work was of mor e fayreaching importance than that of Caverl-

dish. He was a gifted experimentalist, a highly comPetent mathe-

matician, and h. p'ossessed to an outstandirg degree the remarkable gif
of knowing d*tst intuirively what kinds of problems were worth

investigating.
accJrdi{ to his biographer Berry (196o), h. took no PT, i1 public

affairs, except to serve on some special committees and his life was

almost *hoily devoid of incident. An eccentric millionaire, he lived

rhe life of a recluse. It has been said that "he did not love, he did not

hate, he did not hope, he did not fear." Tall and ,hq i" plrysique, he

had a slight hesitation in speech which has been attributed to his shy

dispositiJn. He could b. so embarrassed !y- 9"*PJiments as to be

,.dr".d to total silence. He had a marked dislike of strangers and of
women. On happening to meet a housemaid on the stairs, carrying e

broom and , pril, he was so affected that he immediately gave instruc-

tions for a back stair to be built. To avoid personal contact, it was his

practice to order his meals by leaving a note on the table.

He was similar ro Newton in biing reluctant to publish his dis-

coveries. Long after his death, it was found that much of his 
-unpub-

lished work Jrr of the highest value, and it seems that the real reason

for his failure to publish *m his excessive shyness (schizothymia).

EDDTNGT9N, SrR ARTHuR s. (r882-1944), an English mathematical

physicist and asrronomer, who made *rrI origrn3l discoveries and

fui" published numerous important books. He had a remarkable

, p^iry for advancing starttngty original ideas. FIis later work was

Ugfrfy torrrroversial *a it is p.rhrps-too early to assess its value.

iril and spare in apperr*.., h. had tE p features, an over-hanging

brow and d..p-r., .y.r. He spoke rarely and seemed to be almost

incapable of sieaking cohererrily without qrep-Tation. According to

Croi"th r, $9iz), h.iould deliver the most brilliant Prepared lectures,

but often b..r*e completely and embarrassingly tongue-tied when

questioned on them in subsequent discussion.

He was t bachelor, who lived entirely in the realm of thought.

His mild and gentle presence gave no indication of the brilliance of his

writings or of the boldness of his original ideas.
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EINSTETN, A. (r879-r9j5). Gerrnan rnathematical physicist.
According to the biography by Frank, Einstein was no child prodigy.
"Indeed it was a very long time before he learned to speak, and his

parents began to be afiaid tlirt he was abnormal. Finally it . child did
begin to speak, but he was always taciturn, and never inclined to enter
into the games that nursemaids pl^y with children in order to keep
both the children and themselves in good humour.

"Even when Albert was nine years old and in the highest grade of
the elementary school, he still lacked fuency of speech and everything
he said was expressed only after thorough consideration and refec-
tion. . . . He was regarded as an amiable dreamer. And yet no evidence
of special talent could be discovered". (Frank, 1948.)

It has been stated "that from the point of view of his teachers,
Einstein was an unsatisfactory pupil, apparently incapable of progress
in languages, history, geography and other primary subjecs." He
could not have been a brilliant student either at high school or at the
university, for the exceptional nature of his gifts was not appreciated
by any of his teachers.'When he revisited his old school, h. was morti-
fied to find that the teacher who had inspired him most could nor
even remember him. On leaving the universiry he had difficulty in
fi"di"g a post and for a time had to support himself by private tutoring.
After a weary search for work, he obtained a stable appointment as

examiner at the Patent Oflice at Berne. Upon the publication of his
first monograph in r9o5, the patent office clerk was promoted to be a
lecture r at, the university.

There is considerable evidence that Einstein's mental imagery was
predominantly visuo-spatial rather than verbal. It is perhaps significanr
that his interest in mathematics was aroused by reading a book on geo-
metry given to him by ,Jewish medical student. In his reply to the
questionnaire circulated by Hadamard (rq+S), Einstein stated that the
words or the language, as they are written or spoken, did not seem to
pl"y any role in his mechanism of thought. The psychical entities
which seem to serve as elements in thought were, in his case, of visual
and some of muscular type. Conventional words or other signs had to
be sought for laboriously only in a second ary stage, when the associa-
tive play was sufficiently established and could be reproduced at will.
Reiser has stated that when Einstein was faced with a problem he had
a "definite vision of its possible solution".

In temperament, he was introspective, shy and redring. "Nothing
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could be more unwelcome to his sensitive and retiring character than

the glare of the platform and the heat of public controversy." His own
statements about himself show that there was a strong schizoid com-
ponent in his personality. Thus, he wrote in The World as I see It:

"My passionate sense of social justice and social responsibiliry has

always contrasted oddly with my pronounced freedom from the need

for direct contact with other human beings and human communities.

I 'g*g my own grit', and have never belonged to my country, ffiy
home, my friends or even my immediate 6mily with my whole heart:
in the face of all these ties, I have never lost an obstinate sense of
detachment, of the need for solitude-a feeling which increases with
the years."

FARADAv, M. (t7gr-r867) was probably the greatest of all experi-

mental investigators of the physical world.
The son of a blacksmith, who was very poor, Faraday received very

little education. At 13 he went to his first job as errand boy in e.

bookseller's shop near his home, and for a year cleaned the windows,

swept the foor of the shop, and delivered newspapers. He was e

member of the sect called Sandemanians which, though small in
numbers, had included some men of disdnction, such as the engraver
Cornelius Varley, one of three artist brothers, and the water-colour
painter, George Barnard (Crowther, r94o). Crowther has suggested

that the families of this exclusive sect were in-bred through inter-

marriage, and it is possible that there may have been a hereditary strain

of high spadal ability.
Faraday had all the characteristics of the schizothyme. Individualistic

almost to the point of caricature, he renounced social life more and more
as he grew older. Apparently unable to collaborate, he never had a

research assistant and he created no school. He refused the Presidency

of the Royal Sociery. As in the case of Newton, his menhl health broke

down at the age of 49, and his scientific work was entirely suspended

for about twenty months. He complained about feeling uncomfortable
in the presence of strangers and found letter-writing a severe strain.

He explained that he could not see people or even visit the houses of
friends, because of "ill health connected with my head". However, he

made a complete recovery and his mind became as acute as before.

Faraday's extraordinary achievement demonstrates that it is possible

for a man with little formal education to make fundamental discoveries
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in science, provided that he has the requisite natural aptitude. In. Fara-
day's case, there is little doubt that thlre was a high endowment of
visuo-spatial abiliry, fot he always conceived his problems in spatial

!.tpt (..g._'lines of force'), rather than in terms of mathematicaliy*-
bolism. Indeed, he knew little formal mathemarics. It is interesting to
speculate as to what might have happened to Faraday if he had b..t
selt to a grammar or public school where the staple dier was the study
of the classics. 'W'ould he have been rated a dunce like Trevithick or
Edison or would he have taken higher education in his stride like Lord
Kelvin, who also had marked spatial ability? It may be doubted whether
Kelvin would have done as well academically as he did (he was second
ytTgler) if his father, who was Professor of Mathematics at Glasgow,
h"{ ,ro! supervised his education from the earliest years. Kelvin', loog
and arduous PreParation for a career in science is in marked contr"rt
to that of Fara day, who obtained a post as 'bottle-washer' ar the Royal
Institution almost by accident. (It happened one dry that a cusromer
at the book-shop gave him a ticket for a course of lectures given at
the Royal Institution by Sir Humphr.y Davy.)

c r B B s, J .'w I L L A n o (r 8 3 9-r9o3). A mathematical physicist, whose very
hqh r-eputation as America's greatest scientist beais a strikirg conrrast
to his lack ofpopular fame. The majority of studenrs ar Yale, where he
was professor, did not know of his existence, much less of his great-
rress. It is said that during all the years of his membership of the Yale
faculty, Gibbs made only one speech. After-a prolonged-discussion of
the relative merits of mathematics and languages as .,rltrrrl studies, he
rose and uftered one short sentencs-"ly[athematics is a language".

Former pupils report that he was unaffectedly modesr, gendi, self-
contained and dignified and had no eccentricities. He took little part
in social and politictltffeirs. He never married and for most of hfhfe
he,lived quietll h his eldest sister's home. He had some quality of deep
isolation, an inhibited temperament which seemed to pr.ient him fro"r
discussing his ideas easily with others. He rarely told ,nyone whar he
was doing, until his work was ready for publication.

MAxwE LL, J. cr,Enr (r VvZg). Scottish physicist.
Llnivert"lly recogni zed as the greatest theoretical physicist of the

nineteenth century, Ma>rvrell was regarded as a visualist by his con-
temporaries, though he inspired the more abstract nonvisual theories
of the twentieth century. He had a powerflul visual imaginarion md,
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like Kelvin, had a habit of making a visual rePresentation, diagram or

model of every problem.
There are numerous indications in his biography that he had schizo-

thymic tendencies. According to Crowther (rgl S) "th: most serious

deficiency in his youth was lack of adaptation to social intercourse".

In the summer of 1853 when studying for his examinations, he became

seriously ill with "brain fever", as neurosis was described in the termi-

nology of the dey.The circumstances of his inaugural lecture as Caverr-

dish [ioGsor ofexperimental physics suggett 1typically schizot\mic
fear tf " critical ,Ldi.rr... Apparently, he deceived the Llniversity
authorities regardirg the date of the inaugural lecture, So that "it was

delivered in an obscurely advertised place to a score of students".

Maxwell 
ouwas 

not quite confident that his delivery would be comp!.!.lt
successful" (Crowther, r93 j). Two universities in his native land had

the opporruniry of appointing him as Professor, but both.preGrred
men *i" *.r" believed to be better teachers. Nicknamed 'D"fry' et

school, h. was considered to have a very unusual or uncommon

personaliry, but not even the ablest of his fellow-students aPPreciated

the greatness of his intellectual Power.
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Appendix 5

Some schizot\mic philosophers

Tnn following eminent philosophers were men of leptosomatic phy-
sique and in some cases showed marked schizothymic or schizoid
traits. (See portrait of Bacon, plate 5.)

Alexander, S.

Aristotle (also a scientist)
Bacon
Bergson
B6hme
Descartes (also a mathematician)
Hegel
Herbart

Jacobi, F.

Kant
Kierke geard
Leibniz (also a mathematician)

Locke
Lotze
Mendelssohn, Moses

Mill, J. S.

Nietzsche
Rousseau
Russell, B. (also a mathematici*)
Schleiermacher
Spinoza

Swedenborg (also a scientist)

Voltaire
'Wittgenstein (also a rnathematician

and engineer)
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Appendix 6

Some schizothymic chess champions

lr can scarcely be doubted that a high degree of spatial ability is essen-

tial for outstandirg achievement in chess. This may be the explanation
of the tendency, which has frequently been noted, for ability at chess

and ability at mathematics to go together.* Quite a number of eminent
chess masters were professional mathematicians or teachers and stu-

dcnts of mathematics (Alexander, Anderssen, Euwe, Keres, Emanuel

Lasker). Several were engineers (Bowinnik, Edward Lasker, Maroczlt
Steiner) *d one became an eminent physicist (Vidmar). Chess resem-

bles mathematics in that it is necessary to start young to have any hope
of achieving distinction. Hardy once said that mathematicians must be
"caught young" and this rule seems to be true of virtuosi at chess.t

We might expect to find that the personality qualities associated with
high spadal ability would be particularly i, evidence among the great

chess masters. It is certainly very noticeable that the greatest players

have been nlen ofstrong and well-marked personality. It has been stated

that egotism is such a frequent characteristic among them that it must
be intrinsic to their personality make-up (Fine, rgsz). Among those

* A notable instance of ability at chess and ability at mathematics going together
is seen in the Penrose family. Professor Lionel Penrose, an eminent statistician and
geneticist, is a noted chess player and the combination of abilities has also been

shown by his sons. One son won the British chess championship and another son

was very near master rank in chess when he decided to devote most of his energies

to mathematics, subsequently becoming a Professor of Mathematics at Cam-

bridge.

f Chess also resembles mathematics in having its child prodigies, some ofwhom
later achieved world-wide fame (e.g. Capablanca, Reshevsky). That Reshevsky"
precocious ability at chess was a manifestation of high spatial ability is suggested

by 
" 

report of his performance in certain psychological tests which he took at the

age of eight, before he had had any schooling. He distinguished himself in two
tests involving the visualization of form and in a test of visual memory for digits.

ln the spatial tests (fitting shapes and dissecting shape$ hit performance was out-
standing and would have been remarkable in an adult (Reshevsky, 1948).
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who were remarkable for toughncss and aggressivenes , -::':::r
and Emanuel Lasker. Some were unpopular because they were domi-
neering and arrogant (Tarrasch, Steinitz and Alekhine). Some of the
most brilliant became morbidly withdrawn (Morphy, Torre, Rubin-
stein) and at least three suffered from severe delusions of persecution
(Rubinsrein, Nimizovitch, Morphy).

Among chess champions, the followirrg showed wcll-marked
schizothymic traits.

Alekhine
Anderssen (mathematics teacher)
Botvinnik (engineer)
Euwe (mathematics teacher)
Keres (student of mathematics)

Lasker, Emanuel (mathematician and philosopher)
Morphy
Nimzovitch
Reshevsky (accountant)
Rubinstein
Smyslov
Spielmann
Steinitz
Tarrasch (medical doctor)
Torre

Note on Paul Morphy (r8lZ-8+)

Peur Monpuv is regarded by many of the most competent judges as

the greatest chess player of all time. At the age of zz, after a triumphant
succession of brilliant victories, he declared his career as a chess player
finally and definitely at an end.

Subsequently he tooL r.rp law as a profession but was unsuccessful in
Practice. Gradually, he relapsed into a state ofseclusion and introversion,
which culminated in unmistakable paranoia. In a well-known essay on
the problem of Paul Morphy, Ernest Jones (rgl r) has advanced an
elaborate psycho-analytical explanation of the tragedy. To the present
writer, however, it seems probable that there is a more direct connect-
ion between Morphy's rcmarkable talent for chess and his equally
remarkable personaliry. He seems to have possessed to a very striking
degree both the assets and liabilities associated with outstandirg sparial
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abiliry. During his brief public career as a chess player, he exhibited

extraordinary 
- 
selGconfidence and endurance. In spite of a highly

sensitive disposition he had a pleasirg and charmitg manner.'With the

passing of the years he became progressively less sociable, gradually

I.rreloping into an eccentric and irritable recluse, though he still ex-

hibited his remarkable prowess at chess.
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Appendix Z

Some cyclothymic biologists, chemists and

medical scientists

Tsn following eminent biologists, physiologists, chemists and medical
scientists were men of pyknic physique, as far as could bejudged from
photographs or portraits.

BIOLOGISTS AND
PHYSIOTO GISTS

Buffon
Carrell, A.
Darwin, Charles
Gegenbauer
Gmelin, J. G. (of a
f"-ily of botanists and
chemists)

Humboldt, Alex. von
Lankester, R y
Leeuwenhoek
Liruraeus
Mendel
Moleschott
Pavlov

C HEMI S TS

Arrhenius
Berzelius
Bunsen
Fischer, E.
Gry-Lussac
Ostwald, Wilhelm
Pasteur

Perkin

MEDICAL
SCIENTISTS

Behring
Billroth
Boerhaave
Brown-S6quard
Darwin, Erasmus

Gall
Haller, von
Harvey
Hunter, J.
Koch, R.
Lister
Ross, Sir R.
Schleiden
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Appendix I

Some cyclothymic men of letters

IN the following list are named a number of men of letters who had

marked pykni. phyrique and who, in most cases, apPear to have been

ryclothy-i. in iemp.r"-ent. In some cases, there were symPtoms of
manic-i.pr.tsive illness. (Portraits ofJohnson, Belloc and Chesterton

are shown in plates 3 and 4.)

Balzac
Belloc
Boswell
Bunyan
Burns, Robert
Chesterton, G. K.
Doyle, Conan
Dryden
Dumas (ptsre)

Gibbon
Goethe
Howells
Hugo

Ibsen

James, Henry

Johnson, S.

Keller, G.
Kipling
Maeterlinck
Marve11

Maupassant
Pepys
Priestley, J. B.
Rabelais

Richardson
Scott, Sir'Walter

Sheridan
Smith, Sydney
Steele

Sully-Prudhomme
Swift
Thackeruy
Thomas, Dylan
Trollope
Ustinov, P.
'Wallace, Edgar
'Waugh, Evely"
Wells, H. G.

Wilde, Oscar
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Appendix g

Some cyclothymic mlrsicians

Marqv musicians in the following list had marked pyknic physique and
ryclothymic temperament (.t portrrit, of Sch.,l.r, *ri Handel in
plates 7 and 8).

Bach, K. p. E.

Bach, J. C.
Bach, J. S.

Balakirev
Bax
Beethoven
Bloch
Brahms
Bruckner
Busoni
DvoiSk
Glinka

Gluck
Handel
Haydn
Hindemith
Honegger
Lehar
Milhaud
Mozart
Mussorgsky
Purcell
Rossini
Rubinstein, Anton

Schonberg

Schubert
Schumann
Scriabin
Sibelius
Sousa

Strauss, J.
Strauss, R.
Sullivan
Tchaikovsky
Vaughan 'Williams

Wo[ Hugo
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Appendix 10

Table 49

Statistical data obtained in follow-up and factorial studies carried out by the author

MIDDLESBROUGH STUDY

MoRAY HoUSE SPACE rEsT I (.oRRELATIoNS)

validity of a battery qf selection tests (including M:H, .Space 
Te* !) take.n dt age 13 in 1949 or

rgjo. Correlatiiiir'oi,i liiin,irtweei scores ii indiuiduil tests and criteria of success in technical

exammations taken three yeaff later at age of t6'

SUBJECT

M.H.
SPACB

TBST I

*'s4z*

* '379*

*'z4t

* '3o7*

{ .zz6*

*'zg3*

* '3zs*

* '628*

*'zz7

* '428*

*'o7z

-'r93
_ .IIO

* '4r9*

- 'o70

* '63i*

M.H.
VERBAL

REASONING
TEST

M.I{.
ENGLISH

TBST

*'r3i
*'278*

-'o87

-'06r
*'qz

-'r33
- '212*

* '434

- .o88

* 'r9o

-'o75
*'428

*'s6z*

-'r40
* 'ro9

- 't36

M.H.
ARITH-
METIC
TEST

-'r35
* 'o36

* 'o96

* 'r89

f .zot

- 
.o20

-'oo3
* 'r98

- 'r92

* 'o7o

- .lr2

- .\92

* 'ojr

*'r84

- '146

*'oz7

N

Metalwork (Practical onlY,

Internal Exam., rg52)
Metalwork (TheotY anil Ptactical,

Internal Eocdm., tgSz)
Metalwo* (Praaical onlY,

Internal Exam., 1953)

Metalworle (TheorY and Ptactical,

Internal Exam., 1953)

Woodwork (TheorY dnd Practical,

Intemal E)cam., 1953)

W ooilw ork (Pr acti cal onlY,

Internal Exam., 1953)

Wooilwork (TheorY and Practical,
Intemal Exam., rgsf)

Haniticraft U. M.Bil.G.C.E.,
rg52)

Handicraft (J.M.B{.G.C.E.,
r953)

Ceiiit:r i cal Dr aw ing (Inurual
Exam., tg52)

Geometrical Dr aw ing (Internal
Exam., 1953)

Geometrical Drawing (J . M.Bil'

6g

6+

6S

65

86

88

86

r7

24

66

5o

l2

* 'r9o

*'zo9

- 'o48

- 'o40

- ,o2o.

- ,o2g

-'ro9
*'44

- '349

* '3 ro*

* 'rs7

*'zz4

- ,2o7

*'t74

- 'oo9

* 'zss

G.C.E., r953)
Building Drawing (Internal Exam',

rg52)
Buiiilng Drawing (Interrul Exam',

r953)
Buiiiiig Geometry (Internal Exam',

rg52)
Buiiling Geometry (Internal Exdttt',

r953)

r6

23

t6

23

* Sigpificant at 5 Per cent level of confidence.
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Appendix to

Table 50

MIDDLESBROUGH STUDY

MORAY HOUSE SPACE TEST I (nEGRESSToN CoEFFTcTENTS)
Best weightings of test-scores in the selection batteryfor predicting success in technical examinations

taken three years later. Pupils were orig;nally te*ed-in ry4g or tgso at age 13.

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

MI,'LTIPLB
CORRE-
LATION
WITH

CRITER-

IONSUBJBCT

Metalwork (Practical only, Internal
Ezcatn., r9S2)

Metalwork (Theory and Practical,
Internal Exam., tgs2)

Metalwork (Practical only, Intenul
Exam., r9j3)

Metalwork (Theory and Practical,
Internal Exam., r9j3)

Woodwork (Theory and Practical,
Internal Exam., rgs2)

Wooilwork, (Practical only, Intemal
Exam., r9j3)

Woodwork (Theory and Practical,
Internal Exam., r9j3)

Handicraft (J. M.Bil.G.C.E.,
19s2)

Haniliuaft (J. M.BL.G.C.E.,
re53)

Geometrical Drawing (Internal
Exam., rgs2)

Geometrical Draw ing (Internal
Exam., r9j3)

Geometrical Drawing (1. M.Bd.
C.C.E., r9j3)

Building Drawing (Internal Exam.,
t952)

Building
re53)

Building
I952)

Building
r953)

Drawing (Internal Exam.,

Geometry (Internal Exam.,

Geometry (Internal Exam.,

N

6g

64

65

65

86

88

86

I7

24

66

5o

T2

r6

23

r6

23

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

'336

,293

.o66

'435

,ro2

+

+

+

+

* .ooz

- '229

-'223
*'238

- '340

* 'r7g

- 'ro3

*'szz

-'065
*'942

- '428

*'776

'oo9

.I2o

,146

'214

.MI

'r90

'367

,268

'457

's6g

'r40

'8r j

'638

.IT7

* 'o93

* '447

_ .III

- .o4g

*'zg8

-'374

- '426

* .36o

* '39o

*'246

-'4ro
f r.3o6

+

- 'soz

* '3or

- '263

* 'o89

*'orj

* 't7T

+

* '672

* .s7o

*'3rj
*'M7
*'srz
* '5oo

* 'j8z

*'76o

*'624

* '69z

* '369

* '7rs

* '977

f .8zr

* '3ro

*'947 - '733

* Significant at j per cent level of confidence.
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M.H.
SPACE

TEST I

M.H.
VERBAL

REASON-

ING
TEST

M.H.
ENGLISH

TEST

M.H.
ARITH-
METIC
TEST

s.A.-23
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Table 51

MIDDTESBROUGH STUDY

MoRAy HousE spACE TEST I (coRREtATrorvs)

Validity of a battery of selection tests (including M.H. Spacg Test 1) taken in r95t
when ihe- pupils ieri r r years of age. Correlations are sh,own between scores in
indiuidual-teiu and criteria-of succiss in technical examinations taken fir, yedrs later.

SUBJECT

M.H.
SPACE

TEST I

* '283

*'r87

* '3tz

- 'o72

M.H.

VERBAL

REASONING

rEsr 46

M.H.
ENGLISH
TEST 228

M.H.
ARTTH-

METIC
TEST 22

- 'o8Z

*'o7t

*'or9

f .ror

N

Engineering Drawing
(Internal Exam., r9i6)

Engineering Drawing
(G.C.E. Assoc. Exam.
Board, r9j6)

Metalwork, (Theory and
Practical, Internal
kAtn., r9J6)

Metalw ork (G.C.E. r4ssoc.

Ercum. Boardr rgi6)
Woodwork (Theory and

Practical, Internal

47

27

39

2T

36

23

*'4o8* - 'o7l - '263 *'o3o

* '298 - 'r54 *'o4z *'o63

-'o33

*'o64

- 'r48

- 
.168

- '259

- 
.126

- 
.106

*'o4z
* Significant at 5 Per cent level of confidence.
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Table 52

MIDDLESBROUGH STUDY

MoRAy HousE spAcE TEST r (*rcRESSroN coEFFrcrrNrs)
Best weightings of-test+cores in the selection battery taken at age n for predkting
sr,tccess in technical examinations taken fw years liter. The pipils were iriginally

tested in t95t.

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

SUBJECT

MULTIPLB

CORRE-

TATION

wITH
CRTTER-

ION

*'69Z
Engineering Drawing

(Internal Exam., r9j6)
Engineering Drawing

(G.C.E .r4ssoc. Exam.
Board, r9J6)

Metalwork (Theory and
Practical, Internal
Exam., r9j6)

Metalwork (G.C.E.
,*soc. Exdrfi, Board,
re56)

Woodwork (Theory and

Practical, Internal
E)cAm., r9j6)

Woodwork (G.C.E.
,Assoc. Exarn. Board,
re56)

47 + - 'o83 - '634 * '3or

27 f .68o - '6J8 * 'jor f '186 *'j8z

39 *'426

2T *'3zs * 'oo3 - ,364 *'o83

- 
-666

- 'o48 *'J4o

* '336

* '163

36 *'3o7 -'307 *'o76 f 'oo6 *'36j

23 - 'oo4 - '328 {'ozz * 'o7r *'zsz
* Significant at i per cent level of confidence.

N

M.H.

SPACE

TEST I

M.IT.

VERBAT

REASON-

ING

rEsr 46

M.H.

ENGTISH

TEST 228

M.IT.

ARITH-

METIC

TEST 22
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Table 53

MIDDTESBROUGH STUDY

N.F.E.R. spATIAt TEsr r (coRRELATroNs)

Validity of a battery of selection tests (including N.F.E.R . Spatial lest r) taken in

rgjr ilri" the pupils-were 13 years of age. Conelations are shown between scores in
indiyidual tests ini criteria of siccess ii tichnicdl examinations taken three yedrs later.

SUBJECT

SPATIAL
TEST I

+ '346*

*'33i

*'474*

*'44

*'o3T

M.H.

VERBAL

REASONING

TEST

*'oz7

- 'o48

-'3r3

- 'r78

- 'o99

*'5i9*

M.H.
ENGLISH

rssr r 8

- 'oo3

* 'rjo

* '146

- 'or4

*'343

- 'rot

M.H.
ARITH-
METIC

rssr r 8

-'106

- '2gg*

- 'oo4

_.I5I

- '223

* '693*

N (N.r.E.n.) (eov. e)

| .6zz*
Engineering Drawing

(Internal Exam., r9J4)
Metalwork (Theory and

Practical, Internal
Exafti., r9j4)

Metalwork (G.C.E.

l.M. Board, 1954)

Woodwork (Theory and

Practicdl, Internal
E)cafti., r9i4)

Woodwork (G.C.E.

J.M. Board, r9i4)
Geometrical Drawing

(G.C.E J.M. Board,
rss4)

52

52

r9

52

24

r9

* Significant at J Per cent level of confidence.
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Table 54

MIDDTESBROUGH STUDY

N.F.E.R. SrATIAL TEST'I (nrcREssloN coEFFIcIENTs)
weightings of test-scores in the selection battery for predicting subsequent success

technical exaruinations. hryils were originally tested in ry5r at the age of U.

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

SUBJECT

Engineering Drawing
(Internal Exam., rgs4)

Metalwork (Theory and
Practical, Internal
ExAm., r9j4)

Metalwork (G.C.E.

J.M. Board, r9J4)
Woodwork (Theory and

Practical, Internal
ExAm., r9j4)

Woodwork (G.C.E.

J.M. Board, r9j4)
Geometrical Drawing

(G.C.E J.M. Board,

re54)

M.H.
ARITH.
METIC

rrsr r 8

- '036 *'oz4 *'tgz

f 'o6o * 'r43 - '283

'5O2 r'250 *'zt4 *'362

MUtTIPIE
CORRE-

LATION
WITH

CRITEB.

ION

52

52

r9

52

24

r9

+

+

+

+

+

+

'r40

- 'J38

*'ro4

*'zos

*'447

*'768

* '6o3

* '433

+ .866

- 'o48 { .tzz

*'4r4 - 
.lo2

,242 + f .r8o +
* Significant at 5 per cent level of confidence.

N

SPATIAL

TEST I
(N.r.r.n.)

M.H.

VERBAL

REASON-
ING
TEST

(aov. e)

M.H.
ENGLISH

rrsr r 8
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Table 55

OLDHAM STUDY

N.F.E.R. spATIAt TEST I (aoRRELATroNs)
Validity of a battery of selection tests (including N.F.E.R . Spatial Test r) takm in rg14 when the
pupils were fi years of age. Correlations are shown between scores in indiuidual tests anil criteria

of success in G.C.E. Examinatiotts takenfiue years later.

N
SPATIAL
TEST I

VERBAL
TEST

BNGLISH
TBST

MEcH. I pnon.
ARrrH. I e*rnr.

I

Art

Woodwork
Mathematics
Mathematia
Physics
Physiu
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
Biology
French
German

SUBJEC-T

Metalwork
Mechanical Science

English Language
English Language
English Literature
English Literature

358

zr Boys
zr Boys
z6 Cirls

8 Boys

3z Boys

9z Boys
84 Girls
6r Boys
16 Cirls
55 Boys
zB Girls
5r Boys
66 Girls
4r Girls
z6 Girls
55 Boys

4r Girls
3r Boys

5r Girls

'r92
'3o.4

'r93

't67
.r2o

'241

'227
'o79
'24r
'r40
'r37
,229

'074
'o84

-.I3I'r43
.28r

,123

- 'o42

ESSAY

- '30r

-'T87
.r28

'r 56

-'t37.r93

'o70

- 'o29

- .olo
. r6r

- 'r87

- 'o42

.rro
'o43

'oo7

'l4l
'255
'oo5

-.orr
.08r

'263
'o50
'253
'O22

'384
'335
.26r

'r48
.222*
'539*
.028

-'c.26
-'ro9'29o

- 'o22
'352*
'r43

- '225
'273*
'126

'o32

-'247
'223
.T12

-'23r'r44
-.46
- '299

- 
.OII

'221
'394
'r99
'279
'r35

'3

'245

355 '373

'248
.228

'227
'248

* Sigruficant at 5 per cent level of confidence.



Appendix ro

N.F.E.R. spATIAt TEsr I (*TGRESsIoN coEFFlcrrr.rrs)

leslw1iglt@St of test-scores in the selection battery (induding Spatial Test t) for predicting success
in G.C.E. Examinations taleenfiue yedrs later. Pupils were-originally testedln ry5a andlook the

Northern Universities Joint Matriculation Board Eximinalions in r9j9.

Table 56

OLDHAM STUDY

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

MULTIPLE
CORRE-

LATIONsuBJrEcT N

Metalwo* zr Boys

Science

Art
Woodwork

'546

'390

'053

-'o3r
- '156

.TT2

.r95

'o54

-'264
- 'ro4

'56r
'r 83

'448

'452

'76r

'r87

- '504

- 'o48

'326
_ .OII

- 'o83

-'o84

- .28o

- .o8o

'o24

'236

-'r56
't73

- 'o49

-'537
-'232
- .or8

- .2o8

'293
.t66

'r 85

.12o

'r30

- ,o79

t't46

-'392
-'90r
- '6z9

r.2o8

'8r r
'798

2.652

-'r8g2,266

- '246

,lo7
r'592

- '438

- 'o66

,382

r'453

t.258

'7U^3

'332

t.o24

'506

- '429
r.7Tr

'88J

'64o

'53 r

'537

,692

'594

.4
'472
'965
'543
'937

'7o2

'748

'839

'903

zt Boys
z6 Girls

8 Boys
3z Boys

9z Boys

'390
.8o6

'04r

'283

'2os

'c,64
'223
.268

Mathe-
matics

Mathe-
matics

Physics
Physics
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
Biology
Frmch
German
English
Language
English
Language
English
Literature
English
Literature

8+ Girls
6r Boys
16 Girls
55 Boys
z8 Girls
5r Boys
66 Girls
4r Girls
z6 Girls

- 'o42

-'3r8
'035
'093
'or9

- '298
'o45
'564
'474

-. o8o

- r.r27

'6zS

-'470
'8oj

'045

'255
'8o6
'283
'236
'364
'430
.288

'324

'22355 Boys

4r Cirls

3r Boys

5 r Girls

.e,62

r99

'r97

'r40

* Significant at j per cent level of confidence.

SPATIAL

TEST I
VERBAL

TEST

ENcLIsH I I ME.H.
rESr lrssaY l^or".

PROB.

ARITH.
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Appendix tl

List of paper-and-pencil tesrs of sparial abiliry

TEST

Maze Test

Copying and Drawing from
Memory
Picture Completion

Army Group Intelligence (Beta)
(including spatial sub-tests such as

paper form-board)
Mental Manipulation of
Space Relations
Matching Solids and Sufaces
Spatial Relations, A and B
Hands Test

Engineering Aptitude Test
Drawing a Man
Figure Orientation (Chelsea Tests)
Imagery Test
Mechanical Abiliry (Tracing,
tapping, dotthg, copying, blocks,
pursuit)
Form Relations (N.I.[.P.)
Memory for Designs (N.[.[.P.)
Drawing a Man
Embedded Figures

Form Discrimination
Visual Designs

AurHon(s)
S. D. Porteus

A. Binet
R. Pintner and

M. M. Anderson

[r.S. Division of
Psychology

H. N. Irwin
A. L. Rogers
L. L. Thurstone
L. L, Thurstone
L. L. Thurstone
C. Burt
P. B. Ballard
C. H. Griffiths

T.'lV'. MacQuarrie
A. Macrae
F. M. Earle
F. L. Goodenough
K. Gottschaldt
C. B. Davenport
F. '\I/'. Ellis (modified
by M. E. Goudg.
and H.'U/'. Crane)

APPROXIMATE

DATE OF

PUBTICATION

19I5

T9T7

r9r7

r9r 8

r9r 8
19r 8

r91 8

19r8
r9r 8
r92T

r922
r924

t925
t9z6
r9z6
r9z6
r9z6
r927

1927

36r



Spatial Ability

TEST

Visual Designs

Spadal Relations Examination,
Problerr. 4 (Paper folding)
Minnesota Mecharrical Ability
(including paper form-board)

Tests

Spatial Representation
Visualization
Gestalt Completion
Visual Perception (figure classifica-

tion)
Spatial Relations
(cube-counting, matching)
Revised Mhnesota Paper

Form-Board
Overlapping Shapes

Overlapping Shapes (with direc-
tions)
Area Discrimination
Form Equations, A. B and C
Correlate Eduction, A and B

Band Completion

Spatial Analogies

Pattern Perception (cross patterns)

Visual Motor Gestalt

Primary Mental Abilities
(Spatial sub-test)
Shapes Test (N.I.I.P.)
Recognition of Designs (N.I.I.P.)
Group Test 8oA (N.I.[.P. Mental
manipulation of shapes)

362

APPROXIMATE

DATB OF

AUTHoR($ PUBucATIoN
'W'. Healy rg27
L. L. Thurstone and
'W'. B. Jones rgz7
D. G. Paterson,
R. M. Ellictt, L. D.
Anderson, H. A.
Toops and E. Heid-
breder rgzS
O. Jtilian rgz}
E. ClaparBde rgzg
R. F. Street r93 r

C. Spearman

C. C. Brigham
R. Likert and
'W'. A. Quasha
'W'. Stephenson

A. A. El Koussy
A. A. El Koussy
A. A. El Koussy
A. A. El Koussy

(after Spearman)

A. A. El Koussy
(after Spearman)
A. A. El Koussy
(after Stephenson)
'W'. Stephenson

L. Bender
L. L. Thurstone
and T. G. Thurstone
P. Slater
P. Slater

1932

1932

r%4
r93 5

r93 5
r93 5
r93 5

r93 5

r93 5

r93 5
r93 5
rg3 8

rg3 8
1940

r940

P. Slater 1943



TEST

Survey of Space Relations Ability

Squares Test
Chesterfield Test (Spatial section,
including squares and square corr-
pletion)
Survey of Object Visuelwation
Visual Retention for Clinical LJse

Memory for Designs

Differential Apdtude Tesrs

(Space relations sub-tesr) 
.

Spatial Visuali zation (visuali zation
of rotated clock)
Spatial Orientation
(orientation of boat)
General Aptitude Tesr Bamery
(Spatial aptitude sub-tesr)
Moray House Space Test r (square
and cube counting, overlapping
shapes, refected forms, block
completion)

AUTHoR(s)

H.'W. Case and
F. Ruch
after Rybakoff

C. Spearman

D. R. Miller
A. L. Benton
F. K. Graharn and
B. S. Kendall
G. K. Bennett, H. G.
Seashore and A. G.
'Wesman

J. P. Guilford and
'W'. S. Zimmerman

J. P. Guilford and
'W'. S. Zimmerman
LJ.S. Employment
Service
G. H. Thomson,

J. H. Gray, J. Y.
Erskine, J. T. Bain
L. F. Mills and
'W. G. Emmett

Appendix r t

APPRO](IMATE

DATE OF

PUBLICATION

1944
r944

1944

1945

rg46

rg46

1947

1947

1947

1947

rg47

1947

rg48

rg48

rg48

rg48

363

Duplex Series of Ability
Tests: Nos 3 & 4, Part II
(Mathematical and Mechanical
Aptitud.r) F. M. Earle
Technical Selecdon Test T.S.8
(pattern checking) E. A. Peel
Technical Selection Test V.S.ro
(pattern checking) E. A. Peel
Object Aperture Test (space P. FI. Du Bois and
visualization) G. Gleser
Mathematical and Technical Test
(includes memoryfor desig* subtest) I. L. Prak



Spatial Ability

TEST

Group Test 8r (N.I.[.P.) (cross

pattern and dissectitg shapes)

Spatial Test r (N.F.E.R.) (dissecting

shapes, embedded figures, cross-

pattern, shape recognition, form
analogies, inverse drawing)
Spatial Test z (N.F.E.R.) (match
boxes, shapes and models, square

completion, paper folding, block

building)
Paper Form Board (Vz-r)
Punched Holes (Vz-z)
Surface Development (Vr-l)
McGill Closure Test (gestalt

completion)
Differential Test Battery (shapes

suLtest)
Flags Test (revised)

I. Macfarlane Smith r95o

AUTHoRG)

P. Slater

A. F.'Watts,
D. A. Pidgeon and

M. K. B. Richards

L. L. Thurstone
L. L. Thurstone
L. L. Thurstone

C. M. Mooney

J. R. Morrisby
L. L. Thurstone and
T. E. Jeffrey

APPRO)rIMATE

DATE OF

PUBLICATION

1949

I95I
1952
1952
1952

1954

I9J 5

rg56

Aptitude Classification Tests (S.R.A.)

(assembly and identification of
components, sub-tests) J. C. Flanagan - rg57

Spatial Test 3 (N.F.E.R.) (sections,

plrrn, projections and nets of solid I. Macfarlane Smith

ob.lects) and J. S. Lawes 1959

Object Completion Space Form
(completion, shapes and models) J. W. Curtis 196o

Development Test of Visual

Perception (eye-motor co-ordination,
figure-ground, form constanclr
position in space, sPace relations) M. Frostig 196r

For details of publisher and price and for critical reviews of many of the tests

listed above, reference should be made to the appropriete Mental Measurements

yearbook, edited by O. K. Buros and usually published by the Gryph9o Press,

Highland Park, New Jersey, LJ.S.A. Yearbooks have been published for 1938,

r94r, rg4g, 1953, r9i9 and t964.
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Appendix t z

(Some of the followirg items are reproduced from N.F.E.R. Tests by
kind permission of the Director, Dr. Wall.)

Samples of items fro* spatial tests

DRAWING

In each spece, make a drawing of the object named there. Make the
drawings large, as shown in the drawing of the door in the first space.

Do not spend a lot of time on detail, but be sure that you draw the out-
line of the shape correctly.

I

o

DOOR

2

SPADE

3

TUIILK GLASS

sHApE DrssEcrroN (r^pER FoRM-BoARD)

Each of the spaces below encloses a number of small figures and also

one large figure. The large figure on the right can be cut up to form the
small figures on the left.

Draw lines on the large figure to show how it should be cut to form
the smaller figures. ;

l6s

A
A



Spatial Ability

SPATIAL ANATOGIES

Look at the figures in the top row. 'Large square' is to 'small square'

as'large oblong' ir to 'small oblongn. The small oblong has been crossed

out because it bears the same relation to the large oblong as the small

square does to the large square.

Cross out the correct figure in the second row in the same way.

istofl a9 is to x
EisroHas B^isto f fIN\

EMBEDDED FIGURES

The four figures A, B, C and D are printed above. Now in each of
the drawings ond.rreath, one of these figures is hidden. Try t-o find

which of the figures A, B, C or D is hidden in each drawing and wrlte

its letter in tht brackets underneath. The first one has been done for
you.

n
(---9----l (--------) c-------) (--------)

366
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Appendix t z

SQUARE COMPLETTON

On each line there is a square with a piece cut out and five pieces
with numbers beside them. Two of the five pieces can be fitted together
so that they filI up exactly the space cut out of the square. Find them
and put their numbers at the end of the line.

The first one has been done for you. Look at it carefully. Then do
the second one yourself,

(2) and (s)

( )and( )

PATTERN PERCEPTION

In each of the spaces below there are tvyo patterns of crosses. The
smaller pattern oo th. left is hidden in the larger pattern on the right.
Pick out those crosses in the right-hand pattern which form the left-
hand paftern and draw a line round them. Thus, the patrern inside your
line should be the same as the pattern on the left-liand side. The first
rwo have been done for you.

l6z

L_l N.I ,fr .\ ,!I

tl ,Dr t,\ rI

I ++
+

++

+
+
+

+
++

2 +
+++

+

++

+

+ +
+
+

3

+

+
+

+

+++
+++ +
++ +

+

+

4

+ +
+

+

+
++ +

+
+++

+



Spatial Ability

PATTBRN COMPTETION

Complete the patterns in the sPaces below.

INVERSE DRAU/ING

In the lower space of each figure draw the upper figure as if seen

refected in a pool of water.

FORM EQUATIONS A

Underline the figure under C which when added to B will make the

square A.

cBA

\ 17 { 1
a.

368
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Appendix rz

BLO CK BUILDING

How many of the smaller blocks in the row below are needed to
build the larger one on the left? Write the number on each block.

fl
SECTIONS OF S OIID S

Each question shows a block of wood. Imagine a cur made where
shown by the dotted lines. Place a cross (X) on one of the four draw-
ings on the right which shows the shape of the cut face.

BLOCKS SHAPES

A B c D

FORM EQUATIONS B

Look at the three figures on the left-hand side of the top row. By
subtracting the second from the first, and then adding the-third, you
could make up the figure on the right-hand side. So a-- has been pur
before the second and a f before the third. Do this with the others
in the second ro'w.

+ --

B

f7
DA

\_l
cr-l

s.a.-24

AV
369



Spatial Ability

SQUARES

All the shapes below can be cut into two pqts which will fit together

;1garnto form a square. For example, in the firslshape, if e cut is made

,firoogh poinrs 6 and ro the p"ri cut off will fit in the top left-hand

corner and the wvo pieces make a square.

In each case draw it . line through which the cut must be made and

write the numbers through which ihe line passes in the sPace provided.

The first one has been done for You.

Numbers: 6 , l0 Numbers: Numbers:

SURFACE DEVELOPMENT

On the shape draw lines to show where you would cut to remove

the parts which would be the shaded portions if the paper were folded

to form the model.

SHAPE MODEL SHAPE MODEL

ANGLE RECOGNITION

In the rop row are drawings of four blocks. Each question shows a

drawing of thr.. lines. Theie three lines have begn copied from e

corner ff orr. of the blocks. Put the letter of this block under the three-

line diagram.

-1. \Z

A

B

<D

c

A B

37o

t- z- 3- 1-



Appendix t z

COPYING

Each question shows the shape of a solid block and a framework of
crosses. On the second framework put circles round the crosses you
wouldjoin up to make exactly the shape shown. The first has been done
for you.

SHAPE FRAMEWORK
+ + +@+
+ + + +@
+++++
(E+ + + +
(E@ + + +

a

SHAPE FRAMEWORK
+++++
+ + + +'+
+++++
+++t+
+++++

SURFACE RECOGNITION

The diagrambelow shows a model with the shapes ofits faces labelled
t, b, c and d. On each shape put a number showing how many times
that face has been used to build the model.

d

PROJECTTONS OF SOLTDS

The left-hand drawirg shows several blocks placed together. Put a

cross (X) on one of the four drawings on the right of the thick black
line which shows the view looking down on the blocks.

c

37r
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302-8 , 3t2, 3r3

mescalin, 3rg, 32o
mesomo{ph, 2Sot zSS, 3oZ, 3tt
mid-brain, 289
Middlesbrough Study, 16z-7, 3Sz-?
Mill Hill Vocabulary Test , 246
Minnesota Assembly Test, 4r, 42t r39
Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests, 362
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory (M.M.P.I.) , z$r
lfinnesota Paper Form-Board Test, ro8,

ro9, r39r r42,362
Minnesota Spatial Relations Form-Board

Test, 43
Mirror Test, zrr
modulor, 33o
muscular (athletic) body-build, 2So, 2SS,

3o7, 3tr
fr, N numerical factor, 25, r15, rzo, 126
neural reserves r 2Tr
neurosis , 344
neuroticism, 22T, 225, 247, 272
noegenetic processes, 2r3
Number Series Test, r95, 196, 2rt, zr2

O operations with imagery factor, rcS*7
obesity, 263
oblique factors, 8e
obsessional anxiety, zJJ, z8t, 297
occipital lobes, r8o, r8z
Oldham Study, t67-72,358, 359
organic mental disease, r8z
Orientation Spatial Test, 86, gtz, r19,

T20
Originality Test (Plot Titles) , trg-22,

I3I
Otis Intelligence Test , 52, 58, 268, z69
overinclusion, z19-6t
Overlapping Shapes Test, 47, 49, 362,

E6s

p perseveration factor, 265, 266, z7z
P perceptual speed factor, 88, 89, 97,

2r3
P-type (imagery type), z8r-6, 3l.4
Paper Folding Test,95, r17, zo6, zo7
Paper Form-Board Test (Fitting Shapes),

47,49,53, 56, 58, 6o, 93,95, to8,
ro9, r39, r42, 2o4r 206,2o7r 36r,
362, 365

paranola r 2gr, 297, 324, 347
parietal lobes, r79, r8o
Passalong Test, 44, 69-7r, 73, Z8, r9r,

22O, 237
Pattern Completion Test (or Band

Completion), 368
Pattern Perception Test (or Cross

Pattern) , 2o4t 2o7t 362, 367
Peel Technical Selection Tests (T.S.8,

V.S.ro),363
Perceptual Speed factor, 88,89, 97,

2O4,2r3
perseveration, 238

motor, 264-741 295, 297
sensory, 275, zJ6, 3zg

leptomolph,
leptosomatic

Maximum
ofr 7o,

Maz.e Test,

229, 249
body-build, 229, 249, 25O,

295, 296, 3o7, 3r7
Letter Series Test, 48, 50, Str 2r2
leucotomy, prefrontal, r8g-g5 , 2374
linear body-build (saa leptosomatic

body-build)
localization, cortical, r79-8o
Lozenges Test, 6o, 62, 92, ro2

m mechanical factor, 4rr 46,63, r35
M-type (imagery type) , z8t-6, 3r4
MacQuarrie Mechanical Aptitude Test,

r39, 196, z53r 36t
manic-depressive illness , 249, 259, 296,

350
Marble Board Test, 186, r87, zoz
masculinity, 234, 232 , 238, 255, 295,

297, 3r8
mathematical ability, ror-34
Matrices Test (see Progressive Matrices

Test)
Likelihood, Lawley's method
74, 79, 80
r8z, 186, rgo-2, r99, 22o,

36r
Meccano Test, 82, t36
mechanical ability , 4t, 46, 63, r 35-9r

r45, r47, ZZZ, 36t
Memory for Designs Test, 44, r8z, r98,

2o4t 207-9, 252, 273, zZS, 284, 36r
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Subject Inilex

personality profiles of pupils with
relatively high verbal or spatial
ability, 223-4

phenomenal regression, J, z6t
phenotype, 3rr
physicists, abilities of, 236

personality traits of, 236
physics, examinations in, 236, 2241 358-9
Picture Completion Test, r99, 36r
placidity, z8g, zg7
planning ability, r9r , rg2, rg3
Plot Titles Test, rrg, rzo
pool of ability, 22-23
Porteus Maze Test, t8z, 186, rgo-2,

t99, ZZO, 36t
practical ability , 44, 47 , 69, 7o, 77 , ?8 ,

rJ$, rg3
fudgnanz,29r
Prak Mathematical and Technical Test,

225-7,3631 39r
Primary Mental Abilities Tests, zzz, 362
Principal Components, Hotelling's

Method of , 54, 37
problem solving, 23o, 2gs
Progressive Matrices Test, 4r,42, t99,

2oo, 2oS, zo6, 246, zZ3, 375
Projections of Solids Test, 364, 3Zt
Punched Holes Test, 93, 95 , 364
pyknic body-build, 248 , 249, 289, 296,

3o7, 3t5, 3r7

R-type (imagery type) , z&t-6, 3r4
radar operating, r43
reading disability, r83
realism/idealism , 256
reasoning ability, 88, r16, r19
recognition, 6r , 62, zr5-r7
reflectiveness, 233, 254
researchers, qualities of , zzg, 23o, 2gs
reticular formation, 289-91 r
rhathymia,233
rigidity, t9? , 238, 264, 265
ritual, 3r8
rornanticism, 318
Rorschach Inkblot Test, 186, 2r9, 243,

252r 257, z6t,263
rotation of axes, Sor 67r 8o, 8r , rr7

s specific factor, 24, 25
S spatial factor, r5z, tg6r 23S
satiation, 2?8
schizoid, 3o9, 339, 342
schizophrenia, z6o, z6t, 278, 279, 29r,

z96, 3l9
schizothymia, 229, 2SS, 287, z$g, 34o
Schonell Graded Reading Test, 3o7
scientific ability , 2r7, z3o, 236

interests , 233, 27r, 297
manpowet, 17, 25, 293, 3oo, 3o2

scientists, personality traits of, 3oz-8,
3r2-2o

secondary function, zJ5
second-order general factor, 82, tt6
Sections of Solids Test, 369
Seguin Form-Board Test, t85, zzo
selection, educational, 27-36, 16z-3,

167-8, tZ2-3

selection, procedures used in, t6z-3,
t67-8, r72-3t 292-4

selectivity control (of radio receiver),
290-r

self-sufficiency, 229, 235, 236, 255
sex-difference (in spatial test-scores),

r22, r23r 2O9, 2TO, 235, 255
shape constancyr Z, zt5-t7, z6t
shape perceptiot, ?, S5r 2r5-r7
Shipley Abstractions Test, r98, 2r2, 234
simple structure, 59, 6o, r15
sociability, r7z-4, 233, 235
somatotypes, 3o7
Spaltung, 250-4, 3r7
Spatial Analogies Test, 47, 49r 5r, 57,58,

362, 366
spatial disability, r7gnS, 29r
spatial perceptiot, ?, 2tS-rZ
Spatial Relations Test (Thurstone), 36r
specific factor, 24,25
Speed of Closure, r9S-7
spiral after-effect, 278-9
Square Completion Test, 364, 367
Squares Test, 7r,83, r43-Sr 22t, 37o
stability, emotional, t7z-4, 238, 295,

296
Stereognostic Test, z\z
stereotype, 3o5-3o7
Street Gestalt Completion Test, 53, 2o4,

2O5r 222, 362
stroboscope, 2Z s
Strtimgren index , 249
submissiveness, 288, z8g
suppressor variable, zg3
Surface Development Test, gS, 37o
Surface Recognition Test, 37r
surgency, 223, 224, ?25, 235, 296
Syllogisms Test , rrg, r2o
symbolisffi, 3r8, 328
synaesthesia, 3e9
'synthetic' mode of perception, 2So, 259
syntonic personality typa, 249
Syracuse Visual Figure Background

Test, t86, zoz

Tactual Motor Test, t86, zoz
technical drawing, r58, r59
technical subjects, r58, r59, 16z-5,

352-g
technicians, zz, z6
technologists, 22,25
temperament, z18-63
tension, z8t, 288
tetrad-difference technique, 48, 57, 58
Thematic Apperception Test (T.A.T.),

263
tilted room, 262
'toughness', r44, r4S, 248
training on spatial test-scores, effects of,

r24, T25
two-factor theory (Spearman's), z4
typologies (of Jung, Kretschmer or

Sheldon), 248

ulcers, 263
United States Employment Service,

rS2-5, 363,382
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a, V_verbal fac_tor, 24, 25, 245, 296
a :,,e(,.verbal, educiti6irat- iact6r, 6 S
a I k bipolar _verbal/spatial factoi, 6"o, 65,

7t, z96,3t8
validity studi-es, 135-56, \6-77Varimix Methodr"8"3 "-' -J-
Venetian art stylb, !18
verbal ability, 24, 25, 245, 296
verbal fluency, 25, ii5,-i66,

314-r7
"verbalism of cerebrot orlia,,, zzo
vigorogs personal ity, 233
figotqkyTest, z15
Vinacke _Figures iest, ztz
Vincent Models Test,'45
viscerot onia, 287
vlslonarles, 32O
visual aids, r34
visual imagery, 48, r8o-r , zgz-6

Subjea Index

visualization factor (Vz), SZ-g8, 99-roo,
T961 2r2, 235

Visualization of Manoeuvres Test, 88-g
visualizers, 32o
vocabuldty.,6o, r rg-zo, 187-8

ur word fluency factor, z5
Washi'lgton sjrmposiuh -on spatial

abilities GgSz), 8Z-g
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 26o,

279
Welsh A-factor score on M.M.P.I. , z8r
wholes, 202-4, 2o8, 243, z96
Wigqly llock_Test (O'Conhor) , 43, t39
Wirebending Test, 8z
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, z7r
woodwork, r58, r59, r7Z, 292, 352-9

X factor, Alexander's, lr8, r74-s
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Adams, J., 24r
Adcock, C., 74, 373
Aitken, A. C., r33
Alekhine , A., 347
Alexander, C. H. O'D. , 346
Alexander, J. , 22, 372
Alexander, S. , 345
Alexander, W. P,, 44r 66, r93, 2r5t 373,

383
Allen, E. P. , 136, 373, 38o
Ampdre, A. M. , T32, 3ro, 332, 333
Anastasi, A., r35, 38o
Andersotr, G. Y.r 90, 373
Anderson, L. D., 362
Anderson, M. M., 36r
Arrderson, R., 8
Anderssen, A. , 346, 347
Apollonius, 3or
Archimedes, 3or
Ardis, J. A. , z6r, 387
Aristotle, 345
Arkwright, A., 3o2
Armstrong, W. G. (Lord), SSS
Arnot, R. E., r93, 384
Arrhenius, S. , 349
Ashby, Sir E., 3oo, 395

Babbage, C., 333
tsach family, 3r8, 35r

Name Index

Abel, N. H. , 332, 335
Aber'crombie, M.-L; J., r84 , 23or 383,

Bacon, F., 345
Bain, J. T. , 363
Baird, J. L., 3rr, 333
Baker, Sir B. , 332
Balakirev, M. A., 35o
Rallard, P. B., ro3, 36r , 377
Balzac, H. de, 35o
Barakat, M. K., 13, 99, rro' r28, 377
Barnard , G., 342
Barr, F., 33 , 372, 382
Barrett, E. S. , 93, 373
Barratt, P. E. , 283, 393
Barrow, I., 316 , 332
Barry, J., 32r, 322
Bawdon ,8., 3zr
Bax, Sir A. E. T., 35r
Beardsley, A. Y ., 32r, 322 _

Beech, fi.'R., z6o, z6t, 278, 279, 387

g#f,"hm, Max, 3r9

Beloff, J., zz1, 388
Bender, L., t8z, r98, 362, 383
Bennett, E., 74, 375
Bennett, G. K. , r'4, 363
Bensberg, G. J., r87, 383
Benton, A. L. , t&z, 363
Berg, E. A. ,2t5, 383
Bergson, H., 345
Bernal, J. D., 3r8, 333
Bernini, G. L., 32r,322' 327
Bernoulli family, 335
Berry, A. J., 34o, 395
Bertrand, J. L. F., 3t7
Berzelius, J. J., 3+9
Betz, W., ror r 377
Bice, H. V., r85 , 2or, zo8, 384

(Cruickshank et al.)
Bidder, G. P. , r32
Biesheuvel, S. ,275, 393
Bijou, S., r87, 383
Billroth ,T.,349
Binet, A., z4t, 36r
Bingtram; W. V., zzz, 223, 237, 387
Birkhoff, G. D. , 3t7, 332
Blac.k, D. A., 246, 387
Blackett, P. M. S., 3r8, 333
Blackwell, A. M., ro6, rz8, 377
Blade, M. F. , t24, 377
Blake, P., 33r,395
Blake, W., 32o, 32r, 322, 328
Bloch, E.,35r
Blyton, E., r8r
Boerhaave, H. , 349
Rtihme, J., 3+5
Boldrini, M., 256, 387
Bolyai, J. and W., 3o9, 332
Born, Max, r33
Borsada, E. C., r84, 383
Boshes, B., r93 , 387
Boswell , J., 3oz, 3r5, 35o
Botzum, W. A., r3o, 378
Boulton, M., 3oz
Boyarsky, S. , 248, 39r
Boyd, W., 3oo, 395
Boyle, R., 3oz, 3o4, 333
Bridford,.E. J. J. , 22o, 236, 387
Brahms, J., 35o
Brain, W. Russell, r8o, 383
Braque, G., 3zt, 322
Brattgard, S. O.,248, 387
Breng-elmann, J. C. , 22r, 237
Brigham, C. C. , r23, 362
Broglie, L. de, 333
Bronowski, J., r33 , 378
Brown, W.' ,-4?, ror r tz9, 373, 378
Brown-S6quard, C. E. , 349

Beethoven,
Behring, E.
Bell, E. T.,
Belloc, H.,
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L. van , 3r7, 35r
von, 349
336,337,338, 339, 395
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Bruckner, A., 35 r
Brunel family, 3rz
Brunelleschi, F., 3rr
Brush, F. N.r 13, r39, 38o
Buchan, J.r 28, 372
Buffon, G. L. L., 349
Buhler, R. A. r 276, 393
Bunsen, R. W. ,349
Bunyan, J., 3o2, 35o
Burns, C. L. C.r 223, 387, 388
Burns, Robert, 3ro, 35o
Burt, Sir C., 48, 67, 78, tt3, 160, r79,

2Orr 223r 237, 23g, 24O, 242, 25t, 2g6,
36r, 3?3, 328, 382r 383, 388

Busari, F. D. M. El., 35r
Butler, S., 3oz
Butt, A. S., r98, 383
Buxton, J., r32

Cairncross, A. K., ?
Caldwell, E. M., r83, 383
Calvert, B. , zz5 , 284
Cameron, A. E., ro3, Tz8, 378
Cameron, N., 259, z6r, 388
Cantor, G., 332, 336
Capablanca, J. R. , 346
Cardan, G., 3og, 332
Carnegie, A., 334, 3gs
Carrell, A.r 34g
Carroll, Lewis (C. L. Dodgsonl, 274
Case, H. W., 363
Cassel, R. H., r87, 383
Cattell, R. 8., r9r,22or 2241 2291 237,

245, 249, 265, 266, 269, 27o, 272t 2ZZ,
295,373,383, 388, 392

Cavendish, H., 333, 34o
C6,zanne, P., 3zt
Chadwick, Sir J., 33S
Chagall, M., 3zr
Champion, R. A.,247
Chapmao, W. P., r93, 384
Chesterton, G. K., 3o3, 3r4r 315, 3r8,

3rg, 350
Chown, S. M. ,264, 392
Christensen, P. R., 245, 388
Churchill, B. D., rz4, 378
Chyatte, C., z$t, 393
Clapardd€, E. , 362
Claridge, G., rS, 278, 393
Clark, M., 2or, 383
Clarke, G., 13, 52, 53, S4t 323
Cleveland, E. A., tz4, 3?8
Cockroft, Sir J., 2r, 372
Cockerell, C. S., 333
Colburn , 2., t3z
Collar, J., ro3, 378
Coombs, C. H., rr5 , r24, 3ZB
Copernicus, 3og , 332
Corbusier, Le (see Le Corbusier)
Costa, L. D., r99, 383
Costello, C. G., 18r, 384
Cox, J. \ry. , 44r 66, r35 , 323, 38o
Cromptotr, R. E. B. , 332
Crompton, S. , 3t2
Cronbach, L. J., r50
Crown, S., r9r , r94, 384
Crowther, J. G., 342, 344, 3gs

Name Index

Cruickshank, W. B., r85 , 2or, zo8, 384
Curie, Marie and Pierre, 333
Curtis, J. M. , r24, 3?8
Curtis, J. W. , 364

Dahlgrer, O. H., to7, 378
D'Alembert, J. le R. , 332
Darwin, C., 3oz, 3o4, 349
Darwin, E., 349
Davenport, C. B., 36r
Davidsor, M. A., 3o7, 3gs
da Vinci, Leonardo, 84,274, 3rr, 3r8,

32r, 322, 332
Davis, L., r93, 387
Davy, Sir H. , 3o2,3r5, 343
Deabler, H. L. ,279, 394
D6gas, 8., 3zr
Delacroix, E. ,32r
Dellaert, R., zr8, 236, 27o, 388
Dempster, J. J. B. ,78, 372, 323
DescarteS, R. , 332, 337, 345
Dick, Stewart , 326, 395
Diesel, R., 332
Dolphin, J. E. ,2o2
Douglas , J., 3rZ
Doyle, Sir A. Conan, 35o
Drevdahl, J. E. , 229,295, 388
Drever, J., 283, 393
Drew, L. J., 13, 69, 373, 374
Dryden, J., 3o3, 35o
Du Bois, P. H., 363
Dufy, R., 3ro
Dumas, A. (pdre), 35o
Duncker , K., 262
Dunne, J. W., r8l, 384
I)unsdon, M. I., r83, 384
Dtirer, A., 3lo, 3rr, 3r8, 32t, 322
Dvoi6k, A., 35r
Dyk, R. B. , z6t, 297, 392

Earl, C. J. C., zt8, 236, 2?o, z96, 388
Earle, F. M. t 43, 46, 36r, 363 , 3?4
Eddington, Sir A., 3o9, 333, 34o
Edison, T. A., 3rr, 333 , 343
Edwards, Reese , 33, 3?2
Edwards, Reginald, Z
Einstein, A., 3o9, 3t2,33o, 333, 34r
Bkman, G., 249, 388
El Koussy, A. A. H., 13, 47-521 66,285,

362, 374,379
Elliott, R. M. , 362
Ellis, F. W., r85, r98, 36r
Ellis, Havelock, 15 , 3r2, 395
El Sayed, F. B., 99, 38o
Emmett, W. G., r 3, 49, 65, 66, Zo, 29,

rS7-9, 16o, 363, 374, 382
Enke, W., 248, 388
Eratosthenes, 3or
Ernst, M., 32t, 322
Erskine, J. Y. , 363
Euclid, 3or
Euler, L., t32
Euwe, M., 346, 342
Eysenck, H. J., T93, 22t, 229, 233, 237,

2431 2451 247, 25o, 254, 256, 25g, 265,
226, 278, 286, 296, 297, 3o8, 3r8, 384,
388, 389, 39r,392,393, 395
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Name Index

Faraday, M., 3o2, 3o4r 3ro, 333, 342
Faterson, H. F. , z6t, 297, 392 (Witkin,

H. A. et al.)
Faubian, R. \ /. , r24, 328
Feuerbach, A., 3ro, 3zr, 322

Gleser, G., 363
Glinka, M. I., 35r
Gluck, C. \ry., 35r
Glueck, S. and 8., 287, 394
Gmelin, J. G., 349
Goethe, W., 3r9, 35o
GoldsteiD, K. , t79, r8z, r94, 196, 253,

254, 259, 384
Goldstone, S. ,276, 394
Golla, F., z8r , 285, 394
Gooch, A. G. , 34, 372
Goodenough, D. R. , z6r, 297, 392

(Witkin, H. A. et al.l
Goodenough, F. L. , r92, 2og, 36t
Goodyear, C,, 258, 3t2, 333
Gordon, H., ro3
Gottschaldt, K., 36r (sea Subject Index

for references to test)
Goya, F. J. t 32r, 322
Graham, F. K. , r82, 363, 384

Fine, R., 346, 395
Fischer, 8., 349
Fitzpatrick, T. F., z3r, 389
Flanagan, J. C., 364
Flaxman , J., 32r, 322
Flemming, W. , 3rZ, 3gS
Flint, D., zz5, 388
Flugel, J. C. , 242
Ford, H., 3rr, 3r8, 332
Fortes, M., 47, 374
Foulds, G. A. , 245, 247, 389
Fouracre, L., ro3, r28, 378
Fowler, J., 332
Francesca, Piero della, 3rr
Frank, P., 34o, 395
Franklin , 8., 3oz
Fraser, E. , z6t, 387
Fraunhofer, J. von., 333
Freeman, W. , tgz, 384
French, J. W., 15, 86, 9o, 2351 237,374,

389
Fresnel, A. J., 333
Freyd, M., ztg, 222, 232, 389
Friedl, F. G. , 276, 393
Friese-Greene, W. E. , 258, 3rr , 3r2, 333
Frisby, C. B. , t47, 38t
Frisch, O. R., 333
Frostig, M., 364
Fruchter, B. , 90, 245, 323, 324, 389
Fulton, R., 3r t ,332
FurneauX, W. D., 247,3o8, 389
Furse, C. 'W'., 3rr
Fuseli, H,,32tr 322

Gainsborough, T., 3ro, 32r, 322
Gall, F. J. , 349
Gallagher, J. G., 186, 384
Gallese, G. J. , 279, 393
Galois, E., 332, 337
Galton, Sir F.r r, 3rr, 3r2,316, 335,

336,338, 374,395
Gardener, J. C., 8, 13, 30
Garside, R. F., 146, 38r
Gastaut, H., tS, 286, 393
Glstrin, J., tzzr 378
Gaudier-Brzeska, H., 3zr, 324
Gauguin, P., 258, 32r
Gauss, K. F. , r32, 332
Gay-Lussac, J. L., 349
Gegenbauer, K. , 349
Gehlmann, F. ,254, 389
Gelb, A., r8z, 384
G6ricault, T. , 32r
Gewirtz , J. L., 245, 389
Ghareib, R. M. E,,l, ?7, 324
Ghiselin, 8., 323, 3gs
Ghiselli, E. E., r52, 38r
Gibbon, E., 3o2, 3So
Gibbs, J. W., 333, 343
Gillray, J., 319, 32r, 32?
Gilmour, S. L. L., 256
Giotto, 32r, 327
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Granger, G. W. ,22r, 222, 237, 389
Granit, A. R. , 2o3, 384
Grassman, H. G., 316
Gray, J. H. , 363
Greco, E.l, 3zo, 32r, 324
Greenblatt, M., r93, 384
Gregorie family, 335
Griffiths, C. H. , 36t
Gropius, W. , 32t
Gross, O., 264, 275
Gruen, W., zz5, 388
Grtinewald, M., 3ro, 32r, 325
Guilford, J. P., 85, 90, 2rz, 245, 363,

374,375, 388

Hadamard, J., 316, 3r2r 336, 34t, 328,
395

Hailsham, Lord, 39
Haller, A. von, 349
Halpin, V. G., r87, 384
Halstead, H., zzt, 389
Halstead, W. C., r8g, 384
Hamilton, Sir W. R. , 316
Hamley, H. R., ro4, 328
Hamza, M., 99, r28,378
Hana, J4
Handel, G. F., 35r
Hanfmann, E. , r79, 2591 384, 385
Hanson, L. and 8., 329, 395
Hardy, G. H. , 3o9, 332, 346
Hardy, T., 3r5
Hargreaves, H. L., 245, 389
Harman, H. H. , 126, 2r4, 379
Harper, E. A. , z6o, 389
Harrell, W., 13, r4o, 38r
Harvey, W., 3o2, 3o4, 349
Hassell, T. W. , r24, 378
Haydn, J., 35r
Haydon, B. R., 3ro, 32t, 325
Healy, W.r 4z,36z
Heavisid€, O., 333
Hebb, D. O., r9o, r99, 385
Hebron, M. E. ,223, 237, 296, 389
Hegel, G. W. F., 345
Heidbreder, E. , 362
Heim, A. W., t97,243,385
Heisenberg, W., 333



Herbart, J. F. , 345
Hermite , C., 3r7
Hero,3or
Herschell, Sir W.,3oz
Hertz, H. , SSS
Hertzman, Y,, 26r, 297,Sqz (Witkin,

H. A. et al.\
Hewlett, J._H. G., z1g, z6o, z6r, 3goHeymans, G. , 264
Hilbert, D., 3r7
Hills, J. R., 13, r18, 378
Himmelweit, H. T. , i4S, 245, 246, 247,

38r, 389
Hindemith, P., 35 r
Hinton, Sif C., 3rr , 332
Hipparchus, 3or
Hobbes, T., 3oz
Hohne, H. H., 146, 38r
!!o!14d, H. C. ,279,-394
Holliday, F., t3, r37;18r
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SPATIAL ABILITY lts Educational and Social Significance

"The degree of exactness of the intuition of space may be &fferent

in different individuals, perhaps even in different races. . . .

"A fulI investigation of this subject, somewhat on the lines

suggested by Francis Galton in his researches on herediry, might
be interesting."

Felix Klein

(The Evanston Colloquium Lectures on Mathematics,

New York, 1894, p.46.)
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